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TITLE

DETERMINING CANCER AGGRESSIVENESS, PROGNOSIS AND

RESPONSIVENESS TO TREATMENT

FIELD

THIS INVENTION relates to cancer. More particularly, this invention relates to

methods of determining the aggressiveness of cancers, prognosis of cancers and/or

predicting responsiveness to anti-cancer therapy.

BACKGROUND

Hormone receptors (ER and PR) and HER2 are standard biomarkers used in

clinical practice to aid the histopathological classification of breast cancer and

management decisions. Hormone receptor (HR)- and HER2- positive tumors benefit

from tamoxifen and anti-HER2 therapies, respectively. On the other hand, there are

currently no targeted drug therapies for management of triple negative breast cancer

(TNBC), which lacks expression of HR/HER2. TNBCs are more sensitive to

chemotherapy than HR-positive tumors because they are generally more proliferative,

and pathological complete responses (pCR) after chemotherapy are more likely in

TNBC than in non-TNBC 1'2. Paradoxically, TNBC is associated with poorer survival

than non-TNBC, due to more frequent relapse in TNBC patients with residual

disease1'2. Only 31% of TNBC patients experience pCR after chemotherapy3,

emphasizing the need for targeted therapies.

Transcriptome profiling has been used to dissect the heterogeneity of breast

cancer into five intrinsic 'PAM50' subtypes; Luminal A, Luminal B, Basal-like,

HER-2 and normal-like subtypes that relate to clinical outcomes4 8 . Several gene

signatures have been developed to predict outcome or response to treatment

including: MammaPrint 9, OncotypeDx1 '1 1, Theros12 15. These commercial signatures

rely on models that select genes based on clinical phenotypes such as tumor response

or survival time. Notwithstanding their clinical utilities, these models fail to identify

core biological mechanisms for the phenotypes of interest. Recently, an approach

based on biological function-driven gene coexpression signatures, "attractor

metagenes", has been applied to the prediction of survival in certain cancers.

However such approaches are at an early stage and much work needs to be done to

develop this attractor metagene analysis in relation to cancers in general and also for

specific cancers.



SUMMARY

The present invention relates to the comparison of expression levels of a

plurality of differentially expressed genes from one or a plurality of functional

metagenes, including a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling

metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a

Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene,

an Immune system metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid

Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene; wherein the

comparison of expression level of a plurality of genes in these metagenes is used to

facilitate determining the aggressiveness of certain cancers. This comparison may

also, or alternatively, assist in providing a cancer prognosis for a patient. The

invention also relates to predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer

treatment by determining an expression level of one or a plurality of genes associated

with one or a plurality of the aforementioned twelve functional metagenes.

The invention further relates to the comparison of expression levels of a

specific signature of differentially expressed proteins to facilitate or assist in

determining the aggressiveness of a particular cancer, a prognosis for a cancer patient

and/or predicting responsiveness to an anti-cancer treatment. One or both of these

comparisons may also be integrated with the aforementioned comparison of the

expression levels of the plurality genes from one or a plurality of the aforementioned

functional metagenes in determining cancer aggressiveness, prognosis and/or

treatment.

In a first aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an

expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of

cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and

the underexpressed genes are from one or a plurality of metagenes selected from the

group consisting of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling

metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a

Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene,

an Immune System metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid

Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein



Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene, wherein: a

higher relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes

compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with

higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level of the

one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer

compared to a mammal having a higher expression level.

In a second aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining a cancer

prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an expression

level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an expression level of one

or a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or

organs of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the underexpressed

genes are from one or a plurality of metagenes selected from the group consisting of

a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular

Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation

metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System

metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a

Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene, wherein: a higher relative expression

level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality

of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a less favourable cancer

prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes

indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis.

In one embodiment of the above aspects, the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are selected

from one of the aforesaid metagenes. In an alternative embodiment, the one or

plurality of overexpressed genes and/or one or the plurality of underexpressed genes

are selected from a plurality of the aforesaid metagenes.

Suitably, for the method of the above aspects the Carbohydrate/Lipid

Metabolism metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development

metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation metagene,

the DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, the Immune System metagene, the

Metabolic Disease metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-



Translational Modification metagene, the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene

and/or the Multiple Networks metagene comprise one or a plurality of genes listed in

Table 21.

In a third aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an

expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of

cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and

the underexpressed genes are from one or a plurality of metagenes selected from the

group consisting of a Metabolism metagene, a Signalling metagene, a Development

and Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, an

Immune Response metagene and a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene,

wherein: a higher relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed

genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one

or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with lower

aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a mammal having a higher expression level

In a fourth aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining a cancer

prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an expression

level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an expression level of one

or a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or

organs of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the underexpressed

genes are from one or a plurality of metagenes selected from the group consisting of

a Metabolism metagene, a Signalling metagene, a Development and Growth

metagene, a Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, an Immune Response

metagene and a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene, wherein: a higher relative

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one

or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a less favourable

cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes

indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis.

In one embodiment of the third and fourth aspects, the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are selected



from one of the aforesaid metagenes. In an alternative embodiment, the one or

plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes

are selected from a plurality of the aforesaid metagenes.

Suitably, the Metabolism metagene, the Signalling metagene, the

Development and Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation/Replication

metagene, the Immune Response metagene and/or the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene comprise one or a plurality of genes listed in Table

22.

In particular embodiments of the method of the third and fourth aspects, the

one or plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed

genes are from one or a plurality of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a

Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth

metagene, a Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination

metagene, an Immune System metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic

Acid Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene.

In a fifth aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and/or an expression level of one or a

plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling in one

or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher

relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed

genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling indicates or correlates with higher

aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level expression

level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal

instability compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes associated with

estrogen receptor signalling indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the

cancer compared to a mammal having a higher expression level.

In a sixth aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining a cancer

prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an expression

level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal

instability and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes



associated with estrogen receptor signalling in one or a plurality of cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the

one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability

compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen

receptor signalling indicates or correlates with a less favourable cancer prognosis;

and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed

genes associated with chromosomal instability compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling indicates or

correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis.

In certain embodiments, the genes associated with chromosomal instability

are of a CIN metagene. Non-limiting examples include genes selected from the group

consisting of ATP6V1C1, RAP2A, CALM1, COG8, HELLS, KDM5A, PGK1,

PLCH1, CEP55, RFC4, TAF2, SF3B3, GPI, PIR, MCM10, MELK, FOXM1, KIF2C,

NUP155, TPX2, TTK, CENPA, CENPN, EXOl, MAPREl, ACOT7, NAEl, SHMT2,

TCP1, TXNRD1, ADM, CHAF1A and SYNCRIP. Preferably, the genes are selected

from the group consisting of: MELK, MCM10, CENPA, EXOl, TTK and KIF2C.

In certain embodiments, the genes associated with estrogen receptor

signalling are of an ER metagene. Non-limiting examples include genes selected

from the group consisting of: BTG2, PIK3IP1, SEC14L2, FLNB, ACSF2, APOM,

BIN3, GLTSCR2, ZMYND10, ABAT, BCAT2, SCUBE2, RUNX1, LRRC48, MYBPC1,

BCL2, CHPT1, ITM2A, LRIG1, MAPT, PRKCB, RERE, ABHD14A, FLT3, TNN,

STC2, BATF, CD1E, CFB, EVL, FBXW4, ABCB1, ACAA1, CHAD, PDCD4, RPL10,

RPS28, RPS4X, RPS6, SORBS1, RPL22 and RPS4XP3. Preferably, the genes are

selected from the group consisting of: MAPT and MYB.

In certain embodiments, the method of the fifth and sixth aspects further

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of other

overexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3,

GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5,

HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4,

TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1,

and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of other underexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2,

CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2,

SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH,



KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and SRPK3, in one or a

plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative

expression level of the other overexpressed genes compared to the other

underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer

and/or a less favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of

the other overexpressed genes compared to the other underexpressed genes indicates

or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a more favourable

cancer prognosis compared to a mammal having a higher expression level.

In one embodiment, the one or plurality of other overexpressed genes are

selected from the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9,

CAMSAP1, CARHSP1, CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, GRHPR,

GSK3B, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, MAP2K5, NDUFC1, PML, STAU1, TXN and ZNF593.

In one embodiment, the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes are

selected from the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR7,

SMPDL3B and ZNRD1 -AS1 .

Suitably, the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of the

underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling is integrated with

the comparison of the expression level of the one or plurality of other overexpressed

genes and/or the expression level of the one or plurality of other underexpressed

genes to derive a first integrated score.

In a seventh aspect, the invention provides a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes selected

from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1,

VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31,

ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B,

EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1, and/or an expression level of one

or a plurality of underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of BRD8,

BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1,

ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C,

CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and

SRPK3, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal,

wherein: a higher relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed



genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one

or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with lower

aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a mammal having a higher expression

level.

In an eighth aspect, the invention provides a method of determining a cancer

prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an expression

level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes selected from the group consisting

of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B,

GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1,

PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1,

LAMA3, NDUFCl and STAUl, and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of

underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of BRD8, BTN2A2.

KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-

AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C, CXCR4,

HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and SRPK3, in

one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher

relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to

the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a less

favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or

plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed

genes indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis compared to a

mammal having a higher expression level.

In one embodiment of the seventh and eighth aspects, the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B,

BCAP31, CA9, CAMSAP1, CARHSP1, CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1,

GRHPR, GSK3B, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, MAP2K5, NDUFCl, PML, STAUl, TXN and

ZNF593.

In one embodiment of the seventh and eighth aspects, the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2,

IGH, ME1, MTMR7, SMPDL3B and ZNRD1-AS1.

In particular embodiments, the method of the first, second, third, fourth, fifth,

sixth, seventh and eighth aspects further includes the step of comparing an



expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed proteins selected from the

group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80,

HER3, SMAD1, GATA3, ITGA2, AKT1, NFKB1, HER2, ASNS and COL6A1,

and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed proteins selected

from the group consisting of VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1, YWHAE,

RAD50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15 and RPS6, in one or a plurality of cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the

overexpressed proteins compared to the underexpressed proteins indicates or

correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a less favourable cancer

prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the overexpressed proteins

compared to the underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with lower

aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a more favourable cancer prognosis compared to

a mammal having a higher expression level.

Suitably, the comparison of the expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and/or the expression level of the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins is to thereby derive an integrated score. In one particular

embodiment, the comparison of the expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and/or the expression level of the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins is integrated with:

(i) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of

the underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

to derive a second integrated score; or

the first integrated score to derive a third integrated score; or

the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4,

MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML,

CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7,

GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1 and/or the expression level

of the underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of

BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C,

NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1,

BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH,



KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLN1, MTMR7, SORBS1 and SRPK3 to

derive a fourth integrated score; or

(iv) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

and/or an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the

genes are from one or a plurality of the Carbohydrate/Lipid

Metabolism metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular

Development metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregation metagene, the DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, the Immune System metagene,

the Metabolic Disease metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism

metagene, the Post-Translational Modification metagene, the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the Multiple Networks

metagene, to derive a fifth integrated score; or

(v) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

and/or the expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the

genes are from one or a plurality of the Metabolism metagene, the

Signalling metagene, the Development and Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, the Immune

Response metagene and/or the Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene, to derive a sixth integrated score.

wherein the second, third, fourth, fifth and/or sixth integrated score is

indicative of, or correlates with, the aggressiveness and/or prognosis of the

cancer in the mammal.

In particular embodiments, the second, third, fourth, fifth and/or sixth

integrated score are derived, at least in part, by addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division and/or exponentiation.

In a preferred embodiment, the first, second and/or third integrated scores are

derived, at least in part, by exponentiation wherein the comparison of the expression

level of the other overexpressed genes and the expression level of the other

underexpressed genes is raised to the power of

(i) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of

the underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling;

and/or



(ii) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed proteins

and/or the expression level of the underexpressed proteins.

In a ninth aspect, the invention provides a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed proteins

selected from the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1,

EGFR, Ku80, HER3, SMAD1, GATA3, ITGA2, AKT1, KB1, HER2, ASNS and

COL6A1, and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed proteins

selected from the group consisting of VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1,

YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15 and RPS6, in one or a plurality of cancer

cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level of

the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness of the

cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins

indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a

mammal having a higher expression level.

In a tenth aspect, the invention provides a method of determining a cancer

prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an expression

level of one or a plurality of overexpressed proteins selected from the group

consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80, HER3,

SMAD1, GATA3, ITGA2, AKT1, NFKB1, HER2, ASNS and COL6A1, and/or an

expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed proteins selected from the

group consisting of VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1, YWHAE, RAD50,

PGR, COL6A1, PEA15 and RPS6, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or

organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the one or

plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with a less favourable cancer

prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins

indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis compared to a

mammal having a higher expression level.

In an eleventh aspect, the invention provides method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method



including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of

underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the

mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the underexpressed genes are from

one or a plurality of metagenes selected from the group consisting of a

Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular

Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation

metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System

metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a

Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene, wherein an altered or modulated

relative expression level of the overexpressed genes compared to the underexpressed

genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of

the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

Suitably, for the present aspect the Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development metagene, the

Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation metagene, the DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, the Immune System metagene, the Metabolic

Disease metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-Translational

Modification metagene, the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the

Multiple Networks metagene comprise one or a plurality of genes listed in Table 21.

In a twelfth aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of

underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the

mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the underexpressed genes are from

one or a plurality of metagenes selected from the group consisting of a Metabolism

metagene, a Signalling metagene, a Development and Growth metagene, a

Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, an Immune Response metagene

and a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene, wherein an altered or modulated

relative expression level of the overexpressed genes compared to the underexpressed

genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of

the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.



In one embodiment of the eleventh and twelfth aspects, the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are selected

from one of the metagenes. In an alternative embodiment, the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are selected

from a plurality of the metagenes.

Suitably, the Metabolism metagene, the Signalling metagene, the

Development and Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation/Replication

metagene, the Immune Response metagene and/or the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene comprise one or a plurality of genes listed in Table

22.

In particular embodiments, the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and

the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are from one or a plurality of a

Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular

Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation

metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System

metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a

Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene.

According to the method of the eleventh and twelfth aspects, the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an

expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes includes comparing an

average expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an

average expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes. This may

include calculating a ratio of the average expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and the average expression level of the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes. Suitably, the ratio provides an aggressiveness score which is

indicative of, or correlates with, cancer aggressiveness and a less favourable

prognosis. Alternatively, the step of comparing an expression level of one or a

plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of

underexpressed genes includes comparing the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes. This may include calculating a ratio of the sum of

expression levels of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the sum of

expression levels of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes.



In a thirteenth aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of determining an expression level of one or a plurality of genes

associated with chromosomal instability in one or a plurality of non-mitotic cancer

cells of the mammal, wherein a higher expression level indicates or correlates with

relatively increased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment

Suitably, the one or plurality of genes associated with chromosomal

instability are selected from the group consisting of: TTK, CEP55, FOXM1 and

SKIP2 and/or any CIN genes listed in Table 4 .

In a fourteenth aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and/or an expression

level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor

signalling in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal,

wherein an altered or modulated relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability compared to the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the

cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In certain embodiments, the genes associated with chromosomal instability

are of a CIN metagene. Non-limiting examples include genes selected from the group

consisting of: ATP6V1C1, RAP2A, CALM1, COG8, HELLS, KDM5A, PGK1,

PLCH1, CEP55, RFC4, TAF2, SF3B3, GPI, PIR, MCM10, MELK, FOXM1, KIF2C,

NUP155, TPX2, TTK, CENPA, CENPN, EXOl, MAPRE1, ACOT7, NAE1, SHMT2,

TCP1, TXNRD1, ADM, CHAF1A and SYNCRIP. Preferably, the genes are selected

from the group consisting of: MELK, MCM10, CENPA, EXOl, TTK and KIF2C.

In certain embodiments, the genes associated with estrogen receptor

signalling are of an ER metagene. Non-limiting examples include genes selected

from the group consisting of: BTG2, PIK3IP1, SEC14L2, FLNB, ACSF2, APOM,

BIN3, GLTSCR2, ZMYND10, ABAT, BCAT2, SCUBE2, RUNX1, LRRC48, MYBPC1,

BCL2, CHPT1, ITM2A, LRIG1, MAPT, PRKCB, RERE, ABHD14A, FLT3, TNN,

STC2, BATF, CD1E, CFB, EVL, FBXW4, ABCB1, ACAA1, CHAD, PDCD4, RPL10,



RPS28, RPS4X, RPS6, SORBSl, RPL22 and RPS4XP3. Preferably, the genes are

selected from the group consisting of: MAPT and MYB.

Suitably, the method of this aspect further includes the step of comparing an

expression level of one or a plurality of other overexpressed genes selected from the

group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28,

ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2,

CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7,

GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1, and/or an expression level of one or a

plurality of other underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of BRD8,

BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1,

ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C,

CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and

SRPK3 in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein

an altered or modulated relative expression level of the one or plurality of other

overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes

indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the

cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In one embodiment, the one or plurality of other overexpressed genes are

selected from the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9,

CAMSAP1, CARHSP1, CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, GRHPR,

GSK3B, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, MAP2K5, NDUFC1, PML, STAU1, TXN and ZNF593.

In one embodiment, the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes are

selected from the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR7,

SMPDL3B and ZNRD1-AS1.

In certain embodiments, the comparison of the expression level of the one or

plurality of other overexpressed genes and/or the expression level of the one or

plurality of other underexpressed genes is integrated with the comparison of the

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated with

chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling to derive a first

integrated score, which is indicative of, or correlates with, responsiveness of the

cancer to the anti-cancer treatment. By way of example, the first integrated score

may be derived, at least in part, by addition, subtraction, multiplication, division

and/or exponentiation. Preferably, the integrated score is derived by exponentiation,



wherein the comparison of the expression level of the one or plurality of other

overexpressed genes and the expression level of the one or plurality of other

underexpressed genes is raised to the power of the comparison of the expression

level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal

instability and the expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling.

In a fifteenth aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3,

GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5,

HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4,

TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1,

and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes selected

from the group consisting of BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR,

CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1,

BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CDIB, CD1C, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3,

SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and SRPK3, in one or a plurality of

cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or modulated

relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to

the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with relatively

increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In one embodiment, the one or plurality of overexpressed genes are selected

from the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9, CAMSAP1,

CARHSP1, CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, GRHPR, GSK3B,

HCFC1R1, KCNG1, MAP2K5, NDUFC1, PML, STAU1, TXN and ZNF593.

In one embodiment, the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are selected

from the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR7, SMPDL3B and

ZNRD1-AS1.

Suitably, the method of the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth and

fifteenth aspects further includes the step of comparing an expression level of a one

or a plurality of overexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of DVL3,

PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80, HER3, SMAD1, GATA3,

ITGA2, AKTl, NFKBl, HER2, ASNS and COL6A1, and/or an expression level of



one or a plurality of underexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of

VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1, YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1,

PEA15 and RPS6, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the

mammal, wherein an altered or modulated relative expression level of the one or

plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased

responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

Suitably, the comparison of the expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and/or the expression level of the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins is to thereby derive an integrated score. In one particular

embodiment, the comparison of the expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and/or the expression level of the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins is integrated with:

(i) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of

the underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

to derive a second integrated score; or

(ii) the first integrated score to derive a third integrated score; or

(iii) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4,

MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML,

CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7,

GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1 and/or the expression level

of the underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of

BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C,

NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1,

BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CDIB, CD1C, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH,

KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLN1, MTMR7, SORBS1 and SRPK3 to

derive a fourth integrated score; or

(iv) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes and

an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the genes

are from one or a plurality of the Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development



metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome

Segregation metagene, the DNA Replication/Recombination

metagene, the Immune System metagene, the Metabolic Disease

metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-

Translational Modification metagene, the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the Multiple Networks

metagene, to derive a fifth integrated score; or

(v) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes and

an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the genes

are from one or a plurality of the Metabolism metagene, the

Signalling metagene, the Development and Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, the Immune

Response metagene and/or the Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene, to derive a sixth integrated score.

wherein the second, third, fourth, fifth and/or sixth integrated score is indicative of,

or correlates with, responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In particular embodiments the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and/or sixth

integrated score are derived, at least in part, by addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division and/or exponentiation.

In a preferred embodiment, the first, second and/or third integrated scores are

derived, at least in part, by exponentiation wherein the comparison of the expression

level of the other overexpressed genes and/or the expression level of the other

underexpressed genes is raised to the power of

(i) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of

the underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling;

and/or

(ii) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed proteins

and/or the expression level of the underexpressed proteins.

In a sixteenth aspect, the invention provides method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1,

VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80, HER3, SMADl, GATA3, ITGA2,



AKT1, FKB 1, HER2, ASNS and COL6A1, and/or an expression level of one or a

plurality of underexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of VEGFR2,

HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1, YWHAE, RAD 50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15 and

RPS6, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein

an altered or modulated relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins

indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the

cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

Suitably, the anticancer treatment of the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth,

fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth aspects is selected from the group consisting of

endocrine therapy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy and a molecularly targeted

therapy. In certain embodiments, the anticancer treatment comprises an anaplastic

lymphoma kinase (ALK) inhibitor, a BCR-ABL inhibitor, a heat shock protein 90

(HSP90) inhibitor, an epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor, a poly

(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitor, retinoic acid, a B-cell lymphoma 2

(Bcl2) inhibitor, a gluconeogenesis inhibitor, a p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase

(MAPK) inhibitor, a mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase 1/2 (MEKl/2) inhibitor,

a mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor, a phosphatidylinositol-4,5-

bisphosphate 3-kinase (PI3K) inhibitor, an insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor

(IGF1R) inhibitor, a phospholipase C-γ (PL ) inhibitor, a c-Jun N-terminal kinase

(JNK) inhibitor, a p21-activated kinase-1 (PAK1) inhibitor, a spleen tyrosine kinase

(SYK) inhibitor, a histone deacetylase (FDDAC) inhibitor, a fibroblast growth factor

receptor (FGFR) inhibitor, an X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis (XIAP) inhibitor, a

polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1) inhibitor, an extracellular-signal-regulated kinase 5

(ERK5) inhibitor and combinations thereof.

Suitably, the method of the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth

and sixteenth aspects further includes the step of administering to the mammal a

therapeutically effective amount of the anticancer treatment. Preferably, the

anticancer treatment is administered when the altered or modulated relative

expression level indicates or correlates with relatively increased responsiveness of

the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In a seventeenth aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an immunotherapeutic agent in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of



overexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of ADORA2B, CD36,

CETN3, CFDP1, KCNG1, LAMA3, NAE1, MAP2K5, PGK1, SF3B3, STAU1 and

TXN and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting oiAPOBEC3A, BTN2A2, BCL2, CAMK4,

FBXW4, CAMSAP1, CARHSP1, GSK3B, HCFC1R1, PSEN2, MYB and ZNF593, , in

one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered

or modulated relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes

compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with

relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the

immunotherapeutic agent.

Suitably, the immunotherapeutic agent is an immune checkpoint inhibitor.

Preferably, the immune checkpoint inhibitor is or comprises an anti-PDl antibody or

an anti-PDLl antibody.

In an eighteenth aspect is provided a method of predicting the responsiveness

of a cancer to an epidermal; growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor in a mammal,

said method including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality

of overexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of NAE1, GSK3B, TAF2,

MAPRE1, BRD4, STAU1, TAF2, PDCD4, KCNG1, ZNRD1-AS1, EIF4B, HELLS,

RPL22, ABAT, BTN2A2, CD1B, ITM2A, BCL2, CXCR4, and ARNT2 and/or an

expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes selected from the

group consisting oiCDIC, CD1E, CD1B, KDM5A, BATF, EVL, PRKCB, HCFC1R1,

CARHSP1, CHAD, KIR2DL4, ABHD5, ABHD14A, ACAA1, SRPK3, CFB, ARNT2,

NDUFC1, BCL2, EVL, ULBP2, BIN3, SF3B3, CETN3, SYNCRIP, TAF2, CENPN,

ATP6V1C1, CD55 and ADORA2B in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or

organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or modulated relative expression level of

the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased

responsiveness of the cancer to the EGFR inhibitor.

In a nineteenth aspect is provided a method of predicting the responsiveness

of a cancer to a multikinase inhibitor in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes selected

from the group consisting of SCUBE, CHPT1, CDC1, BTG2, ADORA2B and BCL2,

and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes selected

from the group consisting of NOP2, CALR, MAPRE1, KCNG1, PGK1, SRPK3,



RERE, ADM, LAMA3, KIR2DL4, ULBP2, LAMA4, CA9, and BCAP31, in one or a

plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or

modulated relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes

compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with

relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the multikinase

inhibitor.

Suitably, for the method of the seventeenth, eighteenth and nineteenth

aspects, a higher relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed

genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with a relatively increased responsiveness of the cancer to the

immunotherapeutic agent, EGFR inhibitor or multikinase inhibitor; and/or a lower

relative expression level of the one or aplurality of overexpressed genes compared to

the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a relatively

decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the immunotherapeutic agent, EGFR

inhibitor and/or multikinase inhibitor.

In some embodiments, the method of the seventeenth, eighteenth and

nineteenth aspects further includes the step of administering to the mammal a

therapeutically effective amount of the immunotherapeutic agent, the EGFR inhibitor

or the multikinase inhibitor respectively. Preferably, the immunotherapeutic agent,

the EGFR inhibitor or the multikinase inhibitor is administered when the altered or

modulated relative expression level indicates or correlates with relatively increased

responsiveness of the cancer to the immunotherapeutic agent, the EGFR inhibitor or

the multikinase inhibitor respectively.

Suitably, for the methods of the aforementioned aspects, the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality ofoverexpressed genes or

proteins and an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes or

proteins, includes comparing an average expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes or proteins and an average expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes or proteins. This may include calculating a ratio of

the average expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes or

proteins and the average expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed

genes or proteins. Suitably, the ratio provides an aggressiveness score which is

indicative of, or correlates with, cancer aggressiveness and a less favourable

prognosis. Alternatively, the step of comparing an expression level of one or a



plurality of overexpressed genes and an expression level of one or a plurality of

underexpressed genes or proteins , includes comparing the sum of expression levels

of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes or proteins and the sum of expression

levels of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes or proteins. This may include

calculating a ratio of the sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes or protein and the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes or proteins.

In certain embodiments of the aforementioned methods, the mammal is

subsequently treated for cancer.

In a twentieth aspect, the invention provides a method for identifying an

agent for use in the treatment of cancer including the steps of:

(i) contacting a protein product of GRHPR, NDUFCl, CAMSAP1, CETN3,

EIF3K, STAU1, EXOSC7, COGS, CFDPl and/or KCNGl with a test agent; and

(ii) determining whether the test agent, at least partly, reduces, eliminates,

suppresses or inhibits the expression and/or an activity of the protein product.

Suitably, the agent possesses or displays little or no significant off-target

and/or nonspecific effects.

Preferably, the agent is an antibody or a small organic molecule.

In a twenty first aspect, the invention provides an agent for use in the

treatment of cancer identified by the method of the eighteenth aspect.

In a twenty second aspect, the invention provides a method of treating a

cancer in a mammal, including the step of administering to the mammal a

therapeutically effective amount of an agent identified by the method of the

eighteenth aspect.

Preferably, for the invention of the twentieth, twenty first and twenty second

aspects, the cancer has an overexpressed gene selected from the group consisting of

GRHPR, NDUFCl, CAMSAP1, CETN3, EIF3K, STAU1, EXOSC7, COGS, CFDPl,

KCNGl and any combination thereof.

Suitably, the method of the aformentioned aspects further includes the step of

determining, assessing or measuring the expression level of one or plurality of the

overexpressed genes, the underexpressed genes, the overexpressed proteins and/or

the underexpressed proteins described herein.

Suitably, the mammal referred to in the aforementioned aspects and

embodiments is a human.



In certain embodiments of the invention of the aforementioned aspects, the

cancer includes breast cancer, lung cancer inclusive of lung adenocarcinoma and

lung squamous cell carcinoma, cancers of the reproductive system inclusive of

ovarian cancer, cervical cancer, uterine cancer and prostate cancer, cancers of the

brain and nervous system, head and neck cancers, gastrointestinal cancers inclusive

of colon cancer, colorectal cancer and gastric cancer, liver cancer inclusive of

hepatocellular carcinoma, kidney cancer inclusive of renal clear cell carcinoma and

renal papillary cell carcinoma, skin cancers such as melanoma and skin carcinomas,

blood cell cancers inclusive of lymphoid cancers and myelomonocytic cancers,

cancers of the endocrine system such as pancreatic cancer and pituitary cancers,

musculoskeletal cancers inclusive of bone and soft tissue cancers, although without

limitation thereto. By way of example, breast cancer includes aggressive breast

cancers and cancer subtypes such as triple negative breast cancer, grade 2 breast

cancer, grade 3 breast cancer, lymph node positive (LN+) breast cancer, HER2

positive (HER2+) breast cancer and ER positive (ER+) breast cancer, although

without limitation thereto.

Unless the context requires otherwise, the terms "comprise", "comprises" and

"comprising", or similar terms are intended to mean a non-exclusive inclusion, such

that a recited list of elements or features does not include those stated or listed

elements solely, but may include other elements or features that are not listed or

stated.

The indefinite articles ' and an are used here to refer to or encompass

singular or plural elements or features and should not be taken as meaning or

defining "one" or a "single" element or feature.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

Figure 1: Correlation of breast cancer subtypes and the aggressiveness gene list.

The METABRIC dataset was visualized according to the expression of the 206 genes

(Table 4) in the aggressiveness gene list. The aggressiveness score for each tumor

was calculated as the ratio of the CIN metagene (average value for CIN genes

expression) to the ER metagene (average value for ER genes expression). (A) The

expression of the aggressiveness gene list according to the GENIUS histological

classification. Box plot shows the aggressiveness score of the histological subtypes.

(B) The overall survival of patients in the METABRIC dataset was analyzed



according to the aggressiveness score (upper row: by quartiles; lower row: by

median) in all patients, non-TNBC patients and in patients with ER+ Grade 2 tumors.

The hazard ratio (HR) and confidence interval (CI) and p-value for comparisons of

upper quartile vs. lower quartiles (upper row) and at the dichotomy across the

median (high vs. low) are shown (Log-rank Test, GraphPad® Prism). The number of

patients (n) in each group is shown in brackets.

Figure 2 : Network analysis of the aggressiveness gene list. (A) Ingenuity pathway

analysis was performed using direct interactions on the 206 genes in the

aggressiveness gene list (red is overexpressed and green is underexpressed). One

network of high direct interactions was identified. (B) The genes in the network in A

were investigated for their correlation with the aggressiveness score and overall

survival (Table 5) and eight genes (MAPT, MYB, MELK, MCM10, CE A, EXOl,

TTK and KIF2C) with the highest correlation were still connected in a direct

interaction network. (C) The overall survival of patients in the METABRIC dataset

was analyzed according to score from the 8 genes in C (upper row: by quartiles;

lower row: by median) in all patients, non-TNBC patients and in patients with ER+

Grade 2 tumors.

Figure 3 : Survival of patients stratified by the 8-genes score in the METABRIC

dataset. The overall survival of patients in the METABRIC dataset was analyzed

according to the 8-genes score in selected settings in all patients (A) or in ER-

positive patients only (B). (A) TP53 mutation was compared in high vs. low 8-genes

score (split by the median). The expression of the proliferation marker Ki67 was

divided by dichotomy across the median and patients in each of these groups were

then stratified according to their 8-genes score (split by quartiles). Disease stages

(Stage I - Stage III) were stratified by the median 8-genes score. (B) ER+ Grade 3,

ER+ lymph node negative (LN-) and ER+ LN+ tumors were stratified by the

quartiles.

Figure 4 : The 8-genes score associates with survival of breast cancer patients.

Four published datasets were used to validate the 8-genes score as a predictor of

survival. The 8-genes score was calculated for tumors in each of the datasets and the

survival of patients was stratified according to the median 8-genes score; (A)

GSE2990 15, (B) GSE3494 65, (C) GSE203466 and (D) GSE25066 53. The hazard ratio

(HR) and confidence interval (CI) and p-value for comparisons high vs. low 8-genes

score are shown in the Kaplan-Meier survival curves (Log-rank Test, GraphPad®



Prism). The number of patients (n) is shown in brackets. The table in each panel

show multivariate survival analysis in the using Cox-proportional hazard model

including all available conventional indicators.

Figure 5 : Therapeutic targets in the aggressiveness gene list. (A) The T BC cell

lines, MDA-MB-231, SUM159PT and Hs578T were treated with control siRNA

(Scrambled, Sc CTRL) or siRNA targeting the specified genes and the survival of

these cells was compared on day 6 . Data shown is the average from the three cell

lines where each cell line was treated in triplicate. * p< 0.05, ** p<0.01 and ***

<0.001 from One-Way ANOVA analysis performed using GraphPad® Prism. Data

for individual cell lines is shown in Table 5 . (B) A panel of breast cancer cell lines

was used to prepare lysates for immunoblotting of TTK. Tubulin was used as the

loading control. (C) Dose response curves for the treatment of breast cancer cell lines

in the absence or presence of escalating doses of the TTK inhibitor (TTKi) AZ3146.

The survival of cells was measured using the CellTitre® MTS/MTA assay carried out

6 days after treatment. Percentage survival (n = 3 per dose) was calculated as the

percentage of the signal from treated cells to that from control cells. (D) The

concentration of TTK required to affect the survival of 50% of the cells (IC50) was

measured by GraphPad ® Prism from the dose response curves in C for each cell line.

Figure 6 : TTK protein expression associates with breast cancer survival. The

overall survival of patients in a large cohort of breast cancer patients (n=409) was

stratified according to TTK staining by IHC (scores 0-3). Kaplan-Meier survival

curves are shown for all patients (A) with four TTK staining (categories 0-3) and (B)

two categories (0-2 vs. 3). Log-rank Test and p-value were used for survival curves.

(C) The distribution of high TTK staining (category 3) across histological subgroups

and mitotic indices. Data shown is the mitotic index (median + range) measured as

the number of mitotic cells in 10 high power fields (hpf). The number of tumors with

high TTK staining to the total number of tumors in the cohort is shown on the right.

High TTK expression distributed across subtypes and did not associate with mitotic

index.

Figure 7 : TTK associates with aggressive subtypes and is a therapeutic target.

(A) Kaplan-Meier survival curves are shown for Grade 3 tumors, lymph node

positive patients (LN+) and LN+ patients with grade 3 tumors. Log-rank Test and p-

value were used for these survival curves. For patients with TNBC, and HER2,

survival was statistically significant using the Gehan-Breslow-Wilcoxon test (p-



values marked by asterisks) which gives more weight to deaths at early time points.

The poorer survival of patients with high Ki67 tumors and high TTK staining was a

trend but did not reach significance. Survival curves and statistical analyses were

performed using GraphPad ® Prism. (B) T BC and non-TNBC cell lines were treated

for 6 days with the specified concentrations of docetaxel (doc) alone, TTK inhibitor

(TTKi) alone of the combinations. The survival of cells was measured using the

MTS/MTA assay as described in Methods. *** p < 0.001 comparing the combination

to single agents and to non-TNBC cell lines from Two-Way Anova in GraphPad ®

Prism. (C) MDA-MB-23 1 cells were treated with docetaxel or TTKi alone or in

combination and collected at 96 hours to perform apoptosis assays by flow cytometry.

Early apoptotic cells were defined as annexin V+/7-AAD-.

Figure 8 : Global gene expression meta-analysis of genes deregulated in TNBC,

metastatic events and death at 5 years in Oncomine™. (A) TNBC in 8 datasets

were compared to non-TNBC, (B) tumors with metastatic events at 5 years were

compared to those with no metastatic events at 5 years in 7 datasets and (C) tumors

leading to death at 5 years were compared to those that did not lead to death at 5

years were compared in 7 datasets. The datasets used in the comparisons are stated in

the legends and the key for the heatmap coloring is also included. The heatmap key

denotes the top or bottom x % placement of a gene according to gene rank which is

based on the p-value.

Figure 9 : The derivation of the 206 aggressiveness gene list. (A and B) are Venn

diagrams for the top overexpressed genes and bottom underexpressed genes shared

between TNBC and/or metastasis and death at 5 years analyses in Oncomine™ (C

and D) The Venn diagrams from A and B were crossed with genes which were

deregulated in TNBC in comparison to adjacent normal breast tissue from the

METABRIC dataset. The genes marked in bold in panels C and D are the 206 genes

which constitute the unfiltered aggressiveness gene list.

Figure 10: Common genes between the 206 aggressiveness gene list and

metagene attractors. Venn diagrams show common genes (in bold) between the

206 aggressiveness gene list and the chromosomal instability (CIN), lymphocyte-

specific and ER attractors (Cheng et al 2013a, Cheng et al 2013b). The table below

lists the shared genes. The 6 overexpressed genes (marked in red) and 2

underexpressed genes (marked in green) which constitute the 8-genes signature in

this study are shown. Gene set enrichment analysis of the remaining 140 genes which



were only present in the 206 gene signature reveal that these genes function in cell

cycle.

Figure 11: Correlation of breast cancer subtypes and the aggressiveness gene

list. The METABRIC dataset was visualized according to the expression of the 206

genes in the aggressiveness gene list. The aggressiveness score for each tumor was

calculated as the sum of normalized z-score expression values of overexpressed

genes divided by that of underexpressed genes. (A and B) The expression of the

aggressiveness gene list was visualized according to PAM50 intrinsic subtypes and

the integrative clusters classification. Box plots show the aggressiveness score of

these subtypes. The shaded lines in box plots mark the median value for the

aggressiveness score. *** p < 0.001 One-Way ANOVA using GraphPad ® Prism.

Kaplan-Meier curves are of overall survival of patients in the METABRIC dataset

stratified according to the quartiles (left plot) or the median (middle plot) of the

aggressiveness score in ER+ patients with Grade 3 tumors. Tumors of the five

PAM50 intrinsic subtypes which show high aggressiveness score (higher than the

median) did not show statistical difference in overall survival (right plot). The hazard

ratio (HR) and the 95% confidence interval (CI) and the p-value are reported using

the Log-rank Test.

Figure 12: Survival of the PAM50 breast cancer subtypes in the METABRIC

dataset according to the aggressiveness score. The survival of patients in the

METABRIC dataset annotated based on the PAM50 subtypes was analyzed by

dichotomy across the median aggressiveness score from the 206 gene list (A) and the

reduced 8 gene list (B). The p-value are reported using the Log-rank Test in

GraphPad® Prism and show that all tumors with the different PAM50 subtypes but

high aggressiveness score did not show a difference in patient survival (left graphs),

whereas the PAM50 subtypes showed significantly different survival only in low

aggressiveness score setting.

Figure 13: TTK staining association with patient survival. The overall survival of

patients in a large cohort of breast cancer patients (n=409) was stratified according to

TTK staining by IHC (scores 0-3). Kaplan-Meier survival curves are shown for all

patients (with four TTK staining categories 0-3 and two categories (0-2 vs. 3) with

10 and 20 years follow up. Log-rank Test and p-value were used for survival curves

of all patients. There were no statistical differences in the survival of patients with



Grade 1, Grade 2 or hormone positive tumors when stratified by TTK expression.

Survival curves and statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad® Prism.

Figure 14: Criteria used for assigning 'prognostic subgroups' in this study.

Figure 15: Panel 1 : Overall survival curves of lung cancer patients split by ten

(10) CIN and two (2) ER genes as a signature; patients are low or high according to

the median of the signature; Panel 2 : Survival curves for lung adenocarconima split

by ten (10) CIN genes and two (2) ER genes as a signature; patients are low or high

according to the median of the signature; Panel 3 : Survival curves for lung

adenocarconima (10 years) split by ten (10) CIN genes and two (2) ER genes as a

signature; patients are low or high according to the median of the signature; Panel 4 :

Survival curves for lung adenocarconima split by six (6) CIN genes and two (2) ER

genes as a signature; patients are low or high according to the median of the

signature; and Panel 5 : Survival curves for lung adenocarconima (10 years) split by

six (6) CIN genes and two (2) ER genes as a signature; patients are low or high

according to the median of the signature.

Figure 16: (A) RNA-Seq data from the breast cancer cohort of The Cancer Genome

Atlas (TCGA) data. (B) Recurrence-free survival of breast cancer patients in the

TCGA stratified by the Aggressiveness score compared to the OncotypeDx

recurrence score. (C) Comparison of copy number variations (CNVs) of breast

tumours with high aggressiveness score to those with low aggressiveness score.

Figure 17: (A) RNA-Seq data from all cancers of The Cancer Genome Atlas

(TCGA) data. (B) Recurrence-free survival of all cancer patients in the TCGA

stratified by the Aggressiveness score compared to the OncotypeDx recurrence score.

Figure 18: Recurrence-free survival or overall survival of cancer patients with

different cancer types in the TCGA data patients stratified by the 8-genes

aggressiveness score.

Figure 19: Outline of Example 2 . Meta-analysis was performed in Oncomine™

using breast cancer datasets irrespective of subtypes or gene expression array

platforms used. The global gene expression profiles of breast tumors that led to

metastatic or death event within 5 years were compared to those that did not and the

top overexpressed (OE) and underexpressed genes (UE) in these comparisons were

selected. The commonly deregulated genes in the primary tumors that led to

metastatic and death events (depending on the annotation of each dataset) were then

interrogated using the online tool KM-Plotter™ (n>4000 patients with some overlap



with the datasets in Oncomine™). Only genes which associated with relapse-free

survival (RFS), distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS) or overall survival (OS) of

basal-like breast cancer (BLBC) or ER-negative (ER) breast cancer were selected.

The 96 genes from this training were then shortlisted to 28 genes by selecting the

most significant and persistent across the different outcomes (RFS, DMFS and OS).

The 28-gene signature was then validated in large cohorts of breast cancer gene

expression studies including The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset the

Research Online Cancer Knowledgebase (ROCK) dataset and the homogenous

TNBC dataset for prognostication of ER-, TNBC and BLBC subtypes. Finally, the

TN signature was then investigated for association with pathological complete

response (pCR) after neoadjuvant chemotherapy in studies which performed gene

expression profiling prior to therapy.

Figure 20: The 28-gene TN signature associates with RFS, DMFS and OS of

BLBC and ER- breast cancer. The 2 1 overexpressed and 7 underexpressed genes

were used as a signature in the online tool KM-Plotter. The signature (the average

expression of the 2 1 overexpressed genes and the inverted expression of the 7

underexpressed genes) stratified the RFS, DMFS and OS; low: under the median of

the expression of the signature and high: over the median of the expression of the

signature. The hazard ratio (HR) and log-rank p-value (p) for the univariate survival

analyses were generated by KM-Plotter. n = number of patients.

Figure 21: The prognostication by the TN score outperforms standard

clinicothapological indicators in TNCBC, BLBC and ER- breast cancer

subtypes. Two datasets, (A) the TNBC dataset and (B&C) the ROCK dataset, were

analyzed for the TN signature and the TN score was calculated as the ratio of the

average expression of the 2 1 overexpressed genes to that of the 7 underexpressed

genes. This score was calculated for each tumor and the median TN score over the

entire dataset was used to classify tumors as high (above the median) or low (below

the median) for the TN score. (A) RFR of TNBC patients in the TNBC cohort

stratified by dichotomy across the median TN score in the cohort. Table under the

survival curve shows univariate and multivariate survival analysis for the TN score

and other available clinical indicators recorded in the dataset. The TN score

outperformed all the clinical indicators in the multivariate analysis. (B) RFS and

DMFS of BLBC in the ROCK dataset stratified by dichotomy across the median TN

score in the dataset. The table under the survival curves shows multivariate survival



analysis for the TN score against other available clinical indicators recorded in the

dataset. The TN score outperformed all the clinical indicators in the multivariate

analysis of BLBC cases. (C) The RFS and DMFS of ER- negative breast cancer were

stratified by the TN score (data not shown) and the table shows the multivariate

survival analysis that the TN score outperforms clinical indicators in ER breast

cancer cases.

Figure 22: The TN score stratifies the overall survival of ER- breast cancer

patients in the TCGA dataset. The gene expression data using the Illumina HiSeq

RNA-seq arrays from the TCGA breast cancer data (n = 1106) were used to calculate

the TN score for all tumors. Tumors were classified as high or low for the TN score

by dichotomy across the median TN score. The overall survival (OS) of ER- breast

cancer cases with high TN score were compared to those with low TN score. The

table below the survival curve shows that the TN score is more significant than other

clinical indicators in univariate survival analysis and it is the only significant

prognostic indicator in multivariate survival analysis.

Figure 23: The TN score associates with pCR after chemotherapy in ER HER2

breast cancer. Gene expression datasets which profiled tumors prior to neoadjuvant

chemotherapy and recorded pathological complete responses (pCR) vs. no pCR or

residual disease (RD) were analyzed for the TN signature and the TN score was

calculated for each tumor. Tumors were classified as high or low TN score by

dichotomy across the median TN score in each dataset. Only ER-HER2- cases were

used in the data shown in the Figure. (A) Graphs showing the percentage of cases

achieving (red bars) or not achieving (black bars) pCR in low and high TN score

subgroups. Fisher's exact test was used to analyze the 2x2 contingency tables and the

p-value from this test was reported when statistical significance was observed. The

dotted line marks the 31% pCR rate reported in literature for TNBC. Each dataset is

labeled with the accession number and the chemotherapy regimen used, namely:

GSE18728, GSE50948, GSE20271, GSE20194, GSE22226, GSE42822 and

GSE23988. Chemotherapy abbreviation: 5-FU, Adriamycin, Cyclophosphamide,

Taxane, X : Xeloda, Methotrexate, Epirubicin. (B) The dataset GSE22226 from the

ISPY-1 trial was used to compare the TN score and pCR in the prediction of ER

patient survival after neoadjuvant chemotherapy as this dataset also recorded RFS.

pCR strongly associated with RFS (first panel) as previously reported the TN score

(next three panel) was not only predictive of survival in the these patients but could



also stratified the survival of patients achieving or not achieving pCR, indicated the

TN score as an independent prognostic factor for pCR after neoadjuvant

chemotherapy.

Figure 24: Drug sensitivity of cancer cell lines according to the TN score. The

large published study by Garnett et al. was investigated where the TN score was

calculated for each cell line in the study as described in Methods. The cell lines were

classified as high or low TN score according to the median TN score to compare the

sensitivity of low TN score cell lines (white boxes) and high TN score cell lines (red

boxes). Graphs were prepared using GraphPad ® Prism showing sensitivity as -

logl0[IC50] in boxes (with median marked by a line) and whiskers (marking the 1st

and 3rd quartiles and outliers as dots according to Tukey method for plotting the

whiskers and outliers). Unpaired two-tailed t test was used for statistical analysis.

Figure 25: The iBCR score stratifies the survival of all breast cancer patients

irrespective of ER status in the ROCK dataset. The TN and Agro scores were

calculated for each tumor in the ROCK dataset (n=1570, Affymetrix) and then the

iBCR score was calculated as the TN score to the power of the Agro score. The RFS

of all patients and the RFS of ER- or ER+ patients only was compared between high

score and low score by dichotomy across the median score for each of the scores.

The iBCR score was prognostic in all patients as well as ER- and ER+ subsets with

better separation between low score and high score tumors (increased hazard ratio

[HR] and limits of the 95% confidence intervals and decreased log rank p-value).

Graphs and the univariate survival analysis using the log rank test were performed

using GraphPad ® Prism.

Figure 26: The iBCR score stratifies the survival of all breast cancer patients

irrespective of ER status in the TCGA dataset. The TN. Agro and the iBCR scores

were calculated for each tumor in the TCGA dataset (n=1 106, Illumina RNA-Seq).

The RFS of all patients and the RFS of ER- or ER+ patients only was compared

between high score and low score. As in the results in the ROCK dataset in Figure 7,

The iBCR score was prognostic in all patients as well as ER- and ER+ subsets with

better separation between low score and high score tumors.

Figure 27: The iBCR score associates with RFS and pCR after chemotherapy in

the ISPY-1 trial. The dataset GSE22226 from the ISPY-1 trial was used to compare

the Agro, TN and the integrated iBCR score in the prognosis and association with

pCR after chemotherapy (Adriamycin, Cyclophosphamide and Taxane) in ERTTER2



and ER+ breast cancer subtypes. Tumors were classified as high or low score by

dichotomy across the median of each score in the entire dataset. High iBCR score

ERTTER2 tumors were less likely to achieve pCR and these patients had poor

survival. High iBCR ER+ patients were more likely to achieve pCR but since a small

number of ER+ patients achieved (10/62 [16%]), the survival of high iBCR ER+

patients remained poor. Note that the Agro score identifies all but two ER-HER2-

tumors as high score, thus the data from this group should not be interpreted. Also

note that the Agro score is highly prognostic of survival and association with pCR in

ER+ whereas the TN score is not in these patients. The integration of these two

scores in the iBCR score has overcame the limitation of each of these subtype-

specific scores.

Figure 28: The iBCR score associates with pCR after chemotherapy in breast

cancer. Gene expression datasets with pCR annotation after chemotherapy were used

as described in Figure 5 to calculate the Agro and TN scores and the integrated iBCR

score. Tumors were classified as high or low score by dichotomy across the median

of each score in each dataset. (A) ERTTER2 cases with graphs showing the

percentage of cases achieving (red bars) or not achieving (black bars) pCR in low

and high score subgroups. (B) ER+ cases were analyzed as in A . Fisher's exact test

was used to analyze the 2x2 contingency tables and the p-value from this test was

reported when statistical significance was observed. Each dataset is labeled with the

accession number and the chemotherapy regimen used, namely: GSE18728,

GSE50948, GSE20271, GSE20194, GSE22226, GSE42822 and GSE23988.

Chemotherapy abbreviation: 5-FU, Adriamycin, Cyclophosphamide, Taxane, X :

Xeloda, Methotrexate, Epirubicin.

Figure 29: The iBCR score stratifies the survival of tamoxifen-treated ER+

patients. The Agro and TN scores and the iBCR score were calculated in two

datasets of gene expression profiling prior to tamoxifen therapy: A&B. GSE6532

with 327 patients. 137 untreated and 190 tamoxifen-treated; C : GSE17705 with 298

patients treated with tamoxifen for 5 years. (A) ER+ N O patients with high iBCR

score have poor RFS compared low iBCR score counterparts. (B) RFS of all ER+

patients and N O and N l subsets stratified by the Agro and iBCR scores. (C) DMFS

survival of all ER+ and N O and N l subsets stratified by the Agro and iBCR scores.

The hazard ratios and log-rank p-values are more significant for the iBCR score than

the Agro score although the Agro score was significantly prognostic.



Figure 30: Drug sensitivity of cancer cell lines according to the iBCR score. The

large published study by Garnett et al. was investigated where the iBCR score was

calculated for each cell line from the Agro and TN scores. The cell lines were

classified as high or low iBCR score according to the median iBCR score to compare

the sensitivity of low iBCR score cell lines (white boxes) and high TN score cell

lines (red boxes). Results according to low and high Agro score were also included.

Graphs were prepared using GraphPad ® Prism and unpaired two-tailed t test was

used for statistical analysis (n.s. not significant).

Figure 31: Global gene expression meta-analysis of genes deregulated in

primary breast tumors with metastatic events or death at 5 years in

Oncomine™. (A) tumors with metastatic events at 5 years were compared to those

with no metastatic events at 5 years in 7 datasets and (B) tumors leading to death at 5

years were compared to those that did not lead to death at 5 years were compared in

7 datasets. The datasets used in the comparisons are stated in the legends and the key

for the heatmap coloring is also included. The heatmap key denotes the top or bottom

x % placement of a gene according to gene rank which is based on the p-value.

Figure 32: The TN signature outperforms all published signatures for

TNBC/BLBC. Relapse-free survival of basal-like breast cancer patients (BLBC) was

investigated in the online database KM-Plotter (Affymetrix platform) according to

the TN signature in comparison to published TNBC signatures. Hazard ratios (HR)

and logrank p-values were generated by KM-Plotter. (A) the TN score vs. signatures

(B) from Karn et al. (PLoS One, 201 1); from Rody et al. (Breast Cancer Res, 201 1)

(C) IL8, (D) VEGF, and (E) B-cell metagenes; (F) from Yau et al. (Breast Cancer

Res, 2010); (G) from Yu et al. (Clin Cancer Res, 2013); (H) from Lee et al. (PLoS

One, 2013 and (I) from Hallet et al. (Sci Rep, 2012).

Figure 33: The TN score stratified the survival of ER patients in the Agilent

TCGA data. The original TCGA dataset using the Agilent microarrays (n=597)

were analyzed for the TN score where patients were assigned as low, intermediate or

high for the TN score according to tertiles. The RFS of ER- patients only were then

compared according to these tertiles. The stratification was significant according to a

log-rank survival test (P<0.0001). High TN score group vs. low TN score group had

a hazard ratio (95% confidence interval) of 3.484 (1.035 to 11.23) with a log rank p-

value of 0.0179.



Figure 34: The prognostication by the TN score in ER- and BLBC is not

affected by systemic treatment. The online KM-Plotter tool was used to investigate

the stratification of RFS, DMFS and OS of ER- breast cancer (top two rows) and

BLBC (bottom two rows) in systemically untreated patients (untreated) or in patients

who were treated systemically (treated). The HR, the 95% confidence intervals and

the log-rank p values were provided by KM-Plotter as well as the number of patients

at risk.

Figure 35: Sensitivity of cancer cell lines to anticancer drugs according to the

TN score in the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) study. The gene

expression data of the cancer cell lines in the study were analyzed to calculate the TN

score for each cell line and were assigned to low or high TN score by dichotomy

across the median. The IC50 for each of the 24 drugs used in the CCLE study was

compared between high and low TN score cell lines and the data shown are those

with statistical differences based on unpaired two-tailed ί-test performed using

GraphPad®Prism.

Figure 36: Integration of the TN and Agro scores by addition or subtraction.

The ROCK dataset was used to study the integration of the TN and Agro score with

the aim to develop a test that is breast cancer subtype independent. (A) The raw Agro

and TN scores for ER+ (black dots) and ER- (red dots) in the ROCK dataset (each

dot represent one patient, n = 1570 in total). The two scores are scattered and a

method of integration that can retain the information from each score in the relevant

breast cancer subtype is necessary. Such methods are tested in this Figure and Figure

38. (B) Addition method. First column shows the TN score in ER+ tumors with low

(white boxes) and high (red boxes) Agro score subgroups (top panel). In the bottom

panel, the Agro score in ER- tumors with low (white boxes) and high (red boxes) TN

score subgroups. This data shows that the TN score is similar for ER+ tumors with

low and high Agro scores and that the Agro score is similar for ER- tumors with low

and high TN scores. The lack of statistical differences (independence) suggested that

integration is possible. The second column shows the linear correlation between the

TN score and Agro score when they were added in each patient for ER+ (top panel)

and ER- (bottom panel) patients. In the third column, the TN and Agro scores were

plotted against the produced summed score showing that the information from each

score is retained in the final summed score for both ER+ (top panel) and ER- (bottom

panel) patients.. The last column shows the overlap of data from ER+ and ER-



patients shown separately in the second and third columns. (C) Identical analysis as

that done in B but the integration was tested by subtraction of the TN and Agro score.

The linearity of the relationship between the summed score and each of the single

scores (TN and Agro score) indicated that information from each score is represented

in the final score. The performance of these two methods (addition or subtraction)

was tested for association with survival as shown in Figure 37.

Figure 37: Comparison of different integration methods of the TN and Agro

scores for prognostication in ER- and ER+ RFS in the ROCK dataset. The

methods of integration by addition or subtraction (from Figure 36) or multiplication

or division (Figure 38) were tested for the association of the produced integrated

score in the ROCK dataset in ER- or ER+ breast cancer. As shown in the figure, only

the addition or multiplication methods were prognostic in ER- breast cancer and the

multiplication was more significant in ER+ breast cancer compared to the addition.

These two methods are reasonable as subtraction or division methods would reduce

the value of one of the scores. Two additional methods were tested, raising one score

to the power of the second score since the relationships observed when multiplication

and division methods showed exponential or power curves. As shown in the last

column (shaded and marked in red box), raising the TN score to the power of the

Agro score should superior prognostication in both ER- and ER+ breast cancer

subtypes. In fact, the prognostication of this integrated score was better than each of

the score in their respective subtypes. The method was therefore used to calculate the

integrated Breast Cancer Recurrence (iBCR) score.

Figure 38: Integration of the TN and Agro scores by division or multiplication.

The ROCK dataset was used to study the integration of the TN and Agro as these

scores were scattered when plotted against each other (panel A in Figure 36). (A)

The box plots in the first column are identical to those in Figure 36. The shaded

boxes in panel A describe integration by division (top row) or multiplication (bottom

row) of the TN and Agro scores. The division produced a power curve and the

multiplication produced an exponential curve for the relationship between the TN

and Agro scores after dividing them or multiplying them by each other in both ER+

(black dots) and ER- (red dots). The overlay in the last column shows that the

differences between ER+ and ER- patients for the scores is retained. These two

methods were tested for survival association in Figure 37 and the multiplication

method was suitable. (B) As power and exponential curves were observed in the



division and multiplication methods in A, it was reasonable to test integration by

raising one score to the power of the second score. As shown in the top row in the

overlay or individual plots, the integration by raising the TN score to the power of

the Agro score produced a linear relationship in both ER- (red dots) and ER+ (black

dots) patients. This method of integration outperformed all other methods when

tested for survival association as shown in Figure 37.

Figure 39: The iBCR score is prognostic in TNBC patients. In addition to the

validation of the iBCR score in the ROCK dataset (Affymetrix) and the TCGA

dataset (Illumina dataset) of mixed subtypes of breast cancer, the iBCR score was

investigated in the homogenous TNBC dataset. As shown in the right panel, the

iBCR was as prognostic (with slight improvement) compared to the TN score. This

further validates the development of the integrated score to be a prognostic test in

breast cancer irrespective of ER status, unlike previous limited signatures.

Figure 40: Survival of tamoxifen-treated ER+ patients according to the Agro

score vs. Oncotype Dx. (A) RFS and DMFS of node negative (top) and node

positive (bottom) ER+ patients treated with tamoxifen in the published study (Loi et

al, Clin Oncol, 2007) stratified by the Agro Score (high vs. intermediate vs. low by

tertiles). (B) DMFS of node negative or positive ER+ patients treated with

tamoxifen for 5 years from the published study (Symmans et al, J Clin Oncol, 2010)

was stratified by the tertiles of the Agro Score. (C) RFS and DMFS of node negative

(top) and node positive (bottom) ER+ patients treated with tamoxifen in the

published study (Loi et al, Clin Oncol, 2007) stratified by the risk groups of the

OncotypeDx Recurrence Score. (D) DMFS of node negative or positive ER+ patients

treated with tamoxifen for 5 years from the published study (Symmans et al, J Clin

Oncol, 2010) was stratified by the risk groups of the OncotypeDx Recurrence Score.

Figure 41: Comparison of the Agro Score and MammaPrint in the KM-Plotter

tool. Distant metastasis-free survival according to the Agro Score (high vs. low) or

according to MammaPrint (high vs. low) in all breast cancer patients, ER+, ER+

lymph node negative (LN-) or ER+ lymph node positive (LN+) patients. The KM-

Plotter online tool (n = 4142 patients). The Agro score outperformed the

MammaPrint signature in all patient subsets particularly for ER+ node positive

patients.

Figure 42: Sensitivity of cancer cell lines to anticancer drugs according to the

iBCR score in the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) study. The gene



expression data of the cancer cell lines in the study were analyzed to calculate the TN

score for each cell line and were assigned to low or high iBCR score by dichotomy

across the median. The IC50 for each of the 24 drugs used in the CCLE study was

compared between high and low iBCR score cell lines and the data shown are those

with statistical differences based on unpaired two-tailed ί-test performed using

GraphPad® Prism. As this analysis was also done for the TN score (Figure 35),

results from analysis of the Agro score are also shown in the top row.

Figure 43: High copy number variations (CNVs) in high Agro score tumors

compared to low Agro score tumors. The breast cancer tumors in the TCGA

dataset were classified as high or low for the Agro score based on the gene

expression data (Illumina HiSeq RNA-seq). (A) The TCGA copy number variations

(segmented and after deletion of germline CNV) were visualized using the UCSC

Genome Browser to compare patients who were classified from gene expression data

as high Agro score patients (top panel) to those classified as low Agro score patients

(bottom panel). (B) Presentation of the distribution of clinical indicators such as ER,

PR and HER2 status and others. (C) The difference in the CNVs profile of high Agro

score patients to the low Agro score patients showing gains (red) and losses (green)

of whole chromosome arms in the high Agro score patients, suggesting aneuploidy.

Figure 44: High Agro and iBCR score cell lines are more sensitive to Aurora

kinase inhibitors. Two studies which treated breast cancer cell lines with Aurora

kinase inhibitors were analyzed based on the Agro, TN and the iBCR score for these

cell lines. As shown in Figure, high Agro score and particularly high iBCR score cell

lines were more sensitive to Aurora kinase inhibitors (ENMD-2076: IC50 1.4 µΜ vs.

5.9 µΜ for high vs. low iBCR Score cell lines, p=0.0125 f-test; AMG 900: IC50 0.3

nM vs. 0.7 nM for high vs. low iBCR score cell lines, p=0.0308 t-test).

Figure 45: The iBCR is prognostic in the pan-cancer TCGA data for overall and

relapse-free survival. The pan-cancer TCGA data were analyzed for the iBCR gene

signature using the UCSC Genome Browser and the data for this signature, survival

data and cancer types were downloaded from the browser. Tumors, irrespective of

cancer types, were classified into quartiles based on the iBCR signature expression

and the overall and relapse free survival were compared across these quartiles. As

shown in the top row, overall and relapse-free survival was stratified by the iBCR

signature in this pan-cancer dataset. In the far right panel in the top row, the

distribution of tumors in each cancer type across the iBCR signature quartile is



shown. Cervical cancer for example displays high iBCR signature in the majority of

cases whereas on the opposite side, thyroid cancer displays low iBCR signature in all

the cases. The lower panels show the stratification of overall survival according to

the iBCR score from the pan-cancer dataset where the stratification was statistically

significant in log-rank univariate survival analysis. In addition to the breast cancer

data shown in paper, the iBCR signature was prognostic in adrenocortical cancer,

endometrioid cancer, kidney clear cell cancer, bladder cancer, lower grade glioma

and melanoma. The iBCR was also prognostic in lung adenocarcinoma as shown in

Figure 46.

Figure 46: The iBCR signature is prognostic in lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD).

The iBCR signature was tested for prognostication in lung cancer in two large

datasets. (A&B) KM-Plotter (Affymetrix data) was used to investigate overall

survival of lung adenocarcinoma (A) and squamous cell carcinoma (B). The iBCR

signature shows a strong prognostic value in lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD). (C)

Multivariate survival analysis was performed in KM-Plotter for the iBCR signature

in lung cancer in comparison to available clinical indicators; histological type (lung

adenocarcinoma vs. small cell lung cancer) and stage of disease. The iBCR signature

outperformed these standard clinical indicators. (D&E) The TCGA data for LUAD

(Illumina HiSeq RNA-seq data) were stratified by quartiles or tertiles for the iBCR

signature expression to test the association of the iBCR signature with overall

survival (D) and relapse-free survival (E), respectively. LUAD patients with high

iBCR signature had poorest survival and suffered earlier recurrence and death

compared to patients with lower iBCR signature expression. It should be noted that

the TCGA data for squamous cell lung carcinoma were also investigated and there

was no statistical significance for the association of the iBCR signature and survival,

in agreement with the very weak association seen from the KM-Plotter data.

Figure 47: The sensitivity of breast cancer cell lines treated with 24 drugs

according to the iBCR score. Breast cancer cell lines (10 cell lines) were cultured in

the absence or presence of escalating doses of 24 small molecular anti-cancer drugs.

This published study was re-analyzed to compare the sensitivity (calculated as the -

logIC50) between high iBCR score cell lines (5 cell lines: BT-549, MDA-MB-231,

MDA-MB-436, MDA-MB-468 and BT-20) to low iBCR score cell lines (5 cell lines:

Hs.578T, BT-474, MCF-7, T-47D, and ZR-75-1). The iBCR scores were calculated

from the Agro and TN scores using the published gene expression dataset for 5 1



breast cancer cell lines (Neve et al, Cancer Cell, 2006). High iBCR score cell lines

(red bars) were more sensitive than low iBCR score cell lines (white bars) to 13

drugs (shaded in grey) targeting 9 different kinases. Statistical comparison was

performed in GraphPad ® Prism using two tailed unpaired i-test.

Figure 48: Proteins and phosphoproteins associated with the iBCR mRNA gene

signature. The iBCR score based on the mRNA expression of the 43 genes was used

to stratify the patients in the TCGA breast cancer dataset as low, intermediate or high

iBCR score. The reverse phase protein arrays (RPPA) from the TCGA breast cancer

dataset (n=747 patients) were then compared between the three groups of patients

according to the iBCR mRNA signature. (A) Overall survival of ER+ patients

according to the iBCR mRNA signature. (B) Significantly up- or down-regulated

proteins and phosphoproteins in ER+ patients in the low, intermediate and high

iBCR score groups. (C) Overall survival of ER- according to the iBCR mRNA

signature. (D) Significantly up- or down-regulated proteins and phosphoproteins in

ER- patients in the low, intermediate and high iBCR score groups.

Figure 49: Prognostication of breast cancer patient survival by integrated

mRNA and protein iBCR signature. The deregulated proteins and phosphoproteins

in the three iBCR mRNA score groups were investigated for association with

survival. Eight downregulated proteins and nine upregulated proteins were highly

prognostic as a protein signature (iBCR protein signature). (A) Stratification of

overall survival based on the iBCR protein signature (top row) and the integrated

iBCR mRNA and protein signature (bottom row) in all breast cancer patients, ER+

and ER- cases. (B) Univariate and multivariate survival analysis using the Cox-

proportional hazard model showing that the combined iBCR mRNA/Protein

signature outperforms all clinicopathological indicators.

Figure 50: Proteins and phosphoproteins associated with the iBCR mRNA gene

signature. (A) Stratification of lung adenocarcinoma overall survival based on the

iBCR mRNA gene signature in the TCGA dataset (n=472 patients). (B) Comparison

of proteins phosphoprotein levels between the tumors in the four quartiles of the

iBCR mRNA gene signature. (C) Stratification of overall survival of lung

adenocarcinoma patients based on six proteins deduced from panel (n=212 patients).

(D) The combined iBCR mRNA/Protein signature stratifies the overall survival of

lung adenocarcinoma patients (n=212 patients). (E) Multivariate Cox-proportional



hazard model for survival analysis showing that the combined iBCR mRNA/Protein

score outperforms all clinicopathological indicators in lung adenocarcinoma.

Figure 51: The iBCR test is prognostic in Kidney renal clear cell carcinoma

(KIRC) (left vertical panel), Skin cutaneous melanoma (SKCM) (middle vertical

panel) and Uterine corpus endometrioid carcinoma (UCEC) (right vertical

panel). (A) Stratification of overall survival based on the iBCR mRNA gene

signature. (B) Stratification of overall survival based on iBCR protein signature. (C)

Stratification of overall survival based on the combined iBCR mRNA/protein

signature.

Figure 52: The iBCR test is prognostic in Ovarian adenocarcinoma (OVAC)

(left vertical panel), Head & Neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC) (middle

vertical panel) and Colon/Rectal Adenocarcinoma (COREAD) (right vertical

panel). (A) Stratification of overall survival based on the iBCR mRNA gene

signature. (B) Stratification of overall survival based on iBCR protein signature. (C)

Stratification of overall survival based on the combined iBCR mRNA/protein

signature.

Figure 53: The iBCR test is prognostic in Lower Grade Glioma (LGG) (left

vertical panel), Bladder urothelial carcinoma (BLCA) (middle vertical panel)

and Lung squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) (right vertical panel). (A)

Stratification of overall survival based on the iBCR mRNA gene signature. (B)

Stratification of overall survival based on iBCR protein signature. (C) Stratification

of overall survival based on the combined iBCR mRNA/protein signature.

Figure 54: The iBCR test is prognostic in (A) Kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma

(KIRP). (B) Cervical squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma

(CESC), (C) Liver hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC), (D) Pancreatic ductal

adenocarcinoma (PDAC). For these cancer types, the TCGA datasets did not include

RPPA arrays; only the iBCR mRNA gene expression test was used.

Figure 55: Protein-protein interaction of the iBCR mRNA/protein signature.

The components of the iBCR test were analysed using the STRING database. The

iBCR test (65 components) was significantly enriched (P=5.6E-14) for protein-

protein interactions (129 interactions). The confidence of interactions is denoted by

increasing thickness of the connecting blue lines. It is noteworthy that the

components on the top right which do not show interactions contain several novel



genes that are not well characterised. The iBCR test is enriched for several biological

functions related to the hallmarks of cancer (refer to Table 20).

Figure 56: The iBCR test as a companion diagnostic for immunotherapy. (A)

Twelve genes from the iBCR test, particularly from the TN component, associated

significantly with progression free survival of follicular lymphoma patients treated

with pidilizumab + rituximab immunotherapy. The expression profile of the 12 genes

in the tumours prior to treatment is shown (red indicates overexpression and green

indicates underexpression). White and black boxes denote progression free survival

or not, respectively. (B) A score was calculated based on the iBCR signature as the

ratio of expression of the overexpressed genes to that of underexpressed genes. The

survival of patients based on dichotomy across the median score was compared. The

hazard ratio (HR) and the log-rank p-value for the survival comparison between low

and high score tumors is shown in panel. (C) Eight patients were profiled pre- and

post-treatment and the expression profiles of the 12 genes from the iBCR test were

visualised in these patients. A trend for inversion of expression was observed and

this was most evident for patient no. 9 who remained free of disease progression. (D)

One gene was statistically significant in all patients post-treatment compared to that

before treatment. This gene showed a marked different post-treatment vs. pre-

treatment for patient no. 9 . (E) Survival curve for the same patient group calculated

from the gene signature labelled "Follicular Lymphoma" in Table 23. All

conventions as per (B) above. Relapse-free survival of patients based on dichotomy

across the median score is shown.

Figure 57: Network analysis of the genes from the meta-analysis of gene

expression datasets.

Figure 58: Functional metagenes associate with breast cancer patient survival.

Figure 59: The iBCR test as a companion diagnostic for EGFR inhibition and

multikinase inhibition. (A) Seventeen genes (see Table 23) from the iBCR test

associated significantly with survival of colorectal cancer patients treated with the

EGFR inhibitor cetuximab. (B) Sixteen genes (see Table 23) from the iBCR test

associated significantly with overall survival of triple negative breast cancer patients

treated with the EGFR inhibitor cetuximab combined with cisplatin. (C) Nineteen

genes (see Table 23) from the iBCR test associated significantly with progression-

free survival of lung cancer patients treated with the EGFR inhibitor erlotinib. (D)

Twenty genes (see Table 23) from the iBCR test associated significantly with



progression-free survival of lung cancer patients treated with the multikinase

inhibitor sorafenib.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention is at least partly predicated on the discovery that there

are genes that are associated with tumor aggressiveness and poor clinical outcome

based on meta-analysis of published gene expression profiling. More particularly, the

overexpression and/or underexpression of these genes (see Table 21) was found to be

associated with poor survival in breast cancer. Network analysis using the Ingenuity

Pathway Analysis (IPA®) software identified a number of networks or metagenes

within these survival-associated genes that possess distinct biological functions as

outlined in Table 21. A smaller subset of genes from each network or metagene

which consistently associated with patient survival were then selected. The list of

these genes and their corresponding functions are shown in Table 22. These genes

were divided into six functional metagenes or networks.

The present invention is also at least partly predicated on the discovery that

there are genes that are commonly de-regulated in particular subgroups that

exemplify aggressive clinical behavior in triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).

More particularly, this is evident in TNBC compared to non-TNBC and normal

breast, tumors associated with distant metastasis and/or death compared to their

respective counterparts. Initially, a list of 206 recurrently deregulated genes was

found to be particularly enriched for chromosomal instability (CIN) and estrogen

receptor signaling (ER) metagenes. An aggressiveness score based on the ratio of the

expression level of a CIN metagene relative to an ER metagene has been shown to

identify aggressive tumors regardless of molecular subtype and clinico-pathologic

indicators. Furthermore, depletion of proteins involved in kinetochore binding or

chromosome segregation could be therapeutic and significantly reduced the survival

of TNBC cell lines in vitro, particularly with regard to TTK. TTK inhibition with

small molecule inhibitor affected the survival of TNBC cell lines. Also, TTK mRNA

and protein levels were associated with aggressive tumor phenotypes. Mitosis-

independent expression of TTK protein was prognostic in TNBC and other

aggressive breast cancer subgroups, suggesting that protection of CIN/aneuploidy

drives aggressiveness and treatment-resistance. The combination of TTK inhibition



with chemotherapy was effective in vitro in the treatment of cells that overexpress

TTK, thus providing a therapeutic treatment for the protected CIN phenotype.

Additionally, the present invention is at least partly predicated on the

discovery of a second signature of altered gene expression, including 2 1

overexpressed genes and 7 underexpressed genes, that is highly prognostic in

patients with ER breast cancer, T BC and basal-like breast cancer (BLBC). Indeed,

integration of this 28 gene signature with the aforementioned aggressiveness score or

gene signature produces an integrated score which is prognostic in breast cancer

independent of ER status. Furthermore, the integrated score was prognostic in cancer

broadly irrespective of the cancer type, as well as in specific types of cancer in

addition to breast cancer, such as lung adenocarcinoma. Moreover, the 28 gene

signature and the integrated score were both shown to be predictive of response to

chemotherapy in breast cancer patients, as well as identify those ER+ lymph node

positive breast cancer patients who would benefit from endocrine therapy. Altered

expression of the signatures described herein was also predictive of sensitivity in

cancer cell lines and clinically to a range of anticancer therapeutics, and in particular,

molecularly targeted inhibitors.

The inventors of the present invention have also identified a protein signature

that is highly prognostic in a range of cancers, including breast cancer and lung

adenocarcinoma. Furthermore, this protein signature may be integrated with the

aforementioned 28 gene signature and aggressive gene signature to provide a robust

prognostic indicator in cancer that was shown to outperform known

clinicopathological indicators.

In one aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of a plurality of overexpressed genes and an

expression level of a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or more cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the

underexpressed genes are from one or more metagenes selected from the group

consisting of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling

metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a

Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene,

an Immune System metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid

Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein



Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene, wherein: a

higher relative expression level of the plurality of the overexpressed genes compared

to the plurality of the underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with higher

aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level of the plurality

of the overexpressed genes compared to the plurality of the underexpressed genes

indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a

mammal having a higher expression level.

In a futher aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining a cancer

prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an expression

level of a plurality of overexpressed genes and an expression level of a plurality of

underexpressed genes in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal,

wherein the overexpressed genes and the underexpressed genes are from one or more

metagenes selected from the group consisting of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

metagene, a Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular

Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System metagene, a Metabolic

Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational

Modification metagene, a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple

Networks metagene, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the plurality of

overexpressed genes compared to the plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with a less favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression

level of the plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the plurality of

underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer

prognosis.

In one embodiment of the above aspects, the plurality of overexpressed genes

and/or the plurality of underexpressed genes are selected from one of the metagenes.

In an alternative embodiment, the plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the

plurality of underexpressed genes are selected from a plurality of the metagenes.

Suitably, for the method of the above aspects the Carbohydrate/Lipid

Metabolism metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development

metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation metagene,

the DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, the Immune System metagene, the

Metabolic Disease metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-

Translational Modification metagene, the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene



and/or the Multiple Networks metagene comprise one or more genes listed in Table

21.

In another aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of a plurality of overexpressed genes and an

expression level of a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or more cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the

underexpressed genes are from one or more metagenes selected from the group

consisting of a Metabolism metagene, a Signalling metagene, a Development and

Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, an Immune

Response metagene and a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene, wherein: a

higher relative expression level of the plurality of the overexpressed genes compared

to the plurality of the underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with higher

aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level of the plurality

of the overexpressed genes compared to the plurality of the underexpressed genes

indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a

mammal having a higher expression level

In yet another aspect, the invention relates to a method of determining a

cancer prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an

expression level of a plurality of overexpressed genes and an expression level of a

plurality of underexpressed genes in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the

mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the underexpressed genes are from

one or more metagenes selected from the group consisting of a Metabolism

metagene, a Signalling metagene, a Development and Growth metagene, a

Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, an Immune Response metagene

and a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene, wherein: a higher relative expression

level of the plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the plurality of

underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a less favourable cancer prognosis;

and/or a lower relative expression level of the plurality of overexpressed genes

compared to the plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a more

favourable cancer prognosis.

Suitably, the Metabolism metagene, the Signalling metagene, the

Development and Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation/Replication



metagene, the Immune Response metagene and/or the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene comprise one or more genes listed in Table 21.

In particular embodiments of the method of the two aforementioned aspects,

the plurality of overexpressed genes and the plurality of underexpressed genes are

from one or more of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling

metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a

Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene,

an Immune System metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid

Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene.According to

the method of the above aspects, the step of comparing an expression level of a

plurality of overexpressed genes and an expression level of a plurality of

underexpressed genes includes comparing an average expression level of the

plurality of overexpressed genes and an average expression level of the plurality of

underexpressed genes. This may include calculating a ratio of the average expression

level of the plurality of overexpressed genes and the average expression level of the

plurality of underexpressed genes. Suitably, the ratio provides an aggressiveness

score which is indicative of, or correlates with, cancer aggressiveness and a less

favourable prognosis. Alternatively, the step of comparing an expression level of a

plurality of overexpressed genes and an expression level of a plurality of

underexpressed genes includes comparing the sum of expression levels of the

plurality of overexpressed genes and the sum of expression levels of the plurality of

underexpressed genes. This may include calculating a ratio of the sum of expression

levels of the plurality of overexpressed genes and the sum of expression levels of the

plurality of underexpressed genes.

For the purposes of this invention, by "isolated" is meant material that has

been removed from its natural state or otherwise been subjected to human

manipulation. Isolated material may be substantially or essentially free from

components that normally accompany it in its natural state, or may be manipulated so

as to be in an artificial state together with components that normally accompany it in

its natural state. Isolated material may be in native, chemical synthetic or

recombinant form.

As used herein a "gene" is a nucleic acid which is a structural, genetic unit of

a genome that may include one or more amino acid-encoding nucleotide sequences



and one or more non-coding nucleotide sequences inclusive of promoters and other 5'

untranslated sequences, introns, polyadenylation sequences and other 3' untranslated

sequences, although without limitation thereto. In most cellular organisms a gene is a

nucleic acid that comprises double-stranded DNA.

Non-limiting examples of genes are set forth herein, particularly in Tables 4,

1 and 22, which include Accession Numbers referencing the nucloetide sequence of

the gene, or its encoded protein, as are well understood in the art.

The term "nucleic acid" as used herein designates single- or double-stranded

DNA and RNA. DNA includes genomic DNA and cDNA. RNA includes mRNA,

RNA, RNAi, siRNA, cRNA and autocatalytic RNA. Nucleic acids may also be

DNA-RNA hybrids. A nucleic acid comprises a nucleotide sequence which typically

includes nucleotides that comprise an A, G, C, T or U base. However, nucleotide

sequences may include other bases such as inosine, methylycytosine, methylinosine,

methyladenosine and/or thiouridine, although without limitation thereto.

Also included are, variant nucleic acids that include nucleic acids that

comprise nucleotide sequences of naturally occurring (e.g., allelic) variants and

orthologs (e.g., from a different species). Preferably, nucleic acid variants share at

least 70% or 75%, preferably at least 80% or 85% or more preferably at least 90%,

91%, 92%, 93%, 94%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98% or 99% sequence identity with a

nucleotide sequence disclosed herein.

Also included are nucleic acid fragments. A "fragment" is a segment,

domain, portion or region of a nucleic acid, which respectively constitutes less than

100% of the nucleotide sequence. A non-limilting example is an amplification

product or a primer or probe. In particular embodiments, a nucleic acid fragment may

comprise, for example, at least 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75,

80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275, 300, 325, 350, 375, 400, 425,

450, 475 and 500 contiguous nucleotides of said nucleic acid.

As used herein, a "polynucleotide" is a nucleic acid having eighty (80) or

more contiguous nucleotides, while an "oligonucleotide" has less than eighty (80)

contiguous nucleotides. A "probe" may be a single or double-stranded

oligonucleotide or polynucleotide, suitably labeled for the purpose of detecting

complementary sequences in Northern or Southern blotting, for example. A "primer"

is usually a single- stranded oligonucleotide, preferably having 15-50 contiguous

nucleotides, which is capable of annealing to a complementary nucleic acid



"template" and being extended in a template-dependent fashion by the action of a

DNA polymerase such as Taq polymerase, RNA-dependent DNA polymerase or

Sequenase™. A "template" nucleic acid is a nucleic acid subjected to nucleic acid

amplification.

It will be appreciated that the "overexpressed' genes or proteins referred to

herein are genes or proteins that are expressed at a higher level in a cancer cell or

tissue compared to a corresponding normal or otherwise non-cancerous cell or tissue

or reference/control level or sample.

It will be appreciated that the "underexpressed' genes or proteins referred to

herein are genes or proteins that are expressed at a lower level in a cancer cell or

tissue compared to a corresponding normal or otherwise non-cancerous cell or tissue

or reference/control level or sample.

In certain embodiments, the "overexpressed' and "underexpressed' genes

referred to herein may form, or be components of, a metagene.

As used herein, a "metagene" is a grouping, cohort or network of a plurality

of different genes that display a common, shared or aggregate expression profile,

expression level or other expression characteristics that associate with, or are

indicative of, a particular function or phenotype. Non-limiting examples include a

Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular

Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation

metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System

metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a

Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene. Table 2 1 provides non-limiting

examples of genes that are components of the aforementioned twelve metagenes.

Further non-limiting examples include a Metabolism metagene, a Signalling

metagene, a Development and Growth metagene, a Chromosome

Segregation/Replication metagene, an Immune Response metagene and a Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene. Table 22 provides non-limiting examples of genes

that are components of the aforementioned six metagenes.

In particular embodiments, the plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the

plurality of underexpressed genes are selected from one of the metagenes. In this

regard, the plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the plurality of underexpressed

genes are selected from the same metagene. By way of example, the plurality of



overexpressed genes or the plurality of underexpressed genes may be only from one

of the Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the

Cellular Development metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome

Segregation metagene, the DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, the Immune

System metagene, the Metabolic Disease metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism

metagene, the Post-Translational Modification metagene, the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and the Multiple Networks metagene. In a further

example, both the plurality of overexpressed genes and the plurality of

underexpressed genes may be only from one of the Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development metagene, the

Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation metagene, the DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, the Immune System metagene, the Metabolic

Disease metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-Translational

Modification metagene, the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene and the

Multiple Networks metagene.

Alternatively, the plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the plurality of

underexpressed genes are selected from a plurality of the metagenes described

herein.

By "aggressiveness" and "aggressive" is meant a property or propensity for a

cancer to have a relatively poor prognosis due to one or more of a combination of

features or factors including: at least partial resistance to therapies available for

cancer treatment; invasiveness; metastatic potential; recurrence after treatment; and a

low probability of patient survival, although without limitation thereto.

Cancers may include any aggressive or potentially aggressive cancers,

tumours or other malignancies such as listed in the NCI Cancer Index at

http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/alphalist, including all major cancer forms such

as sarcomas, carcinomas, lymphomas, leukaemias and blastomas, although without

limitation thereto. These may include breast cancer, lung cancer inclusive of lung

adenocarcinoma, cancers of the reproductive system inclusive of ovarian cancer,

cervical cancer, uterine cancer and prostate cancer, cancers of the brain and nervous

system, head and neck cancers, gastrointestinal cancers inclusive of colon cancer,

colorectal cancer and gastric cancer, liver cancer, kidney cancer, skin cancers such as

melanoma and skin carcinomas, blood cell cancers inclusive of lymphoid cancers

and myelomonocytic cancers, cancers of the endocrine system such as pancreatic



cancer and pituitary cancers, musculoskeletal cancers inclusive of bone and soft

tissue cancers, although without limitation thereto.

In certain embodiments, cancers include breast cancer, bladder cancer,

colorectral cancer, glioblastoma, lower grade glioma, head & neck cancer, kidney

cancer, liver cancer, lung adenocarcinoma, acute myeloid leukaemia, pancreatic

cancer, adrenocortical cancer, melanoma and lung squamous cell carcinoma.

Breast cancers include all aggressive breast cancers and cancer subtypes such

as triple negative breast cancer, grade 2 breast cancer, grade 3 breast cancer, lymph

node positive (LN+) breast cancer, HER2 positive (HER2+) breast cancer and ER

positive (ER+) breast cancer, although without limitation thereto.

As used herein, "triple negative breast cancer" (TNBC) is an often

aggressive breast cancer subtype lacking or having significantly reduced expression

of estrogen receptor (ER) protein, progesterone receptor (PR) protein and HER2

protein. TNBC and other aggressive breast cancers are typically insensitive to some

of the most effective therapies available for breast cancer treatment including HER2-

directed therapy such as trastuzumab and endocrine therapies such as tamoxifen and

aromatase inhibitors.

As used herein, a gene expression level may be an absolute or relative

amount of an expressed gene or gene product inclusive of nucleic acids such as

RNA, mRNA and cDNA and protein.

As would be appreciated by the skilled artisan, the present invention need not

be limited to comparing the expression level of the overexpressed genes and/or

proteins with the expression level of the underexpressed genes and/or proteins

provided herein. Accordingly, in particular embodiments, the expression level of the

overexpressed and/or underexpressed genes and/or proteins is compared to a control

level of expression, such as the level of gene and/or protein expression of a

"housekeeping" gene in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal.

In further embodiments, the expression level of the overexpressed and/or

underexpressed genes and/or proteins is compared to a threshold level of expression,

such as a level of gene and/or protein expression in non-aggressive cancerous tissue.

A threshold level of expression is generally a quantified level of expression of a

particular gene or set of genes, including gene products thereof. Typically, an

expression level of a gene or set of genes in a sample that exceeds or falls below the

threshold level of expression is predictive of a particular disease state or outcome.



The nature and numerical value (if any) of the threshold level of expression will vary

based on the method chosen to determine the expression the one or more genes or

proteins used in determining, for example, a prognosis, the aggressiveness and/or

response to anticancer therapy, in the mammal. In light of this disclosure, any person

of skill in the art would be capable of determining the threshold level of gene/protein

expression in a mammal sample that may be used in determining, for example, a

prognosis, the aggressiveness and/or response to anticancer therapy, using any

method of measuring gene or protein expression known in the art, such as those

described herein. In one embodiment, the threshold level is a mean and/or median

expression level (median or absolute) of the overexpressed and/or underexpressed

genes and/or proteins in a reference population, that, for example, have the same

cancer type, subgroup, stage and/or grade as said mammal for which the expression

level is determined. Additionally, the concept of a threshold level of expression

should not be limited to a single value or result. In this regard, a threshold level of

expression may encompass multiple threshold expression levels that could signify,

for example, a high, medium, or low probability of, for example, progression free

survival.

By "protein" is meant an amino acid polymer. The amino acids may be

natural or non-natural amino acids, D- or L- amino acids as are well understood in

the art. As would be appreciated by the skilled person, the term "protein" also

includes within its scope phosphorylated forms of a protein {i.e., phosphoproteins).

Also provided are protein "variants" such as natrually occurring (eg allelic

variants) and orthologs. Preferably, protein variants share at least 70% or 75%,

preferably at least 80% or 85% or more preferably at least 90%, 91%, 92%, 93%,

94%, 95%, 96%, 97%, 98% or 99% sequence identity with an amino acid sequence

disclosed herein.

Also provided are protein fragments, inclusive of peptide fragments thqat

comprise less than 100% of an entire amino acid sequence. In particular

embodiments, a protein fragment may comprise, for example, at least 10, 15, 20, 25,

30 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250,

275, 300, 325, 350, 375 and 400 contiguous amino acids of said protein.

A "peptide" is a protein having no more than fifty (50) amino acids.

A "polypeptide" is a protein having more than fifty (50) amino acids.



It would be appreciated that in addition to comparing the expression levels of

one or more genes or proteins, the methods of the present invention may further

include the step of determining, assessing, evaluating, assaying or measuring the

expression level of one or more of the overexpressed genes, the underexpressed

genes, the overexpressed proteins and/or the underexpressed proteins described

herein. The terms "determining", "measuring", "evaluating", "assessing" and

"assaying" are used interchangeably herein and may include any form of

measurement known in the art, such as those described hereinafter.

Determining, assessing, evaluating, assaying or measuring nucleic acids such

as RNA, mRNA and cDNA may be performed by any technique known in the art.

These may be techniques that include nucleic acid sequence amplification, nucleic

acid hybridization, nucleotide sequencing, mass spectroscopy and combinations of

any these.

Nucleic acid amplification techniques typically include repeated cycles of

annealing one or more primers to a "template" nucleotide sequence under appropriate

conditions and using a polymerase to synthesize a nucleotide sequence

complementary to the target, thereby "amplifying" the target nucleotide sequence.

Nucleic acid amplification techniques are well known to the skilled addressee, and

include but are not limited to polymerase chain reaction (PCR); strand displacement

amplification (SDA); rolling circle replication (RCR); nucleic acid sequence-based

amplification (NASBA), Q-β replicase amplification; helicase-dependent

amplification (HAD); loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP); nicking

enzyme amplification reaction (NEAR) and recombinase polymerase amplification

(RPA), although without limitation thereto. As generally used herein, an

"amplification product" refers to a nucleic acid product generated by a nucleic acid

amplification technique.

PCR includes quantitative and semi-quantitative PCR, real-time PCR, allele-

specific PCR, methylation-specific PCR, asymmetric PCR, nested PCR, multiplex

PCR, touch-down PCR and other variations and modifications to "basic" PCR

amplification.

Nucleic acid amplification techniques may be performed using DNA or RNA

extracted, isolated or otherwise obtained from a cell or tissue source. In other

embodiments, nucleic acid amplification may be performed directly on appropriately

treated cell or tissue samples.



Nucleic acid hybridization typically includes hybridizing a nucleotide

sequence (typically in the form of a probe) to a target nucleotide sequence under

appropriate conditions, whereby the hybridized probe-target nucleotide sequence is

subsequently detected. Non-limiting examples include Northern blotting, slot-

blotting, in situ hybridization and fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)

detection, although without limitation thereto. Nucleic acid hybridization may be

performed using DNA or RNA extracted, isolated, amplified or otherwise obtained

from a cell or tissue source or directly on appropriately treated cell or tissue samples.

It will also be appreciated that a combination of nucleic acid amplification

and nucleic acid hybridization may be utilized.

Determining, assessing, evaluating, assaying or measuring protein levels may

be performed by any technique known in the art that is capable of detecting cell- or

tissue-expressed proteins whether on the cell surface or intracellularly expressed, or

proteins that are isolated, extracted or otherwise obtained from the cell of tissue

source. These techniques include antibody-based detection that uses one or more

antibodies which bind the protein, electrophoresis, isoelectric focussing, protein

sequencing, chromatographic techniques and mass spectroscopy and combinations of

these, although without limitation thereto. Antibody-based detection may include

flow cytometry using fluorescently-labelled antibodies that bind the protein, ELISA,

immunoblotting, immunoprecipitation, in situ hybridization, immunohistochemistry

and immuncytochemistry, although without limitation thereto. Suitable techniques

may be adapted for high throughput and/or rapid analysis such as using protein

arrays such as a TissueMicroArray™ (TMA), MSD MultiArrays™ and multiwell

ELISA, although without limitation thereto.

In certain embodiments, a gene expression level may be assessed indirectly

by the measurement of a non-coding RNA, such as miRNA, that regulate gene

expression. MicroRNAs (miRNAs or miRs) are post-transcriptional regulators that

bind to complementary sequences in the 3' untranslated regions (3' UTRs) of target

mRNA transcripts, usually resulting in gene silencing. miRNAs are short RNA

molecules, on average only 22 nucleotides long. The human genome may encode

over 1000 miRNAs, which may target about 60% of mammalian genes and are

abundant in many human cell types. Each miRNA may alter the expression of

hundreds of individual mRNAs. In particular, miRNAs may have multiple roles in

negative regulation (e.g., transcript degradation and sequestering, translational



suppression) and/or positive regulation (e.g., transcriptional and translational

activation). Additionally, aberrant miRNA expression has been implicated in various

types of cancer.

In this regard, an average expression level, or alternatively a sum of the

expression levels, may be calculated for the plurality of overexpressed genes and for

the plurality of underexpressed genes, to thereby produce or calculate a ratio.

Accordingly, determining cancer aggressiveness and/or a prognosis for a

cancer patient in certain embodiments of the present invention further includes

determining the ratio of the expression level (e.g. an average or sum of the

expression level) of the plurality of overexpressed genes to the expression level (e.g.

an average or sum of the expression level) of the plurality of underexpressed genes.

In another aspect of the invention relates to a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of a plurality of overexpressed genes associated with

chromosomal instability and an expression level of a plurality of underexpressed

genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling in one or more cancer cells, tissues

or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the plurality

of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability compared to the

plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower

relative expression level expression level of the plurality of overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability compared to the plurality of underexpressed

genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling indicates or correlates with lower

aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a mammal having a higher expression

level.

In yet another aspect of the invention relates to a method of determining a

cancer prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an

expression level of a plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal

instability and an expression level of a plurality of underexpressed genes associated

with estrogen receptor signalling in the mammal, wherein: a higher relative

expression level of the plurality of overexpressed genes associated with

chromosomal instability compared to the plurality of underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling indicates or correlates with a less

favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the plurality



of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability compared to the

plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis.

Non-limiting examples of genes in a chromosomal instability (CIN) metagene

include ATP6V1C1, RAP2A, CALM1, COG8, HELLS, KDM5A, PGK1, PLCH1,

CEP55, RFC4, TAF2, SF3B3, GPI, PIR, MCM10, MELK, FOXM1, KIF2C,

NUP155, TPX2, TTK, CENPA, CENPN, EXOl, MAPREl, ACOT7, NAEl, SHMT2,

TCP1, TXNRD1, ADM, CHAF1A and SYNCRIP genes, although without limitation

thereto; and an estrogen receptor signalling (ER) metagene may comprise BTG2,

PIK3IP1, SEC14L2, FLNB, ACSF2, APOM, BIN3, GLTSCR2, ZMYNDIO, ABAT,

BCAT2, SCUBE2, RUNX1, LRRC48, MYBPC1, BCL2, CHPT1, ITM2A, LRIG1,

MAPT, PRKCB, RERE, ABHD14A, FLT3, TNN, STC2, BATF, CDIE, CFB, EVL,

FBXW4, ABCB1, ACAA1, CHAD, PDCD4, RPL10, RPS28, RPS4X, RPS6, SORBS1,

RPL22 and RPS4XP3 genes, although without limitation thereto. Table 4 provides

further examples of genes that are components of a CIN metagene or that are

components of an ER metagene.

An average expression level may be calculated for the CIN metagene and for

the ER metagene, to thereby produce or calculate a ratio.

Alternatively, a sum of expression levels may be calculated for the CIN

metagene and for the ER metagene, to thereby produce or calculate a ratio.

In certain embodiments, a higher or increased ratio of the average or sum of

expression levels of a CIN metagene relative to an ER metagene is associated with,

correlates with or is indicative of, higher or increased cancer aggressiveness.

Thus, some embodiments of the invention provide an "aggressiveness score"

which is the ratio of CIN metagene expression level (e.g. average or sum of

expression of CIN genes) to an ER metagene expression level (e.g average or sum of

expression of ER genes).

Accordingly, embodiments of the aforementioned aspects of the invention

include determining, assessing or measuring an expression level of a plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and determining,

assessing or measuring an expression level of a plurality of underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling. In this regard, reference is made to

Table 4 which provides a listing of 206 genes that include genes associated with

chromosomal instability and genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling.



Preferably, the chromosomal instability genes are of a CIN metagene, comprising

genes such as ATP6V1C1, RAP2A, CALM1, COG8, HELLS, KDM5A, PGK1,

PLCH1, CEP55, RFC4, TAF2, SF3B3, GPI, PIR, MCM10, MELK, FOXM1, KIF2C,

NUP155, TPX2, TTK, CENPA, CENPN, EXOl, MAPRE1, ACOT7, NAE1, SHMT2,

TCP1, TXNRDl, ADM, CHAF1A and SYNCRIP, although without limitation

thereto. In one preferred embodiment, the chromosomal instability genes are selected

from the group consisting of MELK, MCM10, CENPA, EXOl, TTK and KIF2C.

Preferably, the estrogen receptor signalling genes are of an ER metagene comprising

genes such as BTG2, PIK3IP1, SEC14L2, FLNB, ACSF2, APOM, BIN3, GLTSCR2,

ZMYND10, ABAT BCAT2, SCUBE2, RUNX1, LRRC48, MYBPC1, BCL2, CHPT1,

ITM2A, LRIG1, MAPT, PRKCB, RERE, ABHD14A, FLT3, TNN, STC2, BATF,

CD1E, CFB, EVL, FBXW4, ABCB1, ACAA1, CHAD, PDCD4, RPL10, RPS28,

RPS4X, RPS6, SORBSl, RPL22 and RPS4XP3, although without limitation thereto.

In one preferred embodiment, the estrogen receptor signalling genes are selected

from the group consisting of MAPT and MYB.

In certain embodiments, the method of the aforementioned two aspects

further includes the step of comparing an expression level of one or more other

overexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3,

GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5,

HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4,

TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1,

and an expression level of one or more other underexpressed genes selected from the

group consisting of BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4,

ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4,

APOBEC3A, CDIA, CDIB, CDIC, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B,

MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and SRPK3, in one or more cancer cells, tissues or

organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the one or more

other overexpressed genes compared to the one or more other underexpressed genes

indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a less

favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or

more other overexpressed genes compared to the one or more other underexpressed

genes indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a more

favourable cancer prognosis compared to a mammal having a higher expression

level.



In one embodiment, the one or more other overexpressed genes are selected

from the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9, CAMSAP1,

CARHSP1, CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, GRHPR, GSK3B,

HCFC1R1, KCNG1, MAP2K5, NDUFC1, PML, STAU1, TXN and ZNF593.

In one embodiment, the one or more other underexpressed genes are selected

from the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR7, SMPDL3B and

ZNRD1-AS1.

In this regard, an average expression level, or alternatively a sum of the

expression levels, may be calculated for the one or more other overexpressed genes

and for the one or more other underexpressed genes, to thereby produce or calculate

a ratio.

Accordingly, determining cancer aggressiveness and/or a prognosis for a

cancer patient in certain embodiments of the present invention further includes

determining the ratio of the expression level {e.g. an average or sum of the

expression level) of the one or more other overexpressed genes to the expression

level {e.g. an average or sum of the expression level) of the one or more other

underexpressed genes.

Detection and/or measurement of expression of the one or more other

overexpressed genes and the one or more other underexpressed genes may be

performed by any of those methods or combinations thereof described herein {e.g

measuring mRNA levels or an amplified cDNA copy thereof and/or by measuring a

protein product thereof), albeit without limitation thereto.

Suitably, the comparison of the expression level of the plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and the expression

level of the plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor

signalling is integrated with the comparison of the expression level of the one or

more other overexpressed genes and the expression level of the one or more other

underexpressed genes to derive a first integrated score. In particular embodiments,

this may include deriving the first integrated score, at least in part, by addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division and/or exponentiation.

By way of example, the comparison of the expression level of the plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and the expression

level of the plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor

signalling may be added to, subtracted from, multiplied by, divided by and/or raised



to the power of the comparison of the expression level of the one or more other

overexpressed genes and the expression level of the one or more other

underexpressed genes to derive the first integrated score. Alternatively, the

comparison of the expression level of the one or more other overexpressed genes and

the expression level of the one or more other underexpressed genes may be added to,

subtracted from, multiplied by, divided by and/or raised to the power of the

comparison of the expression level of the plurality of overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability and the expression level of the plurality of

underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling to derive the first

integrated score.

In a particular preferred embodiment, the first integrated score is derived by

exponentiation, wherein the comparison of the expression level of the one or more

other overexpressed genes and the expression level of the one or more other

underexpressed genes is raised to the power of the comparison of the expression

level of the plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability

and the expression level of the plurality of underexpressed genes associated with

estrogen receptor signalling.

As would be appreciated by the skilled person, the other overexpressed and

underexpressed genes described herein may not necessarily be associated with

chromosomal instability and estrogen receptor signalling respectively.

In a further aspect, the invention provides a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or more overexpressed genes, wherein the one

or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1,

CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4,

MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55,

GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and

STAU1, and an expression level of one or more underexpressed genes, wherein the

one or more underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of BRD8,

BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1,

ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C,

CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and

SRPK3, in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a

higher relative expression level of the one or more overexpressed genes compared to



the one or more underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with higher

aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or

more overexpressed genes compared to the one or more underexpressed genes

indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a

mammal having a higher expression level.

In one embodiment, the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9, CAMSAPl, CARHSPl,

CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, GRHPR, GSK3B, HCFC1R1, KCNG1,

MAP2K5, NDUFC1, PML, STAU1, TXN and ZNF593.

In one embodiment, the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR7, SMPDL3B and

ZNRD1-AS1.

In yet another aspect, the invention provides a method of determining a

cancer prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an

expression level of one or more overexpressed genes, wherein the one or more

overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of CAMSAPl, CETN3,

GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5,

HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSPl, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4,

TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1,

and an expression level of one or more underexpressed genes, wherein the one or

more underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of BRD8,

BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1,

ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C,

CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and

SRPK3, in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a

higher relative expression level of the one or more overexpressed genes compared to

the one or more underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a less favourable

cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or more

overexpressed genes compared to the one or more underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis compared to a mammal having a

higher expression level.

In one embodiment, the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9, CAMSAPl, CARHSPl,



CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, GRHPR, GSK3B, HCFC1R1, KCNG1,

MAP2K5, NDUFC1, PML, STAU1, TXN and ZNF593.

In one embodiment, the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR7, SMPDL3B and

ZNRD1-AS1.

In particular embodiments, the method of the aforementioned aspects further

includes the step of comparing an expression level of one or more overexpressed

proteins selected from the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B,

EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80, HER3, SMAD1, GATA3, ITGA2, AKT1, KB 1, HER2,

ASNS and COL6A1, and an expression level of one or more underexpressed proteins

selected from the group consisting of VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1,

YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15 and RPS6, in one or more cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the

one or more overexpressed proteins compared to the one or more underexpressed

proteins indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a less

favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or

more overexpressed proteins compared to the one or more underexpressed proteins

indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a more

favourable cancer prognosis compared to a mammal having a higher expression

level.

As would be appreciated by the skilled artisan, the expression level of one or

more of the overexpressed proteins and/or one or more of the underexpressed

proteins described herein may include one or more phosphorylated forms of said

proteins {i.e., a phosphoprotein). In one embodiment, EIF4EBP1 is or comprises one

or more phosphoproteins selected from the group consisting of pEIF4EBPl ,

pEIF4EBPl T37, pEIF4EBPl T46 and pEIF4EBPl T70 . In one embodiment, EGFR is or

comprises one or more phosphoproteins selected from the group consisting of

pEGFRY1068 and pEGFRY1173 . In one embodiment, HER3 is or comprises

pHER3Y1289 . In one embodiment, AKTl is or comprises one or more
S473 X308phosphoproteins selected from the group consisting of pAKTl and pAKTl . In

one embodiment, NFKBl is or comprises pNFKBl S53 6. In one embodiment, HER2 is

Y1248 S 118or comprises pHER2 . In one embodiment, ESR1 is or comprises pESRl . In

one embodiment, PEA15 is or comprises pPEA15 116. In one embodiment, RPS6 is



or comprises one or more phosphoproteins selected from the group consisting of

pRPS6S235 , pRPS6S236, pRPS6S240 and pRPS6S244 .

An average or sum of the expression levels may be calculated for the

overexpressed genes, the underexpressed genes, the overexpressed proteins and/or

the underexpressed proteins, to thereby produce or calculate a ratio.

Thus, in certain embodiments of the present invention determining cancer

aggressiveness and/or a prognosis for a cancer patient includes determining (i) the

ratio of the expression level (e.g. an average or sum of the expression level) of the

one or more overexpressed genes to the expression level (e.g. an average or sum of

the expression level) of the one or more underexpressed genes; and/or (ii) the ratio of

the expression level (e.g. an average or sum of the expression level) of the one or

more overexpressed proteins to the expression level (e.g. an average or sum of the

expression level) of the one or more underexpressed proteins.

Detection and/or measurement of expression of the overexpressed proteins

and the underexpressed proteins may be performed by any of those methods or

combinations thereof hereinbefore described, albeit without limitation thereto.

Suitably, the comparison of the expression level of the one or more

overexpressed proteins and the expression level of the one or more underexpressed

proteins is to thereby derive an integrated score. In one particular embodiment, the

comparison of the expression level of the one or more overexpressed proteins and the

expression level of the one or more underexpressed proteins is integrated with:

(i) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and the expression level of

the underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

to derive a second integrated score; or

(ii) the first integrated score to derive a third integrated score; or

(iii) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4,

MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML,

CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7,

GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1 and the expression level of

the underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of

BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C,



NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1,

BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CDIB, CD1C, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH,

KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLN1, MTMR7, SORBS1 and SRPK3 to

derive a fourth integrated score; or

(iv) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes and

an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the genes

are from one or more of the Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development

metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome

Segregation metagene, the DNA Replication/Recombination

metagene, the Immune System metagene, the Metabolic Disease

metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-

Translational Modification metagene, the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the Multiple Networks

metagene, to derive a fifth integrated score; or

(v) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes and

an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the genes

are from one or more of the Metabolism metagene, the Signalling

metagene, the Development and Growth metagene, the Chromosome

Segregation/Replication metagene, the Immune Response metagene

and/or the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene, to derive a sixth

integrated score.

In particular embodiments, the second, third, fourth, fifth and/or sixth

integrated scores are derived, at least in part, by addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division and/or exponentiation. By way of example, the comparison of the expression

level of the one or more overexpressed proteins and the expression level of the one or

more underexpressed proteins may be added to, subtracted from, multiplied by,

divided by and/or raised to the power of (i) the comparison of the expression level of

the plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and the

expression level of the plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen

receptor signalling; or (ii) the first integrated score. Alternatively, the comparison of

the expression level of the plurality of overexpressed genes associated with

chromosomal instability and the expression level of the plurality of underexpressed

genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling or the first integrated score may be



added to, subtracted from, multiplied by, divided by and/or raised to the power of the

comparison of the expression level of the one or more overexpressed proteins and the

expression level of the one or more underexpressed proteins.

In a further aspect, the invention provides a method of determining the

aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or more overexpressed proteins selected from

the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80,

HER3, SMAD1, GATA3, ITGA2, AKT1, FKB1, HER2, ASNS and COL6A1, and

an expression level of one or more underexpressed proteins selected from the group

consisting of VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1, YWHAE, RAD50, PGR,

COL6A1, PEA15 and RPS6, in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the

mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the one or more

overexpressed proteins compared to the one or more underexpressed proteins

indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower

relative expression level of the one or more overexpressed proteins compared to the

one or more underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with lower

aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a mammal having a higher expression

level.

In a related aspect, the invention provides a method of determining a cancer

prognosis for a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an expression

level of one or more overexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of

DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80, HER3, SMAD1,

GATA3, ITGA2, AKT1, NFKB1, HER2, ASNS and COL6A1, and an expression

level of one or more underexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of

VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1, YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1,

PEA15 and RPS6, in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal,

wherein: a higher relative expression level of the one or more overexpressed proteins

compared to the one or more underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with a

less favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one

or more overexpressed proteins compared to the one or more underexpressed

proteins indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis compared to

a mammal having a higher expression level.



In particular embodiments of the two aforementioned aspects, one or more of

the overexpressed proteins and/or one or more of the underexpressed proteins are or

comprise a phosphoprotein hereinbefore described.

An average or sum of the expression levels may be calculated for the one or

more overexpressed proteins and the one or more underexpressed proteins, to thereby

produce or calculate a ratio as hereinbefore described.

This information with respect to the aggressiveness and/or prognosis of a

patient's cancer may prove useful to a physician and/or clinician in determining the

most effective course of treatment. A determination of the likelihood for a cancer

relapse or of the likelihood of metastasis can assist the physician and/or clinician in

determining whether a more conservative or a more radical approach to therapy

should be taken. As such, a prognosis may provide for the selection and classification

of patients who are predicted to benefit from a given therapeutic regimen.

Accordingly, another aspect of the invention provides a method of predicting

the responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of a plurality of overexpressed

genes and an expression level of a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or more

cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and

the underexpressed genes are from one or more metagenes selected from the group

consisting of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling

metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a

Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene,

an Immune System metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid

Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene, wherein an

altered or modulated relative expression level of the overexpressed genes compared

to the underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or

decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

As would be understood by the skilled person, the relative expression level of

a gene or protein may be deemed to be "altered" or "modulated" when the

expression level is higher/increased or lower/deer eased when compared to a control

or reference sample or expression level, such as a threshold level. In one embodiment,

a relative expression level may be classified as high if it is greater than a mean and/or

median relative expression level of a reference population and a relative expression



level may be classified as low if it is less than the mean and/or median relative

expression level of the reference population. In this regard, a reference population

may be a group of subjects who have the same cancer type, subgroup, stage and/or

grade as said mammal for which the relative expression level is determined.

Suitably, for the present aspect the Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development metagene, the

Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation metagene, the DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, the Immune System metagene, the Metabolic

Disease metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-Translational

Modification metagene, the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the

Multiple Networks metagene comprise one or more genes listed in Table 21.

In a related aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of a plurality of overexpressed

genes and an expression level of a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or more

cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and

the underexpressed genes are from one or more metagenes selected from the group

consisting of a Metabolism metagene, a Signalling metagene, a Development and

Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, an Immune

Response metagene and a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene, wherein an

altered or modulated relative expression level of the overexpressed genes compared

to the underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or

decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In one embodiment of the two aforementioned aspects, the plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the plurality of underexpressed genes are selected from

one of the metagenes. In an alternative embodiment, the plurality of overexpressed

genes and/or the plurality of underexpressed genes are selected from a plurality of

the metagenes.

Suitably, the Metabolism metagene, the Signalling metagene, the

Development and Growth metagene, the Chromosome Segregation/Replication

metagene, the Immune Response metagene and/or the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene comprise one or more genes listed in Table 22.

In particular embodiments, the plurality of overexpressed genes and the

plurality of underexpressed genes are from one or more of a Carbohydrate/Lipid



Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular Development

metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation metagene, a

DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System metagene, a

Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a Post-

Translational Modification metagene, a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene

and a Multiple Networks metagene.

In a related aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of determining an expression level of one or more genes associated

with chromosomal instability (CIN) in one or more cancer cells of the mammal,

wherein a higher expression level indicates or correlates with relatively increased

responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

As will be described in more detail, overexpression of some CIN genes may

be predictive of the responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment,

particularly although not exclusively when overexpressed by non-mitotic cancer

cells. In this context, by "non-mitotic" means that the cancer cell is not in the mitotic

or "M phase" of the cell cycle. Preferably, the non-mitotic cancer cells are in

interphase. Broadly, any overexpressed CIN gene set forth Table 4 may be predictive

of the responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment. In particular

embodiments, the CIN gene is selected from the group consisting of: TTK, CEP55,

FOXM1 and SKIP2. In a particularly preferred embodiment, the CIN gene is

selected from the group consisting of: TTK, CEP55, FOXM1 and SKIP2 and the

cancer is breast cancer. In this regard, the inventors have shown that "bulk"

measurements of extracted CIN gene mRNA or encoded protein do not provide a

useful indication of whether overexpression of the CIN gene may be predictive of the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment. More particularly, detection

of CIN gene expression by individual cancer cells, particularly non-mitotic or

interphase cancer cells, provides a more powerful indication of the responsiveness of

a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment.

As previously described, detection and/or measurement of expression of the

CIN gene may be performed by measuring RNA (e.g mRNA or an amplified cDNA

copy thereof) or by measuring a protein product of a CIN gene. In a particularly

preferred embodiment, a protein product of a CIN gene is detected or measured by

immunohistochemistry. Typically, although not exclusively, a preferred



immunohistochemistry method includes binding an antibody to the protein product

of a CIN gene expressed by a cell or tissue and subsequent detection of the bound

antibody. By way of example only, the antibody may be unlabelled, directly labelled

with an enzyme such as horseradish peroxidase, alkaline phosphatase or glucose

oxidase or directly labelled with biotin or digoxigenin. In embodiments where the

antibody is unlabelled, a secondary antibody (labelled such as described above) may

be used to detect the bound antibody. Biotinylated antibodies may be detected using

avidin complexed with an enzyme such as horseradish peroxidase, alkaline

phosphatase or glucose oxidase. Suitable enzyme substrates include

diaminobanzidine (DAB), permanent red, 3-ethylbenzthiazoline sulfonic acid

(ABTS), 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (BCIP), nitro blue tetrazolium

( BT), 3,3 ' ,5,5 ' -tetramethyl benzidine (T B) and 4-chloro-l-naphthol (4-CN),

although without limitation thereto.

In a further aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of a plurality of overexpressed

genes associated with chromosomal instability and an expression level of a plurality

of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling in one or more

cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or modulated

relative expression level of the overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal

instability compared to the underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor

signalling indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased

responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In certain embodiments, the genes associated with chromosomal instability

are of a CIN metagene. Non-limiting examples include genes selected from the group

consisting of: ATP6V1C1, RAP2A, CALM1, COG8, HELLS, KDM5A, PGK1,

PLCH1, CEP55, RFC4, TAF2, SF3B3, GPI, PIR, MCM10, MELK, FOXM1, KIF2C,

NUP155, TPX2, TTK, CENPA, CENPN, EXOl, MAPRE1, ACOT7, NAE1, SHMT2,

TCP1, TXNRD1, ADM, CHAF1A and SYNCRIP. In one preferred embodiment, the

chromosomal instability genes are selected from the group consisting of MELK,

MCM10, CENPA, EXOl, TTK and KIF2C.

In certain embodiments, the genes associated with estrogen receptor

signalling are of an ER metagene. Non-limiting examples include genes selected

from the group consisting of: BTG2, PIK3IP1, SEC14L2, FLNB, ACSF2, APOM,



BIN3, GLTSCR2, ZMYND10, ABAT, BCAT2, SCUBE2, RUNX1, LRRC48, MYBPC1,

BCL2, CHPT1, ITM2A, LRIG1, MAPT, PRKCB, RERE, ABHD14A, FLT3, TNN,

STC2, BATF, CD1E, CFB, EVL, FBXW4, ABCB1, ACAA1, CHAD, PDCD4, RPL10,

RPS28, RPS4X, RPS6, SORBSl, RPL22 and RPS4XP3. In one preferred

embodiment, the estrogen receptor signalling genes are selected from the group

consisting of MAPT and MYB.

Suitably, the method of this aspect further includes the step of comparing an

expression level of one or more other overexpressed genes selected from the group

consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28,

ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2,

CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7,

GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1, and an expression level of one or more

other underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of BRD8, BTN2A2.

KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-

AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C, CXCR4,

HLA-B, IGH KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and SRPK3 in

one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or

modulated relative expression level of the one or more other overexpressed genes

compared to the one or more other underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with

relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer

treatment.

In one embodiment, the one or more other overexpressed genes are selected

from the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9, CAMSAP1,

CARHSP1, CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, GRHPR, GSK3B,

HCFC1R1 , KCNG1 , MAP2K5, ND UFC1 , PML, STA Ul , TXN and ZNF593 .

In one embodiment, the one or more other underexpressed genes are selected

from the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR7, SMPDL3B and

ZNRD1-AS1.

In certain embodiments, the comparison of the expression level of the one or

more other overexpressed genes and the expression level of the one or more other

underexpressed genes is integrated with the comparison of the expression level of the

plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and the

expression level of the plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen

receptor signalling to derive a first integrated score as described herein, which is



indicative of, or correlates with, responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer

treatment.

In another related aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or more overexpressed

genes selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593,

CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1,

BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K,

EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1, and an expression level

of one or more underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of BRD8,

BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1,

ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C,

CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and

SRPK3, in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an

altered or modulated relative expression level of the one or more overexpressed

genes compared to the one or more underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with

relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer

treatment.

In one embodiment, the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9, CAMSAP1, CARHSP1,

CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, GRHPR, GSK3B, HCFC1R1, KCNG1,

MAP2K5, NDUFC1, PML, STAU1, TXN and ZNF593.

In one embodiment, the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR7, SMPDL3B and

ZNRD1-AS1.

In particular embodiments, the method of the five aforementioned aspects

further includes the step of comparing an expression level of one or more

overexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1,

VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80, HER3, SMAD1, GATA3, ITGA2,

AKT1, FKB 1, HER2, ASNS and COL6A1, and an expression level of one or more

underexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of VEGFR2, HER3,

ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1, YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15 and RPS6, in

one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative

expression level of the one or more overexpressed proteins compared to the one or



more underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness of

the cancer and/or a less favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative

expression level of the one or more overexpressed proteins compared to the one or

more underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of

the cancer and/or a more favourable cancer prognosis compared to a mammal having

a higher expression level.

In particular embodiments, one or more of the overexpressed proteins and/or

one or more of the underexpressed proteins are or comprise a phosphoprotein

hereinbefore described.

An average or sum of the expression levels may be calculated for the

overexpressed genes, the underexpressed genes, the overexpressed proteins and/or

the underexpressed proteins, to thereby produce or calculate a ratio, as hereinbefore

described.

Detection and/or measurement of expression of the overexpressed proteins

and the underexpressed proteins may be performed by any of those methods or

combinations thereof hereinbefore described, albeit without limitation thereto.

Suitably, the comparison of the expression level of the one or more

overexpressed proteins and the expression level of the one or more underexpressed

proteins is to thereby derive an integrated score. In one particular embodiment, the

comparison of the expression level of the one or more overexpressed proteins and the

expression level of the one or more underexpressed proteins is integrated with:

(i) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and the expression level of

the underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

to derive a second integrated score; or

( ) the first integrated score to derive a third integrated score; or

(iii) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4,

MAP2K5, HCFC1R1, KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML,

CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7,

GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1 and the expression level of

the underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of

BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C,



NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1,

BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CDIB, CD1C, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH,

KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLN1, MTMR7, SORBS1 and SRPK3 to

derive a fourth integrated score; or

(iv) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes and

an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the genes

are from one or more of the Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development

metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome

Segregation metagene, the DNA Replication/Recombination

metagene, the Immune System metagene, the Metabolic Disease

metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-

Translational Modification metagene, the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the Multiple Networks

metagene, to derive a fifth integrated score; or

(v) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes and

an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the genes

are from one or more of the Metabolism metagene, the Signalling

metagene, the Development and Growth metagene, the Chromosome

Segregation/Replication metagene, the Immune Response metagene

and/or the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene, to derive a sixth

integrated score,

wherein the second, third, fourth, fifth and/or sixth integrated score is indicative of,

or correlates with, responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In particular embodiments, the second, third, fourth, fifth and/or sixth

integrated scores are derived, at least in part, by addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division and/or exponentiation, as hereinbefore described.

In a further related aspect, the invention provides a method of predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment in a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or more overexpressed

proteins selected from the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B,

EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80, HER3, SMADl, GATA3, ITGA2, AKTl, NFKBl, HER2,

ASNS and COL6A1, and an expression level of one or more underexpressed proteins

selected from the group consisting of VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1,



YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15 and RPS6, in one or more cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or modulated relative expression

level of the one or more overexpressed proteins compared to the one or more

underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased

responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

In particular embodiments, one or more of the overexpressed proteins and/or

one or more of the underexpressed proteins are or comprise a phosphoprotein

hereinbefore described.

It will be appreciated from the foregoing that the invention provides methods

that determine the aggressiveness of a cancer, facilitate providing a cancer prognosis

for a patient and/or predict the responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment.

Particular, broad embodiments of the invention include the step of treating the patient

following determining the aggressiveness of the cancer, providing a cancer prognosis

and/or predicting the responsiveness of the cancer to anti-cancer treatment.

Accordingly, these embodiments relate to using information obtained about the

aggressiveness of the cancer, the cancer prognosis and/or the predicted

responsiveness of the cancer to anti-cancer treatment to thereby construct and

implement an anti-cancer treatment regime for the patient. In a preferred

embodiment, this is personalized to a particular patient so that the treatment regime

is optimized for that particular patient.

Cancer treatments may include drug therapy, chemotherapy, antibody,

nucleic acid and other biomolecular therapies, radiation therapy, surgery, nutritional

therapy, relaxation or meditational therapy and other natural or holistic therapies,

although without limitation thereto. In particular embodiments, the cancer therapy

may target aneuploidy or aneuploid tumours and/or chromosomal instability.

Generally, drugs, biomolecules (e.g antibodies, inhibitory nucleic acids such

as siRNA) or chemotherapeutic agents are referred to herein as "anti-cancer

therapeutic agents". In some embodiments relating to breast cancer, the anti-cancer

treatment may include HER2-directed therapy such as trastuzumab and endocrine

therapies such as tamoxifen and aromatase inhibitors. In other or alternative

embodiments, the therapy may include administration of inhibitors of CIN genes or

CIN gene products, such as one or more of those listed in Table 4 . It will be

appreciated that inhibition of the CIN gene product TTK using the specific inhibitor

AZ3146 was effective against TNBC cell lines. Furthermore, siRNA-mediated



knockdown of the CIN genes TTK, TPX2, NDC80 and PBK was effective against

T BC cell lines.

In certain embodiments, the cancer treatment may be directed at genes or

gene products other than those listed in Tables 4, 10, 2 1 and/or 22. By way of

example, the cancer treatment may target genes or gene products such as PLK1 1'72

or others73 76 to thereby target aneuploid tumours or tumour cells.

Suitably, when considering (i) the relative expression of one or more of the

overexpressed genes of the 29 gene signature (i.e., CAMSAP1, CETN3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9, CFDP1, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5, HCFC1R1,

KCNG1, BCAP31, ULBP2, CARHSP1, PML, CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5,

EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFCl and STAUl) when compared

to one or more of the underexpressed genes of the 30 gene signature (i.e., BRD8,

BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1,

ZNRD1-AS1, ARNT2, ERC2, SLC11A1, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD1A, CD1B, CD1C,

CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBSl and

SRPK3); (ii) the relative expression of one or more of the overexpressed proteins

(i.e., DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, Ku80, HER3, SMAD1,

GATA3, ITGA2, AKTl, NFKBl, HER2, ASNS and COL6A1) when compared to

one or more of the underexpressed proteins (i.e., VEGFR2, FIER3, ASNS, MAPK9,

ESR1, YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15 and RPS6); and/or (iii) the first,

second, third and/or fourth integrated score, the anticancer therapeutic agent is

selected from the group consisting of a chemotherapy, an endocrine therapy,

immunotherapy and a molecularly targeted therapy. In certain embodiments, the

anticancer treatment comprises an ALK inhibitor (e.g., TAE684), an Aurora kinase

inhibitor (e.g., Alisertib, AMG-900, BI-847325, GSK-1070916A, ilorasertib, MK-

8745, danusertib), a BCR-ABL inhibitor (e.g., Nilotinib, Dasatinib, Ponatinib), a

HSP90 inhibitor (e.g., Tanespimycin (17-AAG), PF04291 13, AUY922, Luminespib,

ganetespib, Debio-0932), an EGFR inhibitor (e.g., Afatinib, Erlotinib, Lapatinib,

cetuximab), a PARP inhibitor (e.g., ABT-888, AZD-2281), retinoic acid (e.g., all-

trans retinoic acid or ATRA), a Bcl2 inhibitor (e.g., ABT-263), a gluconeogenesis

inhibitor (e.g., metformin), a p38 MAPK inhibitor (e.g., BIRB0796, LY2228820), a

MEKl/2 inhibitor (e.g., trametinib, cobimetinib, binimetinib, selumetinib,

pimasertib, refametinib, TAK-733), a mTOR inhibitor (e.g., BEZ235, JW-7-25-1), a

PI3K inhibitor (e.g., Idelalisib, buparlisib/apelisib, copanlisib, GSK-2636771,



pictilisib, AMG-319, AZD-8186), an IGF1R inhibitor (e.g., BMS-754807,

dalotuzumab, ganitumab, linsitinib), a PL inhibitor {e.g., U73122), a J inhibitor

(e.g., SP600125), aPAKl inhibitor (e.g., IPA3), a SYK inhibitor (e.g., BAY613606),

a HDAC inhibitor (e.g., Vorinostat), an FGFR inhibitor (e.g., Dovitinib), a XIAP

inhibitor (e.g., Embelin), a PLK1 inhibitor (e.g., Volasertib, P-937), an ERK5

inhibitor (e.g., XMD8-92), a MPS1/TTK inhibitor (e.g., BAY-1 161909) and any

combination thereof.

By way of example, patients with a high relative expression level of one or

more overexpressed genes, such as those of the 2 1 gene signature, when compared to

one or more underexpressed genes, such as those of the 7 gene signature, a high

relative expression level of one or more overexpressed proteins when compared to

one or more underexpressed proteins and/or a high integrated score described herein

are more likely to respond favourably, such as a pathological complete response,

when treated with chemotherapy. In this regard, non-limiting examples of

chemotherapy include a pyrimidine analogue (e.g., 5-fluorouracil, capecitabine), a

taxane (e.g., paclitaxel), an anthracycline (e.g., doxorubicin, epirubicin), an anti-

folate drug (e.g., the dihydrofolate reductase inhibitor methotrexate), an alkylating

agent (e.g., cyclophosphamide) or any combination thereof. It would be appreciated

that the chemotherapy may be administered as adjuvant, neoadjuvant and/or as

standard therapy, alone or in combination with other anticancer therapeutics.

Additionally, in certain embodiments, patients with a high relative expression

level of one or more overexpressed genes, such as those of the 29 gene signature,

when compared to one or more underexpressed genes, such as those of the 30 gene

signature, a high relative expression level of one or more overexpressed proteins

when compared to one or more underexpressed proteins and/or a high integrated

score described herein may be more likely to respond favourably to (i.e., be more

sensitive to) inhibition of HSP90, EGFR, IGF1R, mTOR, PI3K, p38 MAPK, PLCy,

JNK, PAK1, ERK5, XIAP, PLK1 and/or MEK1/2 and may be less likely to respond

favourably to (i.e., be less sensitive to) anticancer treatment with an ALK inhibitor, a

BCR-ABL inhibitor, a PARP inhibitor, retinoic acid, a Bcl2 inhibitor, a

gluconeogenesis inhibitor, a p38 MAPK inhibitor, an FGFR inhibitor, a SYK

inhibitor, a HDAC inhibitor and/or an IGF1R inhibitor.

It will also be understood that the gene and protein signatures described

herein may be used to identify those poorer prognosis patients, such as those with



larger and/or higher grade tumours, who may benefit from one or more additional

anticancer therapeutic agents to the typical or standard anti-cancer treatment regime

for that particular patient group. By way of example, ER+ breast cancer patients with

or without lymph node involvement with a high integrated score, and hence a

relatively poor prognosis, are more likely to respond favourably to or benefit from

chemotherapy and/or endocrine therapy. This may include an improved survival

and/or reduced likelihood of tumour recurrence and/or metastasis for these patients.

In certain embodiments, for patients with a high relative expression level of

the overexpressed genes of the 2 1 gene signature when compared to the

underexpressed genes of the 7 gene signature and/or a high integrated score, the

cancer treatment may be directed at those genes or gene products listed in Tables 13,

15, 16 and 17.

Additionally, for patients with a high relative expression level of the

overexpressed proteins when compared to the underexpressed proteins and/or a high

integrated score the cancer treatment may be directed at one or more of those

proteins listed in Table 19.

It would be appreciated that those methods described herein for predicting the

responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer treatment, such as an immunotherapeutic

agent, may further include the step of administering to the mammal a therapeutically

effective amount of the anticancer treatment. In a preferred embodiment, the

anticancer treatment is administered when the altered or modulated relative

expression level indicates or correlates with relatively increased responsiveness of

the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

Methods of treating cancer may be prophylactic, preventative or therapeutic

and suitable for treatment of cancer in mammals, particularly humans. As used

herein, "treating", "treat" or "treatment" refers to a therapeutic intervention, course

of action or protocol that at least ameliorates a symptom of cancer after the cancer

and/or its symptoms have at least started to develop. As used herein, "preventing",

"prevent" or "prevention" refers to therapeutic intervention, course of action or

protocol initiated prior to the onset of cancer and/or a symptom of cancer so as to

prevent, inhibit or delay or development or progression of the cancer or the symptom.

The term "therapeutically effective amount" describes a quantity of a

specified agent sufficient to achieve a desired effect in a subject being treated with

that agent. For example, this can be the amount of a composition comprising one or



more agents that binds one or more of the overexpressed and/or underexpressed

genes or gene products thereof described herein, necessary to reduce, alleviate and/or

prevent a cancer or cancer associated disease, disorder or condition. In some

embodiments, a "therapeutically effective amount" is sufficient to reduce or

eliminate a symptom of a cancer. In other embodiments, a "therapeutically effective

amount" is an amount sufficient to achieve a desired biological effect, for example

an amount that is effective to decrease or prevent cancer growth and/or metastasis.

Ideally, a therapeutically effective amount of an agent is an amount sufficient

to induce the desired result without causing a substantial cytotoxic effect in the

subject. The effective amount of an agent useful for reducing, alleviating and/or

preventing a cancer will be dependent on the subject being treated, the type and

severity of any associated disease, disorder and/or condition (e.g., the number and

location of any associated metastases), and the manner of administration of the

therapeutic composition.

Suitably, the anti-cancer therapeutic agent is administered to a mammal as a

pharmaceutical composition comprising a pharmaceutically-acceptable carrier,

diluent or excipient.

By "pharmaceutically-acceptable carrier, diluent or excipient" is meant a

solid or liquid filler, diluent or encapsulating substance that may be safely used in

systemic administration. Depending upon the particular route of administration, a

variety of carriers, well known in the art may be used. These carriers may be

selected from a group including sugars, starches, cellulose and its derivatives, malt,

gelatine, talc, calcium sulfate, liposomes and other lipid-based carriers, vegetable oils,

synthetic oils, polyols, alginic acid, phosphate buffered solutions, emulsifiers,

isotonic saline and salts such as mineral acid salts including hydrochlorides,

bromides and sulfates, organic acids such as acetates, propionates and malonates and

pyrogen-free water.

A useful reference describing pharmaceutically acceptable carriers, diluents

and excipients is Remington's Pharmaceutical Sciences (Mack Publishing Co. N.J.

USA, 1991), which is incorporated herein by reference.

Any safe route of administration may be employed for providing a patient

with the composition of the invention. For example, oral, rectal, parenteral,

sublingual, buccal, intravenous, intra-articular, intra-muscular, intra-dermal,

subcutaneous, inhalational, intraocular, intraperitoneal, intracerebroventricular,



transdermal and the like may be employed. Intra-muscular and subcutaneous

injection is appropriate, for example, for administration of immunotherapeutic

compositions, proteinaceous vaccines and nucleic acid vaccines.

Dosage forms include tablets, dispersions, suspensions, injections, solutions,

syrups, troches, capsules, suppositories, aerosols, transdermal patches and the like.

These dosage forms may also include injecting or implanting controlled releasing

devices designed specifically for this purpose or other forms of implants modified to

act additionally in this fashion. Controlled release of the therapeutic agent may be

effected by coating the same, for example, with hydrophobic polymers including

acrylic resins, waxes, higher aliphatic alcohols, polylactic and polyglycolic acids and

certain cellulose derivatives such as hydroxypropylmethyl cellulose. In addition, the

controlled release may be effected by using other polymer matrices, liposomes

and/or microspheres.

Compositions of the present invention suitable for oral or parenteral

administration may be presented as discrete units such as capsules, sachets or tablets

each containing a pre-determined amount of one or more therapeutic agents of the

invention, as a powder or granules or as a solution or a suspension in an aqueous

liquid, a non-aqueous liquid, an oil-in-water emulsion or a water-in-oil liquid

emulsion. Such compositions may be prepared by any of the methods of pharmacy

but all methods include the step of bringing into association one or more agents as

described above with the carrier which constitutes one or more necessary ingredients.

In general, the compositions are prepared by uniformly and intimately admixing the

agents of the invention with liquid carriers or finely divided solid carriers or both,

and then, if necessary, shaping the product into the desired presentation.

The above compositions may be administered in a manner compatible with

the dosage formulation, and in such amount as is pharmaceutically-effective. The

dose administered to a patient, in the context of the present invention, should be

sufficient to effect a beneficial response in a patient over an appropriate period of

time. The quantity of agent(s) to be administered may depend on the subject to be

treated inclusive of the age, sex, weight and general health condition thereof, factors

that will depend on the judgement of the practitioner.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is breast cancer and the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the

group consisting of DVL3, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, HER3, SMAD1,



NFKBl and HER2 and the one or more underexpressed proteins are selected from

the group consisting of ASNS, MAPK9, YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15

and RPS6.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is lung cancer, such as lung adenocarcinoma, wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of GNB2L1, TXN, KCNG1, BCAP31, GSK3B, FOXM1, ZNF593, EXOl,

KIF2C, TTK, MELK, CENPA, TPX2, CA9, GRHPR, HCFC1R1,CEP55, MCMIO,

CENPN and CARHSP1, and the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of BTN2A2, MTMR7, ZNRD1-AS1, MAPT and BTG2; and/or

(ii) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, Ku80, GATA3, ITGA2 and AKTl, and the one or more

underexpressed proteins are selected from the group consisting of ESR1.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is kidney cancer, such as renal clear cell carcinoma, wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of EIF3K, ADORA2B, KCNG1, BCAP31, EXOSC7, FOXM1, CD55,

ZNF593, KIF2C, TTK, MELK, CENPA, TPX2, CEP55, PML, CENPN and

CARHSP1, and the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of BCL2 and MAPT; and/or

(ii) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of DVL3, PAI-1 and EIF4EBP1, and the one or more underexpressed

proteins are selected from the group consisting of HER3, MAPK9, ESR1 and

RAD50.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is melanoma, such as skin cutaneous melanoma, and wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of EIF3K, ADORA2B, GSK3B, EXOSC7, FOXM1, EXOl, KIF2C,

CENPA, TPX2, CAMSAP1, MCMIO and ABHD5 and the one or more

underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of BCAP31, BTN2A2,

SMPDL3B, MTMR7, ME1 and BTG2; and/or

(ii) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of PAI-1, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, HER3 and Ku80 and the one or more



underexpressed proteins are selected from the group consisting of ASNS, MAPK9

and ESRl.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is endometrial cancer, such as uterine corpus endometrioid carcinoma, and wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of GNB2L1, EIF3K, KCNG1, BCAP31, GSK3B, EXOSC7, FOXM1,

ZNF593, EXOl, KIF2C, MAP2K5, TTK, MELK, GRHPR, and PML, and the one or

more underexpressed genes is MYB; and/or

(ii) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of DVL3, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1 and ASNS and the one or more

underexpressed proteins are selected from the group consisting of MAPK9, ESR1

and YWHAE.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is ovarian adenocarcinoma and wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of GNB2L1, EIF3K, TXN, ADORA2B, KCNG1, GSK3B, STAU1,

MAP2K5, and HCFC1R1, and the one or more underexpressed genes are selected

from the group consisting of BTN2A2, and ZNRD1-AS1, and/or

( ) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of PAI-1 and VEGFR2 and the one or more underexpressed proteins are

selected from the group consisting of ASNS, MAPK9, ESR1, YWHAE and PGR.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is head and neck cancer, such as head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, and

wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of GNB2L1, TXN, ADORA2B, KCNG1, CD55, ZNF593, NDUFC1, and

HCFC1R1, and the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of BTN2A2, and MTMR7; and/or

( ) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of PAI-1, INPP4B, EGFR, HER3, SMADl, GATA3, ITGA2 and

COL6A1 and the one or more underexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of VEGFR2 and ASNS.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is colorectal cancer, such as colorectal adenocarcinoma, and wherein:



(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of EIF3K, TXN, CD55, NDUFCl, HCFC1R1, and PML, and the one or

more underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of BTN2A2,

SMPDL3B, and MET, and/or

(ii) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR and HER3 and the one or

more underexpressed proteins are selected from the group consisting of ASNS,

MAPK9, YWHAE, RAD50 and PEA15.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is glioma, such as lower grade glioma, and wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting ΐ ΤΧΝ, BCAP31, STAU1, PML, CARHSP1, and BTN2A2; and/or

(ii) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, Ku80, SMAD1 and NFKB1 and the one or

more underexpressed proteins are selected from the group consisting of ESR1,

YWHAE and PGR.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is bladder cancer, such as urothelial carcinoma, and wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of ADORA2B, KCNG1, STAU1, MAP2K5, and CAMSAP1, and the one or

more underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of GNB2L1,

EIF3K, TXN, BCAP31, EXOSC7, CD55, NDUFCl, GRHPR, CETN3, BTN2A2,

SMPDL3B, and ERC2„ and/or

(ii) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of DVL3, VEGFR2, Ku80, SMAD1 and AKT1 and the one or more

underexpressed proteins is ASNS.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is lung cancer, such as lung squamous cell carcinoma, and wherein:

(i) the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of GNB2L1, ZNF593, and SMPDL3B, and the one or more

underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of GSK3B, MAP2K5,

NDUFCl, CAMSAPI, ABHD5, and MET, and/or



(ii) the one or more overexpressed proteins are selected from the group

consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EGFR and GATA3 and the one or

more underexpressed proteins is ASNS.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is adrenocortical carcinoma, and wherein:

the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting

of GNB2L1, EIF3K, TXN, ADORA2B, KCNG1, BCAP31, FOXM1, ZNF593, EXOl,

KIF2C, MAP2K5, TTK, MELK, CENPA, TPX2, GRHPR, CEP55, MCMIO, and

CENPN, and the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of MTMR7, BCL2, MAPT, MYB, and STC2.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma and wherein:

the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting

of GNB2L1, ADORA2B, KCNG1, GSK3B, FOXM1, CD55, EXOl, KIF2C, STAU1,

TTK, MELK, CENPA, TPX2, CA9, CEP55, and MCMIO, and the one or more

underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of SMPDL3B, and

BCL2.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma and wherein:

the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting

of EIF3K, ADORA2B, GSK3B, EXOSC7, FOXM1, CD55, EXOl, STAU1,

CAMSAP1, and CETN3 and the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of BTN2A2, SMPDL3B, MTMR7, ME1, BCL2, and ERC2.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is liver hepatocellular carcinoma and wherein:

the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting

of GNB2L1, TXN, EXOSC7, and CA9, and the one or more underexpressed genes is

MTMR7.

In particular embodiments of the hereinbefore described methods, the cancer

is cervical squamous cell carcinoma and/or endocervical adenocarcinoma and

wherein:

the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting

of STAU1, CA9, and ME1 and the one or more underexpressed genes are selected

from the group consisting oiEIF3K, TXN, BCAP31, EXOSC7, and ZNRD1-AS1.



Furthermore, in certain embodiments, patients with a high relative expression

level of one or more overexpressed genes, such as those of the 29 gene signature,

when compared to one or more underexpressed genes, such as those of the 30 gene

signature, a high relative expression level of one or more overexpressed proteins

when compared to one or more underexpressed proteins and/or a high integrated

score as described herein may be more likely to respond favourably to

immunotherapy.

Accordingly, one aspect provides a method of predicting the responsiveness

of a cancer to an immunotherapeutic agent in a mammal, said method including the

step of comparing an expression level of one or more overexpressed genes selected

from the group consisting of ADORA2B, CD36, CETN3, KCNGl, LAMA3, MAP2K5,

NAEl, PGKl, STAU1, CFDP1, SF3B3 and TXN, and an expression level of one or

more underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of APOBEC3A, BCL2,

BTN2A2, CAMSAP1, CAMK4, CARHSP1, FBXW4, GSK3B, HCFC1R1, MYB,

PSEN2 and ZNF593, in one or more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal,

wherein an altered or modulated relative expression level of the one or more

overexpressed genes compared to the one or more underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the

immunotherapeutic agent.

In one embodiment the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of ADORA2B, CETN3, KCNGl, MAP2K5, STAU1 and TXN,

and/or an expression level of one or more underexpressed genes are selected from the

group consisting of BTN2A2, CAMSAP1, CARHSP1, GSK3B, HCFC1R1, and

ZNF593.

In one embodiment, the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of ADORA2B, CD36, KCNGl, LAMA3, MAP2K5, NAEl, PGKl,

STAU1, CFDP1, and SF3B3 and/or an expression level of one or more

underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of APOBEC3A, BCL2,

BTN2A2, CAMK4, FBXW4, PSEN2 and, MYB.

It would be understood for particular embodiments of the present aspect that

one or more other overexpressed genes and/or one or more other underexpressed

genes from one or more of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell

Signalling metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene,

a Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene,



an Immune System metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid

Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene. such as those

listed in Table 21, may be included in the step of comparing an expression level of

one or more overexpressed genes and an expression level of one or more

underexpressed genes.

Insofar as they relate to cancer, immunotherapy or immunotherapeutic agents

use or modify the immune mechanisms of a subject so as to promote or facilitate

treatment of a cancer. In this regard, immunotherapy or immunotherapeutic agents

used to treat cancer include cell-based therapies, antibody therapies (e.g., anti-PDl or

anti-PDLl antibodies) and cytokine therapies. These therapies all exploit the

phenomenon that cancer cells often have subtly different molecules termed cancer

antigens on their surface that can be detected by the immune system of the cancer

subject. Accordingly, immunotherapy is used to provoke the immune system of a

cancer patient into attacking the cancer's cells by using these cancer antigens as

targets.

Non-limiting examples of immunotherapy or immunotherapeutic agents

include adalimumab, alemtuzumab, basiliximab, belimumab, bevacizumab, BMS-

936559, brentuximab, certolizumab, cituximab, daclizumab, eculizumab,

ibritumomab, infliximab, ipilimumab, lambrolkizumab, mepolizumab, MPDL3280A

muromonab, natalizumab, nivolumab, ofatumumab, omalizumab, pembrohzumab,

pexelizumab, pidilizumab, rituximab, tocilizumab, tositumomab, trastuzumab,

ustekinumab, abatacept, alefacept and denileukin diftitox. In particular preferred

embodiments, the immunotherapeutic agent is an immune checkpoint inhibitor, such

as an anti-PDl antibody (e.g., pidilizumab, nivolumab, lambrolkizumab,

pembrohzumab), an anti-PDLl antibody (e.g., BMS-936559, MPDL3280A) and/or

an anti-CTLA4 antibody (e.g., ipilimumab).

As would be appreciated by the skilled artisan, immune checkpoints refer to a

variety of inhibitory pathways of the immune system that are crucial for maintaining

self-tolerance and for modulating the duration and/or amplitude of an immune

response in a subject. Cancers can use particular immune checkpoint pathways as a

major mechanism of immune resistance, particularly against T cells that are specific

for tumour antigens. Accordingly, immune checkpoint inhibitors include any agent

that blocks or inhibits the inhibitory pathways of the immune system. Such inhibitors



may include small molecule inhibitors or may include antibodies, or antigen binding

fragments thereof, that bind to and block or inhibit immune checkpoint receptors or

antibodies that bind to and block or inhibit immune checkpoint receptor ligands. By

way of example, immune checkpoint receptors or receptor ligands that may be

targeted for blocking or inhibition include, but are not limited to, CTLA-4, 4- IBB

(CD137), 4-1BBL (CD137L), PDL1, PDL2, PD1, B7-H3, B7-H4, BTLA, HVEM,

TIM3, GAL9, LAG3, TIM3, B7H3, B7H4, VISTA, KIR, 2B4, CD 160 and CGEN-

15049. Illustrative immune checkpoint inhibitors include tremelimumab (CTLA-4

blocking antibody), anti-OX40, PD-L1 monoclonal Antibody (Anti-B7-Hl;

MEDI4736), MK-3475 (PD-1 blocker), nivolumab (anti-PDl antibody), pidilizamab

(CT-01 1; anti-PDl antibody), BY55 monoclonal antibody, AMP224 (anti-PDLl

antibody), BMS-936559 (anti-PDLl antibody), MPLDL3280A (anti-PDLl antibody),

MSB0010718C (anti-PDLl antibody) and yervoy/ipilimumab (anti-CTLA-4

checkpoint inhibitor), albeit without limitation thereto.

In one embodiment, the method of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer

to an immunotherapeutic agent, may further include the step of administering to the

mammal a therapeutically effective amount of the immunotherapeutic agent.

In a related aspect is provided a method of predicting the responsiveness of a

cancer to an EGFR inhibitor in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or more overexpressed genes selected from the

group consisting ΐ ΝΑΕΙ , GSK3B, TAF2, MAPRE1, BRD4, STAU1, TAF2, PDCD4,

KCNG1, ZNRD1-AS1, EIF4B, HELLS, RPL22, ABAT, BTN2A2, CD1B, ITM2A,

BCL2, CXCR4, and ARNT2and an expression level of one or more underexpressed

genes selected from the group consisting o CDIC, CD1E, CD1B, KDM5A, BATF,

EVL, PRKCB, HCFC1R1, CARHSP1, CHAD, KIR2DL4, ABHD5, ABHD14A,

ACAA1, SRPK3, CFB, ARNT2, NDUFC1, BCL2, EVL, ULBP2, BIN3, SF3B3,

CETN3, SYNCRIP, TAF2, CENPN, ATP6V1C1, CD55 and ADORA2B in one or

more cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or modulated

relative expression level of the one or more overexpressed genes compared to the one

or more underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or

decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the EGFR inhibitor.

It would be appreciated that the EGFR inhibitor may be any known in the art,

including monoclonal antibody and small molecule inhibitors thereof, such as those



hereinbefore described. In particular embodiments, the EGFR inhibitor is or

comprises erlotinib and/or cetuximab.

In certain embodiments, the cancer is or comprises lung cancer, colorectal

cancer or breast cancer.

In one embodiment, the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of NAE1, GSK3B, and TAF2 and/or the one or more

underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of CD1C, CD1E, CDIB,

KDM5A, BATF, EVL, PRKCB, HCFC1R1, CARHSP1, CHAD, KIR2DL4, ABHD5,

ABHD14A, ACAA1, SRPK3, and CFB.

In one embodiment, the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of MAPRE1, BRD4, STAU1, TAF2, GSK3B, PDCD4, KCNG1,

ZNRD1-AS1, EIF4B and HELLS and/or the one or more underexpressed genes are

selected from the group consisting of ARNT2, NDUFC1, BCL2, ABHD14A, EVL,

ULBP2, and BIN3.

In one embodiment, the one or more overexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting oiRPL22, ABAT, BTN2A2, CDIB, ITM2A, BCL2, CXCR4, and

ARNT2 and/or the one or more underexpressed genes are selected from the group

consisting of SF3B3, CETN3, SYNCRIP, TAF2, CENPN, ATP6V1C1, CD55 and

ADORA2B.

In a related aspect is provided a method of predicting the responsiveness of a

cancer to a multikinase inhibitor in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or more overexpressed genes selected from the

group consisting of SCUBE, CHPT1, CDC1, BTG2, ADORA2B and BCL2, and an

expression level of one or more underexpressed genes selected from the group

consisting of NOP2, CALR, MAPRE1, KCNG1, PGK1, SRPK3, RERE, ADM,

LAMA3, KIR2DL4, ULBP2, LAMA4, CA9, and BCAP31, in one or more cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or modulated relative expression

level of the one or more overexpressed genes compared to the one or more

underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased

responsiveness of the cancer to the EGFR inhibitor.

Multikinase inhibitors typically work by inhibiting multiple intracellular

and/or cell surface kinases, some of which may be implicated in tumor growth and

metastatic progression of a cancer, thus decreasing tumor growth and replication. It

would be appreciated that the multikinase inhibitor may be any known in the art,



including small molecule inhibitors, such as those hereinbefore described. Non-

limiting examples of multikinase inhibitors include sorafenib, trametinib, dabrafenib,

vemurafenib, crizotinib, sunitinib, axitinib, ponatinib, ruxolitinib, vandetanib,

cabozantinib, afatinib, ibrutinib and regorafenib. In a particular embodiment, the

multikinase inhibitor is or comprises sorafenib.

In one embodiment, the cancer is or comprises lung cancer.

Suitably, with regard to predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to an

immunotherapeutic agent, an EGFR inhibitor or a multikinase inhibitor, a higher

relative expression level of the one or more overexpressed genes compared to the one

or more underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a relatively increased

responsiveness of the cancer to the agent or inhibitor; and/or a lower relative

expression level of the one or more overexpressed genes compared to the one or

more underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a relatively decreased

responsiveness of the cancer to the agent or inhibitor.

In a further aspect, the invention provides a method for identifying an agent

for use in the treatment of cancer including the steps of:

(i) contacting a protein product of GRHPR, NDUFC1, CAMSAP1, CETN3,

EIF3K, STAU1, EXOSC7, COGS, CFDP1 and/or KCNG1 with a test agent; and

(ii) determining whether the test agent, at least partly, reduces, eliminates,

suppresses or inhibits the expression and/or an activity of the protein product.

Suitably, the cancer is of a type hereinbefore described, albeit without

limitation thereto. Preferably, the cancer has an overexpressed gene selected from the

group consisting of GRHPR, NDUFC1, CAMSAP1, CETN3, EIF3K, STAU1,

EXOSC7, COGS, CFDP1 and KCNG1 and any combination thereof,

Suitably, the agent possesses or displays little or no significant off-target

and/or nonspecific effects.

Preferably, the agent is an antibody or a small organic molecule.

In embodiments relating to antibody inhibitors, the antibody may be

polyclonal or monoclonal, native or recombinant. Well-known protocols applicable

to antibody production, purification and use may be found, for example, in Chapter 2

of Coligan et al, CURRENT PROTOCOLS IN IMMUNOLOGY (John Wiley &

Sons NY, 1991-1994) and Harlow, E . & Lane, D . Antibodies: A Laboratory Manual,

Cold Spring Harbor, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, 1988, which are both herein

incorporated by reference.



Generally, antibodies of the invention bind to or conjugate with an isolated

protein, fragment, variant, or derivative of the protein product of one or more of

GRHPR, NDUFC1, CAMSAP1, CETN3, EIF3K, STAU1, EXOSC7, COG8, CFDP1

and KCNG1. For example, the antibodies may be polyclonal antibodies. Such

antibodies may be prepared for example by injecting an isolated protein, fragment,

variant or derivative of the protein product into a production species, which may

include mice or rabbits, to obtain polyclonal antisera. Methods of producing

polyclonal antibodies are well known to those skilled in the art. Exemplary protocols

which may be used are described for example in Coligan et al, CURRENT

PROTOCOLS IN IMMUNOLOGY, supra, and in Harlow & Lane, 1988, supra.

Monoclonal antibodies may be produced using the standard method as for

example, described in an article by Kohler & Milstein, 1975, Nature 256, 495, which

is herein incorporated by reference, or by more recent modifications thereof as for

example, described in Coligan et al., CURRENT PROTOCOLS IN

IMMUNOLOGY, supra by immortalizing spleen or other antibody producing cells

derived from a production species which has been inoculated with one or more of the

isolated protein products and/or fragments, variants and/or derivatives thereof.

Typically, the inhibitory activity of candidate inhibitor antibodies may be

assessed by in vitro and/or in vivo assays that detect or measure the expression levels

and/or activity of the protein products of one or more of GRHPR, NDUFC1,

CAMSAP1, CETN3, EIF3K, STAU1, EXOSC7, COG8, CFDP1 and KCNG1 in the

presence of the antibody.

In embodiments relating to small organic molecule inhibitors, this may

involve screening of large compound libraries, numbering hundreds of thousands to

millions of candidate inhibitors (chemical compounds including synthetic, small

organic molecules or natural products, for example) which may be screened or tested

for biological activity at any one of hundreds of molecular targets in order to find

potential new drugs, or lead compounds. Screening methods may include, but are not

limited to, computer-based ("in silico") screening and high throughput screening

based on in vitro assays.

Typically, the active compounds, or "hits", from this initial screening process

are then tested sequentially through a series of other in vitro and/or in vivo tests to

further characterize the active compounds. A progressively smaller number of the

"successful" compounds at each stage are selected for subsequent testing, eventually



leading to one or more drug candidates being selected to proceed to being tested in

human clinical trials.

At the clinical level, screening a test agent may include obtaining samples

from test subjects before and after the subjects have been exposed to a test compound.

The levels in the samples of the protein product of the overexpressed genes may then

be measured and analysed to determine whether the levels and/or activity of the

protein products change after exposure to a test agent. By way of example, protein

product levels in the samples may be determined by mass spectrometry, western blot,

ELISA and/or by any other appropriate means known to one of skill in the art.

Additionally, the activity of the protein products, such as their enzymatic activity,

may be determined by any method known in the art. This may include, for example,

enzymatic assays, such as spectrophotometric, fluorometric, calorimetric,

chemiluminescent, light scattering, microscale thermophoresis, radiometric and

chromatographic assays.

It would be appreciated that subjects who have been treated with test agents

may be routinely examined for any physiological effects which may result from the

treatment. In particular, the test agents will be evaluated for their ability to decrease

cancer likelihood or occurrence in a subject. Alternatively, if the test agents are

administered to subjects who have previously been diagnosed with cancer, they will

be screened for their ability to slow or stop the progression of the cancer as well as

induce disease remission.

In a particular embodiment, the invention may provide a "companion

diagnostic" whereby the one or more genes that are detected as having elevated

expression are the same genes that are targeted by the anti-cancer treatment.

In a related aspect, the invention provides an agent for use in the treatment of

cancer identified by the method hereinbefore described.

Suitably, the cancer is of a type hereinbefore described, albeit without

limitation thereto. Preferably, the cancer has an overexpressed gene selected from the

group consisting of GRHPR, NDUFC1, CAMSAP1, CETN3, EIF3K, STAU1,

EXOSC7, COG8, CFDP1, KCNG1 and any combination thereof.

In another related aspect, the invention provides a method of treating a cancer

in a mammal, including the step of administering to the mammal a therapeutically

effective amount of an agent hereinbefore described.



In this regard, test agents that are identified of being capable of reducing,

eliminating, suppressing or inhibiting the expression level and/or activity of a protein

product of GRHPR, NDUFCl, CAMSAPl, CETN3, EIF3K, STAUl, EXOSC7, COGS,

CFDPl and/or KCNGl may then be administered to patients who are suffering from

or are at risk of developing cancer,. For example, the administration of a test agent

which inhibits or decreases the activity and/or expression of the protein product of

one or more of the aforementioned genes may treat the cancer and/or decrease the

risk cancer, if the increased activity of the biomarker is responsible, at least in part,

for the progression and/or onset of the cancer.

Suitably, the cancer is of a type hereinbefore described, albeit without

limitation thereto. Preferably, the cancer has an overexpressed gene selected from the

group consisting of GRHPR, NDUFCl, CAMSAPl, CETN3, EIF3K, STAUl,

EXOSC7, COGS, CFDPl, KCNGl and any combination thereof.

All computer programs, algorithms, patent and scientific literature referred to

herein is incorporated herein by reference.

For the present invention, the database accession number or unique identifier

provided herein for a gene or a protein, such as those presented in Tables 4, 5, 10, 15,

16, 17 and 18, as well as the gene and/or protein sequence or sequences associated

therewith, are incorporated by reference herein.

So that preferred embodiments of the invention may be fully understood and

put into practical effect, reference is made to the following non-limiting examples.

EXAMPLE 1

Materials and Methods

Meta-analysis of global gene expression in TNBC

We performed a meta-analysis of global gene expression data in the

Oncomine™ database 19 (Compendia Bioscience, MI) using a primary filter for breast

cancer (130 datasets), sample filter to use clinical specimens and dataset filters to use

mRNA datasets with more than 151 patients (22 datasets). Patients of all ages,

gender, disease stages or treatments were included. Three additional filters were

applied to perform three independent differential analyses: (1) triple negative (TNBC

cases vs. non-TNBC cases, 8 datasets49 56; (2) metastatic event analysis at 5 years



(metastatic events vs. no metastatic events, 7 datasets53'54'57 6 1) and (3) survival at 5

years (patients who died vs. patients who survived, 7 datasets49'54'56'58'6 1 63) .

Deregulated genes were selected based on the median p-value of the median gene

rank in overexpression or underexpression patterns across the datasets (Figure 8).

The union of these three deregulated gene lists resulted in a gene list of deregulated

genes in aggressive breast cancers (Figure 9). The METBRIC dataset2 1 was used as

the validation set for further analysis. The normalized z-score expression data of the

METABRIC dataset was extracted from Oncomine™ and imported into BRB-

ArrayTools 64 (V4.2, Biometric Research Branch, NCI, Maryland, USA) with built in

R Bioconductor packages. Survival curves for the METABRIC dataset were

constructed using GraphPad ® Prism v6.0 (GraphPad Software, CA, USA) and the

Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) Test was used for statistical comparisons of survival curves.

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis and derivation of the eight gene list

Pathway analysis was performed using the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis ®

(Ingenuity Systems®, CA). For pathway analysis in IPA®, we used only direct

relationships. After pathway analysis, we set to identify the minimum gene list that

recapitulates the aggressiveness 206 gene list. We used the METABRIC dataset to

perform statistical filtering in the BRB-ArrayTools software to derive the minimum

gene list as follows: (1) the correlation of each gene in the CIN metagene and the ER

metagene to the metagene itself was determined by quantitative trait analysis using

the Pearson's correlation coefficient (univariate p-value threshold of 0.001); (2) the

association of each gene with overall survival using univariate Cox proportional

hazards model (univariate test p-value < 0.001); and (3) the fold-change of gene

expression between high aggressiveness score tumors and low aggressiveness score

tumors was calculated for each gene. We selected genes with Pearson's correlation

coefficient > 0.7 to the metagenes, strongest survival association and more than 2-

fold deregulation between high and low agressiveness score tumors. The

METABRIC dataset and four publically available datasets were used to validate the

8-genes score. The four datasets (GSE25066 53, GSE349465, GSE2990 15, GSE203466)

were analyzed as described previously 67 .

Cell culture and drug treatments

Breast cancer cell lines were obtained from ATCC™ (VA, USA) and

cultured as per ATCC™ instructions. All cell lines were regularly tested for

mycoplasma and authenticated using STR profiling. For the siRNA screen, siRNA



solutions (Shanghai Gene Pharma, China) were used to transfect cells (MDA-MB-

231, SUM159PT and Hs578T) with 10 nM of respective siRNA using

Lipofectamine ® RNAiMAX (Life Technologies, CA, USA). For drug treatments,

docetaxel and the TTK inhibitor AZ3146 were purchased from Selleck Chemicals

LLC (TX, USA) and diluted in DMSO. Six days after siRNA knockdown or after

drug treatments the survival of cells in comparison to control was determined using

the CellTiter 96® Assay as per manufacturer instructions (Promega Corporation, WI,

USA). For immunoblotting, standard protocols were used and membranes were

probed with antibodies against TTK (anti-MPSl mouse monoclonal antibody [Nl]

abl 1108 (Abeam, Cambridge), and γ -tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich ®) then developed using

chemiluminescence reagent plus (Milipore, MA, USA). Flow cytometry to quantify

apoptosis was performed using Annexin V-Alexa 488 and 7-AAD (Life Technologies)

as per manufacturer instruction using BD FACSCanto II™ flow cytometer (BD

Biosciences, CA, USA).

Breast cancer tissue microarrays, immunohistochemical and survival analysis

The Brisbane Breast Bank collected fresh breast tumor samples from

consenting patients; the study was approved by the local ethics committees. Tissue

microarrays (TMAs) were constructed from duplicate cores of formalin-fixed,

paraffin-embedded (FFPE) breast tumor samples from patients undergoing resection

at the Royal Brisbane and Women's Hospital between 1987 and 1994. For biomarker

analysis, whole tumor sections or TMAs (depending on the marker) were stained

with antibodies against ER, PR, Ki67, HER2, CK5/6, CK14, EGFR and TTK (Table

8), and scored by trained Pathologists. The Vectastain® Universal ABC kit (Vector

laboratories, CA) was used for signal detection according to the manufacturer's

instructions. Stained sections were scanned at high resolution (ScanScope Aperio,

Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), and then images were segmented into

individual cores for analysis using Spectrum software (Aperio). Survival and other

clinical data were collected from the Queensland Cancer Registry and original

diagnostic Pathology reports, and in addition we performed an internal

histopathological review (SRL) of representative tumor sections from each case,

stained with H&E. For analysis of HER2-amplification TMAs were analyzed using

HER2 CISH. Criteria for assigning prognostic subgroups in this study are

summarized in Figure 14.

Other statistical analysis



Statistical analyses were prepared using GraphPad ® Prism v6.0. The types of

tests used are stated in Figure Legends. Univariate and multivariate Cox proportional

hazards regression analyses were performed using MedCalc for Windows, version

12.7 (MedCalc Software, Ostend, Belgium).

Results

Meta-analysis of gene expression profiles in TNBC

We performed a meta-analysis of published gene expression data, irrespective

of platform, using the Oncomine™ database 19 (version 4.5). We compared the

expression profiles of 492 TNBC cases vs. 1382 non-TNBC cases in 8 datasets and

found 1600 overexpressed and 1580 underexpressed genes in the TNBC cases (cutoff

median p-value across the 8 datasets < lxl 0 5 from a Student's ί -test, Figure 8). We

also compared the expression profiles of primary breast cancers from 512 patients

who developed metastases vs. 732 patients who did not develop metastases at 5 years

(7 datasets in total) to identify 500 overexpressed and 480 underexpressed genes in

the metastasis cases (cutoff median p-value across the 7 datasets < 0.05 from a

Student's i-test, Figure 8). Finally, we compared the expression profiles of 232

primary breast tumors from patients who died within 5 years vs. 879 patients who

survived in 7 datasets and found 500 overexpressed and 500 underexpressed genes in

the poor survivors (cutoff median p-value across the 7 datasets < 0.05 from a

Student's ί -test, Figure 8). The union of these analyses - genes deregulated in TNBC

and in tumors that metastasized or resulted in death within 5 years - generated a gene

list of 305 overexpressed and 341 underexpressed genes (Figure 9A&B). The

deregulated genes from our analyses did not consider deregulation in comparison to

normal breast tissue. To identify cancer-related genes, we used the METABRIC

(Molecular Taxonomy of Breast Cancer International Consortium) dataset2 1 as a

validation dataset. Of the 305 overexpressed and 341 underexpressed genes

identified in the meta-analysis, 117 overexpressed and 89 underexpressed genes (206

genes) were deregulated in TNBC (250 cases) vs. 144 adjacent normal tissue (1.5

fold-change cutoff; Figure 9C&D).

Clinicopathologicalfeatures of the aggressiveness gene list

We compared the 206 genes from the above analysis, we called the

"aggressiveness gene list" (Table 4), to the recently described metagene attractors 16 '1

and found that 45 of the overexpressed genes were in the CIN metagene, whereas 19



of the underexpressed genes were in the ER metagene (Figure 10). The expression of

the aggressiveness gene list was visualized in the METABRIC dataset, stratified

according to the histological subtypes by the GENUIS classification22. As shown in

Figure 1A, ER7HER2 (T BC), in comparison to adjacent normal breast tissue,

showed the highest upregulation of CIN genes (red in the heat map) and

downregulation of ER signaling genes (green in the heat map). Tumors of other

subtypes showed a range of deregulation of these genes. To quantify these trends, we

calculated the "aggressiveness score" as the ratio of the CIN metagene (average of

expression of CIN genes) to the ER metagene (average of expression of ER genes).

The aggressiveness score was highest for ER7HER2 (TNBC), followed by HER2+

then ER+ tumors (box plot in Figure 1). We also analyzed the aggressiveness score in

the five intrinsic breast cancer subtypes predefined by the PAM50 classification8 and

the ten integrative clustering (intClust) subtypes defined by combined clustering of

gene expression and copy number data subtypes2 1 (Figure 11). The aggressiveness

score was highest in the basal-like and the intClust 10 subtypes which are enriched

for TNBC and have poor prognosis.

Interestingly, tumors of various subtypes scored higher than the median

aggressiveness score (line in box plots in Figure 1 and Figure 11). To this end, we

examined the overall survival of patients in the METABRIC dataset stratified by

quartiles and also dichotomized by the median of the aggressiveness score. Tumors

with high aggressiveness score had worse survival than those with low

aggressiveness score. The survival of patients with non-TNBC tumors with high

aggressiveness score had poor survival that was similar to TNBC patients (Figure

IB). Among ER+ tumors we found that high aggressiveness score predicted poor

survival in both Grade 2 (Figure IB) and Grade 3 (Figure 11) tumors. Tumors with

high aggressiveness score showed poor survival regardless of the PAM50 intrinsic

breast cancer subtypes (Figure 11). The PAM50 classifier was prognostic only in low

aggressiveness score tumors (Figure 12).

One network of direct interactions in the aggressiveness gene list associates with

patient survival

We performed network analysis on the aggressiveness gene list using the

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA®) and found a network with direct interactions

between 97 of the 206 deregulated genes (Figure 2A). To find the minimal genes that

represent the aggressiveness genes and this network, the 97 genes in this network



were analyzed for their correlation with the CIN or ER metagenes and overall

survival in the METABRIC dataset (Table 5). We selected genes according to the

following criteria: (1) highest correlation with the metagenes (Pearson's correlation

coefficient > 0.7); (2) association with overall survival (Cox proportional hazards

model, p <0.001), and (3) more than 2-fold deregulation with least standard deviation

of expression between high and low aggressiveness score tumors. These analyses

identified two genes from the ER metagene (MAPT and MYB) and six genes from the

CIN metagene (MELK, MCM10, CENPA, EXOl, TTK and KIF2C). These 8 genes

were maintained in a directly connected network (Figure 2B). The classification of

tumors (high vs. low across the median) from these eight genes, again representing

the ratio of CIN and ER metagenes, predicted the classification from the 206 genes

with 95% sensitivity and 97% specificity by prediction of microarray (PAM) analysis

(data not shown). Importantly, a high score from these eight genes identified poor

survival in all patients, non-TNBC patients and ER+ Grade 2 (Figure 2C).

Next, we explored the 8-genes score for prognosis in several molecular and

histological settings in the METABRIC dataset. The survival of patients with tumors

with wild-type TP53 were stratified by the 8-genes score (Figure 3A). Patients with

mutant TP53, which were mainly of high score, showed worse survival than those

with wild-type TP53, suggesting that TP53 mutation is an independent prognostic

factor. Patients with tumors with low or high expression of the proliferation marker

Ki67 were stratified by the 8-genes score suggesting that the 8-genes score is

independent of proliferation (Figure 3A). We also found that the 8-genes score

stratified the survival of patients from all stages of disease (Stage I - Stage III,

Figure 3A). We focused on ER+ and found that, as in the case of ER+ Grade 2 tumors

(Figure 2C); the 8-genes score stratified the survival of patients with ER+ Grade 3

tumors (Figure 3B). Importantly, the 8-genes score identified ER+LN and ER+LN+

patients who had poor survival similar to ER LN and ER LN+ patients, respectively

(Figure 3B). High 8-genes score identified poor survival of patients with tumors of

all PAM50 subtypes and the prognostication by PAM50 classification was only

evident in low 8-genes score tumors (Figure 12).

The 8-genes aggressiveness score in multivariate survival analysis

To exclude the possibility that the aggressiveness score - calculated using the

206 genes or the 8 genes - was redundant; we performed multivariate Cox-

proportional hazards model analysis in the METABRIC dataset (with Illumina



platform) in comparison to conventional clinical variables and current gene

signatures. As detailed in Table 1, the aggressiveness scores significantly associated

with patient survival when compared with conventional variables and outperformed

MammaPrint 9, OncotypeDx 1 '1 1, proliferation/cell cycle16'20 and CIN2 signatures.

Moreover, our aggressiveness scores outperformed the CIN4 classier23 which was

recently developed from the CIN signature.

We validated the six CIN and two ER genes in univariate survival association

using the online tool Kaplan-Meier (KM)-plotter 24 (Tables 6 & 7) which has the gene

expression and survival data of more than 2000 patients (but are not part of the

METABRIC dataset). We found that the collective expression of the six

overexpressed genes (MELK, MCM10, CENPA, EXOl, TTK and KIF2C)

significantly associated with relapse free survival (RFS) and distant metastasis free

survival (DMFS) in all patients, ER+ patients, lymph node negative (LN ) or positive

(LN+) patients (Table 6). The two underexpressed genes (MAPT and MYB) also

significantly associated with RFS and DMFS in these patient groups (Table 7).

More importantly, we performed multivariate survival analysis of the 8-genes

score in four datasets (with Affymetrix platform from the Gene Expression Omnibus

[GEO]; GSE2990, GSE3494, GSE2034 and GSE25066). Again, the score was

significantly associated with survival in a multivariate Cox-proportional hazards

model in every dataset tested (Figure 4). Altogether, we found that in multiple

datasets that used different platforms, the 8-genes score identified patients with poor

survival independently of other clinico-pathologic indicators and outperforming

current signatures.

Therapeutic targets in the aggressiveness gene list

The overexpressed genes in the CIN metagene are involved in or regulate

mitosis, spindle assembly and checkpoint, kinetochore attachment, chromosome

segregation and mitotic exit. Thus it is not surprising that several of the

overexpressed genes are targets for molecular inhibitors, such as CDK1 25'26 and

AURKA/AURKB 2 and have been trialed pre-clinically and clinically28. To this end,

we performed siRNA depletion against 25 genes of the CIN metagene in three TNBC

cell lines, MDA-MB-231, SUM159PT and Hs578T. We found that knockdown of

four genes (TTK, TPX2, NDC80 and PBK) consistently affected the survival of these

cells (Figure 5A and Table 5). The knockdown of TTK showed the worst survival

and since it was in the 8-genes score we selected TTK for further studies. We found



that TTK protein was higher in T BC cell lines compared to the near-normal

MCF10A cell line, and luminal/HER2 cell lines (Figure 5B). Next, we used the

specific TTK inhibitor (TTKi), AZ3146, against a panel of breast cancer cell lines

and found that TNBC cell lines were more sensitive to the TTKi (Figure 5C).

TTK expression in aggressive tumors and potential for combination therapy

To further study the potential of TTK as therapeutic target, we investigated

TTK expression at the mRNA and protein levels in breast cancer patients. We

analyzed the correlation of TTK mRNA expression, dichotomized at the median, with

clinicopathological indicators in the METABRIC dataset of 2000 patients (Table 2).

High TTK mRNA expression associated with younger age of tumor diagnosis, larger

tumor size, higher tumor grade, higher Ki67 expression, TP53 mutations, an ER/PR

negative tumor phenotype, HER2 positivity and TNBC. Based on PAM50 subtyping,

high TTK mRNA was associated with luminal B, HER2-enriched and basal-like

tumors.

We also analyzed TTK expression in a cohort of breast cancer patients (406

patients) by IHC. TTK and its activity is detected at all stages of the cell cycle,

however, it is upregulated during mitosis29. Thus, we observed TTK staining in non-

mitotic cells to define high TTK levels (score of 3) in order to exclude the bias of

elevated TTK level during mitosis. Similar to TTK mRNA, high TTK protein level

(Table 3) associated with high tumor grade, high Ki67 expression and TNBC status

(particularly basal TNBC). Moreover, in agreement with the TTK mRNA

associations with the PAM50 intrinsic subtypes, high TTK protein was observed in

HER2-positive and proliferative ER+/HER2 tumors (most related to luminal B) but

low TTK protein in non-proliferative ER+/HER2 tumors (most related to luminal A).

In addition to these associations with aggressive phenotypes, we also found that high

TTK protein significantly associated with aggressive histological features including

ductal histology, pushing tumor border, lymph node involvement, nuclear

pleomorphism, lymphocytic infiltration and higher mitotic scores (Table 3).

Altogether, like the high aggressiveness score from the 206 or 8 genes, high level of

TTK mRNA and protein span across breast cancer subtypes marking aggressive

behavior.

We examined the association of TTK protein level with patient survival and

found that breast tumors with high TTK staining (category 3) had worse survival

than other staining groups at 5 years (Figure 6A&B) and 10 and 20 years (Figure 13).



Importantly, high TTK staining (category 3) was not restricted to a particular

histological subgroup or to tumors with high mitotic index (Figure 6C). Next, we

focused on prognostication of aggressive subgroups (Grade 3, lymph node positive,

TNBC, HER2 or high Ki67) and found that high TTK protein level identified

exceptionally aggressive tumors that lead to poor survival of less than 2 years (Figure

7A). Finally, to exploit our finding that TTK, as a part of the aggressiveness score,

was associated with aggressive breast tumors and that TTK inhibition was effective

in TNBC cell lines that overexpress this protein (Figure 5), we investigated the

therapeutic potential of combining TTK inhibition with chemotherapy. We found

that TTKi synergized with docetaxel at very low (sub-lethal doses) in the treatment

of TNBC cell lines which overexpress TTK in comparison to cell lines which do not

(Figure 7B) and that this combination induced apoptotic cell death (Figure 7C).

CIN metagene and ER metagenes in lung adenocarcinoma

There is also reason to believe that the metagene signature may work for

other cancers, such as lung cancer. FIG. 15 provides overall survival curves of lung

cancer patients split by ten (10) CIN genes that include the aforementioned six (6)

(genes as well as CENPN, CEP55, FOXM1 and TPX2 and the two (2) ER genes

MAPT and MYB as a signature; patients are low or high according to the median of

the signature. The signature outperformed tumour grade and disease stage and

remained significant when adjusted for AJCC T (size) and N (lymph node) stages

(tumour size (T stage) and lymph node status (N stage) in multivariate Cox

regression analysis in lung cancer patients (Table 9). In particular, the signature was

prognostic in lung adenocarcinoma. The prognostication of lung adenocarcinoma

was significant even when including a minimal gene set of 6 CIN genes and 2 ER

genes.

In Figure 16A we show the global gene expression (by RNAseq) of the breast

cancer patients in the TCGA dataset. From these data the 8-genes score

(Aggressiveness score) and the OncotypeDx (Recurrence score) were investigated

for association with survival. The 8-genes score stratified breast cancer survival

better than the OncotypeDx (Figure 16B). Further, the 8-genes score (Aggressiveness

score) identified tumours with high genomic copy number variations involving

whole chromosome arms deletions and duplications reflecting aneuploidy (Figure

16C).



We also find that the 8-genes score (Aggressiveness score) stratifies the

survival of all cancers collectively in the TCGA data better than the OncotypeDx

(Figure 17) and that the 8-genes score (Aggressiveness score)was prognostic in each

of the tested cancers (Figure 18). Similarly, as in breast cancer (Figure 16C), the 8-

genes score (Aggressiveness score) identified tumors of all cancer types with high

genomic copy number variations involving whole chromosome arms deletions and

duplications reflecting aneuploidy (data not shown). These cancer types include

breast cancer, bladder cancer, colorectral cancer, glioblastoma, lower grade glioma,

head & neck cancer, kidney cancer, liver cancer, lung adenocarcinoma, abute

myeloid leukaemia, pancreatic cancer and lung squamous cell carcinoma.

Discussion

This meta-analysis of gene expression in the Oncomine™ database identified

a list of 206 was enriched with two core biological functions/metagenes;

chromosomal instability (CIN) and ER signaling. We calculated the aggressiveness

score, the ratio of CIN to ER metagenes, which associated with overall survival of

breast cancer. A core of eight genes (six CIN genes and two ER signaling genes) was

representative and recapitulated the correlations with outcome from the 206 genes.

The score from the six CIN genes to the 2 ER signaling genes, 8-genes score,

associated with survival in several breast cancer datasets. Our aggressiveness scores

outperformed conventional variable and published signatures in multivariate survival

analysis. Particularly in ER+ tumors, some cases have survival as poor as that of the

aggressive HER2+ and TNBC subtypes. Our data suggest that the interplay of cancer-

related biological functions, namely CIN and ER signaling, are better predictors of

phenotypes than single genes or single functions. This notion is in line with recent

studies showing that the interaction of biologically-driven predictors provide better

prognosis 16 17 '30 . Recently, all ER tumors were described to have a high level of CIN

metagene, however, it was not clear that ER+ tumors could be described as low CIN

tumors 16 . In our study, we clarify that ER+ disease contains a considerable fraction of

tumors that have high level of CIN genes and that the relationship between CIN and

ER genes is a powerful predictor of survival in these patients.

The fidelity of chromosome segregation is ensured by the proper attachment

of the microtubules from the mitotic spindle to the kinetochores of chromosomes in a

tightly regulated process and CIN refers to the missegregation of whole



chromosomes thus producing aneuploidy 1. Using aneuploidy as a surrogate marker

for CIN, Carter et al developed a gene signature and found that this "CIN signature"

predicts clinical outcome in multiple cancers20 . More recently, a minimal gene set

that captures the CIN signature, CIN4 (AURKA, FOXM1, TOP2A and TPX2) was

described as the first clinically applicable qPCR derived measure of tumor

aneuploidy from FFPE tissue. Since Grade 2 tumors heterogeneous characteristics in

terms of clinical outcome, the significance of the CIN4 classier is the stratification of

Grade 2 tumors into good and poor prognosis groups23. Our aggressiveness scores

were prognostic in all tumor grades and disease stages (stages I-III and lymph node

negative and positive) and outperformed the CIN signature and the CIN4 classier in

multivariate survival analysis in the METABRIC dataset. Strikingly, but in

agreement with previous studies32'33, the prognostication using the CIN metagene and

our aggressiveness scores from gene expression levels were restricted to ER+ disease

but not in the TNBC or HER2 subtypes. This may be explained that ER tumors have

a high level of CIN metagene as per our results and published previously 16 . However,

our results with TTK protein level clearly demonstrate that TNBC, HER2, high grade,

lymph node positive and proliferative tumors contain subgroups with high TTK

levels exclusive of mitotic cells and have poorer survival than those with low TTK

expression or TTK expression in mitotic cells. We propose that there are two types of

high expression of CIN genes that may not be clearly differentiated by mRNA

expression studies. One form of elevated CIN genes relates to high level of mitosis

and proliferation whereas the second form that we measured by IHC exclusive of

mitotic cells is driven by another aggressive phenotype; protection of aneuploidy and

genomic instability. The recent study of the CIN4 classifier lends support to our

proposition. In this study, using flow cytometry to measure aneuploidy by DNA

content, the authors found that a substantial proportion of tumors with high CIN4

scores have a normal DNA ploidy and that a significant proportion of aneuploid

cases had low CIN4 score23.

Chromosome missegregation and aneuploidy enhance genetic recombination

and defective DNA damage repair34 to drive a "mutator phenotype" required for

oncogenesis 35 . Genomic instability caused by deregulated mitotic spindle assembly

checkpoint (SAC) and aneuploidy has been termed "non-oncogene addiction" 36'37. It

is tempting to suggest that CIN and aneuploidy are exploited by breast cancer stem

cells which are high in TNBC 38 due to the link between cancer stem cells, aneuploidy



and therapy resistance 39'40 . This is supported by studies that implicate several genes

involved in the SAC and chromosome segregation in tumor initiation, progression

and cancer stem cells, e.g. AURKA in ovarian cancer4 1, MELK/FOXM1 in

glioblastoma 42'43, MELK44 and MAD245 in breast cancer and SKP2 in several

cancers46 . The role of CIN genes to protecting aneuploidy could provide an insight to

the paradox that TNBC show a better response to chemotherapy due to higher level

of proliferation, yet these tumors have poorer outcome. We propose that resistance in

TNBC could be attributed to the ability of aneuploid cells to adapt and drive

recurrence. At least in vivo, chemotherapy has been shown to induce the proliferation

quiescent aneuploid cells as a mechanism for therapy resistance 39. We envisage that

the high level of the CIN metagene in TNBC, particularly genes involved in

chromosome segregation, is protective of this state. Indeed, one study found that a

high level of TTK is protective of aneuploidy in breast cancer cells and its silencing

reduces the tumorigenicity of breast cancer cell lines in vivo4 . Our results from the

patient cohort demonstrate that high TTK protein expression exclusive of mitosis

was indeed prognostic aggressive tumors and support the concept that protection

from aneuploidy and genomic instability is an aggressive phenotype that drives poor

outcome.

Our results with the TTK molecular inhibitor, in agreement with published

studies using siRNA depletion 47'48, supports the idea of targeting chromosomal

segregation in tumors with a high CIN phenotype as a therapeutic strategy. We also

suggest that while TTK is high in TNBC as previously described47'48, a considerable

proportion of non-TNBC tumors that display aggressive features also show an

elevated level of CIN genes, and would benefit from such targeted therapies. To our

knowledge the combination of sub-lethal doses of taxanes with TTK inhibition has
33 50 3not been investigated so far in breast cancer, but in other cancers ' . Our results

reveal that TTK inhibition indeed sensitizes breast cancer cells with high TTK to

docetaxel.

Referring particularly in FIGS 16-18, as well as the 8-genes score

(Aggressiveness score) being prognostic for the survival of cancer patients after

treatment, the aggressiveness score also identifies tumors with high copy number

variations involving whole chromosome arms reflecting aneuploid status. Thus, the

aggressiveness score may also serve as a companion diagnostic for drugs that target

aneuploidy by means of targeting genes listed in Table 4, inclusive of the 8 genes



used to produce the aggressiveness score (such as χ χ 6 ) or by other drugs that
7 1 72 7 76target the aneuploidy state (such as PLK1 ' or others ) .

In conclusion, our study emphasizes that classification of breast cancer based

on biological phenotypes facilitates understanding the drivers of oncogenic

phenotypes and therapeutic potentials. Importantly, our studies demonstrate that IHC

assessment of CIN genes, exemplified by TTK here; provide better characterization

and understanding for the contribution of CIN to tumor aggressiveness and prognosis.

Throughout this specification, the aim has been to describe the preferred

embodiments of the invention without limiting the invention to any one embodiment

or specific collection of features. Various changes and modifications may be made to

the embodiments described and illustrated herein without departing from the broad

spirit and scope of the invention.

All computer programs, algorithms, patent and scientific literature referred to

herein is incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.
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Table 1: Univariate and multivariate survival analysis of the aggressiveness score in the METABRIC dataset

Univariate Cox-proportional hazards Multivariate Cox-proportional hazards
model model (stepwise)

HR (95 % CI) p-value HR (95 % CI) p-value

1 6173 (1.4174 - 1.8454) O.0001 1.5 188 (1.3227 - 1.7440) 0.0001

i I : , 1 . I ι ) l I 4~< > ( I 2 I ' - I ( > 4 4 ) ' oo l
(high low)

Lymph node 1. 4 ( 1.6289 - 2. 1224) O.OOOl 1.6807 (1.4610 - 1.9334) 0.0001

Tumor si c
4.-54 ( :

12 .
i 1

II
l ii i I i .4 - I (.04 ) ( ) ( I

1.4565 (1.2537 - 1.6920) 0.0001 1. 1983 (1.0183 - 1.4101) 0.0302

Tumor grade 1.3500 ( 1.2095 - 1.5067) 0.000 1 ns ns
. 2 . .

Ki67
1.4184 (1.2399 - 1.6226) 0.0001 ns ns

(+, -)

:l n 111 I 1 1 1.3320 (1. 1669 - 1.5204) 0.000 1 ns ns
i i. I n )

CIN4
1.53 10 (1.3413 - 1.7476) 0.0001 ns ns

(high, low)

C IS "
1.5004 ( 1. 132 - 1.^ 143) 0.000 1 ns ns

<hi!'h

Cell Cycle
1.5018 (1.3 145 - 1.7158) 0.0001 ns ns

(high, low)

ER s s .30 1 ( . 16 - .5 170) 0 0008 ns ns

0 x 1.2672 (1.0909 - 1.4720) 0.0021 ns ns
, 1, )

Treatment 1 . 1646 (0.9753 - 1.2639) 0.0939
(yes, no)

1 . 1235 (0.8480 - 1.4886) 0.4196

HR: Hazard Ratio. CI: confidence interval ns: not significant. OncoTypeDx scores are low (L, < 18), intermediate (I,
18-3 1), high (H >3 1). All variables were included in the multivariate Cox-proportional hazards model analysis and by
stepwise model, only significant co-variants were included in the final analysis shown in Table.



Table 2: Correlation of TTK mRNA level and clinico-pathological indicators in the METABRIC dataset

Comparison TTK Low TTK high X

Tiimnr
<2cm 346 (18%) 280 (14%) p< 1.0E-6
>2cm <5cm 509 (26%) 685 (35%) p=3.2E-5
>5cm 60 (3%) 92 (5%) p=1.25E-2

11 III1IOI

Grade 1 137 (7%) 33 (2%) p< 1.0E-6
Grade 2 479 (25%) 296 (16%) p< 1.0E-6
Grade 3 251 (13%) 706 (37%) p< 1.0E-6

l\ I / ' \ | I SSI Il
Low 826 (39%) 242 (11%)

ER negative 7 1 (4%) 369 (19%) p< 1.0E-6
ER positive 827 (42%) 681 (35%)
PR negative 306 (15%) 637 (32%) p< 1.0E-6
PR positive 617 (31%) 432 (22%)
HER2 negative 802 (40%) 744 (37%)
HER2 positive 118 (6%) 323 (16%) p< 1.0E-6
non-TNBC 885 (45%) 840 (43%)
Triple negative (TNBC) 29 (1%) 221 (11%) p< 1.0E-6

i r i s i siini\
Luminal A 552 (28%) 169 (9%) p< 1.0E-6
Luminal B 142 (7%) 350 (18%) p< 1.0E-6
HER2-enriched 40 (2%) 200 (10%) p< 1.0E-6
Normal-like 161 (8%) 4 1 (2%) p< 1.0E-6
Basal-like 26 (1%) 305 (15%) p< 1.0E-6

<50 | l." (S"„) 259 (13%) p=8.68E-4
50-74 485 (24%) 549 (27%) ns
75-100 282 (14%) 253 (13%) ns

1 1 iiiiiiaiion
Wildtype .' . 4X" > 33 1 (40%)
Mutant 14 (2%) 85 (10%) p< 1.0E-6

X2: Chi square test performed using GraphPad® Prism ns not significant



Table 3: Associations between TTK protein expression and clinico-pathological indicators

TMAs were scored by two independent assessors according to the following categories: 0, negative; 1, weak and
focal staining (pooled with negative cases for this analysis); 2, moderate-strong focal staining (collectively <50% of
tumour cells); 3 = moderate-strong diffuse staining (>50% of tumour cells). Regarding % cells stained, we
disregarded mitotic cells to assess mitosis-independent TTK expression. Chi square test (GraphPad® Pri sm ns: not
significant)



Table 4: The aggressiveness genelist (206 genes)
Input Approved Name HGNC ID Location

le -

AGR3 anterior gradient 3 homolog (Xenopus laevis) HGNC24167 7p21. 1

Λ Ν \ n e leo pr e i n c;\ · 4 _ 11q l - l e

ALD113A2 aldehyde dehydrogenase 3 family, member 11G\(_ 403 17pl l.2
∆9

ΛΜ a l . a i jit lui protein l lf i I4 S2 7 5 .

apolipoprotein B mRNA editing enzyme, HGNC: 17352 22ql3. 1-ql3.2
catalytic polypeptide-like 3B
a p ri > l 1G C (.4 i i S

V I'ftN 2 ATPase, 11· transporting, lysosomal 42kDa, HGNC: 18264 2p25. i
V I subunit C2

\ I> nu tn n -\ and uc in i i 3 >

ALRlvA aurora kinase A HGNC: 11393 20ql3

A K B a n ua kinas l l( i\i i 7 . i

AZGP1 alpha-2 -glycoprotein 1, zinc -binding 11G\(_ 910 7q22. 1

l iS - - cf l di o e t G '

BCL2 B-cell CLL/lymphoma 2 HGNC: 990 18q21.3

Bl B l BUB1 mitotic checkpoint serine/threonine HGNC: 1148 2q

C10orf32 chromosome 10 open reading frame 32 HGNC235 16 10q24.33

8 > s open r ;id t i f' ne 1 32

ClorflUo chromosome 1 open reading frame 106 HGNC:25599 lq32. 1

( Ior 1 o c e o ] . f' a e l l( i\i 154 4

C7orf63 chromosome 7 open reading frame 63 HGNC26107

i a n l a I | ]fi\( " l ¾

CARD10 caspase recruitment domain family, member HGNC: 16422 22ql3. 1
1

Λ Ί n e e l candidate 1 i W 12

cc c o coiled-coil domain containing 170 HGNC:21 177 6q25. 1

( D C Λ o i d-eo i do ai eo ainins l ~ l l( i\i 4 4 .3

A 2 cyclin A2 11G\(_ .1 S 4q27

i ( $2 | ]fi\( " l .¾«t

' ' l cyclin E l HGNC: 1589 19ql2

; 1IG\{ J 4 2 22

CD1O3 CD 163 molecule HGNC: 163 1 12pl3

Ι 2 t l i 2<J I i l p 4 , l

LDL25A cell division cycle 25A HGNC: 1725 3p21

Ί 2 Β cell d i ioi c le 251 > ( i \ \ ~2<> 2 >

CDC45 cell division cycle 45 HGNC: 1739 22ql l.21



l dn JM x ass a l d J4 24 2 i. .

LDLA5 cell division cycle associated 5 HGNC: 14626 l lql3. 1

1 ) li -depe tden ki ( i\ \~2 >

CDKN2A cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A HGNC: 1787 9p21

M 'A - protein \ ( \ I

L P centromere protein E, 312kDa HGNC: 1856 4q24-q25

t Ι' i i j - o k in \ 1 i\

centromere protein W HGNC:21488 6q22.32

( 55 n t n t.t o ?5 >a I I I l i> 24

CHEKl checkpoint kinase 1 HGNC: 1925

ΐ . d i i V \ d n

LkAP2L cytoskeleton associated protein -like HGNC:26877 2ql3

S IB ( Ί protein kinase l a l x sn t 115 I1G\ 2

L S2 CDC28 protein kinase regulatory subunit 2 HGNC:2000 9q22

( 1.1( 6 chloride e la a o 1IG\{ :<X«5 i 2l . l

LML2 COX assembly mitochondrial protein 2 HGNC:24447 16q23.2

protein 2
( S I3 !!!!¾ l l(i\( '.24

L B cystatin B (stefin B) HGNC:2482 21q22.3

L S V l e Ci 25^S

( Β5Ι) cytochrome b5 domain containing 1 HGNC:265 16

( \ BRI)1 x to o ve rediielase 1 ( \

DACHI dachshund homolog 1 (Drosophila) HGNC:2663 22

P ileatli-assiviated p o kinase J 11fi\( ' 2(.-4 4 , i.

DLPDLl DEP domain containing 1 HGNC:22949 Ip3 1.2

l)K( x ke sk G\ > Xq2

( Ί 2 >\ l-( \ as IICi\C. I4<. | < 2 3

ELOVL5 ELOVL fatty acid elongase 5 HGNC:21308

S i l st receptor 1 CiV < ~ Sq24- 27

x o i exonuclease 1 HGNC:35 11 Iq42-q43

In l x with sequence similaritx l . l em e i ( \ 25 2 4q¾2.

FAM214A family with sequence similarity 214, member HGNC:25609 15q21.2-q21.3
r∆

Ι ' la n t i s e e s x 4 . e inlv - 4 7 3.2

Ι- Μ Ι) family with sequence similarity 83, member HGNC: 16122 20
D

Ι \ lo khead > \ -5 1 4

FOXMI forkhead box M l HGNC:3818 12pl3



l i ί iL 1 v pf i I IG\{ 9 3.3- .14

glyceraldehyde-3 -phosphate dehydrogenase HGNC:4141 12pl3.3 1

< G l<t l> x p i ;tl pha 1 IICi\( '.424 2 5-q 2f)

G G gamma-glutamyl hydrolase (conjugase, HGNC4248
folylpolygammaglutamyl hydrolase)

; i .i3 ( 1 'ai i I1G\C 4 I 7p i

GL\ A 1L2 glycine-N-acyltransferase like 2 HGNC:24178 I Iq 12 . 1

<; ΐ ) ι . V o - - pl sph al t i .- ik 1IG\{ 2 5 .

GP 2 G-protein signaling modulator 2 HGNC:29501 lpl3.3

;s r \ lll lfl ll l l ; . M l l 1 IICi\( '.4(.

G 3 glutathione S-transferase mu 3 (brain) HGNC:4635

ί ;T »i*4 G ' 1' nd i -111 4 G 2 .^5 np\ ~p

G S G-2 and S-phase expressed 1 HGNC: 13698 22ql3.2-ql3.3

J P 1 Ι Ι Ι:)} j in io ν ο ι ιοι prot in IIG\i 444 i .

A L I IRAS-like suppressor HGNC: 14922 3q29

IISD17B8 hydroxysteroid (17-beta) dehydrogenase 8 HGNC:3554 6p2L3

; RI*2 insulin-like r l l< > u d p 2. HG l

IGFBP4 insulin-like growth factor binding protein 4 HGNC: 5473 17ql2-q2U

J uil ti i i ( - i l tra s i i 1IG\{ (.02 S . ,
j v s a ii \ 1 i i

IL8 interleukin 8 HGNC:6025 4ql3-q21

ΙΜΡ 2 ii i n l - t r 4 - p l iv .pl i: E: s - G -

IRAK I interleukin- 1 receptor-associated kinase 1 HGNC:61 12 Xq28

k G potassium l a - n .x l am s ai I1G C (.24S 2 . l
G n x -i 1

k NM l potassium large conductance calcium- HGNC:6284 10q22
activated channel, subfamily M , alpha

1I 13 kinesin family member 13B HGNC: 14405 8p21

l 14 f in m i 14 I \ β 2Λ
KIF20A kinesin family member 20A HGNC: 9787 5q3 1

KIF2C kinesin family member 2C HGNC:6393

Ι kni si la n n n i I s 2 2

kR16A keratin 6A HGNC:6443 12ql3. 13

Ι Λ Ι 1IG\{ 4 _ 2 i .- ,

lysosomal protein transmembrane 4 beta HGNC: 13646 8q22. 1

. ( . \ G - l | -pi id ' - l - - IG '.
a > d i i 1aiis as

LMNB2 lamin B2 HGNC:6638

1< tl 2<S6 >

LRIG1 leucine-rich repeats and immunoglobulin- HGNC: 17360 3pl4



AI I. l \ t mitotic an esi deficient-like 1 < e a l > 4 27

microtubule-associated protein tau HGNC:6893 17q21

Mi l« m m t t so me ttiamlettattce 1 p

t p n n

MI LK l int Eiinl e b i o n c leucine / pp kinase I1G\C l (.S "

MLPH melanophilin HGNC:29643 2q37.2

MS i sttEHEilaiJiii: t i e pa >c e "

ae o - k

Α J Ic lt I' l OI f \ l lfi\( 4 p p .2

. I N \ l i :/ \ \ 12 family member 5 HGNC:7853 5q3 1.2

\<H»2 nucleoli) ι pr le ( i\ ( ~ 12

NOSTRIN nitric oxide synthase trafficker HGNC:20203 2q3 1. 1

v>\ \ i m - t ii e ra l antisien Hc;\i - ϊο 4

NRIPI nuclear receptor interacting protein 1 HGNC:8001 2 1q l Ϊ .2

P2«5 l nc e p r t»¾ I1G\C IX< 7q3 \ 2

M l nucleoporin 93kDa HGNC:28958 16ql3

A i i l and spindle a c i d p ioleui 1 4

OGN osteoglycin HGNC:8126 9q22

i )4 p i. e death 4 (neoplastic ' q2
HMiislorm.il ton i i o

i*i . r plasminogen . i atot. issue ( i\ l p l I

PLCHl phospholipase C, eta 1 HGNC29185 3q25

PM' p n me le s e pl sp Ex ( i\i 4 .2

PNPI.A7 patatin-like phospholipase domain containing HGNC:24768
7

R p e iE re lat t v >t ine s i [

PSM^ proteasome (prosome, macropain) subunit, HGNC9539 Ip34.2
beta type, 2

I ; -:R i i i i i -' reeeptot s e 1 l p 1

PTPRT protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, HGNC:9682 20ql2-ql3
T



Τ ( ί Ι l tla i j-- i[:iJis! " i i iK 1 1IG\{

quinoid dihydropteridine reductase HGNC:9752 4pl5.3 1

K 7 A " . mbe r \ a m h < < 1

1 rabaptin, RAB GTPase binding effector HGNC: 17677
protein 1

V 5 I P I ss iat i p t i 1 I1C,\ i 2 l . 1

I M S RNA binding motif protein 38 HGNC: 15818 20ql3.3 1

KIPK2 i c p io -m t Eac l i- s En -t ln- o i in H( i\i 1( f i2t>

\ \SI-.4 ribonuclease, RNase A family, 4 HGNC: 10047 qi

K 1 M RP 4 k )a b ti l l ] i\ 2tW2 p2 .

RPS23 ribosomal protein S23 HGNC: 10410 5ql4.2

s m s f ) calcium b d protein \ ( i \ | f 4 'l 2-q2

signal peptide, CUB domain, EGF-like 2 HGNC:30425 l lpl5.3

S 3 I domain i in c . c d - J ) HC;\( -1 X

p it l ke
P S-phase kinase-associated protein 1 HGNC: 10899 5q3 1

S K - l a u - protein 2. | ]fi\C ItWJ

b iq tn c ti s

SLC39A6 solute carrier family 39 (zinc transporter), HGNC: 18607
member 6

S 4 1 s li l c a e la ti 4( ) v - a d I1C,\C l t 2

a ns p t }. member 1

S SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 11 HGNC: 11191 2p25

SVV2 s n l m 2 Ι ί · 1 " 4

STIL SCL/TAL1 interrupting locus HGNC: 10879 32

ST K I i l iv t n in kinase 2 I1C,\ Ι4 2 4

S \ 1L4 synaptotagmin-like 4 HGNC: 15588 Xq21.33

t AT i sii a i i it a s l'e s 1IG\{ J - q2 .

1 11)9 TBC1 domain family, member 9 (with HGNC:21710 4q3 1. 1

i e lo l factor ( IIIE SIII I Ι Ι

M 26 transmembrane protein 26 HGNC:28550 10q21.3

·Χ2 11'\2, ti i n i ti tile -a ss c a l in t > > 1IG\{ J24^> 0q | . .2
itt n i v t



ττκ TTK protein kinase HGNC: 12401 6ql3-q21

B V tubu lin alpha 4 a ( \ 1240- . i

ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2C HGNC: 15937 20ql3.12

S < s l \ J U 1 - < :

\ L L 1 vestigial like Ϊ (Drosophila) HGNC:20985 Xq26.3



Table 5: Degregulated genes from Ingenuity Pathway Analysis and correlation with
aggressiveness scor

HighPearson correlation coefficient with respective
vs. Low

nietagene score
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Table 8: details of antibodies and iininunohistochemistry conditions used for

*Antigen retrieval in O.OI citric acid buffer (pH 6. ) at 125 C for 5 min in a
pressure cooker, o in 0,001 M Tris/EDTA; pH 8.8, at 1 5°C for 5 min in a pressure
cooker.



Table 9: Multivariate analyses



EXAMPLE 2

Materials an Methods

Meta-analysis of global gene expression in TNBC

We performed a meta-analysis of global gene expression dat in th Oncomine™

database [37 (Compendia Bioscience, Ann Arbor, MI) using a primary filter for

breast cancer (130 datasets), sample filter to use clinical specimens and dataset filters

to us mRNA datasets with more 151 patients (22 datasets). Two additional filters

were applied to perform two independent differential analyses. The first differential

was metastatic event analysis at 5 years (metastatic events vs. no metastatic events, 7

datasets [51, 56-61]) and the second differential analysis was survival at 5 years

(patients who died vs. patients who survived, 7 datasets [39, 57, 59, 61-64]).

Deregulated genes were selected based on the median p-value of the median gene

rank i overexpression or underexpression patterns across the datasets for each of the

two differential analyses.

Deriving the 28-signattire (th TN signature)

The online tool KM-Plotter [38] which collates gene expression data from

Affymterix platform for more than 4000 breast cancer patients were used for

developing the 28-gene signature. From the deregulated genes in primary tumors

which led to metastatic or death events within 5 year discovered in the meta-

analysis in Oncomine , 166 genes were common in both survival events. These

genes were then interrogated one by one in KM-Plotter restricting the univariate

survival analysis to ER or BLBC subtypes. Genes which significantly associated

with relapse-free survival (RFS), distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS) or overall

survival (OS) in either ER or BLBC subtypes were short selected. The 96 genes that

were significant in this filtering where then sorted for their level of significance a

well as the prevalence of significance acros the different survival outcomes (RES,

DMFS and OS) and across ER and BLBC subtypes. Based on this sorting, six

groups of gene lists were obtained with different levels of survival association (Table

14). Each of these groups were then used as a metagene and the average expression

of genes i each group was investigated for association with survival in KM-Plotter

in ER and BLBC subtypes. Based on these analysis, four groups were selected and

two were excluded. Furthermore, for two groups, the top 4 and 3 genes were found to

be more prognostic than the rest of the group and these were selected. In total, the 7



genes (which their downregulation associates with poor survival) from these two

groups and 2 gene (which their upregulation associates with poor survival) in the

other two groups were selected to test for association wit survival in KM÷Plotter.

These 2 genes showed the highest association with survival a a gene signature

compared to any single gene in the original list or any groups from this list. These 2

genes were selected as the triple negative (TN) signature and was subjected to

validation a described below.

Validation of th TN signature in breast cancer cohorts

Three large breast caneer gene expression datasets were used for validation. The

Research Online Cancer Knowledgebase (ROCK) dataset [40] (GSE47561; n~1570

patients) and the homogenous TNBC dataset [32] (GSE3 19 n 79 TNBC

patients) were obtained from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) and the data was

imported into BRB~ArrayToo]s [65] (V4.2, Biometrics Research Branch, NCI,

Maryland, USA) with built i R Bioconductor packages. The Cancer Genome Atlas

(TCGA) dataset [39]; using the Illumina HiSeq RNA-Seq arrays (n=1.106 patients) or

the Agilent custom arrays (Agilent G4502A-07-3) on 597 patients of the 1106 total

patients, were obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser [66, 67]. The TN signature

was investigated i each of these datasets where a score was devised to quantify the

signature; the TN score = average expression of the 2 1 genes whose overexpression

associated with poor survival ÷ average expression of the 7 genes whose

underexpression associated with poor survival. The TN score for each tumor in each

dataset was calculated and tumors were assigned as high or low TN score tumors by

dichotomy across the median TN score in each dataset. n some cases, tertiles of the

TN score in each dataset. were used to classify tumors as high, intermediate or low

TN score tumors and in other cases the quartiles of the TN score were used to

classify tumors n the 1st, 2nd, 3 rd or 4 h quartiles, The survival of patients in high

(over the median, last tertile of the 4th quartile) vs. low TN score groups was

compared. Survival analyses were constructed using GraphPad* Prism v6.0

(GraphPad Software, CA, USA) and the Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) Test was used for

statistical comparisons of survival curves.

Association of the TN score and signatures with pathological complete responses

(pCK) after neoadjuvant ch therapy and response to endocrine therapy

Datasets which performed gene expression profiling prior to neoadjuvant

chemotherapy or endocrine therapy alone were obtained from GEO. The datasets



used in this study for neoadjuvant chemotherapy and recorded pathological complete

response (pCR) include: GSE18728 [42], GSE50948 [43], GSE20271 [44],

GSE20 4 [45], GSB22226 [41, 46], GSE42822 [47] and GSE23988 [48]. For

datasets which performed gene expression profiling prior to endocrine therapy

(tamoxifen) and recorded patient survival include: GSE6532 [25] and GSE 17705

[51]. These datasets using the Affymeuix gene expression array platforms were

imported nto BRB-ArrayTools and normalized as described previously [68]. Each

tumor in the datasets were assigned as high or low score for our signatures as

described in the previous sections. The rate of pCR after chemotherapy or the

survival of patients after endocrine therapy were compared between high score

tumor and low score tumor usin GraphPad ' Prism.

Global gene expression profiles comparison by class comparison

Global gene expression comparison wa carried out to compare tumors with high TN

o BCR scores to those with low T or iBC scores t characterize additional

differences between these tumors and identify deregulated genes which could be

suitable as fo dr g targeting. These comparisons were carried out in the large cohort

o 1570 patient in the ROCK data-set and BRB-ArrayTools wa used to perform the

Class Comparison test. The two classes were high vs. low score tumor and the

parameters selected in this plugin in ArrayTools were as follows: Type of univariate

test use = Two-sample T-test; Class variable = TN score (high or low) or iBCR

score (high o low); fold-change cutoff 1.5 fold; Permutation p- alu fo

significant genes were computed based on 10000 random permutations and Nominal

significance level of each univariate test: 0.05. The results from these analyses are

shown in Tables 13 and 15- 17 .

Integration of the Agro and TN signatures in the integrated Breast Cancer

Recurrence (iBCR) score

We previously published the Aggressiveness (Agro) signature and score also from

meta-analysis and extensive validation and show that this signature i prognostic in

ER+ breast cancer [36] To test whether the Agro signatures could be integrated with

the TN signature (prognostic in ER breast cancer) to produce a integrated test that

is independent of ER status, several integration methods were investigated. The

hypothesis behind the integration methods was to identify a direct relationship that

ca describe the relationship between the TN and Agro scores in both ER and ER+

breast cancer subtypes that is also in direct relationship with the integrated score. In



other words, the integrated score would retain the information from each the Agro

and TN scores relevant to their prognostic value in ER+ and ER breast cancers,

respectively, The ROCK dataset wa used to test the different methods of integration

and the performance of these methods in the stratification of survival of ER* and ER

breast cancer. The addition or subtraction of the scores produced a direct relationship

between the T an Agro scor and the produced integrated score (Figure 36). These

tw methods were then analyzed for prognostication of ER* and ER subtypes the

ROCK dataset and only the addition method retained prognostication in ER breast

cancer (Figure 37). Similarly, multiplying and dividing the TN an Agro scores were

tested and an exponential and power curve relationships described the relatio

betwee the two scores and with the integrated score (Figure 38). Again, these two

methods were tested from prognostication in the ROCK dataset and only the

multiplication method retained prognostication in ER breast cancer (Figure 37).

Because the multiplication and division methods produced exponential and power

curves for the relationship between the scores, integration by raising one score to the

power of the other score appeared reasonable. Exponential and power curves are the

result of power equations. Indeed, integration by raising the TN score to the power of

the Agro score wa highly prognostic in both ER* and ER breast cancers (Figures 37

and 38). Thi integrated score the integrated Breast Cancer Recurrence (iBCR) score

was i fact more prognostic in ER* and ER patients in the ROCK dataset than the

single Agro an T scores, respectively. The iBCR score was validated in the ROC

and homogenous TNBC datasets (Affymetrix platform), the TOGA dataset (Illumina

RNA-Seq platform) and the ISPY-I trial dataset (GSE22226 [41, 46], Agilent

platform), illustrating the platform-independence of the iBCR score which driven

by the platform independence of tire Agro and TN signatures as they were discovered

from meta-analysis irrespective of array platforms used from independent studies,

Mining drug screen studies

Two large studies which treated large panels of cancer cell lines with large panels of

anticancer drugs were investigated to determine whether cell lines with high Agro,

TN or iBCR score show different sensitivity to particular anticancer drug in

comparison to cancer cell lines with low Agro, TN or iBCR scores. Briefly, the

datasets of gene expression profiling from Genentech (niRNA Cancer Cell Line

Profiles GSE10843), Pfizer (Pfizer Molecular Profile Data for Cell Line GSE34211)

and Broad Institute/Novartis (Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia [COLE] GSE3613)



were obtained from GEO and imported into ArrayTools as described earlier. The

Agro, TN an iBC scores for all the cell lines profiled were calculated and cell

lines were assigned as high or low for each of the scores based on dichotomy across

the media in each dataset. For cell lines which were profiled in more than one

dataset, the average scores were used. Usin this data, the sensitivity of cancer cell

line with high and low Agro, T or iBCR scores was compared t those with low

score to anticancer drugs wa investigated in two studies [49, 50]. Drugs which had

significantly different IC50 in high score cell lines compared to low score cell lines

are described herein. Statistical significance was detennined from unpaired two-

tailed t-test using GraphPad* Prism.

Other statistical analysis

Univariate d multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression analyses were

performed using MedCalc for Windows, version 12.7 (MedCalc Software, Qstend,

Belgium),

Results

Meta-analysis gen expression profile in Oneomim™

We performed a meta-analysis of published gene expression data, irrespective of

platform or breast cancer subtype, using the Oncomine database [37] (version 4,5).

We were able to compared the expression profiles o primary breast tumors from

patients who developed metastases vs. 732 patients who did not develop metastases

at 5 years (7 datasets i total) to identify 500 overexpressed genes and 500

underexpressed genes in the metastasis cases (cutoff median p-value across the

datasets < 0.05 from a Student's /-test. Figure . We also compared the expression

profiles of 232 primary breast tumors from patients who died within 5 years vs. 87

patients who survived in 7 datasets and found 500 overexpressed genes and 500

underexpressed genes in the poor survivors (cutoff median p a ue across the

datasets < 0.05 from a Student's /-test, Figure 3 ). Since several datasets were

annotated for one of these outcomes but not both, we rationalized that the union of

these analyses is more appropriate particularly that death is the most likely outcome

in metastatic disease. The union of the over- and expressed genes in tumors that

associated with metastasis and those that associated with death within 5 years

revealed common 101 overexpressed and 65 underexpressed genes (Figure 19).

These 16 deregulated genes were then subjected to training using the online tool



KM-plotter [38] to derive a 28 gen signature a described in methods below

followed by validation this signature, the T signature, in several large cohorts of

breast cancer gene expression datasets (Figure 1 ) .

The TN signature is prognostic i TNBC, BLBC and ESC breast cancer subtypes

The 6 deregulated genes primary breast tumors that associated with poor

outcome discovered from the Oncomine meta-analysis were interrogated using

KM-Plotter. The overexpression of gene and the underexpression of 65 genes

associated with RFS, MFS or OS of BLBC or E - breast cancer (Table ) . Based

o the level of significance i univariate survival analysis and the prevalence of this

significance across .the different disease outcomes (RES, DMFS and OS), a list of 2 1

overexpressed an 7 underexpressed genes (Table 1) were shortlisted as a signature

with the strongest association with survival in both BLBC and ER breast cancer

subtypes (Figure 20 .

The 28-gene signature, the TN signature, was then validated in multivariate survival

analysis in two breast cancer cohorts, the homogenous TNBC dataset [32] and the

Research Online Cancer Knowledgebase (ROCK) dataset [40]. We devised a score

to quantify trends in the TN signature, the TN score, which i calculated as the ratio

of the average expression of the 2 1 overexpressed genes to that of the 7

underexpressed genes. Dichotomy across the median TN score stratified the survival

of TNBC (Figure 21A), BLBC (Figure 21B) and ER- (Figure 21C) patients and

outperformed all standard clinicopafJioiogical indicators * These analyses indicated

that the TN score is an independent prognostic factor that identified TNBC, BLBC or

ER patients with poor survival irrespective to tumor size and grade, patient age,

lymph node statu or treatment. The TN signature also outperformed all previously

published signatures that are prognostic in ER , TNBC or BLBC subtypes [30-35]

(Figure 2),

While the discovery of the signature in Oncomine™ included datasets using the

Affymterix, Alumina and Agilent platforms, the training and validation above was

limited to the Affymterix platform. Thus, we validated the TN score n The Cancer

Genome Atlas (TCGA) dataset [39] which used the Alumina HiSeq RNA-seq

platform. As shown in Figure 22, the RFS of ER patients in the TCGA dataset wa

stratified by TN score and this stratification outperformed that by standard

clinicopathological indicators. The original TCGA publication used Agilent custom

arrays (Agilent G4502A-07-3) on 597 patients and we analyzed the prognosis of the



TN score in this data. The TN score stratified the survival o E patients in the

Agilent TCGA data (Figure 33). Altogether, the prognostic value o the TN

signature/score was validated in large, independent cohorts of breast cancer in TNBC,

BLBC and ER breast cancer subtypes irrespective of the gene expression array

platforms used.

The TN score and the likelihood of CR after chemotherapy

Chemotherapy is standard therapy for EE breast cancer and the only mode of

therapy for ER HER2 (TNBC) breast cancer. Although, pathological complete

response (pCR) differ by receptor status, i remain highly predictive of survival

within the different breast cancer subtypes [41], Given the association of the TN

score with outcome i TNBC, BLBC and ER breast cancer, w questioned whether

this score is also associated with pC after chemotherapy. To this end, we analyzed

publically available datasets of neoadjuvant chemotherapy trials which recorded pCR

and performed pre-treatment gene expression profiling. As shown i Figure 23A,

pCR after chemotherapy in ER HER2 patients was less likely after TX (GSEl 8728),

AT/CMF (GSE50948) or FAC (GSE20271) chemotherapy regimens when these

patients had a high TN score. TFAC chemotherapy regimen was less likely to

produce pCR in high TN score tumors in one study (GSE2 4) but without a

significant association in a second study (GSE20271). E HER2 tumors with high

TN score had a trend to lower response to AC/T chemotherapy (GSE22226 AC/T).

In contrast, pCR was achieved in 57% and 60 of ER HER2 tumors with high T

score after treatment with the FEC TX (GSE42822) and FAC TX (GSE23988)

regimens, respectively. Altogether, the rate of pCR stratified by the TN score was

significantly different in eithe the low or high TN score tumor from the reported

general 3 1 pCR rate in TNBC [9] (dotted line in Figure 23A). In one dataset, the

SPY- trial (GSE22226), the relapse-free survival (RFS) wa als recorded. As

shown in Figure 23B, pCR was a stron predictor of RF in ER ER2 breast cancer

as previously published [41]. The TN score was not only a strong predictor of RFS

after chemotherapy, bu also could stratify the survival of patients who achieved pCR

further in addition to the stratification of patients who di not achieve pCR to good

and poor prognosis groups (Figure 23B). This data indicates that the TN score i

independent and has additional value t monitoring pCR after neoadjuvant

chemotherapy in ER HER2 (TNBC) breast cancer patients. To further illustrate the

utility of the TN score, we analyzed ER and BLBC patient outcome n KM-plotter



for systemieally untreated an treated patients separately. As summarized in Table

(Figure 34 fo survival curves), the TN signature was prognostic in either

systemieally untreated or treated ER- and BLBC subtypes.

Therapeutic targets based on the TN signature

The overexpressed genes in the TN signature contains novel genes which have

limited literature describing their function, particularly i cancer. These genes

include GRHPR, DUFC CAMSAPl, CETN3, EIF3K, STAU!, EXOSC7 and

KCNGl, These genes are novel candidates for future studies to investigate the effect

of their knockdown on the survival of ER or TNBC breast cancer cell lines. I

addition, we took two approaches t identify possible therapeutic strategies

envisioned by the TN signature to benefit the poor survival of patient identified by

this signature. First, w compared the global gene expression profile of TNBC/BLBC

tumors with high TN score to those with lo TN c e. Secondly, we analyzed

published pre-clinical studies which treated cancer cell lines with panels of

moleeularly targeted drugs to determine whether cell lines with high TN score

display sensitive t particular drugs. In the first approach, a class comparison

between the global gene expression profiles of BLBC or ER- tumors with high TN

score to those with lo TN score was carried out n the ROCK dataset. In

comparison to low TN score BLBC tumors, high T score BLBC tumors

overexpressed 171 probes and underexpressed 251 probes (Table 15). In a similar

analysis, high T score ER tumor overexpressed 307 probes and underexpressed

332 probes (Table 16). Of the overexpressed probes, 87 probes (82 genes) were

commonly overexpressed in high TN score BLBC and ER breast cancer compared

to low TN score counterparts. Of the 87 probes, 3 probes were prognostic in BLBC

and ER- breast cancer (marked in bol in Table 15). More importantly, the 87 probes

include gene which encode several kinases, enzymes and ion channels which could

be targets or current for future drug development for the treatment of the high TN

score tumors that have poor outcome.

In the second approach, published studies which surveyed panels of molecular drugs

against cancer cel lines were analyzed. The Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE)

study [50] investigated the pharmacological profiles for 24 anticancer drugs across

7 cancer cell lines which were also profiled with gene expression arrays. We

calculated the TN score for each cell line in this study and compared the sensitivity

of these cell lines to the anticancer drugs according to the TN score. Cancer cell lines



with high T score were less sensitive to inhibition of ALK (TAE684) and B -

ABL (Nilotinib) but more sensitive to the inhibition of HSP90 (Tanespimycm [17-

AGj) and EGFR (Erlotinih or apat ib) (Figure 35). In a similar method, we also

analyzed a second large study. Garnet! et al. [49], which tested 130 drugs against

more than 600 cancer cell lines. As show in Figure 24, ceil lines with high TN score

were less sensitive to inhibition o PARP (ABT-888), retinoic acid (ATRA), Bcl2

(ABT-263), HFR (methotrexate), glucose (metformin) and p38MAPK B RB

0796). Two GF R inhibitors showed different results; high TN score cell lines were

les sensitive to the OSI-906 inhibitor but more sensitive to the BMS-536924

inhibitor. As shown in Figure 24, cell line with high TN score were also se itiv to

SP9 inhibition (17-AAG and Elesclomol) in agreement with the finding from the

CCLE study (Figure 35), High TN score cell lines were also more sensitive to

mTOR PI3 (BEZ235) and MEK (RDEA-1 19) inhibition.

Integration f the TN score and the aggressiveness scor

We have recently published the aggressiveness gene signature/score (Agio score)

[36] from a meta-analysis in Oncomine™ and validated that this score is prognostic

in ER+ breast cancer at the gene level. ER breast cancer, BLBC and TNBC almost

consistently express high level of the Agro score thus this signature was not

prognostic i these subtypes. We further showed that one of these genes, TTK/MPSl,

i upregulated in TNBC cell lines and some ER- negative cell lines, and that TT is

a therapeutic target in these ce l lines. Moreover, we showed that the TTK protein

level by immunohistoehemistTy (IHC) is prognostic in very aggressive subgroups of

breast cancer including high grade, proliferative tumors, lymph node positive, TNBC

and HER2+ subtypes [36]. The integration o the TN gene signature (prognostic in

E /BLBC/TNBC) and the Agro gene signature (prognostic in ER+) woul allow one

integrated signature and score which will be prognostic in breast cancer irrespective

of subtypes. As detailed in the methods section, the addition, subtraction,

multiplication o division of the T and Agro scores were investigated in the ROCK

dataset to identify a direct relationship that would retain the information provided

from each of the scores, A linear relationship was observed by the addition or

subtraction of the TN and Agro scores (Figure 36), but only the integration by

addition was prognostic in ER- patients (Figure 37). On the other hand, the

multiplication an division of the T and Agro score produced exponential and

power curves relationships, respectively (Figure 38). Only the multiplication of the



scores was prognostic in ER- breast cancer (Figure 37). Since multiplication and

division produced exponential and power curves fo the relationship between the TN

and Agro score, we also tested integration by one score raised to the power of the

second score. Indeed, the TN score raised to the power of Agro score wa highly

prognostic ER- and ER+ patients the ROCK dataset (Figure 37). This method to

integrate the TN an Agro scores, the integrated breast cance recurrence (iBCR)

score, was prognostic in all patients, ER- and ER+ patients in the ROCK dataset

(Figure 25) and the TCGA dataset (Figure 26). Moreover, the iBCR score was as

prognostic as the TN score in the homogenous TNBC dataset [32] (Figure 39),

supporting the iBCR score as prognostic test in breast cancer.

The iBCR s re and the i elih f C after chemotherapy

Th association of the iBCR score with patient sun'ival and the likelihood of pCR

after chemotherapy was investigated in the ISPY-1 trial (GSE22226). The RFS of

ER ER2 patients was stratified by iBCR score better than the TN score alone

(Figure 27). High iBCR score ER7HER2 patients were less likely to achieve pCR

(Figure 27), which could explain the poorer sun'ival of these patients. In ER* breast

cancer, the iBCR score stratified the RFS patients similarly to the Agro score.

Although higher likelihood pCR was observed in high iBCR score ER* tumors

(Figure 27), this subgroup had poor RFS. This can be explained by the small number

of ER* patients who achieved pCR (10/62 [16%] vs. 10/34 [29%] in ERHER2 ).

These results provide further validation and evidence for the value of the iBCR score

as a single test which incorporates the Agro score (prognostic in ER*) and the TN

score (prognostic in ER ) The results in Figure 25 from the ROCK dataset

(Affymetrix platform), Figure 26 from the TCGA dataset (Illumina platform) and

Figure 27 from the ISPY-1 trial (Agilent platform) also provide evidence for the

robustness o the Agro and TN scores and the derived iBCR score across

independent studies across the three major gene expression array platforms.

Next, the association of the iBC score with pCR was investigated in other

neoadjuvant chemotherapy datasets in both ER-HER2 and ER* patients. pCR was

les likely in high iBCR E HER patients after TX (GSE18728) chemotherapy

regimen and not different to low iBCR ER-/HER2- patients when treated with

AT/CMF (GSE50948). In the other datasets, pCR was more likely in high iBCR

score ER-/HER2- patients after treatment with FAC (GSE2027 ) , TFAC (GSE202



and GSE2 19 ), EEC/TX (GSE42822) and EAC/TX (GSE23988) neoadjuvant

chemotherapy regimen (Figure 2 A),

As shown i the summary from these four studies in Table 12, of the total 183 ER

HER2 patients, 120 patients (65.6%) had high iBC score and of these 54 patients

(29.5%) achieved pCR while 6 patients (36.1%) did not achieve pCR. The larger

number of patients with high iBCR score that did not achieving pCR (66/120, 55%)

and that recurrence may be observed on high iBCR score patients after pCR (55/ 0 ,

45%) could explain the poorer survival of high iBCR score E HER2 patients (40-

50% survival at 10 years in Figure 25 and Figure 26), Based on these studie and that

chemotherapy is the mainstay in the treatment of ER7HER2 breast cancer, low

iBC score patients ma be spared fro additional treatments particularly if they

achieve pCR after chemotherapy. On tire other hand, high iBC ER-HER2- patients

and particularly those who do not achieve pCR should be offered additional therapy

which could be based on the unregulated genes in the Agro or TN signatures or based

on other overexpressed genes in these tumors (Tables 15 and 16) or from the pre¬

clinical analysis we performed from drug sensitivity studies (Figures 24 and 3.5).

High iBCR score in ER+ was associated with higher likelihood of pCR after

AT/CMF (GSE50948), TX (GSE18728), TFAC (GSE20271 and GSE20 4) and

FAC/TX (GSE23988) neoadjuvant chemotherapy regimens (Figure 38B), Despite

this higher pCR likelihood, high iBCR ER+ patients have poorer survival (Figures 25

and 26) which coul b explained by the small number of ER+ patients who achieve

pCR (of the 207 ER+ patients in the above five studies, 5 [2.5%] with low iBCR and

20 [9.7%] with high iBCR score achieved pCR). Thus, for ER+ breast cancer where a

decision about including chemotherapy with the standard endocrine therap in the

treatment planning may be informed by the iBCR score. The value of the iBCR score

in the treatment planning of ER+ patients is tire described next section.

The iBCR score and th treatment o 'E breast cancer

ER+ breast cancer patients are treated with endocrine therapy, particularly tamoxifen.

When these patients are lymph node positive ( l ), adjuvant chemotherapy is also

included. Fo lymph node negative (NO) ER+ patients, decision to include

chemotherapy i less certain as good prognosis patients (small and lower grade

tumors) would be over-treated if chemotherapy is included whereas poorer prognosis

patients (larger and higher grade tumors) would be under-treated if chemotherapy is

not included. This clinical decision has been the motivation for the development of



Oncotype D recurrence score, the Ma*imaPrint and more recently the PAM5D

risk of recurrence score. We have previously published that the Agro score

outperformed the Oncotype Dx an the MammaPrint test in multivariate survival

analysis in the METABRIC dataset of 2000 patients [36]. This finding is further

supported by direct comparison of the Agro score to Oncotype Dx (Figure 40) and

MammaPrint (Figure 41) in all ER+ patients and in the NO and N t subsets. For the

iBCR score, as shown in Figure 29A, this score was prognostic i ER+ N O patients

who were not treated with tamoxifen indicating that high iBCR ER+ N O patients

should be treate with tamoxifen. When ER+ NO or Nl patients are treated with

tamoxifen, the iBCR score can still identify patient wh have poor RFS (Figure

29B) and DMFS (Figure 29C), Thus, ER+ N O or l patients with high iBCR score

may benefit from the inclusion of adjuvant chemotherapy in their treatment as these

patients may experience better pC (Figure 28B ) . Nonetheless, a pCR rate i ER+ is

not high, high iBCR score ER+ patients, particularly , should be offered

additional targeted therapies. The typ of targeted therapies for these patients is

suggested in the next sect n *

The iBCR score predicts therapies for ER/HER2 and ER+ and breast cancer

subtypes

The overexpressed genes in the Agro and TN signature contain targetable genes

which could be useful for therapeutic intervention against the high BCR tumors

which have poor survival alter the standard treatments. Similar to the analysis

performed for the TN signature above, we took two approached to identify additional

possible targets in the high iBC score breast tumors. In the first approach, a class

comparison between the global gene expression profiles o ER + or ER" tumors with

high iBCR score to those with low iBCR score wa carried out in the ROCK dataset.

Th produced gene-list (1178 probes, dat not shown) wa then filtered by

comparison to normal breast tissue which was also profiled i this dataset. In

comparison t low iBC score tumors and normal breast tissue, high iBCR score

tumors overexpressed 204 probes (181 genes) and underexpressed 24 probes ( 1 16

genes) (Table 7). Of the 181 overexpressed genes, 134 genes were specifically

upreguiated in high iBCR score ER+ vs. normal breast and low iBCR ER+ and 95

genes were specifically upreguiated in high iBCR score ER vs. normal breast and

low iBCR E R . s shown in Table 13, 49 gene were uniquely upreguiated in high

iBCR score ER- tumors compared to low score iBCR score ER tumors and normal



breast tissue. Similar compaiison revealed that high iBCR score ER+ tumors have

unique upregulation of 86 genes. High iBCR score ER and ER+ tumors commonly

overexpressed 46 genes compaiison to low score iBCR counterparts and normal

breast tissue. These genes encode several kinases, enzymes and ion channels which

coul be targets for current or future drug development for the treatment of the high

iBCR score tumors with poor outcome. Of the downregulated probes, a particularly

interesting hit was the miero-RNA (miRNA) hsa-mir-568 (9.3- and 2.2-fold

downregulated in high iBCR score ER vs. normal breast and low iBCR score ER ,

respectively; 5,6- an 2,9-fold downregulated in high iBCR score BR+ vs. normal

breast and low iBCR score ER+ respectively). Thi downregulated miRNA in the

high iBCR score tumor targets several of the upregulated gene in these tumors,

particularly those which are upregulated compared to normal breast tissue (Table 18).

This miRNA could be genomic-based treatment against high iBCR score breast

cancers.

In the second approach, again similar to the above analysis for the T score,

published studie of drug screen were analyzed for the association of the iBCR

score with sensitivity of cancer cell lines to anti-cancer drugs. In the CCLE study

(Figure 42), cancer cell lines with high iBCR score were less sensitive to inhibition

of AL (TAE684) and BCR-ABL (Nilotinib) similar to results from the TN score. In

addition, high iBCR cell lines were les sensitive to inhibition of FGFR (TKI258)

and IGF1R (AEW541), High iBCR score cel lines were more sensitive to the

inhibition of HSP90 (Tanespimycin [17-AAG]) (Figure 42). In the second large

study by Garnett et al. [49], high iBCR score cell lines were more sensitive to low

iBCR score ce l lines to 8 anticancer drugs (Figure 30). These include inhibitors of

HSP90 (17AAG), mT R P 3K (BEZ235) and IGFIR (BMS- 36924) as also

observed in the TN score results. Additionally, high iBCR score cell line were more

sensitive to inhibition of Ρ 3 (GDC0941), TQR (jW-7-25-1), X AP (Embelin)

and PLKl ( 1-253 ) which also matched results from Agro score results (Figure 30).

The Agro score also identified sensitivity to inhibition of RSK (CMI), ME

(PD0325901) and DNA damage (Bleomycin). Similar to results fro high T score,

high iBC score cell lines were also less sensitive to the inhibition of PARP (ABT-

888 and AZD-2281), retinoic acid (ATRA), Bcl2 (ABT-263), DHFR (methotrexate)

and glucose (metformin). Additionally, high iBC score cell line were less sensitive

to inhibition of SYK (ΒΑΥ 6 3606), HDAC (Vorinostat) and BCR-ABL (Nilotinib)



and p38MAPK (B R 0796). High Agro score cell lines were les sensitive to an

additional drug against GSK3A/B (SB216763). Altogether, the TN score (Figure 24

and 35) and the Agro score and the combined iBCR score (Figures 30 an 42)

associate with sensitivity to several anticancer drug and future experimental

validation would estab h these scores a companion diagnostic for these drugs and

benefit breast cancer patients by directing these drug to the high score patients with

poor survival.

Sensitivity of breast cancer cell lines to targeted inhibitors according to the iBCR

scor

Breast cancer cell lines (10 cell lines); BT-549, MDA- B-2 , MDA-MB-436,

MDA-MB-468, BT-20, Hs.578T, BT-474, MCF-7, T 4 7 , and ZR-75-1, were

cultured in the absence or presence of escalating doses of 24 anti-cancer drugs. The

survival of cells was determined six days in compari son to untreated cell usin the

MTS/MTA assay. The response of the cell lines to the drugs was analyzed in

GraphPad Prism using a dose response curve to calculate the log of IC50 (1C50 i

the dose required to kill 50% of the cells). Sensitivity was presented as the -

l©gio[IC5QL This dru screen which we published previously (Al-Ejeh et al,

On targ t, 2014) was re-analyzed according to the iBCR score. The gene

expression datasets of 5 breast cancer cell lines by Neve et al. (Cancer Cell, 2006),

was analyzed to calculate the Agro and TN scores for each cell line to calculate the

iBCR score. Each cell line wa assigned as low o high iBCR score by dichotomy

across the median of all the cell lines in the Neve et al. dataset. Based o the low or

high iBCR score classification, the sensitivity of the 10 cell lines used in our screen

wa compared between high iBCR score cell lines (5 cell lines) to lo iBCR score

cell line (5 cell lines). As shown in Figure 47, high iBCR score cell lines were

significantly more sensitive to the- inhibition of p38MAPK (LY222882Q), PLCu

(IJ73122), JNK (SP600125), PA (IPA3), ME (AS703026 and AZD6244), ER 5

(XMD 8-92 and B XG2 88 , HSP90 (17-AAG, PF04291 3 and AUY922), IGF1R

(GSK1904529A) and EGFR (Afatinib). The results from our screen are in agreement

with the higher sensitivity of high iBCR score cancer cell lines to HSP90, IGF1R an

MEK inhibitors we identified from the two previously published large cell line

studies.

Discussion



Our meta-analysis of gene expression datasets in the Oncomine database has

previously identified a signature, the Aggressiveness signature (Agra signature),

which was prognostic in E + breast cancer. We validated one of the genes in th

signature, TT MP 1, by HC and found that TT positivity in interphase cells

(exclusive of mitotic ceils) was prognostic in highly aggressive breast cancers such

as high grade, high grade and lymph node positive and highly proliferative (Ki67

positive) cases [36]. In this study, we used our meta-analysis approach to identify a

second signature, the triple negative signature (TN signature), which was highly

prognostic in ER\. TNBC and BLB subtypes. The TN signature outperformed all

standard clincopatholical indicators in multivariate survival analysis and also

outperformed published signatures in ER- breast cancer. We were also able to

integrate the Agro signature (prognostic in ER+ breast cancer) to produce the

integrated Breast Cancer Recurrence (iBCR) test. The two signatures and the iBCR

were validated in large independent cohorts o breast cancer studies irrespective of

the gene expression arrays used indicating the experimenter/technology

independence of our signatures. Importantly, both the Agro and TN signatures and

the iBCR test associated with response and outcome after endocrine therapy for ER+

and neoadjuvant chemotherapy for ER and ER+ breast cancers. Moreover, by

comparison of the global gene expression profiles of high iBCR score tumors to low

iBCR score tumors, we were able to identify several overexpressed targets which can

be used for the targeted therapy of these poor prognosis patients who are not really

benefiting from the current treatment standards. I addition, minin of large

preclinical studies of drug screens against cancer cell lines showed that the signatures

and iBCR score predict higher sensitivity of cell lines to particular drugs. Thus, the

signatures and the iBCR test could be used as a companion diagnostic to direct

targeted therapies to those patient who would benefit from these treatments to

increase their low survival rates. Altogether, our studies have not only extensively

illustrated the potential of our signatures i personalized medicine, but may also shed

light for future studies to understand the underlying mechanisms for the

aggressiveness of tumors that the iBCR test identified that lead to poor survival

To date, there is an unmet medical need for the prognostication of ER- breast cancer

and the development of effective therapies against these tumors particularly when

lacking HER2 expression. Chemotherapy remains to be the only standard therapy in

these patients and the response rate after chemotherapy in the neoadjuvant settin is



reported as 31%· in E ER (TNBC) patients [9]. Identifying patients who would

trul benefit from chemotherapy would aid clinicians to determine patients ho may

require longer or additional treatment regimens including investigational clinical trial

enrolment. Our signatures and the iBC score predict higher pCR after

chemotherapy in patients who have high score compared to those with low score.

The low score patients have better survival an may not require additional therapy.

On the other hand, despite the higher pCR in high score patients, this patient

subgroup still has poor survival and recurrences were present even after achieving

pCR i high score patients when we analyzed the data from the ISPY- 1 trial. Our

results from comparative analysis and mining pre-clinical drug screens identified

several target and sensitivity to drugs in development. Thus, ER- and particularly

TNBC patients with high scores fo our signatures/iBCR test ma benefit from the

inclusion of therapies envisioned by these signatures to increase their survival rates.

Such clinical development will depend on future prospective validation of our

signatures and the iBCR test i clinical trials and pie-clinical studies.

In ER+ breast cancer, three commercial test exist for clinical decisions to spare o

include adjuvant chemotherapy with the standard endocrine therapy; Oncotype x ,

MammaPrint^ and Prosigna*. These have bee validated for E lymph node

negative (NO) breast cancer patients treated with endocrine therapy whether patie t

with high risk according to these tests are recommended for adjuvant chemotherapy.

Our signatures and tire iBCR test outperformed these tests i a direct comparison in

ER+ N O patient-survival after tamoxifen therapy. Moreover, our tests also predicted

the response of ER+ patients to chemotherapy and importantly could predict

sensitivity to targeted therapies. The current commercial tests do not have this

capability. Importantly, our signatures and the iBCR test wa also prognostic in the

subgroup with unmet need, ER+ lymph node positive breast cancer (ER+ Nl), The

survival of these patients wa stratified to poor and good prognosis groups by our

signatures and iBC test which also informed whether these patients are benefiting

from endocrine therapy. Clinical validation of our signatures and the iBCR test along

with validation of drug sensitivity predictions would ai the development of new

treatment regimens for ER+ patients who are at high risk of relapse or metastatic

spread after the current treatment standards.

The comparison of aggressive ER tumors identified by our signatures to their

counterparts and to normal breast tissue identified several kinases, enzymes (redox



particularly) and potassium channels which could inform new directions i

developing targeted treatments against ER breast cancer. On the other hand, for

aggressive ER+ tumors identified b ou signatures, although targets were not

restricted to cell cycle an proliferation, these functions were notably enriched. This

high proliferation profile could explain the higher pCR in, these tumors after

chemotherapy as proliferative tumors would be more responsive to

chemotherapeutics. Nonetheless, w have previously clarified that the overexpressed

genes in the Agro signature, thus the iBCR test, are genes that ar involved in

kinetochore binding a d chromosome segregations an that the signature is

prognostic even in proliferative tumors (high i67 expression) [36]. Deregulation of

genes involved in chromosome segregation would produce aneuploidy and

chromosomal instability (CIN) [52], At least i viva, chemotherapy has been shown

to induce the proliferation quiescent aneuploid cells as a mechanism for therapy

resistance [53] In support of the notion that high Agro score is related to aneuploidy,

analysis of the copy number variations (CNVs) TCGA data showed that high Agro

score tumours, compared to low Agro score tumors, have high level of CNVs,

particularly those involving whole chromosomes or chromosome arms (Figure 43),

Thus, although proliferation may be a characteristic of high Agro/iBCR score ER+

tumors, these tumors appear t be aneuploid. In line with this notion, the sensitivity

o high Agro/iBCR score ce l lines to VL and HSP90 inhibition (Figure 3(5) and

aurora kinase inhibitors (Figure 44) support that high Agro/iBCR scores predict

sensitivity t anti-aneuploid therapy. PLK1 and Aurora kinases are classical targets

i aneuploidy and SP inhibition has been reported to selectively kill aneuploid

cancer ce ls [54]. HSP90 sensitivity was also found for high T score tumors and

interestingly, we have previously identified HSP90 as a target in TNBC by kinome

profiling of breast cancer. We showed that HSP90 inhibition i combination therapy

is effective in vitro and in vivo [55]. We propose that anti-aneuploid drugs should be

effective against ER+ tumors with high Agro/iBCR scores including PLK1, Aurora

kinase and HSP90 inhibitors and that HSP90 inhibition should be effective in high

TN/ifiCR score ER tumors. While other therapies envisioned by our signatures and

the iBCR test should also be investigated, the above targets represent first line targets

for initial validation and development.

In conclusion, our meta-analysis in Oneomine ' and extensive subsequent validation

and analysis have developed novel signatures and an integrated genomic test for the



prognosis of breast cancer and prediction of response to standard treatments

irrespective of E status. The novel signatures and their integration also have the

potential as companion diagnostic tests for several classes of targeted therapies- in

breast cancer patients who suffer poor survival. Future validation and clinical

development of our signatures and the iBCR test holds a great potential and impact

o personalized and precision medicine for breast cancer. Finally, it should be noted

that the iBCR test has value n the prognosis of several other cancers (Figure 45 and

particularly in lung adenocarcinoma (Figure 46), thus our approach and novel

signatures may extend benef to other cancer types..
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Table 10: The 28-gene signature discovered from a meta-analysis of gene
expression data in breast cancer in Oneomine 1

Gene Affymetrix Entrez Gene name
Symbol probe

abhydrolase domain a i 5; 1-ΑΒΗΌ5 213935. a 51099
acylglycerol-3-ph Sp ate -acyltransferase

AD RA
adenosine A2b receptor

2B 205891. a 136

BCAPSl 200837. at 10134 B-cell receptor- associated protein 3 1
C 20 99. a 768 carbonic anhydrase IX
CAMS calmodulin regulated spectrin-assQciated

21271 . at 157922
PI protein 1

CA HSP calcium regulated heat stable protein ,
21 4_at 23589

1 24k
CD55 molecule, decay accelerating factor

^CD55 201926_j a 604
for complement (Crome blood group )

CET 3 209662. at 1070 cent n, EF-hand protein, 3
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3,

E 221494_ at 2733
subunit

EXOSC 212627 _s at 23 6 exosome component 7
guanine nucleotide binding protein (G

^GNB2Ll 200651 . at 10399 protein), beta polypeptide 2-like

glyoxylate reductase/hydroxypyruvate
reductase

GS 3B 209945_s_at 2932 glycogen synthase kinase 3 beta
HCFC I host cell factor C I regulator 1 (XPOl

2 37. a 54985
dependent)
potassium voltage-gated channel, subfamilyCNG 214595. .at 3755
G, member 1

ΑΡ2 5 2 l37Q_s_at 56 7 mitogen- activated protein kinase kinase 5
NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1,

ND F 203478. a 4717
subcoinplex unknown, 1 6kDa

L 2Q6503_x_at 5371 promyelocytic leukemia
staufen, RNA binding protein, homolog
(Drosophila)



Table 11: The T signature is prognostic in ER- and BLBC irrespective of
systemic therapy.

Untreated Treated

H CI 9 % p-vahie H C I 95 p - a ue

RFS 2,02 1.25 - 3.26 3.20E-03 2.59 1.84 - 3.60 I .70E-08

DMFS 4 . 10 1.44 - .7 4,20E-03 1,89 1.04 - 3.43 3.40E-02

OS 1.77 0.65 - 4.83 0.26 3.82 1,43 - 10. 18 3.90E-03

S 2.48 1.46 - 4.21 5.1 E 04 !!li ! !l ! 4..50E-08

DMFS .66 - 18.48 Ϊ .70Ε -03 4.20E-03
S3 S 2.42 !!!!!lll!!!!i 0. .65 - 14.46 1..50E-03

The 28-gene signature was used as described in Figure in the online tool K -p o te bu restricting h
analysis oil ER- o fi LBC patients who were untreated systemically or systemically treated. Th survival
curves for RFS. D FS and OS are shown i Figure 34; only the hazard ratio H R);. the 9 confidence
interval (CI 95% and the log-rank p-value from these curves are reported in th Table:.

i o Tabl 12: The likelihood of pCR in ER-HER2- patients according to the iBCR
score

pCR n o pCR Sum



Table 13: Upregulated genes i high iBCR score tumors compared to low iBCR



Table 14. Univariate survival analysis of genes from the Oncomine lnetanalysis
i th M-P otte online tool in BLBC and ER- breast cancer. Deriving the 28-
gene signature.





ER- breast cancer S r i
RFS D S

HR H P HR P Avg P

0.45 0.44 I ' 0.55 l . OE-01 1.85E-02

0.59 - . if. 0.5 1 i 0.59 i - 4.90E-03

0. 0.75 I.70E-01 0.67 9.60E-02 5.69E-02

73 0.65 i <>. 0.8.8 6.Q0E-01 1.42E-01

58 4 - 0.45 0.36 . i 7.72E-04

0.58 i . 0.65 0 .6 9. 0Ε -02 2.36E-02

0,65 . i I i- 0.59 0.73 2. 10Ε -0 5. 1E-02

0.67 0.67 7.10E-02 0.82 4.20E-01 8.74E-02

.58 - n (:. , 0.58 Of .3 0.6 i 6.88E-03

1.57 ! "
5 0,66 ?o! < : 0.74 2.00E-0 1 5.82E-02

.5 3 i 5 ■! ' 0.42 ! . ) ¾ 0.58 ! ! >t ί !.ϊ 1.13E-01

0.62: ' i 0,6 6.S0E-02 0.68 8.40E-02 2.S8E-02

0,67 M l 0.74 1.40E-01 0.79 3.00E-01 8.32E-02

0.65 i ' - 0.6 i <> . 0.64 J . . . 1.85E-02

0.55 S J ll- 0 .6 0.64 . 3.68E-02

0.6 0,64 < : 0.82 4.20 E-O l . 1.44E-0 1

0.62 5 " ϊ1 ι; 0.64 . . 0 .6 1.50E-01 7.14E-02

0.73 3 i ' 0.58 ! l l l 0 .7 3.2QE-01 U5E-01

0.67 3 | - 0.69 7.70E-02 0.69 l . IOE-0 1 4.90E-02

0.64 0.58 . . - )i 0.54 . !l ! 4.32E-02

0.63 t 0,67 l.OOE-O l 0.93 2.05E-0 1

1.01 9.50E-01 0.56 i . ; i | 0.63 - . - ii - r,2 3. 12E-0 !

0.82 1.00E-01 0.79 2 ,5 )E )I 0.86 5.20E-01 1.51E-01

0.64 5 t l 0.8 1 3.00E-01 1.05 8.50E-0 1 2.67E-0 1

0,75 i : 0.8 ! 3.00E-O1 0.74 1.90E-01 9.92E-02

0.76 0.76 1.90E-0I 1.08 7.40E-0 1 2.46E-0 !

0.6 0.69 6.80E-02 0.86 5.30E-01 1.25E-01

0.69 l I 0.7 9.40E-02 0.87 5.50E-0 1 2.37E-0 1

0.71 . ! 0.77 2 .00E ) 0.88 5 .80E-01 1,62E-01

0.65 0.74 1.40E-0 ! 1.02 9.40E-0 1 3 .14E-0 1











Table 5. Class comparison of the global gene expression profiles of high Ί

score BLBC tumors to lo T score BLBC tumors in the ROCK dataset

(highlighted probe set indicates common in high T score BLBC and ER-

breast tumours and bold probe set indicates common and prognostic in BLBC

and ER- breast cancer).
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04 5 4 0.6 s at S9 soluble, 9 3965

membrane-spanning 4-
.42E- 2 !74 domains, subfamily A,
03 0.083 0.002 0.6 · at MS4A1 member 1 931

myxovirus (influenza virus)
resistance , interferon-

1. E- 0.0 2 2 86 inducible protein p78
02 0.174 5 0.6 at MX1 (mouse) 4599

.48E- 0.008 213875_ C6orf6 chromosome 6 open reading
03 0.159 5 0.6 x_at frame 6 8 688

phosphatidylinositol-4,5-
.771·.- 0.004 203879_ PIK3C bisphosphate 3-kinase,
03 0. 2 7 0,6 at D catalytic subunit delta 5293

8.98E- 0.054 0.000 204882_ AR Rho GTPase activating
04 7 3 0.6 at AP25 protein 25 9938

.2 B- 0.049 0.000 221427
04 3 9 0.6 s_at CCNL2 evelin L2 81669

1.60E- 0.202 0.013 0.6 2 10663 KYNU kynureninase 8942









Table 16. Class comparison of the global gene expression profiles of high Ί

score ER- tumors to low T score ER- tumors in the ROCK dataset

(highlighted probe set indicates common in high T score BLBC and ER-

breast tumours).







< - - < le- lysmomai-associated
07 0 07 1.6 LAMP2 membrane protein 3920

9.00E- O. QO le- GRB2 associated, regulator
07 0513 07 1.6 GARE of M AP 64762

9.13E- 0,009 0 0 HS 17 hydroxy steroid 7-betaj
04 1.6 dehydrogenase 2 3294

< e - < ie- < e-
0 7 07 07 1.6 IIIII ZNF593 zinc finger protein 593 51042

1.79E- 0,0 0.002 ALD aldehyde dehydrogenase 1
03 5 7 1.6 A3 family, member A3 220

1.27E- 0,002 0.000 : coagulation factor II
04 09 2 1.6 F2RL1 (thrombin) receptor-like 1 2 0

§ 0 E- 0,000 < le- desumoylating isopeptidase
0 737 07 1.6 DES 2 1 29

1.09E- 0.001 < e- i s ALDH6 aldehyde dehydrogenase 6
04 8 07 1.6 A family, member A 4329

4.56E- 0,005 0.000 . .
04 55 8 1.5 CYB5R2- cytochrome b reductase 2 51700

2.20E- 0,000 e- 2 ¾ par-3 partitioning defective
06 102 0 1.5 PARD3 homolo (C. elegans) 56288

3.98E- 0.005 0.000
04 02 6 1.5 GRP gastrin-releasing peptide 2922

1.17E- 0.001 0.000 " ' adaptor-related protein
04 99 1 1 5 ; AP3D1 complex 3, delta 1 subunit 8943

7.70E- 0.00 0.000 EPB41L erythrocyte membrane
04 19 5 1.5 4B protein band 4.1 like 4 54566

E ~ ).032 a do- eto reductase family
02 0.1 1 8 1.5 AK 3 1. member C3 8644

ATPase, Na+/K+
7 E- 0,04 0.008 transporting, beta 1
03 5 9 1.5 .0 ATP1B 1 entide 4 1

1.23E- 0.062 0,012
02 8 4 1,5 MY06 myosi VI 4646

7.09E- 0.042 0.005
03 5 5 1.5 ZNF652 zinc finger protein 652 22834

3.42E- 0.000 e- 205916_ S 0 calcium binding
05 804 07 4.5 a t S100A7 protein A7 6278

carcinoembryonic antigen-
related cell adhesion

3.40E- 0,000 0.000 203757 s CEACA molecule (non-specific
05 802 3.0 _at M6 cross reacting antigen) 4680

AFFX-
HUMRG

1.56E- 0.014 0.001 E M 1 0 LINC002 long intergenie non-protein
0 1 2.8 8_5_at 7 coding R A 273 64 59

AFFX-
r2-

1.96E- 0.0 1 0.001 s SrR
3 6 7 2 7 A 5 at

1. IE- 0.001 < le- 203535_ S 00 calcium binding
04 1 07 2.7 at 1 0A9 protein A9 6280

5.14E- 0,033 0.004 206378 SCGB2A secretoglobin, family 2A
0 3 7 2.6 at 2 member 2 4250

1 - . 0.002 0.000 217528_ chloride channel accessory
04 65 2,6 CLCA2 2 9635

5.53E- 0.001 le- 206166_s chloride channel accessory
05 5 07 2.4 a CLCA2 9635

3.78E- 0.026 0.003 202917_s S 0 calcium binding
03 6 9 2.2 _at 1 0A8 protein A8 6279



3 7E- 0.004 0.000 206165_s chloride channel accessory
04 2 4 2.2 _at CLCA2 2 9635

2.46E- 0.003 0.000 2Q6164_ chloride channel accessory
04 47 1 2.2 at CLCA2 2 9635

1, E- 0.059 0.01 209173_ anterior gradient homolog
02 8 8 2 at AGE2 (Xenopus is) 1 55

1.45E- 0.0 0.0 1 2 46 1_ lipopolys,accharid e binding
0 3 1 2. 1 at LBP protein 3929

SAM pointed domain
1.99E- 0.016 0.00 1 220 192_ containing ts transcription

03 2.1 x_at SPDEF factor 25803
aldo-keto reductase family

4.50E- 0,000 e- 20656 l_s A R 1B 1, member B (aldose
0 17 07 2. 1 _at 0 reductase) 57016

5 - 0.006 0.000 204942_s AL aldehyde dehydrogenase
79 4 2.0 a ! B2 family, member B 222

1.76E- 0.0 15 0.0 1 14774_ TQX high mobility group
0 3 2.0 x_at T0X3 box family member 27324

2.33E- 0i)00: < le- 2027 12_s
0 604 07 2.0 _at

< le- < le- l - 218145_ tribbles homolo 3
07 07 07 2.0 at TRIB3 (Dr sophi ) 57761

1.99E- 0.016 0.001 17284_
03 8 8 2.0 SERHL2 se ine r as - ike 2 25 190

1.S8E- 0.014 0.001 17276_
03 8 2.0 _ SERHL2 serine hydrolase-like 2 253190

1.43E- 0. 1 0.0 16623_ TOX high mobility group
03 I 2.0 x_at T X3 box familv member 3 27324

< le- < e- le- 214073_
07 07 07 2.0 at CTTN cortactin 2017

1. 1E- 0.058 0.009 209309_ aJpha-2-giycopiOtei n 1,
02 6 1 2.0 at AZG zinc-binding 563

1.36E- 0.012 0.001 205979_ SCGB2A SeeretOglobin, family 2A,
03 6 4 1.9 at 1 member 1 4246

transcription factor ΛΡ-2
2. E- 0.089 2 44 . beta (activating enhancer

0 8 0.02 1.9 a TFAP2B binding protein 2 beta) 7021
1.79E- 0 08 1 0.01 8 206799_ SCGB1D secreioglobin, family D,

02 4 2 1.9 at 2 member 647
3.40E- 0.000 < - 203967_ .

06 1 07 1. at CDC6 cell division cycle 6 990
2.84E- 0.003 0.000 201650_

04 88 5 1.9 a RT 1 keratin 9 3880
l.OOE- 9.52E le- 209605_ . thiosulfate .sulfurtransferase

07 -06 07 1.8 at TST (rhodanese) 7263:
8.02E- 0.001 < 209016_s

05 cs? 1.8 _at KRT7 keratin 7 3855
2.491·;· 0.003 0.000 19300 CNTNA contactin associated

04 5 2 1.8 a t P2 protein-like 2 26047
v-erb-b2 erythroblastic
leuk ia viral oncogene
homolog 2,

3.36E- 0.024 0.003 2 16836_s neuro/glioblasioma derived
0 4 2 1.8 _at ERBB2 oncogene homolog (avian) 2064

AD dehydrogenase
(ubiquinone) Fe-S protein

e- l - le- 11752__s 7, 20kDa (NADH-
07 07 07 1.8 at NDUFS7 coenzyme Q reductase) 374291

3.49E- 0.025 0.002 1.8 1 397 DEFB defensin, beta 1 1672



03 1 at

.06E- 0.00 < le- 209398_ HIST1H
05 909 07 1. at 1C istone cluster 1, H l 3006

7. E- 0.043 0.006 14243_s
03 1 8 _at

5.00E- 0.00 l e- 205774 coagulation factor XII
0 0338 07 1.8 at FI2 (Hageman factor) 2 161

5, E- 0,006: 0.000 208978
7 7 1.8 at GRIP2 cysteine-rich protein 2 1397

5.68E- 0.006 0.000 2 18677_ S 100 calcium binding
04 5 6 1. at S1Q0A14 protein A14 57402

7.30E- 0.000 l.e- i4469_
06 244 07 1 8 at
OE- 9.52E l e- 13508 serine paknitoyltfanslerase,

-06 07 1.8 at SPTSSA small subunit A 17 546
3.08E- 0,004 0.000 2 29 topoisomerase D A II

0 14 1 1.8 _at TOP2A a p a 170 D 7 53

< - - < le- 202993_ ilvB (bacterial aeetolactate
07 07 07 1. at ILVBL syntbase)-like 10994

angiotensin converting
7.30E- 0.001 l - 2 19962 enzyme (peptidyl-

05 4 07 1.8 at ACE2 dipeptidase A) 2 59272
3.70E- 0.000 le- 203968_s

06 146 0 1.8 _ai CDC6 cel division cycle 6 990
angiotensin I converting

. lE- 0.000 le- 222257 s enzyme (peptidyl-
05 986 07 1.8 t ACE2 dipeptidase A) 2 59272

6.22E- 0.001 0.000 205364_ acyl-CoA oxidase 2,
05 25 1 1.8 at ACOX2 branched chain 8309

5.08E- 0.006 0.000 219010_ chromosome open
04 0 5 1.8 at C ori' 6 reading frame 106 55765

.00E- 0.000 1e- 209164_s
07 0288 0 1.8 _at CYB561 cytochrome -56 1534

3.00E- 0.000 le- 2 5 7_ hypoxia inducible lipid
07 0224 07 1.8 a HILPDA droplet-associated 29923

6.59E- 0.001 < 201340_s ectoderma!-neur&t cortex
0 3 cs:' 1.7 _a.t ENC1 (with BTB domain) 8507

2.301· · 0.000 l - 2097 4 cyclin-dependent kinase
06 104 07 1.7 at GDKN3 inhibitor 3 1033

2. 5E- 0.020 0.003 03 7_.
03 1 1 1.7 at

7.46E- 0,000 1 10 ΤΜ Μ4
04 0.008 8 1,7 at 5A transmembrane protein 45A 55 76

1.21 E- 0. 11 2 19630 . PDZ PDZKl interacting protein
03 5 0.0 1.7 a P I 1 10 15

< le- < e- le- 204824_
07 07 07 1.7 at ENDOG endonuelease 2021

< - < le- < l - 00 1_. mitochondrial ribosomal
07 07 07 1.7 at MRPS2 protein S2 5 116

6.00E- 0.000 < le- 204975_ epithelial membrane
07 0386 07 1,7 at EMP protein 2 201 3

1.33E- 0. 12 0.0 205258
03 4 1 1.7 a INHBB inhibit!, beta B 3625

5.60E- 0.000 le- 205253_ pre-B-celi leukemia
06 202 07 1.7 at PB l homeobox 1 5087

5.66E- 0.036 0.005 202859_ .
03 1 1.7 IL8 interleukin 8 3576

2.35E- 0.003 0,000 209621_s
04 35 3 1,7 _at PDL1M3 PDZ and L M d niain 3 27295











07 07 07 _at mitochondrial membrane
3 homolog (yeasty

minichiOmosome
1.57E- 0.002 0.000 2 4 1_ maintenance complex

04 4 2 1.5 at MCM4 component 4 4173
t er d - -a pha-red i tase

alpha polypeptide 1 (3-6x0-
8.24E- 0.008 0.000 2l09l9_s 5 alpha-steroid delta 4-

04 62 4 1.5 _a SR Xv V deliydrogenase alpha 1 67
2.12E- 0.003 0.000 202890_ mierotiibde-assoeiated

0 4 S 3 1.5 at MAP? protein 7 9053
5.30E- 0,000: < le- 2 1 04 s mitoehondri a ribosomal

06 07 1.5 _at MRPL13 protein L I3 28998
1.88E- 0.016 0.001 7562_ family with sequence

03 1 3 1.5 at EAM5C similarity 5, member C 339479
1, E- 0.000 < le- 2l9390_ 506 binding protein 14,

0 34 07 1.5 at F BP 14 22 D 55033
6.30E- 0.000 < e- 202671_s pyridoxal (pyridexine ,

06 22 07 1.5 at PDX vitamin B6) kinase 8566
wingless-type MMTV

2.34E- 0.002 205990_s integration site family,
03 0.019 9 1.5. __at T5 member 5A 7474

1.15E- .oi 219529_ chloride intracellular
02 0.06 4 1.5 at CL1C3 channel 9022

ADH dehydrogenase
< - < le- < le- 4 0_. N U A (ubiquinone) 1 alpha

07 tr 0 1.5 at 8 subcomplex, 8, 19kDa 4702
1.91E- 0.016 0.001 202095_s baculoviral IAP repeat

03 3 2 1,5 _at BIR containing 5 332
UDP-N-acetyl-alpha-D-
galactosaimne:polypept:ide
N-

8.76E- 0.008 0.000 203397__s GALNT aeetylgalactosaminyltransfe
04 98 8 1.5 _ 3 rase 3 (GalNAc-T3) 2591

1.71E- 0.000 le- 221734_
0 475 07 1.5 at PRRC1 proline-rich coiled-coil 1 133619

1.53E- 0.013 0.001 2 6 RAB , member RAS
03 g 1 1.5 at RAB25 oncogene family 57 11

l.OOE- 9.52E < le- 20 90
07 -06 07 1. a

1. 9E- 0. 1 0.000 20494 l s ALDH3 aldehyde dehydrogenase 3
03 4 9 1.5 a B family, member B2 222

< e- < 1 < le- 209194_
07 er 07 1.5 at CETN2 centrin, EE-hand protein, 2 . 1069

2.691·;· 0.026 206463_s dehydrogenase/reductase
02 0.107 2 1.5 a t DHRS2 (SDR family) member 2 10202

.3 1E- 0.005 0.000 21061.3_S SYNG
04 32 1.5 _at 1 synaptogyriii 1 45

AFFX-

2.69E- Hs28SrR
02 0.107 0.026 1.5 NA-3_at

2.25E- 0. 1 0.001 208079_s
03 4 4 1.5 _a.t AURKA aurora kinase A 6790

2.73 - 0.029 1 1653 . aldo-keto reductase family
02 0.108 4 1.5 x_at A R C2 L member C2 1.646

1.30E- 0.000 1e- 20374Q_ MP
05 387 0 1.5 PH6 M-phase phosphoproiein 6 10200

8.66E- 0.001 0.000 1.5 213843_ SLC6A8 solute carrier family 6 65:35



05 5 1 x_at (neurotransmitter
transporter, creatine),
member 8

1.77E- 0.015 0.001 9978_s nucleolar and spindle
03 4 3 1.5 _at N I AP l associated protein 1 51203
X 0,000 < le- 2032S2_ glucan ( 1,4-alpha-
07 0338 0 1.5 at GBE branching enzyme 1 2632

2.39E- 0.0 1 0.002 207469_s pirin (iron-binding nuclear
0 2 4 .5 _at PIR protein) 8544

4.08E- 0.044 201983_s epidermal growth factor
02 0,142 7 1.5 _at EGFR receptor 195

4.10E- 0 . 0 e- Q058_ AP 1 mitogen-activated protein
0 158 07 1.5 a 3 kinase 13 5603

1.46E- 0.013 217014 s
02 0.071 3 1.5 a !

7.6 E- 0.000 < - 208928 P450 (cytochrome)
06 25 07 1.5 at FOR oxidoredijctase 5447

fcynurenine 3-
1.91E- 0,085 0.020 205306_ moiraoxygenase

0 1 4 1.5 x_at KMO (kynurenine 3-hydroxylase) 8564
2.26E- 0.000 le- 209806_ HIST1H

05 592 07 1.5 at 2B histone cluster 1, H2bk 85236
4.98E- 0.005 212458_ sprouty-related, EVH

03 0.033 1 1.5 at S RE domain containing 2 200734
3.04E- 0.004 0.000 2 2S0_

04 0 6 1,5 x_at
guanine nucleotide binding

< e- < le- e- protein ( protein), alph
07 07 07 1.5 40562__at GNA l 1 (Gq class) 2767

5,23Ε 0.006 o.ooo 2099 _ IST
04 1 1.5 x_at 2BD histone cluster 1, H2bd 3017

1.29E- 0.00 < - 4472_.
04 1 07 1.5 at

6,52E- 0.007 15780_
04 27 0,001 1,5 _at

3.09E- 0.003 202975_s RHGBT Rho-related BTB: domain
03 0.023 8 1.5 _ B3 containing 3 22836

5.10E- 0.000 e- 219061_s
06 19 07 1.5 at LAGE3 L antigen family, membe 3 8270

1.24E- 0.01 1 0904_.s interleukin 3 receptor,
03 7 0.001 1.5 _at IL13RA1 alpha 1 3597

1.70E- 0.00 0,000 20l791_s 7-dehydrocholesterol
04 5 1,5 _at DHCR7 reductase 1717

1.00E- 0.000 e- 2 498 s
06 0561 07 1.5 _at ERGIL ER l - ke (S. cerevisiae) 30001

GD55 molecule, decay-
accelerating factor for

1.38E- 0.000 < 201925_s complement (Cromer blood
05 406 cs? 1.5 _at CD55 1604

3.43E- 0.034 20357 adipogenesis regulatory
02 0.127 4 1.5 a t ADIRF factor 10974

2.80E- 0.003 0.000 205379_
04 4 5 1.5 CBR3 carbonyl reductase 3 874

1.02E- 0.001 0.000 2 804 s
04 79 1 1.5 at PDL1M5 PDZ and L1 domain 10 1

8.32E- 0.00 0.001 214290_s
04 68 1.5 _at

2.62E- 0.020: 202620 procollagen-lysine, 2-
03 5 0.003 1.5 a t PL D oxog utarate 5 di xv a e 5352













.0000 0.000 < ¬ 204S82_ ARHGA Rho GTPase activating
04 168 ? 0.6 at P25 protein 25 9938
.0000 0.0 0 le- 204192_
062 2 17 07 0.6 at C 37 CD37 molecule 95 1

<; l - < - < o 205997_ A AM2 ADAM metallopeptidase
07 07 0.6 a 8 domain 28 10863

.0000 0.000 < e- 209829,_ family with sequence
037 146 07 0.6 at FAM65B similarity 65, member fi 9750
.0000 0,000: < le- 2 359_ AT acid trehaiase-like 1
158 447 07 0.6 at AT - Ll (yeast) 80162
.0000 0.000 0.000 2 87_ prostaglandin D2 synthase
136 4 1 1 0.6 x_at PTGDS 2 kDa (brain) 5730
. 000 0.000 < le- 204890_s lynrphocyte-speeilic protein

14 347 07 0.6 ! LCK tyrosine kinase 3932
.0000 0.000 < e- 2 6542_
0 1 056 1 07 0.6 x_at

.0000 9.52E < le- 279_
001 - 07 0.6 at DOCK10 dedicator of cytoldnesis 556 1
.0000 0.000 e- 2 1 !:996_.s
242 623 0 0.6 at :
.0000 0.000 1e- 209671 _
059 2 1 0 0.6 x_at
.0000 0.000 2\
003 0224 07 0.6 at

< e- < ie- < le- 18614_ KIAA 1
07 07 07 0.6 a 5 K1A 155 55 196

.0000 0.000 le- 201236_s
2 7 7 1 07 0.6 _at BTG2 BTG family, member 2 7832

heterogeneous nuclear
ribonucleoprotein D (AU-

.0000 0.000 < l - 2 13359_. H RNP rich element RNA binding
033 5 07 0.6 at D protein 1, 37kDa) 3 4
.0000 0.000 le- 202957_ hematopoietic cell-specific
002 0168 07 0,6 at HGLS l Lyri substrate 1 3059

ras-related C3 otu num
toxin substrate (rho

.0000 0.000 e- 2 1 603 s family, small GTP binding
0 1 056 1 07 0.6 _ RAC2 protein Rac2) 5880

.0297 0.027 202037_s secreted frizzled-related
372 0 .115 6 0.6 _at SFRPl protein 1 6422
.0000 0.00 1 0.000 205692_ .s
737 4 0.6 _at CD38 CD3 molecule 952

pleckstrin homology
.0 1 0.010 0.000 209504_s P F H domain containing, family

94 8 0.6 at B l (evectins) member 1 58473
e- l - 2 1 456 CAPRI

07 07 07 0.6 a caprin family member 2 65981
.0000 0.000 < 2052 _
002 0168 cs? 0.6 at IL2RB interleukin 2 receptor, beta 3560
.0000 0.000 l - 20582 _
037 146 07 0.6 at

s a domain,
immunoglobulin domain
( g), transmembrane
domain (TM) and short.

< - < l - le- 203528_ SEMA4 cytoplasmic domain.
07 07 0 0.6 D (semaphorin) 41) 10507

.0000 0.000 209723 SERPI serpin peptidase inhibitor,
0 0909 07 0.6 a B9 clade B (ovalbumin). 5272





.0000 0.000 < ¬ 202663_ WASAVASL interacting

07 0425 ? 0.6 a t WIPF1 protein family, member 1 7456
< e- < l - le- 221087_s

07 07 07 0.6 _at APOL3 apolipoprotein L, 3 80833
vesicle-associated

. 000 0,000 < le- 213326_ nietiibrafie pr ein 1
056 202 07 0.6 a t VA P ( nap t reYin 1 6843

phospholipase C, gamma 2
< e- < e- < e- 20461 _ (phosphatidylinositdl-

07 07 07 0.6 at PLCG2 specifie) 5336
.0000 0,000: < e- 982_s 1 1 . major histocompatibility

003 0224 07 0.6 _ a DRA complex, class , DR alpha 2
.0001 0.00! 0.000 204994_ myxovirus (influenza virus)

138 9 4 0.6 at X2 resistance 2 (mouse) 4600
.0059 0,037 0.005 203638_s fibroblast growth factor

061 4 8 0.6 a ! FGF 2 receptor 2 2263
< e- < e- < e- 209734_ NC AP NGK-assoeiated protein 1-

07 07 07 0.6 at 1L i e 3071
.0000 9.52E < e- 207777_s
001 -06 07 0.6 _a.t S 1 0 SP140 n uclea r body protei n 1 6

R a s association

.0000 0.000 l - 20 85 (RalGDS/AF-6) domain

025 111 07 0.6 a t RASSF2 family member 2 9770
.0000 0,000 < - 204446_s arachidonate 5-
1 43 07 0.6 _at AL0X5 lipoxygenase 240
,0000 o.ooo 0,000 216250_s
204 548 0,6 _at LPX le p a n 940
.0000 0.001 le- 202747_s integral membrane protein

47 02 07 0.6 __at ITM2A 2A 9452
.0000 o.ooi le- Ϊ 19Ϊ 9 chemoldne (C-X-C motif)

678 33 07 0.6 at CXCR4 receptor 4 785
major histocompatibility

.0000 0 0 1 < - 2 1 54_. HLA- complex, class Π, DQ beta

778 47 07 0.6 \ DQ 1 3 9
0 0.002 0,000 20554l_s

269 0 2 . 0,6 _at GSPT G to S phase transition 2 23708
.0166 0.077 0.015 204259_ . matrix metallopeptidase 7
882 7 9 0.6 a M 7 (matrilysin, uterine) 4 1
.0003 0.004 0.000 209846_s butyrophilin, subfamily 3,
392 45 4 0.6 at BTN3A2 m e b er A2 11118

.0000 0,000 < - 9 19 1_.s
007 0425 07 0.6 _at B1N2 bridging integrator 2 5141 1

< le- < - le- 212176 PNN-interacting
07 07 0 0.6 a t P S serine/arginine-rich protein 25957

.0000 0.000 l 204352 TNF receptor-associated

5 43 07 0,6 at TRAF5 factor 5 7188
.0000 0.000 < le- 217143_S YMEl-like 1 (S.
142 4 1 07 0.6 _a.t YME-1L1 cerevisiae) 10730
.0148 0.017 206157_
9 0.072 7 0.6 at PTX3 pentraxin 3. long 5806
.0008 0.008 0.000 216541_
368 72 9 0.6 x_at

e- l - l 20S298_s butyrophilin, subfamily 2,
07 07 07 0.6 a BTN2A2 member A2 10385

.0000 0.000 < le- 11 )5_ linker for activation of T
003 0224 0 0.6 at LA ce ll 27040
.0000 0.0 l - 206133 .
522 1 07 0.6 at XAFl XIAP associated factor I 54739

.0000 0.001 0.000 0.6 20338 _s APOE apolipoprotein E 348









< - - < ¬ 212454_ HNRPD heterogeneous nuclear
07 0 ? 0.7 _at L ribonucleoprotein D-like 9987

ehemokine C-C motif)
.0194 0.086 0.019 ligand 8 (pulmonary and

54 2 1 0.7 32 l 2S_.a CCL18 activation-regulated) 6362
ADAM metallopeptidase

.(5029 0.022: 2221 62_s AD AMI with wrombospondin type
865 5 0.003 0.7 _at S 1 motif. 1 95
.047.8 0.048 .2 2_s ehemokine (C-X-C motif)
513 0.158 1 0.7 _at CXC 1 lis and 1i 6373
.0006 0,007 0.000 20 3 1 s rr sc eb ind ik splicing
993 65 7 0.7 at MBNLl regulator 1 4 54

< le- < le- - 209827_s
07 07 07 0.7 _at IL16 interle in 16 3603

apolipoprotein B mR A
. 0 17 0.015 0.001 204205_ APOBE editing enzyme, catalytic
313 0.7 at C3 polypeptide-like 3G 6048
. 008 0.008 0.000 2029;88_s regulator of G-protein
25 63 8 0.7 _at RGSl signaling 1 5996

.0000 0.001 0.000 1 03 _
464 1 1 0.7 at CD247 CD247 molecule 919

ATP synthase, H+
transporting, mitochondrial

.0000 0.000 - 2I4132_ F i complex, gamma
146 422 07 0.7 at ATP5C1 polypeptide 1 509

< - < e- < - 202665_s WAS/WASL interacting
07 07 0 0.7 _at WIPFl protein family, member 1 7456

- inked -
.0000 0.000 le- 207564_ aeetylglueosamine
006 0386 07 0 x_at OGT (Glc Ac transferase 8473
.0004 0.005 0.000 209795_.
522 52 1 0.7 a CD69 CD6 molecule 969
.0000 0.000 - 203845_ K(lysine) aeetyltransferase
422 939 07 0.7 at KAT2B 2 8 50

AFFX-
H M S
GF3A/M signal transducer and

.0043 0.029 0.004 97935 M activator of transcription 1,

93 9 0.7 B_at STAT1 9lkDa 6772
major histocompatibiliiy

.0002 0.003 0.000 217478:_s A- complex., class II, DM
6 66 1 0.7 at DMA alpha 3108
.0000 0.000 - 209879_
105 328 07 0.7 at SELPLG selectin P ligand 6404

tumor necrosis factor
.0000 0.001 < le- 20350S_ NE SF receptor superfamily,
917 66 0 0.7 at B member B 7133
.0000 le- 2 0953
461 0.001 0 0.7 at CCND2 cyclin D 894
.0001 0.002 0.000 207677_s neutrophil cytosolic facto
309 13 2 0.7 _at NCF4 4 , 40kDa 4689
.0009 0.00 0.000 206 1
6 65 9 0.7 a TFEC transcription factor EC 22797
.000 i 0.002 0.000 12873 histocompatibility (minor).
349 18 0.7 at M A HA-1 23526
.0000 0.000 le- 203932_ HLA- major histocompatibility
008 0477 0 0.7 at DMB complex, class II, DM beta 9
.0006 0.000 206082_ HLA complex P5 (non
183 0.007 0.7 HCP5 protein coding) 10866





Table 17. Class comparison of tbe global gene expression profiles of high iBCR

score - and ER+ tumors to low iBCR score tumors post comparison to

normal breast in the ROCK dataset

































Table 18. preg ate targets of the downregulated hsa-mir-568 in high iBC

score ER- ER tumors.

d-
ang S mb EntrezI

Pr beS t Name D Accession G ster
HELL heli se, lymphoid- M_ 0

3,0 220085. .at S speeifie 3070 63 Hs.655830
20 1 9 _s_ T P topoi n erase (D A Π

2.5 at A alpha 170kDa 715 A 59942 Hs. 156346

2.4 203213. .at C 1 cyelin-dependent kinase 1 983 AL52403 Ms,732435
212009.-s- slress-induced-

2.3 at STIP1 phosphoprotein 1 10963 AL553320 Hs,337295
B B BUBI mitotic checkpoint MJ 30

1.7 203755. at B serine/threonine kinase 701 s. 13645
low density lipoprotein
receptor-related protein , MJ 3046

1.6 205282. .at L P apolipoprotein e receptor 7804 31 Ms.280387
n ix (nucleoside

DT diphosphate linked moiety NM 070
1.6 202697. . at 21 XVtype motif 1 105 1 06 Hs,528834

209053 ._s_. WHSC Wolf-Hirsehhorn
1.5 at ! syndrome: candidate 1 7468 BE793789 Hs.l 13876

20 4._s__ WWT WW domain containing NM_0154
1. at transcription regulator 1 25937 72 Hs.594912

v-myb myeloblastosis
MYBL viral oncogene homolog AW59226

1.9 2 13906,. at 1 (avian)-Hke 1 4603 Hs.445898
206348 ._s_ pyruvate dehydrogenase NM_0053

1.8 at PDK3 kinase, isozyme 3 5 165 9 1 Hs.29603 1
FCFl small subunit (SSU)
processome component NML0159

1.8 219927 . . at FCFl homolog S eerevisiae) 5 1 77 62 Hs.579828
v-myc myelocytomatoas
viral related oncogene.

209757. _s_ neuroblastoma derived
1.8 at MYCN (avian) 4613 BC0027 2 Hs,25960

FAM5 family with sequenc
1.8 2 7562. . a C similarity 5, member C 339479 BF589529 Hs.65765

219875 ._s_ desumoylating NM )1 0
1.7 at DESI2 isopeptidase 2 1029 76 Hs.4983 17

platelet-derived growth
PDGF factor receptor, alpha

1.7 2 15305. . a RA polypeptide 156 1179306 Hs.746
triggering receptor

TREM expressed on myeloid cells NM_01 6
1 434..at 1 1 54210 43 Hs.283022

synaptotagmin binding.
2 17834 ._s_ SYNC cytoplasmic R A NM_0063
at R P interacting protein 10492 72 Hs.571 77
205646. _s_ NM_0002

1.6 at PAX6 paired box 5080 O Hs.270303
TCP 11 l-complex , testis- NM_01 3

1.6 205796. .at LI speciiic-like 55346 93 H:S:.655341
APOO

1.6 222269, .at L apolipoprotein O-like 139322 W87634 H .5 2 8 1
centrosomal protein NMJ)248

1.6 2 193 . . a CEP76 76kDa 79959 99 Hs.2.36940

1.6 214708 . . at SNT syntrophin, beta 1 664 1 BG4843 4 Hs.46701



y s ro phi -ass c a d
protein A 1, 59kDa, basic
component 1)
ST atpha-N-acetyl-

S 8S neuraminide a p a-2, -
1.6 210073..at A sialyitransferase 1 6489 L32867 Ms,408614

205490. gap junction protein, bet
1.6 at GJB3 3, kDa 2707 BF060667 Ms,522561

CAP-GLY domain
containing linker protein L0246

1.6 219944..at CL1P4 family, member 4 79745 92 Ms, 122927
optic atropiiy 3 (atitosomal
recessive, with chorea-and MJ 251

1.6 206357..at OPA3 spastic paraplegia) 80207 36 Ms,466945
Suppressor of variegation

SLJV39 3 -9 homolog 2 NM_0246
1.6 219262..at H2 (Drosophila) 79723 70 Hs.554883

201602 s PPPIR protein phosphatase- ,
1.5 at I A regulatory suhunit 2A 4659 ΒΈ737620 Hs.49582

21.6008, ariadne homolog 2
1.5 at A 1 2 (Drosophila) 0425 AV694434 Hs.633601

200671._s_. SPTB spectrin, beta, no -
1.5 at I erytltroeytic 1 67 1 92501 Hs.503178

210041 _s_.

1.5 at PGM3 phosphogiucomutase 3 5238 BC001258 s.66 65
solute carrier. ami

SLC6A (neutral amino acid M 1 0
1,5 206376 at transporter), member 1 551 7 37 Hs.44424

Bolded genes upresulated in high iBC score E R- ER + vs. normal breast



EXAMPLE

The BCR test described herein was developed from a meta-analysis of gene

expression profiles of breast cancer. This test i based on the expression o 43 genes

which are prognostic as signature in breast cancer irrespective of subtype. This test

wa also found to be prognostic i lung adenocarcinoma. Patients with high iBCR

score have much poorer overall survival than patients with low iBCR score.

In th -current study, The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) datasets for several

cancer types were investigated for three purposes. First, to determine the differences

a .the protein level between high iBCR score breast cancer cases to low iBCR score

breast cancer cases. This comparison wa also carried out for lung adenocarcinoma.

Secondly, to determine whether deregulated proteins/phosphoproteins between high

and low iBCR score tumours are prognostic. Finally, the prognostic value of the

iBCR mRNA signature and associated protein signature are prognostic in other

cancer types profiled by the TCGA.

As shown in Figure 48A&B, comparison of the reverse phase protein array

(RPPA) data between ER+ breast cancer cases with high iBCR score and low iBCR

score identified several deregulated proteins and phosphoproteins between these two

patient subgroups. Similar analysis in ER- breast cancer cases with high iBCR score

compared to those with low iBCR score also identified deregulated proteins and

phosphoproteins between these two patient subgroups (Fig.48C D) These

significantly deregulated proteins and phosphoproteins were then tested for

association with overall survival. The upregulation of 9 and down regulation of 8

proteins/phosphoproteins were highly prognostic in breast cancer (Fig.49A).

Importantly, the integration of the iBCR mRNA and protein signatures i the most

significant indicator o overall survival of breast cancer patients irrespective of

subtypes and in comparison to all know ciinicopathological indicators (Fig.49B).

Similar analysis in the lung adenocarcinoma TCGA dataset identified

proteins/phosphoproteins a e o the iBCR mRNA signature which are prognostic

as a protein signature (Fig.50A-C), The integration o the iBCR mRNA/protein

signatures were highly prognostic and outperformed the standard ciinicopathological

indicators in lung adenocarcinoma (Fig.50D&E).

Table 19 summarises the 43 genes a the mRNA level and 23

proteins/phosphoproteins in the iBCR test. The components which were prognostic



in breast cancer (Fig.48 & Fig.49) and lung adenocarcinoma (Fig.50) are labelled i

Table 19. Next, the association of the mRNA and protein/phosphoprotein levels of

the genes in Table J9 with overall survival wa tested in other cancer types. The

deregulation of mRNA and protein levels of the iBCR test components tha associate

with overall survival i summarised in Table 19. For each cancer type, the marked

components were used as a signature and the stratification of overall survival of

kidney renal clear cell carcinoma ( RC), skin cutaneous melanoma (SKCM),

uterine corpus endometrioid carcinoma (UCEC), ovarian adenocarcinoma (OVAC),

head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSC), colon/rectal adenocarcinoma

(COREAD), lower grade glioma (LGG), baldder urothelial carcinoma (BLCA). lung

squamous cel carcinoma (LUSC^ kidney renal papillary cell carcinoma (KIRP),

cervical squamous cell carcinoma and endocervical adenocarcinoma (CESC), liver

hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC) and pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC).is

shown Figures to 54.

In conclusion, the iBCR test including the mRNA and protein components

(Table 1.9) i a highly prognostic te st in all cancers tests. This test identifies

aggressive human cancers and is enriched for protein-protein interactions (Figure 55)

as well a biological functions related to the hallmarks of cancer (Table 20).



Table 19: e iBCR test components in differenl t cancers from T CGA dattasets





- denotes the association of underexpression with poorer survival (also shaded in green)



Table 20: En ch en o biological functions related to the hallmarks of cancer
in the iBCR test

6 0 ID TERM # GENES P- P- P-VALUE





EXAMPLE 4

The stud by Westin i al. (Lancet Oncol, 2014, vol 15(1)) perfomied gene

expression profiling on folLicular lymphoma patients before receiving pidilizumab

combination with rituximab. The expression of th genes i the iBCR signature

wa investigated for association wit progression free survival (PES) in these patients.

Twelve gene showed a strong association with PFS (Figure 56A) (all the genes that

associated with survival belonged to the TN component of the iBCR test). As shown

i Figure 56B, a score calculated based o the iBC signature was highly predict e

of patient survival after pidilizumab + rituximab immunotherapy. The study also

profiled eight of the patients 15 days post treatment. The expression of the genes in

the signature was compared in these patients before and after treatment. Apart from

tend towards an inversion of the expression profile in general which wa most

obvious for the one patient who survived (Figure 56C —patient number 9), one gene

(ADORA2B) was significantly different in tumours after treatment compared to that

before treatment (Figure 56D). This gene could be used to confirm response after

selection of patients based o the iBCR test.

The data presented here indicate the iBCR test ca be a companion diagnostic

for certain immunotherapy which is not surprising since the TN component includes

several immune related genes i addition to genes involved in redo reactions and

kinases.

EXAMPLE 5

A meta-analysis wa performed in Oncomine™ using breast cancer datasets

irrespective of subtypes or gene expression array platforms used. The global gene

expression profiles of breast tumor that led to metastatic or death event within 5

years were compared to those that did not and the top overexpressed (OE) and

underexpressed genes (UE) in these comparisons were selected. The commonly

deregulated genes in the primary tumor that led to metastatic and death events

(depending on the annotation of each dataset) were then interrogated usin the online

tool KM-Plotter™ (n>4000 patients with some overlap with the dataset in

Oncomine ). Genes which associated with relapse-free survival o breast cancer

patients were selected.



The 860 genes identified fro this analysis were then subjected to network

analysis using the Ingenuity Pathway Analysis ( PA software to identify functional

networks within this gene list (see Table 1 , Figure 57 shows the eleven functional

networks that contain the 860 genes identified from the meta-analysis where the

function of each network is specified and the interactions amongst these networks are

depicted with the connecting lines. Gene whose overexpression i associated with

poorer survival are marked i red and those whose underexpression i associated

with poorer survival are marked in green, Larger circle ma k genes with highes

association with patient survival in any given network.

These 860 genes identified from the meta-analysis were then filtered fo

genes with the highest association with patient survival in eac of the eleven

functional networks, From this, the selected 133 genes (listed in Table 22) from the

eleven functional networks are shown i Figure 58 (panel A where the function of

each network is displayed. Based on these networks, the 133 genes were classified to

six functional metagenes (listed in Table 22) which include: Metabolism, Signalling,

Development an Growth, Chromosome segregation/Replication, Immune response

and Protein synthesis/Modification metagenes. The association of each of these

metagenes with relapse-free survival of breast cancer patients in the KM Plotter

dataset is hown in panel B of Figure 58, Each of these metagenes were scored by

calculating the ratio of the expression level (sum or average) of the overexpressed

genes in the metagene to the expression level (sum or average) of the underexpressed

genes in the metagene. The green lines (with better survival) denote lower score

(ratio of the overexpressed to the underexpressed genes) of the metagene whereas the

red line (with worse survival) denote high score (ratio of the overexpressed genes to

the underexpressed genes).



Table 21. 860 genes associated with relapse-free survival of breast cancer

patients*



Chromosome
Cellular Growth segregation

ASF B SLC11A1 BCAP31 AFF A R B
BBS1 SMARCA2 BYSL ATP1A2 BUB1

CCL13 SNX1 CCNA2 CDC14A BUB1B

CCND2 SORL1 CCNE2 CDC27 BUB3

CDKN2A SPDEF CDC2 5 CSPG4 C20orf24

DI8AS3 STAT5B CDC45 F X 2 CCNB1

DIXDCl TAO 3 CDC6 MAG 1 CCNB2

D C 1 TGQLN2 CDCA3 MLLT10 CDC20

DO 1 THPO CDGA8 MTUSl CD 1

EP R TIMELESS CHE 1 NUP62 CENPE

FLT3 T DERL1 NXF1 CENPF

F SB TNXB DHFR P M YT1 C S

GGA2 TYR03 E2F8 RAPGEF2 C S2

HAVC 1 ULK2 ECT2 SLC25A12 FOXM1
IL1RAPL1 VPS39 GINS3 SLC8A1 KIF2C

IL6ST PIM 1 RAD51 KIF4A NUP93

JAK2 PGLD1 RR 2 MAD2L1 NUSAP1
LEPR PLK4 SKP2 XI1 NUTF2
LIG1 PSMD10 UBE2C NCAPG PL 1

LZTFL1 MCM6 ULBP2 NDC80 PRC1

M F MELK WDHD1 NUP155 PTTG1

PC MMP1 IL1RAP TPX2 SPC25

PIK3R4 MYBL2 MCM10 TTK TACC3
POU6F1 ORC6 C 2 ZWINT

NF1 PDAP1 MCM4



DNA Replication/
Recombination immune system

ALDH3A2 A DR 1 ABCAl DTX3 SARM PBK ACOT7

ATAD5 BIRC5 AHSG DYNC2H1 SIRT3 PFD A 32E

ATF5 CARHSP1 AN 3 EFCAB6 SMPDL3B PSMA2 APOBEC3B

B CENPA APOBEC3A EFNB3 SUN RNASE4 CAST

BRD4 CENPI BATF ERAP1 TTC28 R 4 1 CCT5

BRF2 E BE N EV WFDC2 S A* CCT6A

BT 3A2 CENPU BU 31 FBX041 Z Y 6 SHMT2 CCT7

CLASP2 DL6AP5 2 FBXW4 ZNF516 SLC7A5 CD36

FANCA ERCC6L C3 FCGBP GHG3 SOX CD55

FBL l EXOl CAG A 1 FCGR1A G HM TBPL1 CD 8

KIF18B FA C CAROIO FCGRIB GK TCP1 C Di

PR2 H2AFX CD163 FOS iG TOPORS CXCL8

PLXNA3 H2AFZ CD1A FRZB IGSF9B TREM1 DHCR7

PSMD2 IMPDH2 CD B GAS7 ill6 TXN DSCC1

STC2 MAPRE1 CD1C GCH1 CN A l TXNRD1 ELF3

TCF3 W1SH6 CD22 GLi3 !F13 T5A GEMIN4

TCF7L1 PML CD68 GPRASPI L GM2A

TCF7L2 POMP CD80 GREB1 LAD G S 2

TXN P P5MB4 CDK5R1 1GH LAT GSPTl

RYBP PSMB5 CFB IGHG1 LFNG HMGB3

TOP2A PS B7 CHL1 BPF10 ED12 H R

UBE2A PSMD14 C1ITA UMAl MSG H R PA

UBE2B PSMD3 CR PDE6B MX2 HPSE

PSMD7 CRP PGR MCCC2 HRASLS

CST3 PHLDA2 MRPL12 IDH2

CXCL14 PPY NAE1 K!AAOIOI

CXCR4 RL 2 NXN LGALS1



Metabolic Disease
NMEl-

AASS ENOSF1 RN2 SESN 1 CALM1 NME2

ABCC8 FAM 105A MPP2 SFI1 CAMSAP1 PARPBP

ACAP2 FAM 11 MY019 SLC35A2 CETN3 PG 1

ACSF2 FA 12QA N4BP2L1 SLC6A5 CFAP20 PLCH1

AHCYL1 FAM 129A NBEA SLC01A2 C G2 RAB22A

ALDH1A2 FAM49B NCAPD3 SPATA6 CNOT8 SFXN1

ANKHD1-

EIF4EBP3 FAM86B1 NDUFAF5 TBRG4 COGS SHMTl

ANKRD11 FCER1A NFATC1 TCTN 1 COQ9 SMC4

APOM GCC2 NOP 2 TLDC1 COR01C SNRPAl

ARL3 GLTSCR2 SUN5 TLE4 DKC1 STIL

BIN 3 GTPBP2 OSBPL1A T C DO SO SUGCT

BSDC1 HAUS5 PA TSKS E C T EM 20

BTD HDC PDK3 TSR1 ENY2 TPD52L2

BTN2A1 HOO 2 PHFg TTC12 F BP3 TRIP13

BT A3 HOXA4 PIEZO VAMP1 GGH WOR41

C12orf49 HPN PPIL2 VAMP2 GLT8D1 YIPF3

CAL HS3ST1 PPP3R1 WDR19 GRHPR 2NF593

CAMK2B HTNl PSD4 ZCCHC24 GTSE1

CA 4 HYI PUM1 ZFP36L2 HELLS

CASC1 A DL RAB30 ZMYND10 HJURP

CCDC176 IT 2C RAB6B ZNF22 C F1

CCDC25 ITPR1 RAI2 ZN F506 KDM5A

CD I E VD RAL6APA1 Z F778 KIF14

CNTRL KIAA0930 RAPGEF3 ZSCAN32 MRPL18

CPSF7 XIAA1549L RCAN1 ZZEFl PL

CROCC LAP3 RPS6KA6 ACOT13 MRPS17

CTDSPL 3 SERHL2 B9D2 NFATC3



Post-Tr ns at ona
Nucleic Aci Metabolism Modification

ABAT RECQL5 HEATR3 ABCB1 RTN1

A A RUNX1 1F 8A ACA TENCl

ALP SCUBE2 IF2 AM N TGFB3

BCAT2 SF3B1 P A2 CQL4A6 TGFBR3

BMP8A SF3B2 PA P A CSF1 ADAMS

BTRC SLC27A2 RAD51AP1 DDX11 ADM

CACNA1G SLC6A2 RFC4 FGFRl CALB2

CALCQCQl SMARCC2 RPN1 FGFR2 CTSV

CBX7 SNR P70 SEC61G GST l DBNDD1

COL14A1 SRSF7 5F3B3 GUSB FAM96B

DC E C SSX S A D5 IGF1 F R

ESRl SY P SMYD2 LRRN3 KIF11

FBX04 SYNC SPAG A P3 2 K F20A

FMQ5 TMC5 SRPK1 STl LAPTM4B

GART USP19 SUB1 YB MMP15

H6PD USP4 TAF NTRK2 RAB2A

JADE2 WSB1 TAF2 RBM5 SERPIMHl

RG1 ACTR3 TCEBl RL 1 TCEB2

T2A A P USP10

A FG ARPC4 VPS28

MAPRE2 ATAD2 W TR

iVIYOF A R A XPOT

OVA 1 CA9

S CE4A CDK7

POLE2 CEP55

PTGDS CFDP1

PTGER3 DSN1



Protein Synthesis/Modification Multiple networks
ACAAl T R3 RPS28 EIF6 SLC25A5 ABHD14A RP54XP2

ACKR1 T R7 RPS4X EPRS SLC52A2 Clorf21 RPS4XP3

AGSL6 MXD4 RPS6 ETFA SPiNl C3orfl8 SLC35D2

ADRA2A MYQZ3 SAMD4A EXOSC4 SQLE C4A SLG38A7

AGTR2 VT 1 S PA EXOSG7 STAU1 CCDC30 SPATA6L

AUISIIP NMES SLC16A5 GNB2L1 SYNCR!P CFAP69 SSX7

C2CD2 NMT1 SLC4A7 GPR56 TKT CLUL1 TNXA

CCDC170 PY1 SLC7A6 6TPBP4 T E 194A FCGR3B TPSAB1

CELSR2 NPY5R SORBS1 ILF2 TUBAIB GUSBPll TPSB2

CHAD QSGEPLl SQSTM1 KARS UBE2V1 IGHD U T1A

CREBL2 P2RY4 SRP 3 LAMA3 YWHAZ IGHJ3 WDR78

C5DE1 P2RY6 THE iS2 LRPPRC IGHV3-20 ZNF710

Z RD1-

CX3CR1 PAPPA TTLLl NDUFC1 IGHV3-23 ASl

CYR61 PDCD2 ZNF395 NELFE IGLJ3 BOLA2

DDX3X PDCD4 ABHD5 NOP56 KIAAG040 MRPL23

DHTKDl PER3 ADRBK2 QARS IR2DL1

EGOT PNP A AIMP1 RACGAP1 IR2DL3

E1F1 PTCD3 ALG3 RAD21 C0 1260

EIV1L2 PTPN.1 BRIX1 RAD23B LOC389906

EPHX2 PTPRO CDKN3 RC3H2 LRRC48

FAM 134A PTPRT CHAF1A RPL14 N BPF8

FRS3 PURA EIF3A RPL15 I SU 7

CA 1 RAMP2 EIF3B RPL29 PGAP2

LAMA2 RGS5 EIF3K RPS9 PG E

LPAR2 RHBDD3 EIF4B RPSA RBMY1J

LZTS1 RPLiO EIF4E SFPQ RBMY2MP

A OA RPL22 EIF4G1 SHCBP1 RGPD6

Genes whose overexpression is associated with poorer survival are in bold and those

whose underexpression is associated with poorer survival are underlined



Table 2 2 133 genes associated with relapse-free survival of breast cancer

patients *

ID SEQ D NO: Network ine

BRD8 1 Carbohydrate/Lip Metabo lis

BTG2 2 Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

BTN2A2 3 Carbo ydrate/Lip d Metabo1ism

KIR2DL4 4 Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabo lism

ME1 5 Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

PI 3IP 6 Carbohydrate/Lip d Metabo1is m

SEC14L2 7 Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabo lis

PSEN2 8 Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

FLNB 9 Carbohydrate/Lip d Metabo1is m

AGSF2 10 Metabolic Disease

APOM 1 Metabolic Disease

B1N3 12 Metabolic Disease

CALR 13 Metabolic Disease

CAMK4 14 Metabolic Disease

GLTSCR2 15 Metabolic Disease

ITM2C 18 Metabolic Disease

NOP2 17 Metabolic Disease

NSUN5 18 Metabolic Disease

ZMYND10 1 Metabolic Disease

ABAT 20 Nucleic Acid Metabolism

BCAT2 2 1 Nucleic Acid Metabolism

SCUBE2 22 Nucleic Acid Metabolism

SF3B1 23 Nucleic Acid Metabolism

RUNX1 24 Nucleic Acid Metabolism
ZNRD1- 25
AS1 Nucleic Acid Metabolism

ATP6V 1 26 Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

RAP2A 27 Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

CALM1 28 Metabolic Disease

CAMSAP1 29 Metabolic Disease
GETN3 30 Metabolic Disease

COG8 3 1 Metabolic Disease

GRHPR 32 Metabolic Disease

HELLS 33 Metabolic Disease

D 5A 34 Metabolic Disease

PGK1 35 Metabolic Disease

PL.GHi 36 Metabolic Disease

ZNF593 37 Metabolic Disease

CA9 38 Nucleic Acid Metabolism





8 DNA
ENPA Repiication/Recomb nation

8 1 DNA
CENPN Repiication/Recomb nation

82 DNA
EX01 Repiication/Recomb nation

83 DNA
MAPRE1 Repiication/Recomb nation

8 DN
P L Repiication/Recomb nation

APOBEC3A 85 mmune system

BATF 8 mmune system

CD1A 87 mmune system

CD1B 88 mmune system

CD1G 89 mmune system

CD1E 90 mmune system
CFB 9 1 mmune system

CXGR4 92 mmune system

EVL 93 mmune system

FBXW4 94 mmune system

HLA-B 95 mmune system
IGH 96 mmune system
KIR2DL3 9 mmune system
SMPDL3B 98 mmune system
ACOT7 99 mmune system
CD36 100 mmune system

101 mmune system

GEMIN4 102 mmune system

NAE1 103 mmune system

SHMT2 104 mmune system

TCP1 105 mmune system

TXN 106 mmune system

TXNRD1 107 mmune system

ABCB1 108 Post-Tran sIat onal odification

MVS 109 Post-Tran sIat onal Modification

RLN1 110 Post-Tran sIat onal Modification

ACAA1 111 Protein Synthes s/Mod ication

CHAD 11 Protein Synthes s/Mod ication

MTMR7 113 Protein Synthes s/Mod ication

PDCD 114 Protein Synthes s/Mod ication

RPL10 115 Protein Synthes s/Mod cati on

RPS28 116 Protein Synthes s/Mod cat on

RPS4X 117 Protein Synthes s/Mod cati on

RPS6 118 Protein Synthes s/Mod cati on

SORBS1 119 Protein Synthes s/Mod ficati on

SRPK3 120 Protein Synthes s/Mod ficati on



RPL22 12 Protein Synthesis/Modification

RPS4XP3 122 Protein Synthesis/Modification
ADM 123 Post-Translational Modification

ABHD5 124 Protein Synthesis/Modification

GHAF1A 125 Protein Synthesis/Modification
E1F3 1 6 Protein Synthesis/Modification
E1F4B 127 Protein Synthesis/Modification
EXOSC7 128 Protein Synthes s/Modif icati n
G B2L 129 Protein Synthes is/Modif icati n
LAMAS 130 Protei Synthes is/Mod if icat io n

NDUFC1 131 Protei Synthes is/Mod if icat io n

STAU1 132 Protein Synthes is/Mod if icat io n
SYNCRIP 133 Protein Synthesis/Modification

Genes whose ver xpre si n is associated with poorer survival are in bold and those

whose underexpression is associated with poorer survival are underlined



EXAMPLE 6

The preceding example identified 133 genes, assoeiated with 2 oncogenic functions,

the expression of which is strongl associated with cancer aggressiveness and

clinical outcome (Table 22). The expression of genes from this list was investigated

for association with survival in: (i) follicular lymphoma patients before receiving

pidilizumab in combination wit rituximab (Westin et al. Lancet Oncol, 2 4, vol

15(1)) (i ) colorectal cancer patients treated with cetuximab (GSE58 ; (iii) triple

negative breast cancer patients treated with cetuximab and cisplatin (GSE23428);

(iv) lung cancer patients treated with erlotinib (GSE33072); and (v lung cancer

patients treated with sorafenib (GSE33072). This analysi identified new sets of

genes, w th partial overlap to the iJBCR signature, the expression of which was highly

associated with survival i the different treatment groups (Table 23). Scores for each

patient group, which were calculated based on these gene signatures were shown to

be highly predictive o survival in these patient groups (pidilizumab + rituximab:

Figure 56E; all other treatments Figure 59).



Table 23. i gene signatures associated with survival in patients receiving

anticancer therapy.

Genes whose undererexpression is associated with a response to treatment are in bold

and those whose overexpression is associated with a response to treatment are

underlined.



SEQUENCE LISTING

The sequences set forth in SEQ ID NOs: 1-133 below correspond sequentially t the 133

genes provided in Table 22

SE 0 O l
MATG G HRL S GPTEP SIRERLGLA SSV RSGDQN SV RAI P
SE ET ETPKR -GEKGE ETVED - TAERVE L KVIKET E YRRL D- LIQ G S
RLDELCNDIATRRRLEBEEAJSVKRKATDAAYQARQ
PT EEA SGV ESEMAVASGHL S
AGPTQFTTPLASFTTVASEPPVKLVPPPVESVSQATIVMMPALPAPSSAPAVSTTESVAPVSQPDNCY
PME VGDP T S SSE SMI I KEECFRS GVAE A V G S AP .DG EE LAEKMDIAVSYTG

EESGTIFGSQIKDAPGEDEEECGVSEAASLEEPREEDQGEGYLSEMDNEPPVSESDDGFBIHNATLQS
LADSTP P SS F CSEDQEAIQA WRRAIML VWRAAAN R A L PVTDDI AFG I

RPMD S I NIE GLIRSTAEF Rr
IMQTSESGISARSLRGRDSTRKQDASER:DS\?PMGSPAFLLSLFMGHEWVWLDSEQDHPNDSELSNDCR
SLFSSWDSSLDLDVGNWRETEDPEAEELEE :SSPEREPSELLVGDGGSEESQEAARKASHQK 1LLHFLSE
VAYLMEPLCISSMESSEGeCPPSGTRQEGREIKASEGERELCRETEELSARGDPFVAEKPLGENGKPE
VASAP S. 1CTVQGL.LTESEEGEAQQE S GEDQGEVYV SEMEDQPP SGECDDAFN E PLVDT FS

S LTDLSQDDPVQD LLF I TLLPV MIAS
LS GRIR MA F RD ML FQ A\ Y DSDHHVY MAv¾ RQEV EQIQV I DRRRGSSSLEGEP
AMPVpDGRPVF

SEQ ID NO: 2
MS G GIDMLPEIAAAVGFLSSL RTRG ?SEQRLKVFSGALQ:EALTEHYKHHWFPEKPSRGSGYRCI
RINHRMDPIISRVASQIGLSQPQLHQLLPSELTLWVDPYEVSYRIGEDGSICVLYEEAPLAASCGLLI'
CKNQVLLGRSSPSKNYVMAVSS

FMVT V I IR.D YV R£¾V S S¥ LLG E E S M SA SPW V

AV IIF AV SICC IR LQREK I SGE KV EQEEKF, AQ L

F S E F S G SF
VLLrPQNGFWTLEMFGNQYRALSSPERILPLKESLCRVGVFLDYEAGDVSFYHMRDRSHIYICPRSAF
TVPVRPFFRLGSDDSPIFICPALIGASGVMVPEEGLRLHRVGTHQSL

>SEQ ID NO:
S SPTV LACLGFFL Q V A VGG

P Y RI F SF LI SPVraAimGTYRCi P SF E Si Si^lVIMVTGLYEKPSLTARPGPTV
RAGENVTLSCSSQSSFDIYHLSREGEAHELRLPAVPSINGTFQAD
E SDP SDPLPV S GNP SSS 8PTEPSFKTGIAR.HLHAVIRYSVAIIL
.WMNQEPAGHRTVNREDSDEQDPQEVTYA

L S A E SQALMG S E IALSQ TQLA 5S VPAAGI

>SEQ ID NO: 5
ME PEAF RRR X GYLLTRNPHLNKDLAF

DRYL . R KLFYRVL S KFMP YTPT G AC Q S:VFR PRG F I RG
LIlAWEEDVIRAIVVTDGERILGLGDLGCNGMGIPVGRLAtrYTACGGMNPQECLPVILDVG
DPLYIGLRQRRVRGSFYDDFLDEFMEAySSKYGMNCLIQFEDFAN^
TASVAVAGLLAALRITRMKLSDQTILFQGAGEAALGIAHLIVI^LEKEGLPKEKAIRRIWLVDSRGLI
VKGRAS L E E FA EHEE N LEAIVQ RPTALI VAA GGAF SEQIL DMAAF ERP ALS
PTSKAECS.AEQCYRI EGRAIFA.SGSPFDP P G LYPG G NSYVFPG
I ,TTAE IA QV EEGRL YPPL RD S IAE DAY E TATV EP KEAFV SQM
Y STDYD PD SWPEEVQRI QTKVDQ



>SE I NO;
MLLA VQA LV 3NMLLAEAYGSGGCF D G LYR
YGB¾PDEDPRGPWCYVSGEAGVPEKBPCEDLRCPETTSQALPaFTIEI.QEA
I R SE AAV V R VRM SKE K D GTLG YV LG TMM V I A AG ILGYS Y RG LKE QH

VCEEE L SAETN TCEI DE TVVV SQ PVDPQEG TPL GQ.AG PSA

>SEQ ID NO:
SGRVGDLSPR KEA.LA FRE V LPALP

D S QPPEX Q YL GGMCGYD LDGC

T PFL EDTR IMVLGA KEV L RISP DQ E GG T PDGNP C SKIN GG IP YYV
VK YE aV ISR SS VEYEILFPGGVLR QF SDGADVGFGIFL I GERQRAGE IE LP Q:

RYN L EDG CSD VLRFD SF . A V F LLPD BE E LGAGTP

>SEQ D N O

MLTFMASDSEE EV CDERI S M SAESP RS QEGRQGPE D GE T Q R S.E EE DGEEDP DR VC3GV
PGRPPGLEEELTLKYGAKHVIMLFVPVTLCMIVWATIKSVRFYTEKNGQLIYIPFTEDTPSVGQRLL
NSVLNTLIMISVIVVMIIFLVVLYKYRCYKFTHGWLIMSSLMLLFLFT^
L L V .FGAV G V I ¾ G;P.L.VL(2QAYLI

L M ET¾QE NEP:IFP L SSAI VWTV G K L P SS.Q G L. L P D PEMEED.S;YDSFGEPS;YPEV
EP LTGYPGE ELEE EEERGVKL LG D I YSV G AAA SGD NI LACFVA GLC TL A
FKKALPALPISITFGLIFYFSTDNLVRPFMDTLASHQLYI

>SEQ ID NO: 9

PV TEKDL ffi AP TFTR CNE L CV RIG LQTDLSDGLRL-TA LEV SQ R R
RPTFRJ3MQLENVSVALEFLDRESIKLVSIDSKAIVDGNLKLILGLVWTLILHYSISMFVWEDEGDDDA
KKQTPKQRLLGWIQNKIPYLPITNFNQNWQDGKALGALVDSCAPGLCPDWESWDPQKPVDNAREAMQQ

D LG EE ¾ E S S P G L L R GRG E M
QPAKFTVBTISAGQGDWVFVEDPEGNKEE
SPFEVSVDKAQGDASKyTARGPGLEAVGNI^

KG VYRCVY PMG GPHVV FF
VDTKAAGSGELGyrMKGPKGLEELVKQKDFLDGvYAFEYYPSTPGRYSIAITWGGHHIPKSPFEVQVG
PEAGMQWRAWGPGLHGGIVGRSADFVVESIGSEVGSLGFA
PGE YAVH MCDDE D DS YMAF I PA GGYNP LVR YGPGL E S CI LAE TVDPKDAG A
RIFAQDGEGQRIDIQMRNRMDGTYACSYTPVKAIKH^
GPGVERSGLKAJSEPIHFTVDCTEAGEGDVS?GIRCDAR:VLSEDEED

GRYTIKVLFASQETPASPFRVKVDPSHDASKVKAEGPGLSKAGVENGKPrHFTVYTKGAGKAPLNVQF
N SP LP GD D D YDY SH TV Y TPT GNM

ENRVEVGKDQEFTVDTRGAGGQGKLDVTILSPSRKVVPCLVTPVTGRENSTAKFIPREEGLYAVDVIY
DGHPVPGSPYTVEASLPPDPSKVKAHGPGLEGGLvGKPAEFTIDTKGAGTGGLGLTVEGPCEAKIECS
DNGDGTCSVSYLPTKPGEYFVNILFEEVHTPGSPFKA

DCSEAGPGALGLEAVSDSGTKAEVSIQNNKDGTYAVTYVPLTAGMYTLTMKYGGELVPHFPARVKVEP
AVD SR I V GPGI.EG .DVFREAT FTVDSRPL VGGD ¾ NP GA S ECFVTDNA GTY V
EYTPFEKGLHWEVIYDDVPIPNSPFKVZWTEGCQPSRvQAQGPGLKEATTNKPNVFTV

LG TVEGPSE SKI CRD D S S EYIPFAPGDYDV
PGLGSGVRARVL<2SFTVDSSKAGLAPLEVR\?LGPRGLVEPVNWDNGDGTHTVIYTPSQEGPYMVSVK
YADEETPRSPFKVKVLPTYDASKVIASGPGLSSYGVPASLPVDFAIDARDAGEGLLAVQITDQEGKPK

RAIVH DNKDGTYAVTYIPDKTGRYMIGVTYGGDDIPLSPYRIRATQ.TGDASKCLAT.GPGIASTVKTGE

EvGFVVDAKIAGKGKVTCTVLTPDGTEAEADVIENEDGTYDIFYTAAKPGTYVIYVRFGGVDIPNSPF
TvM TDGEV AVEEAPV LACPPGFRPVVTEEAYVPVSDM GLGFKPFDLV IF AVRKGETTGEV MP
GKIA PEIVDt DGTVIVRYAPTEVGLHEMHIKYMGS IPESPL FYVNYPNSGSV SAYGPGLVYGVA

IATF VTEDAGEGGLDLAIEGPS.KAEIS.CIDNKDGT CTVTYLPTLPGDY SI.LVKYNDKHIPGSPF
A KI DDSRRC SQ K GS DF E L L SI A RDE CLL R LP N IG SF IP EV

EHLV GNHVAN3PVS ff QSEIG-DARRAKVYGRGLSEGRTFEMSDFIVDTRDAGYGGIS:LAVE
GPSKVDIQTEDLEDGTCKVSYFPTVPGVYIVSTKFADEHVPGSPFTVKISGEGRVKESITRTSRAPSV
ATVGS CDL K PE SSD SAHVTS S RV TEA E VPMGR SHCVRF QEMG TVSVKYRGQH V
TGSPFQFTVGPLGEGGAHKVRAGGPGLERGEAGVPAEFSIWTREAGAGGLSIAVEGPSKAEITFDDHK

NGSCGV S IA EPGNYEVSI E IPE PYLV IAP DDARRLTV SLQESG V PASFAIRL
NGAKGKIDAKVHSPSGAVEECHVSELEPDKYAVRFIPHENGVHTII/VKFNGSHVVGSPFKVRVGEPGQ
AG PAL TGLEGGTTGIQSEFFINTTRAGPGTLSVTIEGPSKVKMDCQETPEGY



Y /I SV YGGP H
S GAG AF G ESSF OS A M
V EE IPGSPF VTVP

>SEQ ID NO Q

MA YVGMLRL GRLC GSSGVLGARAAL SR SWQE.ARLQGVRF LSS EVDRMVS T GGLSYVQGC TK H
NS T G C ETTA RV

A
K QRLP D TT S DAP PGTLLLDEWAAGS TR LDQLQYNQQF L SCHDPINI FTSGTT S G

ATLSHYNIVNNBNILGERLKLHEKTPE
ALE SR ERGTF YGTPTMFVD I NQP D
GTTENSPVTFAHFPEDTvEQKAESVGRIRPHTEARTJ4MMEAG

QKTEEAVDQDKWYWTGDVSTMNEQGFGKIVSRSKDMIIRQGENIYPAELEDFFHTHPKVQEVOVVGVK
DD GEElCA TRL DGEETTVEE I AFC G F IP YIVFVINYP T G IQKF

>SEQ ID NO i

MFHQIWAALLYFYGIILNSIYQCPEHSQLTTLGVDGKEFPEVHLGfSWYFIAGAAPTKEEEATFDPVDN
IVF MAAG A L A RM DG C PR STDLRTEGRPDMRTELFSSSCPGGIMLNE

> SE I N 12
S IPF I:G P KQIVPKT E DFE E YG LQQ LEE QT I K STD¾ D S S.AV I.S. DL LS

N E 'D D LLN V TA DTA RMDA FNQE V NQ T I
QA KV E YEE K TGPV A HQAREE P

QVVY Y SE K GDL3H Q D PG SDEQRE RENEAK1.SERRAL S ADD

E ID NO: 3

MLLSVPLLLGLLGI-AVAEPAVYFKEQFLDGDGWTS
S DARFYA SA FEPF KG T V V F

C PG VHV IF KG V I KD I K E TH YT I. P D TYEV K ID SQV S E P
PKKIKDPDASKPEDWDERAKIDDPTDSKPEDWDKPEHIPDPDAKKPEDWDEE^GEWEPPVIQNPEYK

GEWKPRQITOPDYKGTOIJBPEIDNPEYSPPPSIYAYDNFGVLGJ-DLWQVKSGTIFDNFLITNDEAYAE
EFGNET GVT AAE Q D DEE R EEEED R EEEEAEDKEDDE DEDEEDEEDKEE
VPGOAKDEL

>SEQ ID NO: 14
MLKVTVPSCSASSCSSVTASAAPGTASLVPDYWIDGSNRDALSDFFEVESELGRGATSIVYRCKQKGT

Q P YA V TV D K IV RTE GV
SERDAADAy EA AY E
PGYCAPET LRGCAYGPE vDM SVG ΤΥΙ LLCGFEPFYDERGDQFMFRRI L CEYYF I P DEVSLN
K I T Q
SASSSHGSIQESHKASRDPSPIQDGNEDMK&IPEGEKIQGDGAQAAVKGAQAELMKVQALEKVKGADI

NAEEAPKMVPKA\¾DGIKVADLELEEG

>SEQ ID NO:
tiAAGGSGVGGKRSSKSDADSGFLGLRPTSVDPALRRRRRGPRNKKRGWRRLA.QEPLGLEVDQFLEDVR
LQERTSGGLLSEAPNEKLFFVDTGSKEKGLTKKRTKVQKKSLLLKKPLRVDLILENTSKVPAPKDVLA
QVPNA KLR KE L E K.GELPREVRRAQARL PSAT A PGPQDTVEI FYD ¾S NP D :

PLyGQ:DEFFLEQTRKKGvKRPARM

E LER A PATE A A QE TF QELGEG LEE SDGEG EP GQ EGPEA GDAEV CP- PAR LATTE KTEQ
.QRRREKAVHR RV QAALRAAR R QE FR RGIKA VA RLA ELARRQRRR ARREAEAD P RRLGR

L A DJ V LS E I S R PEG N ILRDRF SF R R IEPRE RA FKRKY V VE R AFRE I
Q

>SEQ ID NO:

MVRISFQPAVAGIKGDKADKASASAPAPASATEILLTPAREEQPPQHRSRRGGSVGGVCYLSMGMWL

LMGLVFASVYI YRYFFLAQLARDNFFRCGVLYEDSLSSQVRIQMELEEDVKI YLDENYERINVPVPQF

GGGDPADIIHDFQRGLTAYHDISLDKCYVIEI^TTIVLPPRNFWEL

TEHVSDKEALGSFIYHLCNGKDTYRLRRRATRRRINKRGAK^



>SEQ ID N : 7
GRE P E R

EA PG L SA V AGK G
DADTVJDDyGADSNSEDEEEGEALLPIERAARKQKAREAAAGIQWSEEETEDEEEEKEVTPE
EAD L I VD EE PP GE E D PD VHK I DIVG-IL DF AQ EEGRS SEY NRL
DLAIYYS-YGDFLLGKLMDLFPLSELVEFLE¾NEVPRPVTLRTNTLKTRRRD,LAQ,¾LINRGVNLDPLGK
S SSVP GATP Y P APQERERI K SYMAQ N

TG I A ANAER SV G LHR GVT TI S GRQFP GGFDR LDAPCSGTG S DPAV
N DE D LRCA LQ E SA SVNATSK GGYL CS EE E VVDYALK R VRLVPTG

DFGQEGFTRFRERRFHPSLRSTRRFYP
IP E SS PAK A GAA T QQLQ Q PK A
QPAGKAEGIREFI^VTGKLKQRSPKU^
LGRAKGVEKQQLPEQPFEKAAFQKQHDTPKGPQPPTVSPIRSS

>SEQ ID N 1B
MGLYAAAAGyLAGVESRQGSIKGDVYSSNFQNVKQLYALYCETQRYSAVLDAVIASAGLLRAEKKLRP
H A V YE LI G GFR GGGGR A I GRH

FVRVNItKTCSDDVVDYFKRQGFSYQGRASSLDDLRALKGKHFLLDPLMPELLVFPAQTDLHEHPDYR
AG ILQDRAS CLP ML DPPPGSHVI DACAAPGNKT SH AA KNQGKIFAFDLDAKRLASMATLLA

RAGV CE AEEDFL SPSDPRY EV Y
ALC A FPSLQR V S C EE E v RDALQ NPGAFRLAPA P P RG .STFPGAEHGlRAS
PETTL SSGFFVAVI ERVE PR

>SEQ ID NO :1
MGDLE LPGEAEVLVRGLRSFPLREMGSEG Q E LE L MQAILD TVS GEPI
P LVEE .1 AVE F VED K TF Y VV S IKLLETVFFHKE VCESAEDTVLD
LVD CHRK TLLVA SGCGGPPEGEGSQDSNPM E QAEL EFEIA KALS LRYITDCVDS S S
LSRMLS N PC VE E SP SRREGG L QFEGSR IVAPSEQ SKLDG V IALYNLLLS

PEA AR Y L FA GR L LRA F

LERENRGK A IA Q V SPSE DLRI A
NE Ye REC V H E GKTC LAAQGDRA

> SE ID NO ;2

SM Q ACS QHSY t-VPGSR I ¾ KV VEFOT G P ¾ W IIQNA
EAVHFFCNYEESRGNY VDVDGNR D S SS
E FV R SL VAPKG S T GS SNE AL FMWYRSPCERGQRGFSQEELETCMINQAPG
CPDYSILSFMGAFHGRTMGCLATIHSKAIHKIDIPSFDWPIAPFPRLKYPLEEFVKENQQEEARCLEE
VEDLlV YR TVAG I EPI SEGGDN ASDDFFRI¾ RDIAR HGCAF VDEVQIGGGCTG F A
E G:DDPAD TFS: MT6GFF EEFRPNAPYRIFNTW

AaAGKALLTGLLDLQARYPQFISKVRGRGXFCSFOTPDDSIRNKLILIAS^KGVVLGGCGDKSIRFRP
T VFRD HA F IF S D LADFK

>SEQ ID NO;

A AAALGQI AR LI p»LLCGP R YAS:SSF .AA DI, LEMIQ
E ND G G PRI P Q T PASSS YSL FEGM AFKG DQOVR FRP L

PSFDKLBLLECIRRLIEVDKDWVPBAAGTSLYVRPVLIGNBPSLGVSQPTRALLFVILCPVGAYFPGG
SVTPVSLLADPAFIRAWGGVGNYKLGGNYGPTVLVQQEALKRGCEOVLWLYGPDHQLTEVGTMNIFV
YWTHEDGVLEWTPPLNGVILPGVVRQS

CQ CPVHRI Y D NL IPT E G ELI FQKELKEIQYG A E F V

>SEQ ID NO: 2
MGVAGRNRPGAAWAVLLLLLLLPPLLLLAGAVPPGRGRAAGPQEDVDECAQGLDDCHADALCQNTPIS

YKCSGKPGYQGEGRQCEDIDECGNE.L.NGGCVHDCL.NIPGNYRCTCFDGFMLAHDG.HNCLPVDECLENN
G CQH CVNVMG EC EGFF S NQH C H
ELAKNORDCILTCNHGNGGCQHSCDDIADGPECSCFIPQYKMHTDGRSCLEREDTVLEVTESNT

GDKR¥KRRLLMETCAVNNGGCDRTCKDISTGYHCSCPVGFTLQLDGKTCKDIDECQTRM

IVGSFDCGCKKGFKLLTDEKSCQDVDECSLDRTCDHSCINHPGTFACACNRGYILYGFTHCGDINECS

INNGGCQQVCVNTVGSYECQCHPGYKLHWNKKDEVEVKGLLPTSVSPRVSLHCGKSGGGDGCFLRCHS

I S V T I SVTF NEG L

GRPSTPKEKFITVEFELETNQKM?TASCDLS:CIVKRTEKRLRKAIRTLRKA\N

AKKPPRTGERQAE SCGVGQGHAENQGVSCRAGTYYDGARBRCILCP-NGTFQNEEGQMTCEPCPRPGNS



EIRvQCSPGHFYNXIIHRCIRCPVGiYQPEFGK¾^
G ESP P YPS EC

IylKALFDVLABPQNYFKYTAQESREMFPRSFIRLLRSRVSRFLRPYK

>SEQ I NO: 3
MA A E IRAQI E G AA DEAQG G ST DQE YGG SD RFAG YVX AAXE EDD

DYSSSTSLLGQKKPGYHARVALLNDIPQSTEQYDPFAEHRPPKIADREDEYKKHRRTMIISPERLDPF
ADGG XF JF MN R IY ¾
DQTPGA TPR SS¾ AF RPGHTPS R DE

XPGHAIPG GGAX SA R R DEIP IERD PG GS
PA SQ GGS.TP TP G PIGTPA ATP TPGHI S TP EQ QA R EREI

PEGY PPPAGY RTPARKLTATPTPLGGMTGFHMQTEBRXMKSVNBQPSGNLPFLK

KLLVDVDEST.LSPEEQKERKI>IKLLLKI,KNGTPPMRKAALRQITDKAREFGAGPLFNQ:ILPLLMSPTL

EDQERHLLVKVIDRILYKLDDLVRPYVHKIL¥VIEPLLIDEDYYARVEGREIISSLAKAAGLATMIST

M
P LRS. EIIE G V DEQQR R T SA A AA AEAA PYGIE SF SVL P : G IRQHRG GLAAF L :
AIGYLIPLMDAEYANYYTREVMLILIREFSSPDEEMKKIVLKWKQCCGID

HF Q R A DRRNYR

DHKLEEQ:LIDGILYAF :QEQTTEDSWLNGFGTWNALGKRVKPYLPT^ICGTV

OLISRTAVVMRTCQEEKLMGHLGVVLYEYLGEEYPEVLGSILGALRAIVNVIGMHKMTPPIRDLLPRL
PIL NR E V QE CIBL GR IA DR GAEYV SARE MR ICF EL E L A A IRRATV TF

GPHDVL AT LN.NL.KVQERQNRVCXXV A VAEICSPFTVLP ALMNE YR PELNV NGVL S SF FE

Y EMG Y Y A TPL JEDAL DRD V R TASAV ?QH S GVYGFGGE

V QA GA LEG P A P R LQYC QGIFHPARKVRD

NIYIRYELDYIL

>SEQ NO :24
MRIPVDASTSRRFTPRSIALSPGKMSEALPLGAPDAGAALAGKLRSGDRSM^EVLADHP
NF C P H R XL IAF
VGRSGRGKSFILIITVFINPPQVAIYHRAIKXTVDGPREPRRHRQKLDDQIKPGS.LSFSERLSELEQL

RRT V SP PA TP PRA S ST N QP SQ T QI P SPP SYD S ' LGiS SP SV P
TPISPGRASGMTTLSAELSSRLST.APDLTAFSDPRQFPA
S?M SATRYHTY PPPYPGSS A GGPFQA ; SYHLYYGA SAGSY

S SA l P S PN S VEAEG SHSN SP N APSARLE EAVWRP Y

>SEQ ID NO: 25
MEE T SVEG K.Q CL fiEREMK ER TG AGEF NKP :VL P ET LP l PEG GI
AQ RKQVN REQ Q KD ER RGRE A Q I E LR S SQ LT E HERVKEI E ERVIA L
FQPCSRSRIKVSILMDKSQNGEKWIIVKPYQRKFLAMPPFLRSQIGKIRD

>SE ID NO; 6

SRAS Y NLKGN LERK -GS LXRS AEIV KDDFV SE LV LVV ND YETL
AE PRSSNVLSED DSy C I FRKAVDDFRHKAREN F IVRDFQYNEEE KADREEMNRLSIDK

FGP VR KVNF SEAFIA I VR ALR VESV RYGLPVNF AM L PN XLK REV ELY
HLDS SAAAI IDAPMD I N QE Y ID L EF

>SEQ ID NO: 7
MREYKWVLGSGGVGKSALXVQFVIGXFIERyDPIIEDFyRKEIEVDSSPSVLEILDIAGXEQFASMR
D YI NGQGFIL V SFQDI

i3W© P E.TS S T V E .F&E VR &AQP PPCCSA IQ

>SEQ ID NO: 28

RADQLIEEQIAEEKEAFSLFDKDGDGXIXXKELGXVMRSLGQNPXEAELQDMINEVDADGNGXIDFPE
FLTMMARKMKDXDSEEEIREAFRVFDKDGNGYISAAELRHVMXNLGEKLIDEEVDEMIREADIDGDGQ

YEEFV M TAK.

>SEQ ID NO: 9



VDASGRA AE MEAPP GA P yPL
YEQF¾IKPPVIRLLL.S:SELYCRVCSLILK^

EKEVKLKQQLLESPAHQKVRYRRERLSARQSPYFPLLEDLMR
LKEVT A Y . L R NEYL KCF LTLED L A V KP ¾ V EL FE PDFV P
RDVQELKDAKTVLHQKSSRPPVPrSNATKE-S-FLGSPAAGTLAELQPPVQLEAEGCHRHYLHPEEPEYL
GKGTAAFSPSHPLLP R Q S EDIP Q RSNS RVDG PRGA IA PEK T PA S PTPFA
LHHAAS CEVDPSSGDSISLARS.I:SKDSLASNI:VNLTPQNQPHPTAIKSHGKSLLSNVSIEDEEEELVA

R DVV QA DP FPRA SPRA GLTA A

DER GEGR PR RR P E GP P

GPLALGGFDPFPQGPSTDGFFLHA' GRADEPTEGRL^
E DP GEA HP F SRY IGEEE SA KL ED

FAERKI:QRLNSC:ETKS:ST.SSSQKTTPDASESCPAPLTTWRQKREQSPSQEGKB'F ¾SLLASELVQLHMQ:

E RR A EA K EA LSARQR GKAAFL V G AEA PP R

KTEDFLVKEEQREELLHEPQPVDKES-LAFAQQHKAKDPVALHELERNKVISAALLEDTVGEWDVNEC.

L S EK NE IS IL E Q S P GS SQ K P F E S R

R S R E. S T T S T L P SS T P D LE

SGDPHSKCLFDS YR E S QR TL S DA ILSE SL

EFLRSRASLIEVDLSDLKAPPEPGELVSLDGSADLVSEGDQKPGVGFFFKDEQKAEDE

KQQRKAEEARVRKQQLEAEVELKRPEARRKAEEDRVRK^

PKSKPKKPRPKSVHREESGSDSGTKCSSTPDNLSRTQSGSSLSLASAAT-TEPESVHSGGTPSQRVESH

EA LP ILSRNPS STD D ETA SA S A SWAE GP L KEP SS N P II NA IS C AG V IEPH

JS LE E CDA Y FR DAGC FR&L YPDTE Y G TGPK M D Y Y-S.SDR Q
F LIPA IMS V A QFKR AV IR

>SEQ ID NO: 30
MSLA RSEL PKIKR<KRRELSEEG <QE
ILKDYDREAIGKXXFEPFNEVVTPWILERPPHEEILKAFKLFPPDDSGKI SLRNLRRVARELGENMSD:
EE R M IEEF K GDGE NQE IA M GD

>SEQ I NO: 31

MATAAIIPSV&XATAAALGEVEDEGLLASLFRDRFPEAQWRERPDVGRYLRELSGSGLERLRREPERL
AEERAQLLQeTRDLAFANYKTFIRGAECTERIHRLFGDVEASLGRLLDRLPSFQQaCRNFVKEAEEIS
SNRRM S NR TEIL I E P LMPXCVP

LM Q R TN I-QLPACLRVIGYLRRMDVFTEAELRVKFLQARDAWLRS ILTAIPNDDPYFHIT

S : Q & E v Q SQ ½ T G G
HLDSLLGQCMYFGLSFSRVGADFRGQPAPVFQRVAISIFQKAIQEIVEKFQEEMNSYMLISAPAILGX
SNMPAAVPAIQPGTLQPPMVLLDFPPLACFLNNILVAFNDLRLCCPvALAQDVTGALEDALAKVTKII
LAFH RAKE AAF SSGEQELFVQF CXVF LEDLVPY NR L LFP P XA Q L I Q YGN GHVN

EPLA LPKREX LFXL.DDQALGPE L APAPEPPAEEPRLE GPACPEGGRAE TQAEPP SVGP

>SEQ ID NO: 3 2
MR R M VF XRRI EGRV¾ AR ADCEVEQ DSDE E ERG AGA G LCL SPHVPKRI L.
IAAGANLK SX SVGIP LA DEXKKRGIRVGY
GWISWKPLWLCGYGLXQSXVGIlGLGRIGQAI.¾RRLKPFGVQRFirYXGRQPRPEEAAFFQAEFVSXPE
LA Q DFIVVA S XPAIE CN DFF
PEPLPINHFLLXLKMCVILPHIGSAIHRIRMXMSLLAANNLLAGLRGEPMPSELKL

>SEQ ID NO: 3 3

MP ERPAG GGSEAPA EQL TAy TFA LEEEE
: EK SNI SKF TK E EE K KE K ERKKE VK
NISEVHSKEEILSVAKKNKRENEPENSSSINLCV^
NGSPVPF P HFTGGV R EG E DRML ENGINGILADE G G XV

P L¥CGP S LPN¾ A-EE RFTPIiI MlY' GX EERQ
NA QH Y KY DEGHRI N CR
KSF S F I S SE ΧΑ DIIAKERE QN LH ILXPFLLRRL KSD LE PPERE VVYA LSKKQ
EXFYXAXVNRIIANMFGSSEKEIIELSPIGRPKRRXRKSINYSKIDDFPNELEKLISQIQPEVDRERA
WEVNIPVESEVNLKLQNIMMLLRKeeNHPYLIEYPIDPVXQEFKIDEELVXNSGKFLILDRMLPELK
KRG V FS M SML MD
I AA TV D D NP S



KNHFKGGQS GLNL SK FL DFKE LMEL K 3R YERE KGSREKVI SDKDLE LL R S DQMNAS G

K .G K L ENSEDSSPE LF

>SEQ ID NQ;34
MAGVGPGG A EFVPPPEC E EE PLSF' R PIAE TG K RPP D PP

RF TPRV QP E EA TRVRLDFL A F ELQG S LK IPVVE R I DLYA S
K SK GSR GYLPGEGTGSLLKSH ERI YPYE FQSGvSL G
PEPGTRMNILPKRTRRVKXeSESGD^SRNTELKKbQrFGAGPKVVGLAMGTKDKEDEVXRREKVTNRS
DAF M R R G SV FVDLYVC
VAEΕCSKPRE FGFEQAVRE Y LQ SFGE ADNF S YFNMP V HMVP ELVEKEFWRLVS S EED VE
YGADiS:S DFGSGFPV .DGRRKILPEEEEYALSGWM
F P HTEDH SYS N LH GEPKi YGVPS

E G 7PVY N C G VT P
HEE F AADPE LDVGLAA C E XL IEEEIRLRESVVQ GV
TXCF SA TCSC PERLVCLYHPXDL PC R RYPLEDLP LYGVK A SYDT S V E
A SA FNHKK R MLEDAEDR i PEN

XRIKLIVEELKAFyQQLFSLPCv S A
¾ ¾ PE PRLKQEL Q AR DEVRL X SDP QVILDVM DSGVGL A HHAVEKA AEL LLXVS
ER EEKA V LQARPRH SV SLESIVNEAKN I AFLP LSLKEAL QKAREWXAKVE QSGS YAYL
EQLESI JSAKGRPIPVRLEALPQ

RR KVKE EKEKEKD DLEPLSD EEGLEEXRDXAM VAVFKERE E EAM SLRAAN
RIEEVOTCICRKXASGFMLQCELCKDWFHNSCVPLPKSaSQKKGSSWQAKEVKFLCPLCMRSRRPRLE
XILSLLVSLQKLPVRLPEGEALQCLXERAMSWQDRARQALAXDELSSALAliLSVLSQRMVEQAAREKX
EKIISAELQKAAANPr)LQGHLPSFQQSAFNPa ?VSSVS5nSPRQXMDYDDEEXDSDEDI
ASVKSSSSLEPNLFCDEEXPIKSEEWXHi^fXA^SFCAEHAYSSAS
SLEPFVLEL SPGA AQLEE M VGBLLEVSLDEXQ.H R QAI PPSEDRFLHI MBDD SMEEKPLKV
GKDSSE R R LE E LFGEG QKS ELKK DKPRK LKLGADKSKE LA KLA EEERK

KEKAAAAKVELVKESXEKKREKKVLDIPSKYDWSGAEESDDENAVCAAQNCQRPCKDKyDWyQCDGGC
E FHQV GVSPE AEN EDYICIN CA K. GPVSPGPAPPPSF MSYKLFME DL EXS

>SEQ ID NO: 35
S S KL L V GKRVV RVDF VP K N IINNQRI KAAVP S KFC DNGAKSWLMSHLGRPD

GVPMPDKYSLEPVAVELKSLLGKDVLFLKDC^VGPEVEKACAiiPAAGSVILLENLRFHVEEEGKGKDAS
GNKVKAEPAKIEAFRA-SLSKLGDVYVNDAFGXAHRAHSSM
ERPFLA LGGAKVA.DK QL NNMLDKVNEMI IGGGMAF XFLKVLNNME I ISLFDEEGAK I DLMSK
AEKNGVKIILPVDFVTADKFDENAKTGQATYASGTPAGWGLDCGPESSKKYAEAVTRAKQIVWNGPV
GVFEWEAFARGXKALMDEWKAXSRGCIIIIGGGDXAICCARWXEDKVSHVSIGGGASLELLEGRVL
PGVDA S I

>SEQ ID NO: 36
MADLEVYKNLSPEKVERGMSVMQSGXQMIKLKRGXKGLVRLFYLDEHRXRLRWRP
lYKVXEGRQSEIFHRQAEGNFDPSCCFXIYHGNHMESLDLIISNPEEARIWIXGLKYLMAGISDEDS.L
S R R D KQ FEEAD G GL NIEE KL V PRRKVR F EA E GTL FEEF
CVFYKM SLRRDLYL L YS KKD TVE
LGIEGFTMFMRSPACDIFNPLHHEVYQDMDQFLCNYYIASSHNTYLTGDQLLSQS KVDMYARVLQEGC.
RCVEVD GPD EPVV GYT TS FR VVE N FV NEFPVI S E HCS QQQR IA YL
KGIFGDKLDLSS :VDIGECKQLPS.PQSLKGKILVKGKKLPYHLGDDAEEGEVSDEDSADE lEDECEFKL

S G TEHQVE SF R LLKES DKEDPDSF vRALLKAXHE L A L QS DVKESGKKS
GRSLMTNFGKHKK.TTKSRSKSYSTDDEEDTQQSTGKEGGQLYRLGR¾RKTMKLCRELSDLV Y NSVA
AQ IVD GT GNVLSF SETRAHQX Q SEQF NQ Q TRIYPSAYR SS F PLPY AGC 7

AL Y S GRt' NRAKFKA G' CGYVLKP QMCKGTFNPFSGDPLPANPKKQL LKV GQQLP PP
DSMFGDRGEIIDPFVEVEIIGLPVDGGKDQTRVVDDNGFNPVWEETLTFTVHMPEJALVRFLVWDHDP
IGR DFV G R T T S VPGYR V YLEG EA S F VH N YG W SP ILNP SY ILHF LGA R
LQGLKGLF KNPRH SEN S V IRSI D I RRXASAPAKGRK K
QDGVLRRXXRS L ARPVS P DR LGALSL SE KD EGKE S AEDKDGRRKGKAS KDPHFLN
F K SSSALLH D S G TI STAHMSVTGEQLGM S.PRGGRTTSNATSNCQENPCPSKS LSPK
LAPDP QDLHGVK KEKGNPE DFVEGKSI SGS LSHSNLE I LEG RGKGRAA SFSLSDV

SMLCSDTPDLHSXAILQESV I HLIDNVXLXNENEPGSSISALIG FDEINN ALXVVSHL NXSVMS
GHC L SLG LKM GF C GK SKS LC S E IAL SSSE KHAXNX E XC l XKPDDD S

AK AALE L SPN S G LP S KGE E LKSCS P SSP L L AD SGE SL

GE SEN TC YRREG S IA SPLK LKYN GVVEH QRGLR G YC E R SVPEIF IQDVK



Q YQG F
DLTS I C C
DA LPRAL V .SSRS S V SRAKE KQEA KVPNP SNGA VVLRNKP S P PAV R STG

SYIAGYLKNXKGGGLEGRGIPEGACTALHYO^

>SEQ ID NG:37
GRSRRTGAHRAHSLARQMKAKRRRPD1.DE IHRELRPQGSARPQPDPNAEFDPDLPGGGLiiR CLA

YFIDSINLKTHFRSKDHKKRLKQLSYEPYSQEEAERAAGMGSYVPPRRLAVPIEVSTEVPEMDIST

>SE ID NO: 38
MAP LC SP LP I A P AP GL TVQ

EDSPREEDPPGEEDLPGEEDLPGEEDLPEVKPICSEEEGSLKL

D;Q;SHWRYGGDPPWPRVSPACAGRF;QSPVDIRPQLAAFGPALRPLELLGFQLPPLPELRLRNNGHS :VQL.

TLPPGLEMALGPGREYRALQLHLHMGAAGRPGSEHTVEGHRFPAEIHVVHLSTAFARVDEALGRPGGL

AVLAA EEGPEENS YE LSR EE,IAEEGSETQVPG.DI.SA LPSDFSRYFQ.¥EGS TTPPCA GV

X TVF QTV LSAKQL TLSD L GPGDS LQ NF:RAT PLNGRV IEASFPAGVDSSPRAAEPV L -S
C A GD I A I 'FGLLFAVTSFAFI v'QMRROHRRGIKGGvSYRPAEVAETGA

>SEQ ID M :
S R S K DL IK G SKP S SK ET

E EKNA YQ TE I¾ I RLRDQ: K RY STT E :LEETTREGERREQVLKALSEEKDVLKQQLAAAT

SP¾I AE E SKTN T R I-S: VA P F SS E E DA LE K Q LV YD QR E 'YVKGLLAKIFE

XE T AA P QQ .K PESE G YL EEK K D A SA D EV E RQ L S EL SEFR R E E

Q V Q LY S RRA DV EDDR TE K IQ REEN XA GK E EE R SEE L S V QF YX SX

QEE XRVA LE A CIL DFENE KI R HV HV I E LR A R Q E S.LKQLHEFAXXEP

LVXFQGEXENREKVAASPKSPXAALNESLVEGPKCNIQYPAXEHRDLLVHVEYCSK

SE I NO :4
EEFDSEDFSX SEE E P S GE SE V ELV EDE DGEE i QGKKRKAQ SI ARKRRQGG L

SLEEEEEEDANSESEGSSSEEEDDAAEQEKGIGSEDARKKKEDELWASFLNDVGPKSKVPPSXQVKKG
EETEEXS K V A EE EKP EKVKIX D
VPSALPSLPAGSGLKRSSGHSSLLGKIGAKKQKM.SXLEKSKLDWESFKEEEGIGEELAIHNRGKEGYI
ERKAF LDRVDHRQF EI RDLRL 8K KP

>SEQ ID NO : 1
MQAFLKGXSISXKPPLTKDRGVAASAGSSGENKIKAKPVPWVEKYRPKCVDEVAFQEEVVAVLKKSLEG

ADLPNLLFYGPPGIGKXSTILAAARELFGPELFRLRVLELNASDERGIQVVREKVKNFAQLIVSGSRS
DGKPCPPFKIVILDEADSMXSAAQAALRRXMEKESKXXRFCLieNYvSRIIEPLXSReSKERFKPLSD:
K QQ-R D A E-N l rE5 AYLV ¾S:EGDLRKAIXELQSAXRLXGGKEIXEKVlXDlAGVlPAE
KIDGVFAACQSGSFDKLEAVVKDLIDEGHAAXQLVNQLHDWVENNLSDKO

GADEHLQLI SL AIVM LSQ C

>SEQ ID NO;
M GV EPA RM NRK KGDK GFE R P YKI TH V

Q R I RV R I DIIE.A F I¾ N P I EVCHSE 3KQRNLNYFSNAYAAAVSAVDPDAGNGELCIKVPSELWK

HVDELKVLRIHINFSLDQPKGGLHFWPSVF^

EFT YDAAMVAVS NGDL VE IV ΉDMRKKX FHYML P AASN ISLAIGPFEILVDPYMHEVIHFCLPQ:

LLPLLKHXISYLHEVFEFYEEILXCRYPYSCFKXVFIDEAYVEVAAYASMSIFSXNLLHSAMIIDEXP

LIRRCLA Q SLA QF F GCF SR S S DE G

IGGV LHP GGGKE K DN PA SHX H KHP H S Y SM

LSLAS A SS KF .S M SQMLVSISGFLK.S1SNVS GKD QPL K V QSGVVKF YGSF AFNRKRNVL
ELEIKQDYTSPGTQKYVGPLIWTVQELDGSFNHTLQIEENSLKHDIPGHSKSRRNKKKKIPLMNGEEV
MDLSA DADSP L IRIDPDM V LRKVEFEQADFM Y LRYERD A QE AL

L D E EQ FYR R SA CFC A A S V SX XG PPA LFTRMFC P X NFM SF F

L X PVA LLRDVHN CP EV T I NDNRKNKFSDNYYRAEMIDALANSVXPAVSWTOE 'V'

RXLDN PDV EE FL ME LLPS 'Rfl XV SCLRA RVI NG PSDP FKS AEYG-FV
DIRIAALEAWDYIKVDRSYEELQWLLNMIQNDPVPYVRHKILNMLXKNPPFXKNMESPLCNEALVDQ:

LWKLMNSGXSHDWRLRCGAVDLYFXLFGLSRPSCLPLPELGLVLNLKEKKAVLNPXIIPESVAGNQEA
ANNP SS P LVGF QNPFS SSQDEEE DMDXVHD SQ.AFISHK LNMLERP SIPGLS YRPASSRSAL I Q
HSAGCDSXPIXKPQWSLELAMiGXGKEQAPLEMSMHPAASAPLSVFXKESXASKHSDHHH

KKKKHKHKHKHKHKHD SKEK KEP FSS SGRS IRSPS ,SD



>SE I NO: 4.3

T G¾ G ¾
AG VQ AA RQV QG ISS DEFCRKFRLDCPLAMERIKEDRP I DD GN P IA DV V S F

ITVMDKLRLEIRAMDEIQPD^

LFDLESAYNAFNRFLHA

>SEQ ID NO:

E Y L L RA G SFA HG FSGX Q EIVV
G E QE G Q L ¾ ii S

Q LVYI NRDA ARLT P EA A
QQILTFYELDLGLNHVWKYSEPLEEHGNFLITVPGGSDGPSGVLICSENYITY^
RRR D DDPERG I SA KT S FFE AQTEQG IF
V:K G FV¾ SEFG YLY AHLGD
FCQIADLANEDTPQ LYVAC F SLRV RHGLEVSEMAVSE PG PNAV TV EDE D¾Y
SFVNA V SI ETVEEVTDS F TPT S SL GDDALV VYPDGIR IRAD RVNE-KTPG I
V CAVN R v IA TGGEIA FEMDPSGQ EYTER E SADVVCMS
VR SLO SDCLQPL SMQALPAQPE S E GGTE DELGER SIGF LYD Q GVLLRTVL D

GDLS TR LGSRP KLFRVRM G A A SS L SYS S F LS E E SG SE

A V MNY HVGET S G TT IPGG SES

GRD L SFR SYYFP V IDGD CE F SMEP V SEELDR TPPE

E ID NO:

MN PC S EP RVM DDD I VGD GPQ

KL-QLD I EK IEG EN IAH DLSFNN IE T IEG D T W L DL LF N R SK DS L AX V V

SLGNNRIDNt-IMNIIYLRRFKCLRTLSLSRNPISEAEDYI^lFICAYLPDLMYLDYRRrDDHTKKLAEAK
HQYSIDELKHQENLMQAQLEDEQAQREELEKHKIAFVEHLNGSFLFDSMYAEDSEGNNLSYLPGVGEL

ET-Y DKFV JGVNIFEYGLKQQEKR TE D F SECVREA ENQEQG R A FEE S SA IRE
E ELP IEKMT I,ECSAD I ELF M

ENHHH E SISTLEK VE LDED P I VDKDTIV AVG¾S DIHl K E E VT I
NS R IDRI DEi R RV EINQYIDH SE D LECGDILD

HNSDGIIXFVDPRCJSVIGYQPQDLLGKDXLEFCHPEPQSHLRESFQQVVKLKGQVLSVMYRFRTKNR
E:WMLIRT3SFTF0NPYSDEIEYIICrNTNVKQLQQQQAELEVHQRDGLSSYDLSQVPVPNLPAGVHEA
GKSVBKADAIFS^.ERDPRFAEMFAGISASEKKt^MSSASAAG-TQQIYS QGSPFPSGHSGKAFSS S V V
PGV DI SSSSTGQ SQISRQ N S VA¾ TGSRPPFPGQQIPS SKIQSSPFGIGTSHTYPADPSS
YSPLSSPATSSPSGNAYSSLANRIPGFAESGQSSGQFQGRPSEVWSQWQSQHHGQQSGEQHSHQQPGQ
TEVFQ DMLPMP GDP TQG GNY.NIEDFADL GMFPPF SΕ

>SEQ ID NO: 7

MPEPTKKEENEYPAPAPPPEEPSKEKEAGTTPAEIDWTLVETPPGEE QAKQNANSQLSILFIEKPQGGT
V GE DI F IA V AEDLLR P IIK FKG DLA S AG HLQ

LEIPISGEPPPKAM'JSRGDKAIMEGSGRIRT^

vKV vDFPDPPVAPT :EVGDD



E YE R
LDGYVLEYCFEGSTSAXQSDENGEAAYDLPAEDWI^

GA SEPKY Y SQP LyK E I PPK IP RH K

N R SE . IRKAERS H SG Y V D FVE A S D Q ER PGPP V EDVWGEKVALT

TPP G AA IT.GS?T K K KS SE V IE YHR A T V E Y V E G «SE A T

KE SA V I.AR G IYK PVYED DFSEAi? P YA IAGY A TLN SV GNP P T K KVA IV

DDPRYRMFSNQGVCTLEIRKPSPYDGGTYCCKAWDLGTVEIECKLEVKVIAQ.

>SEQ ID MO: 8

ET YVA LE T S

LGFGTDFYGGLFlACFVLyLTCiS.SlFSLLAVAVD

GI^PFLGWNSKDSATNNCTEP

G E D SR
MA I SHA SVV YAYR RDFRYXF R YL LCQAD¾ SG GQAGVQPA .GVG

>SEQ D N O 9

SG R P R I E S K P ¾ Q Q P SA F G S V SR D D G KV T' VA IPGQGPD P

VyYQAKLCDSGELVAIKKVLQDmFKNRELQIMRKLDHCNIVRERYFFYSSGEKKDEVYDNLVLDYVP

ETVYRVARHYSRAKQTLPVIYyKLYMYQLFRSLAYIHSFGICHRDIKPQNLLLDPDTAVLK

Q S SRY R F GA DYTS S S AE l S Q E V
LGTPTREQIREMNPNYTEFKFPQIKAHPW^

DELRDPIWKLPNGRDIPALENFTTQELSSNPPLAIILIPPHARIQAAASTPTNATAASDANTGDRGQ
NNAASASASNSX

>SEQ ID NO: 0

1 SSA R SV PI» S CS R S D 2 PFDIEG S- VGRQDPPE TSEPRV A GR PAAEKC
AGFFHTLSGECVP€DCNGNSNECLDGSGYC\?HCQRNTIGEHCEKCLDGYIGDSIRGAPQFCQPCPCPL

P ANFAE SCY R GAV C I ENYA GPN

VTGQCRNCLRWTTGFKCERCAPGYYGDARIAKNCAVCNCGGGP-CDSVTGECLEEGFEPPTGMDCPTIS

CDKGVW)LTDALRU^SIEEGKSG^LSVSSGAAA^RHVNEINATIYi.LKTKLSEREN©YALRKIOIN
N A E N T S SD V E E I E K E N QA SR K G E S D T IN HA S

HELSPI<EISEKLVLAQKMLEEIRSRvQPFFTQREL\^EEADEAYELLi]QAESWQRLHNEIRTLFPVVLE

QLDDYNAKLSDLQEALDQALNyy RDAEDMMRATAARQRDHEKQ

S I SG Y tQ S H I E QE E
IS GL KSL A SNV YEN IV YV SEA IE TAE FA N TT-DR IXDAV S I T I-TYH DE SE IN QARE Q

A AE SSSDEAVADT SRRVGGA A R SA

QQA TAP ANN LT S N QHFD SA YNTAV A

RIRELIAQTRSVASKIQVSMMFDGQSAVEyHSRISMDDLKAFTSLSLYMKPPyKRPELTETADQFILY

LG S Nii KEY G A IKN DNLVYVYN GT DVE I

SSIAEEKFIKKGEFSGDDSLLDLDPEDTVFYVGS

PKHIYNMDPSTSVPCARDKLAFTQSRAASYFFDG3GYAVVRDITRRGKFG0\TTRFDIEyRTPADNGLI

¥ GS F RLE R GY HVF DFG SGGPVHI EDT K A I A YH I Y D I R
V S DNEK K PF GA PPE SRA RAiiLPLD FRGC KGFQFS DF L EQ E LGVG

SAQYANFTGCISNAYFXRVDRDVEVEDFQRYTEKVHTSLYECPIESSPLFLLHKKGKNLSKPKASQiiK
GG S DA S D A K R TPRN SHCHL N S RA IE AYQYG N SRQEF E KGDF AK SQF S

IRLRTRSSHGMIFYVSDQEENDFMTLFLAHGRLWMFNyGHKKLKIRSQEKYNDGLWHDyiFTRERSS

GR y GLRy EE PP TEA T K IKG LGGV

OTFSVTPCFEGPMETGTYFSTEGGYVVLDESFNIGLKFEIAFEV^^

K G y KVNNG IRDFS T SVTP KQ S L G D G R -R ITV D SN L V D SE H V V G P N P P T R E P

V GGV P SLLTPRLAP KP G IRHFVI DGHPV S SKAAL SGA I GPAA

:>SEQ ID NO: 5 1

L lA L PFPA ME yLy R PN SG Ay D Ty SGPQILFRDV LD IG V LP ATTTA FEYEDEDG D

RITVRSDEEMKAMLSY YY ST EQ VN

SDSL NSLKKSSAELKKr^

LQKQIMoELEILYKCDSSYIIGFYGAFFyENRISICTEFMDGGSLDvYRKMPEHyLGRIAyAyyKGLT

Y L SLK L R DVKP SN

L G F E A L G R F P P K N G S I P L Q L Q

APEELMGHPFIVQFNDGNAAVySMWVGRALEERRSQQGPP



>SE I NO: 52

MAHAGRI YD RE VMK.Y YKL .RGYE DAGDVGAAP PGAA APGIFSS QPG IPHPAASRDP AR
TSPLGTPAAPGAAAGPALSPWPWHLILRQAGDDFSRRYRRD
F GV G I AFFEFGGVMCVESVN E SP VD A TEYLNRH T Q.DNGG DAFVE YGP

SMRPLF DFS-WLSLK L SLALVGACI ILGAYLGHK

>SEQ ID NO: 3
MAAGAGAGSAPRWLBALSEPLSAAQLRRLEEHRYSAAGVSLLEPPLQLYWTWLLQW

LGLA^NVVTTWLISYCPTATEEAPYWTYLLCALGLFIYQSLDAIDGKQ

S VF V S IAARLGTY 'PD FFF CS I F YCA TYV SG

TE K K I G I S OT H . H G I S' FT L I
LIIILAIMIYKKSAIDVFEEBPCLYILMFGCY

F E VV L MAI IS

>SEQ ID NG ;5
Y SART XN EGSP RSPR L RS R GHRRT SGGGGG GKXLS E I SLNA Y TSGPMY S HE

G¥A SXIY P G X X GRA X RA YGGR IA GSSPHIASAGLSHXDVLSYXDQHGGLXGSSHHHHHQVP

S LR R XMLDL QAQ KE QREN D R EL IKD K GSS I XF SPELKKERVL RKEEAARM
V LKE M RV SHEE Q Q X I

QA ELFL K LEEMELRIET Q ARDESI LLE QSK
HLEVILDQKEKENIHLREELHRRS:QLQPEPAKXKALQXVIEMKDXKIASLERNIRDLEDEIQMLKANG.
VL XEDREEEIKQIEVY S S F XK QL E S ESEL L I LEXLSN NS HXEV E
SLIAKEQRAJVILQXEVDALRLRLEEKE^^

QKKIE K K VKS T SS T TA AT EE&LS E IERLKEQRERDDRERL

> SE ID NO; 5
MYK FNXPXAV KEEAR D AL S.RX T IL XG
VGGACIYKYFMPKSXIYRGEMCFFDSEDPANSLRGGEPNFLPVXEBADIREDDNIAIIDVPVPSFSDS
DPAA BDFEKG ISY DLLLGNCYLMPL X I PP
IRDVSNLGIFIYQLCNNRKS FRLr<RRDLLLGFNKRAIDKCWKIRHFPNEFIVEIKICQE

>SEQ ID NO: 6

MARPVRGGL GAPRRS P LLL L LLRLEPV AAGPRA C AA X AG SL CGGRGLAALP GDLPS
RS N SY KLSE GF PNL EVYL NNE TAV LGAASS SL L HNKIR EGSQ

AYLSLE^LDLSLNNIXEVRNXCFPHGPPIKELNLAGNRIGXLELGAFDGLSRSLLILRLSKNRIXQLP
VRAFKLPRLXQLDLNRNRIRLIEGLTFQGLNSLEvLKLQRNNISKLXDGAi'WGLSKMHvLHLEYNSLV

S l CQK E E S S
NS SH EGA K RSLRVLD D NE S ED S AFSG DS SK LFGNK I SVAKRAF SGLE L

E G AIR SV FDAF K KE
QSIFSypPESFVCDDFLKPQIIIQPEIIMAMVGKDIRFICSAASSS.SSP¾^
FVHVHAQDGEVMEYXXILHLRQVXFGHEGRYQCVIXNHFGSXYSHKARLIVNVLPSFIKXPHDIXIRX

IXMSRLEC ΑΤGBPNPQ IAWQKDGG XDFPAARERRMB V J PDODVFF I . V IDDAGVY SCXAQN SAGS
ISANAILXVLEXPSLWPLEDR\A.¾vGEXVALQCKAXGNPPiRIXWFKGDRPLSLXERIiIiLXPDNQLL
vQNVVAEDAGRYICE SNXLGXERA S LSyLPAAGCRKDGXXVGIFXIAVV S

QXRKKSEEYSVXNXDEIVvPPDypSYLSSQGILSDRQEXWRXEGGPQANGHIESNGyGPRDASHFPE
PDTHSVACR P L AGSA HKEP A&JE AEGTPGP KMEHGGR SDCNTEVDC SRGQAF PQP
SRDSAQPS.APNGPEPGGSDQEHSPHHQCSRXAAGSCPECQGSL
SSWILARLYHPDSXELQPASSLXSGSPERAEAQYLLVSNGHLPKACDASPESXPLXGQLPGKQRVPLL
LAPKS

>SEQ ID NO: 5
MAEPRQEFEyMEDBAGlYGLGDRKDQGGYlMHQD
IPXAEDyXAPLyDEGAPGKQAAAQPHXEIPEGXIAEEAGIGDXPSLEDEAAGHyXQEPESGKVyQEGF
LREPGPPGLSHOLMSGMPGAPLLPEGPREAXRQPSGXGPEDXEGGRHAPi,LLKHQLLGDLHQEGPPLK



AGG ERPG EEV

S V E A E G S ¾ RA KG D

S GED EA D PEP SE QPA AA PRG P V SRV P L AR

CLSPKHPTPGSSDPLIQPBSPA^CPEPPSSPKYVSSVISRTGSSGAKEMKLKGADGKTKIAIPRGAAP

P QKG A A T IPA TPPA ? PP SS.EPP KSGD SG-S SPG.SP P G S S TPS P TP PTREP KVA

R PP SP SSA K SR TA P ? PD N
IK GGG SV I PV D S S CG LG PGG G VEV KSE KIDFKDRV K GS D T V

PGGGHKKIETHKLTFRENAKAKTDHGAEIVYKSPVYSGDXSPRHLSNVSSTGGLDMX/DSPQLATLADE

V SA SLA GL

>SE ID NO: 58

fclADPAAGPPPSEGEE.STvRFARKGALP,QK ? EVK H F TARFFKQPTF ,¾ C
CGFV R :HEFVXFS,GPGADKGPASDDPRSKHKFKIHTY3SPTFCDHCGS
VH RCV PSLC I HTERRGRIY
E S T IKC L PE NE FRFQL E.SDKDRR SVE DWDLTS NDFM G& SF ELQ A SVD

GWFKLLSQEEGEYFNVPVPPEGSEAMEELRQKFERAKISQGTC^
DF FI,M LG GSFGKV LSER GTDELYAVK KKD DDDVE TMVEKRVX ALPGKPPF L L S
CF X DRLYFV Ey GGDLMYHI GRFKEP AVF AA IGLFFL
EG IK IA DFG C E I DG T XFCGTP DYIAPE Y PYG SVD AF GVLLYE
DEDE F S E VAYP SM Ei AXC GL X
I.QPP KPKARD RD SNF EF PVE T TD L LD EFAGFS TNPEFVI V

> SE ID NO: 5

MIADKDf^KDKEKDRDRDRDREREKRDKARESENSRPRRSCTLEGGAKNYAESDHS
EES KK KPPK R ERTD GE S TED VVYRPGDCVYIESRRP TP F CS QDF V S
QA€CRSPTPALCDPPACSLPVASQPPQHL£3EAGRGPVG6KRDHLLMTiVKWYYRQSEVPDSV"YQHLVQP
RHNEWDSGRFiLVIXDPVIKNRELFISDYVDTYHAAALRGKCNISHFSDIFAAREFKARVDSFFYILGY
NPETRRLNSXQGEIRVGPSHQAKLPDLQPFPSPDGDXVXQHEELVWMPGVNDCDLLMYLRAARSMAAF
AGMCDGGSXEDGGVAASRDDXXLNALNXLHESGYDAGKALQRLVKKPVP
R YGKNFFRIR EL P EXGE FYYY KTPEAASSRA RR RRQA FRRI
PPSSEFLDLSSASEDDFDSED S QE I GYA CR CF TT D GGRE N LLC.T CR IHFK YGE PP

IEKPVDPPPFMFI\PYKEEDDGLSGKHSMRXRRSRGSMSXLRSGRKJ<QPASPDGRXSPINEDIRSSGRN.

SP SA A S.S D S AE V SA KVKEEA S K S KRQR VA TEEADRT S T T E SR P SP

SEGEGESSD¾RSVI^DEG.SSDP-KDIDQDNRST:SP P E SD D-SSA.QQ M L.QAQPPA LQA PTGV T

P.APSSAPPGXPQLPXPGPXPSAXAVPPQGSPXASQAPNQPQAPXAPVPHXHIQQAPAIHPQRPPSPHP

PPHPSPHPPLQPLTGSAGQPSAPSHAQPPLH GQGPPGP-HS.LQAGPLLQHPGPPQPFGLPPQAS QGQAP

LGTSPftftAYPHXSLQLPASQ;SALQSQ:QPPREQPLPPAPLAMFHIKPPPXIPIPQLPAPQAHKHPPHLS
GPSPFSMNANLPPPPALKPLSSiLSXHHPPSAHPPPLQLMPQSQPLPSSPAQPPGLXQSQNLPPPPASK
P T VAP P FV GIGPP PPT PSTSTPP GPG SAQPPCSGaA SGGSI&GGSSCPL
PTVQI EAI DAEEP PPPPPRSPSPEPTVV DTPS ASQS RFY IDRG S ARTDLYF L G
;SKLA K REEA IEKA REAEQKAREERERE E ER ERERERE REA RAA A 8SSA EGRLS PQ SG
PGHMRPSFE PPP l AVPP IGPDX ALRT S YA V S NR HP L PXD LAYHMPGL
Y VDP IRERF LR RE RE ERE._RERM PGFEV PPELDP LHP AA P EHFAR A PP G

HPFA HPG NP ERER GPQ R PE S PDR LAAER HA ER A S P LARL M FNV TP H H

HSHIHSHLHLHQQPPLHQGSAGPVHPLVDPLTAGPFILARFPYPPGTLPNPLLGQPPHEHEMLRFLPVFG

PR D PGA PPP SAA A A SAE RLA EQQ G P H GG LP S EDYY SR KEGD

Q

>SEQ ID NO: 0

vGALCG PRLGGARP LJ.PLGPX v X SMSRS.QVALLGLSI , L LLL V LPGPPE SO GDP V
VLAGLTPG SPIFYREVLP NQA RVEV L G AF S T EQLGT Q LSQRGYRA A E PGFGN
SAPS EASX EAGRAALLERALRD EV NAV VSPSLSGHYALPFL RGHHQLHGFVPIAPXSXQ YIQ
E F AVK :PT ILyGELD ILA ES R LR P S\ ¾ R AGHA YL P:Q FH V LAF DHLP

>SEQ ID NO : 1
A RDGG LP LVVF S MI GXI DLPV CVLINHKNNDS SVGKSSSYP VSESPEDLGCALR

PQ SGI YEAAA EVD SASIX L LVDAPGNISCL yFKHSSLNC PHFDL i GV S IL XEX
QAGEYLLFIQSEAXNYXILFXVSlRNTLLYXLRRPYERKMENQDALvCISESVPEPIVEWVLCDSQGE
SCK SPA EE VL E FGTDIR CAR ELGRECTRLF ID N P TT PQLF VGEP IRC
AV VN GFG EN ALEE GNYF E S Y.ST R IR FAEV SVARN TGYYTC S H S

LVTIVEKGFI ATNSSEDYET QYEEFC SVRFKAYP RC F SR SFPGE GIDNGY .S KFC



H HQPGE FH¾E D¾Q

EGV V G V SSST LNM.SEA KGF VKC CAYN SLG T GE T I X LN SPGP FP Q N I.S F

YAXIGVCLLFIYVLXLLICHKYKKQFRYE.SQL^^^

GKVLGSGAFGKVMNAIAYGI SKTGVSIQVA^KMLKEKADSSEREALMSELKMMIQX,GSHENIVNLLGA

CT.LSGPI YL F YC YGD LLNY LR.S RE F HRTWT E EHN SFY- F S P SS P.G S I P D

SDQISGLHGNSFHSEDEIEYENQKRLEEEEDLNVLTFEDLLCFAYQVAKGMEFLEFKSCVHRDLAARN

VLVT.HGKVVKIC:DFGLA¾:DIMSDSNYVVRGNARLEVKMAPESLFEGIYTI:KSDWSYGILLWEXFSL

G'vTSPYPGIPyDANFyKLIQNGFKMDQPFYA
AMY VDGRV ECPHΤ QNRRP FSREMDL GLLSPQAQVEDS

>SEQ ID NO: 62

MTGDRGPQRLSGSSYGSISSPTSPTSPGPQQ

S A F P G IE DL A A VA GF K LLW

LWLIIELAIYGSDMQEYIGXAIAFNLLSAGRIPLWGGVLIIIVDXFFFLFLDNYGLRKLEAFFGLLII

II^LTFGYEYVVARPEQGALLRGLFLPSCPGCGHPELLQAVGTVGAIIMPHNIYLHSALVKSREIDRA

I A F I A T IA SV SF I IF AV G A QK T A A N I A N SS DYA K I P A T

A V IY GGV I. GC FGPA A LY I A IG AA G SS TG YA G QFV EGF LR LR S FA RV L R SCA
PXy yAVFRDLRDLSGLNDLLN ¾

CA I L F Y P P PA F
KGEXSG

>SE I NO: 3
E FRFP G iGS ¾ S PAXLEPPGCSNKE QVTVSHTY IDV ?KSA V.QVDADPQPLS D

GASLLALGEAREEQNI XFR DQXPQ DCELAGSVQDL ARV
DLSRHC.SGHGXFSLFiXCSCKCEEGREGPACERLACPGACSGHGRCVDGRCLCHEPYVGADCGYPACPE
NCSGHGECVRG\'X¾CHEDFM8EDCSEKRCPGDC:SGHGFC^
NIEDSLLVSWEPSSQVDHYLLSYYFLGKELSGKQIQVPKEQHSYEILGLLPGTKYIVXLRNVKNEVSS
SPQHLLAXXDLAVLGXAWyTDEXENSLDVEwENPSTEyDYYKLRYGPMXGQEVAEVXVPKSSDPKSRY
DITGLHPGTEYKIXVVPHRGEDEGKPILLNGRTEIDSPXNWTDRV
YTSADGDTKEMAVHKDESSTVLTGLKPGEAYKVYVWAERGNQGSKKADTN

NTATISWDPV^ATIDKYVVRYTSADDQETREVL^^

DTNAPXDIOSPKNLVXDRVXENMATVSWDPVQAAIDKYWRYISAGGETREyPVGK
GMEYMVHVWAQKGDQESKKADXKAQIDID^
EXREypyGKEQSSTyLXGLRPGyEYXyHWAQKGAQESK

P AT RYV TSANGET V VG
IDGPKNLVIDWVIENMAIVSWDpyQAIIDKYMVRYISADGEIREV^
yWAQKGAQESKKADTKAQTEXDPPRNLRPSAyTQSGGILXWIPPSAQIHGYILIYQFPDGTyKEMQLG
REDQRFALQGLEQGAXYPySLyAFKGGRRSRNVSTTLSXyGARFPHPSDCSaVQQNSNAASGLYXXYL
GDA SRP QV YCDM DGGG¾ VFQRRN G DFF R RSYV¾ GFGDP EF LG: DK LTTG PA

RYF RVD XANE SA Y DFF VASSKERYKX Tv
ALTHHGG W YKNC X ANPNGRYGEXKH EGVN EP GHEFS P yEL
RGRXRXF

>SEQ ID NO: 4
MAALIRDPQFQKLQQWYREHRSELNLRRLFDANKDRFNHFSLI^

VDLAK GVEAARERMFNGEK YIEGRAyLHVALRNRSNXPIIA'DGK^^
RSGDWKGYIGKXIIDyiNIGIGGSDLGPLMyiEALKPYSSGGPRyWYVSNIDGIHIAKXLAQLNPESS
L SK QEX EX E L AA D SAVAKHFV ALS N XKVKEFG QNMF EF GG
R SL .S I LS ALHVGF DNFE LLSGAH WMDQ HFRXTPLEK A LLALL NC.FGCEX HAML P

YDQY L RFAAYF QGDMESNGKY KSGXRVDH

PV T P I^KGLHHKILLANFLAQTEALMRGKSXEEAR^ELQAAGKBPEDLERLLPHKVFEGNRPTNS
iyFXKLXPFMLGALyAMYEHKIFVQGXIWDINSFDQWGyELGKQLAimiEPELDGSAQVXSHDASING.
LXN Q RE R Q

>SEQ ID NO:
M L PLQRGPQGGA R PRAALG G DAS;SP RGAVPM S KRRLEEE QE LRKQF LSEE MA F
SQLSLHNDHPYC-SPPMIFSPALPPLRSPCSELLLWRYPGSLIPEALRLLRLGDIPSPPYPAIPAGDIM

>SEQ ID NO: 6



PG D YDY S

Y S

RLLREMCAiSFQEELLYWGIAEDHLDGCCKRRYLQKIEEFAEMy^
R :GR Cl RR]R VER F G P G V A_C V LF'V'Ty

V F LEFL R i S ftFL SPL L DLVA L YY T L DG AAGRR PGAG S D VG
VLRV RA R Y ¾R-LARHSL.GLQTL¾LTARRCTREFG.LLLLFLCVA.IALFAPLLYVIE-NEMA.DSPEF
SIP C

V FRRAQFLT K T. SQL y8 DS LFGS.ASSDTRDNN

> SF ID NO:

MS 8S VTLSVLSEE QSE GAR ' RS GEP ELKN LDPF LLF DEFKGGRP GGFP D P HRGFE TV S .LL
EGGS AHEDF G TG iPGD .Q iAGRG rHAE PCSEEP
EEIPKPSKDGyTVAVISGEALGIKSKWIRTPTLYLDFKLDPGAKHSQPIPKGWTSFIYTISGDVYIG
PDLmQQKIEPHHTAyLGEGDSVQVENKDPKRSHFVLIAGEPLREPVIQHGPFVMNTNEEISQA
A NGFERAKT K S IG

>SEQ D NO: 8

MSLQWIAVATFLYAEWVVLLLGIPFIS:PKRWQKIFKSRLV

EIRKYD yTEKVNLQ N GA EEF MKLFRA RN Y
KKQAESASEAAKKYMEENDQLKKGAAVDGGKLDVGNAEVKLEEENRSLKADL

AENQVLA RKQSEG TKF DRL EEHA QAAVDGP DK EE

> SE I NO: 69
DEEE SLLTAL EN A DCNgEE F TRENGEPDAF.pELFDA G GES TEEADDGETGETR

DEKENLATLFGDMEDLIDEEEVPASQSXBNPA LPAPAPRREK^

TIKQTA£3PAT!.LQKSPVEKSPRPPLKERRVQRIQESTCFSAELDVPALPRTKRVARTPI5ASPPDPKSSS
SRMI S PSQPLQTIS RNKP SG TRGQ.IVGIPGSSGETIQPI CVEAF SGLRL RRP RVS STEMNKKMT GR
KLIRLSQIKEKMAREKLEEIDSVIFGVILKKVTPQSVNSGKTFSIWKLNDLRDLIQCVSLFLFGEVHK

W T i K K SI P K MGEA D TC AKKK GE CT TV RD
CEYCQYH¥QAQYKKLSAKRADLQSTFSGGRIPKKFARRGTS:LKERLCQDGFYYGGV

VAPKKKIQ L NI ¾ GTNL IQ R KLG KS 8 E
IMGSPKPAIKSISASALLKQQKQRMLEMRRRKSEEIQKRFLQSSSEVESPAVPSS:SRQPPAQPPRIGS
EFPRLEGAPATMTPKLGRGyLEGDDVLFYDESPPPRPKLSALAEAKKLAAITKLRAKGQVLTKTNPNS
I QK P EVK RVEK T FS
F iM ERYFEP K E MEEK RNIR
PCGNRS I D RLP R C SN G Y ER DG LK EK TGP GGE TLL RGEE HAKF LNSLK

E Q ID NO:
D EL YEL GTGGFAK ¾ LAC L GE VA l D J GSDLPR T E LK LR QH

ICQLYHVLEIANKIF>WLEYepGGELFDYIISQDRLSEEETRvVFRQIVSAVAYVHS

NLLF E LKLI FGLCAKPKGN DYH QTCCG LAYAAPEL QG SYLGSEADV S GIL VL C
GFLPFDDDNVMALYKKIMRGKYDVPKWLSPaSILLLQQMLQVDPKKRISMKNLLNHPWIMQDYNYpyE

SKNPFJ D DCVTE L.SV R R TME L L Q DflL ATYLLLLA KARG PVRLR S.SFSCG
T D .KS LEDVTA D iYVAGL C DD S GAA PR FT YWT SNGVES SL

TPALCRTPMIKLKNKENVYTPKSAVKNEEYFMFPEPKTPyNKNQHKREIL
ETPIKIPVNSTGTDHLMrGVISPERRCRSvELDLNQA

KRKGSARDGPRRLKLHYNVTTrRLWFDQLLbJEIMSILPKKHVDFVQKGYTLKCQTQSDFGKVTMQFE
LEV LQKPDVVG IRRQRL KGD AWVYKRL V EDILSS.CKV

SE ID NO:

MAAAAATKILLCLPLLLLLSGWSRAGRADPHSLCYDITVIPKFRPGPRW
KTVTPVSPLG LS TA PV
GS SF G IFL FDSE RM TT PGAR E E VVA SFHYFS GD G LEDFL G Di
LEPSAGAPLAMSSGTTQLRATATTLILCCLLIILPeFILPGI

>SEQ ID NO: 2

MSAESGPGIRLRNLPVMGDGLETSQMSTIQAQAQPQPANAASTNPPPPETSNPNKPKRQTNQLQYLLR

WLKTLWKHQFAWPFQQPVDAVKLNLPDYYKIIKTPMDMGTIKKRLENNYY¾NAQECIQDFNIMFINC

YIYNKPGDDIVLtfeEALEKLFLQKINBLPTEETEIMIVQAKGRGRGRKETGTAKPGYS
P P T TPi2PNPPPVQATPHPFPAVTPDLIVQTpyMIVVPPQPLQTPPPVPPQPQPPPAPAPQ

AA QP KTKKGVKRK A T P I.HEPPSLPPEPKT KLGQRRES S KP DV DSQQ



HPAPEKS S SEQL CGSG EMFAK A
AR R A F ADV S ¾

TKVVAPP SSSDSSSDSSSDS STDDSEEERAQR AELQEQ KA HEQ AAL QPQQ KP EKD

FDPlGHFTQPxlaHLPQPELPPHLPQPPEaSTPPHLNQHAVVSPPALHNALPQQPSRPSHRAAALPPKP
ARPPAVSPALTQTPLLP:PP A PP LE EEPPAPPL S QMQLYLQQ Q

PPPPLFPPPHPSV I¾
HPPPGQOPPPPQPAKPQ

P RAA P
VGRPVIRPPEGNAPPPGAPDRDKQKG^

EQFRRAAREKEEREKALKAQAEHAEKEKERLRgEPimSREDE

Q .Q Q AAAVAA ATP:QA SS¾ PQSM QQRE ARKRE ERRRREAMAATID NF SDLL IFEEN

LF

>SEQ ID NO: 73

i'J A E RLG F TLALVLAT FD RG DATNFFEGP DR GRL SL TAE HCL AG CG F
E FE SCE RGL GI.CHTFL AG FDACG SF

REC KH CAAA E IRV I E FK L E YV V TCGEEVKE V VQCE 3S
S IL S C T SA I P P A P PER P V DR T

RGRVGGLGAQGPSGSSEWEDEQSEYSDIRR

>SEQ ID NO: 4
K S K y ¾ E SEE K S QQE E E ES S K K

T PNT VVA IP NANI ALTAKG E-SGS GP K I SCGGAP PPG RPQTQTSYDAKRTEV
TLETLGPKPAARDVNLPRPPGALCEQKRETCADGEAAGCTINWSLSNIQWLRKMSSDGLGSRSIKQEM
EE Fi CHLEQRQV VEE SR S S QNS S

F HIA PG K IR N HD F RE SAN

. KRPNPEX RR I ELPLGA R

ELARHSKR RIAP LAEEG IAP SSAGPGKEE L FGEG PLLPV KEEE IQPGEE PHLARP

E SPP EE S S EESS S E S SPX PK S SG - SPXR VSE XVI i ER ERSRS
R Q LL PGVDEPELLF EGPS 8R AAELPF
SKSV'LPRTPESWRLTPPAKVGGLDFSPVOTSQGASDPLPDPLGLMDLS.TTPLQSAPPLESPQRLLSSE
P JDI,I V P F GN S SP S DVPKP G3PEP QV SGLAANRS L TEG LDT ND S S I L I SFPGLDEDP L

GPD IN SQFIPE L

>SEQ ID NO: 5

AM S QARLF G AIK RSNG H3A VR LE :CVSVE AEGGATKG E DF DVAAINPE
Q P P D LP QEN TI K

ANSRKQF SVPPAPTRPS CPAVAE LR V SEE EEQVH.S I GSS SANPVNS VRRKSC KE E N K

REE AQ SE R RA E DS FP EFA MIKEFRA TLEC P T T PIEE RICVCvR RP i E
LARKEIDVI Sl S C LLV EPK KVDIT G E QAFGFD

I A CF A Y G TG S TH T G G D L SG

LF DI, N K RV E DG Q V V G E L VN D D I M SA C RTS Q FA N S SSRSH CF Q I

ILRAKGRMHGKFSL\.¾LAGNERGADTSSADRQTRMEGAEINKSLLALKECIRALGQNKAHTPFRESKL

Q R D S IGEN SRTCMI ATI SPG ISSCEY T R YADRVKE L 3Ρ SGP SGEQ I E TEEME A C SN

A G S EE E S S

NKAESALAQQAKHFSALRDVIKALRLAMQLEEQASRQISSKKRPQ

>SEQ ID NO: 6

t SS GSA SX A QEA E AGRLXDR L EDRM PD SEL V SAPN SlPTV SG S MDYP
GPG SVPN PE SS RR VP I P PE VE Q
F G IISE I IIJA GL P AG IF P VR II V A TP V D IV IL GL YAN I Q TG S

YSLPI X IIXSXDNG F AGKTO YEV QAEAG FSQRCRK N SKS- F VPS X
FSEDDPILQIAIDNSRNrLYTRSEKGVTQVYDLGQDGQGMSRVASVSQNAIVSAAGNIARTIDRSVFK
PIVQIAVIENSESLDCQLLAVTHAGVRLYFSTCPFRQPXARPMTLTLVHVRLPPGFSASSTVEKPSKV

HRALYSKGlLLMAASENEDNDILWCVNHDTFPFOKPMHETQMrAGVDGHSWALSA
N D H IP D SPV VV P P F SA Q G S F R PV D X R I

DOACATCLILACSTAACDREVSAWATRAFFRYGGEAQimFPTTLPPPSNVGPILGSPVYSSSPVPSGS



P YPNP SF L GTP SHG QP A M S P V C A LGN P QAINMSCVXGPEI VYSGKHNGlCIYFSRaMGNIWPA
SLVVERIFKSlGNREIIAIESSVPCQLLESVLQEL^

RSFSNAARVLSRLADMHSI.E SL3 RLEY ARA ILSA SXAISSIAADGEF
IQEILQRQYSHHSSYQPAVSQLPSELMPIIK^
E E PSVT SPR ALS . TYAGTPR;FF LDF VQ LEQ VC. DVG

GWLPRLLEVYPQLFKSRPPFWNRMK^
E QS SS¾VAVQA ITG F S QA LER H.

SE I NO ?
SQy SS-YSYDAPSDFI FSS D EGDT N IDS F E ¾NLE : L.LG NGTGGLF GK PLR NL ;

TPL PVD T EAEKE VEQS P CSS-LEVEA I RKTP QP RRSLRLSAQKDLE EKH
HVKMKA R A P .LPS MKVSNN PEEEGSAHQ AE NA3SPE A GRH P MPPA
FLKSTEEQE EKS K QQEVVEMR EEF LALAGIGQP K VSQVTKSVPF FR TPERI:KQHP

KNQEEYKEVNFXSELRKHP38PARVIKGCIIVKP
R P
PR EGGP lPKK PVKPPTE GFP EIEKR QERESK KTEPE FEFHSRPCPTKILE yVGVPEK
KVLPIIVPKSPAFALKHRIR>iPTKEPEEEPEPVVI^

ER L E IKELQ E P FK LP PHF . LPEKi V EPFC ETIRRGA KA I KH

EEELRQQKEAACFKARPNTVI S EPFVPK E SVAF G SGS VQEPF TEKRA ER ELE R AE

VEA KA EARLQEEE EELARL RRE V AN R GGLE 3SDQ.PLXV PV SPKFSIRFHC

>SE . IP 78

M E SE P L SGRE LX IPSIMN VRP K.N FKNEPLTPEL SL K ISAPTTPNSG V A N PEPWLSL
L E NSVP SDA LIGRYSQAIEA PD GQNESFARIQ-VRFAELKAIQEPDDARDYFQMAR:

ANGKKFAF SFAQFELS G iK SKQLLQ AyERGAV E

A VLTA E SGS G LQNR¾ SCP RG:QTTKARFLYGE

RVPV 3SPDCPV PDSVVP CFMKRQ SRSEC R.P LW PGSKPSGNDSCE L.RML SV SHF EPL

S. E S IITDSIX TES LAK EET EY EPEVP ES WQSKR SECI Q PA AS.S H Q

P ELAR V IE QKH TTFE PVF SV S.KQSP SX 3 F PP KS TP S J LPDY SGFRTP NPFP
PACQL PYG PA FQ Q ATP V LA SSSA EC SVK R YS-LKQ GSGGSSKVFQV N

E KQ S KYV i EEA N LDSYRN Y NK QQH I RLYDYE TDQYIY VME D Sfc7

KKK P ER SY M EA HT QH- IVHSD KPA F V DG K FG IA Q QPDT SV ¾
PSQVGIVNYMPPEA.IK.PMS SSRENGKS K S ISPKS PVW.SLGC YYMTYGKTPFQQI I IS LHA
D NHE EFPD PE QD K C R P Q SIPE LA PYV I PV A GT E E YVLG L

VGLN SP S I KAAKTLYE HY GGE N 33SS.KTFER RGKK

>SEQ IP O :79

HSSEPPPPPQPPTaQftSVGLLOXPRSRERSPSPLRGNWPSPLPTRRTRIFSATVRASQGPVYKGVCK

C C S G TF&DG DIF IS VEGE vI?VEGDEV YKMCSIPP NEK ftVBW IT ¾ X.
HEIW8GHVISS

>SEQ IP NO: O

MGPRRRSRKPEAPRRRSPSPXPXPGPSRRGPSLGASSHOHSRRRQGWLKEIRKLOKSIHLLIRKLPFS
RLAREICVKFTRGVPFNWQAQALLALQEAAEAFLVHLFEPAYLLXLH

EGLG

>SEQ IP O : 1

GTQYT PNQYKP YVVYYS PYA SSS R

VFKQYNQTFETHNSTTPLQERSLGLDIl^SRriHENIVEKERVQRIT-QETFGDYPQPQJ-EFAQYKLE
KF SGLNGS LAEREEP LRC L IEF SSPH L A LKS A G IAPAP L L X IPNERMN FKI P

>SEQ IP NO: 8

G GLLQF KEA SF,PI VRKYKG VVAVPXYC L KGA I.ACAE LA GEP P

HG LVFPGC XLPS EVERSRRE RRQ A N LL GKQLL.REGKV EAREC F R IN 1 AMAHKVI KA



Q LG VF T:E R X ¾

G F R F LY

Y PD A PA SHS DDK G SA SS HR YSP
NLPRKSSI V RPR AE ED SQYS FT T KN SEGN S S SEVFVPD NG N SV P
PRTR KFA QRK EESGA .' T GTRSRFFCSS STDC¥ S VS QP
EG RLVD DVARNS DD PI lPGDHIPD

GGLGDFSRTPSPSPBTALQQFRRKSDSPTSLPENNMSDVSQLKSEESSDDESHPLREEACSSQSQESG
E S SNA S L S DSDSEE gDC LLD SQ SD TSKLRL S FSKKD TP LRNKVP G YKS SSA D

LSiTKT PLGPARA SG S P Q RKH AE
VR D IQL.TPEAEED I N PE RVQ I ©

>SEQ 0 Ό:83
MAVNVY S SV TSDN L SR DHLAW NE SL L L I . LCSGAAYCQFMDMLFPG SI LK V F A KL
HE Q FK QAG KRMGVD I D

VAPS APAL P PLTSSSAAP P T TAA P AGPGVVR PGVGN DDE AE M QV VLK
TV LE ER D F G LRN I.ELICQENEGEWDPVL/QRIVDILYATDEGFVIPDEGGP.Q EEQEEY

>SEQ ID M : 4

MEPAPARS PRP D RP TMPPP EXP SEGRQP SP SP SP TE RAP A SEEE FQF LRC QQ Q E GP K

LLPCLHTLCSGCLF^SGMQCPICQAPWPLGADTPALDNWFESL

DF. F E CE LL A CFEA F LK EA RPLA ELP

R GC SKP LC S ¾L D S.S SELK C IS E IQQ.RQEE LDAM T A LQE DSAFGA V HA Q H ¾ Q LGR R

AETEELI .RERVRQWAHVRAQERELLE,AVDARYQRDYEEMASRLGRLDAV

SDQEVLDMHGFLRQALCRLRQEEPQSLQAAVRTDGFDEFKVRL/QDLSSCITQGKDAAVSKKA

TPRDPIDVDLPEEAERVKAQVQALGLAEAQPMAVVQSVPGAHPVPVYAFSIKGPSYGEDVSNTTXAQK
RKC CPR VIKME SEEGKEARL RSSPEQPRP STSKA SPPHL DGPP SP SP IGSE L S H
VAS GAGEAEE RVV ISSSEDS DAE SSREL DDSSSESS DLQ.LE PS LRVLDE L D AE DRPLVF

FDLKlDNETQ;ElSQLAAWRESKER¾VlQPEAFFSiY
GPGLPNFFRALEDTNRLWEFQEAISGFLAALPLIRERVPGASSFKLKSXAQ
AMRriLCRLLEA'SPGPi2LAQHVYPFSSLQCFASLQPLVQAA\'%PRAEARLLALHNV\SFMELLSAHRRDR
QGGLKKYSRyLSLGTTTLPPAQPAFNLQALGTYFEGLLEGP

>SEQ ID NO:

MEA SPASGPR L DPHIFTS F GIGR TYLCYEVERLD GTSV D RGFLH
R AELRFLDLVP L LDPAQI RVTW IS SPC S¾G AGEVRA FLQE T.VRLRIFAA
KEALQMLRDAGAQySIMTYDEFKHCWDTFVDHQGCPFQPWDGLDEHSQALSGRLRAILQNQGN

>SEQ ID NO: 8

MPHSS SSDSSFSRS PPPG SSDD RRVQRREK R AAQKS R R .TQKADTL HLESEDLEEQNAAL
R E KQ T EL YF S SHEP C VLAA STPSPPE YSA AFH P VS PRFQP

> SE ID NO; 7
ML LL P LAVLPGDGNApGL EPL T I SFY

PWSR^FSNEEWKELEXLFRIRTIRSFE^IRRYJffiELQFEYPFEIQVTGGCELIISGKVSGSFLQLAyQ
GSDFVSFQNNSWLPYPVAGNMAKHFCKVL^
EAWLSHGPSPGPGHLQLVCHVSGFYPKPVW^MWMRGEQEQQGIQRGDILPSADGTWYLRATLEVAAGE
AADLSCRVKHSSLEGQDIVLYWEHHSSVGFIILAVIVPLLLLIGLALWFRKRCFC

SEQ ID NO:

MLLLPFGJLLAVLFPGGNSEHAFQGPISFHVIQTSSFTNS^
K P S G F SD EVA ELE E IFRV Y IF GFAREV DFA GDF QM KYPFE IQG IA GGE LH G GA IV SF LRGA

GGLDF LSVKNAS P SPEGGSRAQKF GAL I QYQGI M E TV I L E CP YLL VLNAGKADL QR.QVK

EA L SG SPGPGR LVCHVSGFYP PV M MRGE E GTQ
EAAGL SCRVKH SS EGQD 1 YWR SI VLA IV PSLL LLLC A YMRRRS YQN

>SEQ ID NO:
MLFLQFLLLALLLPGGDNADASQEHVSFHVIQIFSFVNQSWARGQGSGWLDELQIHGWDSESGrilFL
HlWSK.GNFSNEELSDLELLFR^YLFGLTREjQDHA&QDYSKY'PFEyQVKAGCE LHSGKSPEGFFQ\¾F
NG DLLSFQ TT VPSPG GS AQS GHL Q E VTETV N R .TCPR L.GLLDAG YVHRQV



RPE SSRPSL SG L
EEPAG SCRVM SSLGG LY G HFS

>SEQ ID NO: 0

L LLFL FEG CPGENTAAPQftLQSYHLAAEEQLSFRMLQTSSFANHSWAHSEGS.GWLGDLQTHGWD

T V T I. F KP S G F SK KNLQ S F LYF .SF IQ.IV A SA G E YPFE IQ ILA GCRM AP

FLNMAYOGSDF.LSF G S EPSPGA A I KV.NRY DIKEI .G HTC PRF LA G M EA GE.SE
L RKV A L CGPSPGPGRLQLVCHVSGFYPKPVWVMWMRGEQEQRGTQRGDVLPNADEIWYLRAT
L VAAGE AGLSC K SLGGH H GGYS FL I LTV

PHTPSPVTLMGANTQDTKNSRHQFCLAQ

>SEQ I NO: 1

MGS LSPeLCL PFILGLLSGCVTITP S ARPQGS SLEGVEI GGSFRLLQEGQALEYVGP SGFYP
YPVQTRTCR TGS S L TQD TVR- ECRA CPRP FENGEY PRSPYY V SFHCYDGYT
LRGSANRTCQVNGRWSGQTAICDNGAQYCSWPGTPIGTRKVGSQYRLEDSVTYBC&RGLTLRGSQRRT
C E G SGTE P SC.QDSFMYD IPQEVAEAF LSSLTE IE GVD ED G.HGPGE QKR IVL DP SG SM IY
LVL DG SD ST GA SNF TGAK KCLV N I E KV A SYC
EINYEDHKLKSGTNTKKALQAVYSmSWPDDVPPEGWNRTRHyilLMTDGLHNMGGDPITVIDEIRDL
L GKDRKNFREDYLDVYVFGVGPL VN V I ALA SKKDNEQHVFKyKDMENLEDVF YQMI DE SQSLS

LCGMVWE.HRKGTDYHKQPWQA.KIS V S GHES
KRDLETEWLFHPNYNIMGKKEAGIPEFYDYDVALIKLKKiKLKYGQTIRPICI
TTCQQQI<EELLPAQDIKALFVSEEEKKLTRKEVYIKNGDKKG.SG.ERDA/jYAPGYDKVK.DISEWTPRF

LCTGGVSPYADPNICRGDSGGPLIVHKRSRFIQVGVISWGVVDVCKNQERQKQVPAHAilDFHTNLFQV
LPWLKEKLQDEDLGFL

>SEQ ID NO:

MEG S TS Y EE GSGDYDSM EPCFREE A F IFLP F TG GNGLV VMGYQ K
LRSMTDKYRLHL S ADLL TLPF AVDA N YFGNFL K V IYTVNL YSSVLILAF ISLDRYL

A I .VHAT.NS RPR LLAEKVVYVGVWI PALLI IP D I ANVSE ADDRY ICDRFYPNDLWVVVFQFQHl
MVGL LPG L3CYC 1 K .L SHSKGHQKRKAL KT ILAFFACWLP YY IGT .S IOS ILL.E 11KQ
GCEFENTVHKWISTTEALAFFHCCLNPILYAFLGAKFKTSAQHALTS:VSRGSSLKILSKGKRGGHS.SV
STESESSSFHSS

>SEQ ID NO: 3

MSEQSICQAl^SVlrn YD TSK VPIKP Q GFSRINIYH TASNTFRVVGVKLQDQQ NYSTV G
LKYNQATPTFHQWRDAi^QVYGLNFASKEEATTFSNAMLFALNIMNSQEGGPSSQRQVQNGPSPDEMDI

QRRQVMEQHQQQRQESLERRTSATGPILPPGHPSSAASAPVSCSGPPPPPPPPVPPPPTGATPPPPPP

LPAGGAQGSSHDESSMSGLAAAIAGAKLRRVQRPEDASGGSSPSGTSKSDANRASSGGGGGGLMEEMN

K L KR RKAA SQ SDKP E KKE DE SQM ED S S SPGTSAASQPPNSSEAGRKPWERSNSVEKPVSSIL

SRTP3VAKSPEAK.SPLQSQPHSRMKPAGSW
ELSGISTT

>SEQ ID NO: 4

WAAAAGEEEEEEEAARE .SAARPAAGPALWRLPEELLLLICSYLDMRA.LGRLAQVCRWLRRFTSCDLLW
RRIARASLNSGFTRLGTDLMTSVPVKERVKvSQNWRLGRCREGILLKWRCSQMPWMQLEDDSLYTSQA
NFTLAYQFRPDGASLNRRPLGVFAGHDEDVCHFVLANSHIVSAGGDGKIGIHKIHSTFTVKYSAHEQE
VNCVDCKGGIIVSGSRDRIAKVWPLASGRLGQCLHTIQTEDRVWSIAISFLLSSFVTGTACCGHFSPL

RIWDLNSGQLMTHLGSDFPPGAGVLDVMYE :SPFTLLSCGYDTYVRYWDLRTSVRKCVMEWEEPHDSTL

YCLQTDGNHLLATGS YYG VRL RRQ-RACLHAFPLTSTPLSSPVYCLRLTTKHLYAALSY LHVL D

FQNP

>SEQ ID NO: 9
MLVMAPRTVLLLLSAALALTETWAGSHSMRyFYTSVSRPGRGEPRFISVGYVDDT^

EEPRAPWIEQ .EGPEYWDRNTQI.YKAQAQTDRESLRNLRGYYNQSEAGS;HTLQSNIYGCDVGPDGRLLRG
HD YAYDG DYIALNED RS A DT A RK EA REA QRRAY'LEGECVF LRRYLE GKDKLE
RADPPKTHVTHHPTSDHEA-TLRCWALGFYPAEITLTWQRDGEDQTQDTELVETRPAGDRTFQKWAAVV
WSGEEQRYTCHVQHEGLPKPLTLRWEPSSQSTVPIVGIVAGLAVLAVVVIGAVVAAVMCRRKSSGGK
GGS YS ACSDS GSDVSLTA

>SEQ ID NO: o



¾
RIYISGSXNYNPSLKSRVIMSVDXSK^^
S.TKGPS FP APSSKS XSGGTAA G LyRDYFPEPyX vS NSGA SQVHXFPAVLQ SSGLY SL SV
XVFSSSDGX IYICN KPS I VDKKVEP SCD
TPEVTC VD S EDPEVKFN YVn VH A -KPREE Y S Y SV H D LNG EYK K

VS KALPAP EKTX.SK P VY'TLPPSR-DE T S T V S Y SDIAVEWES C3 PENN

XTPPVL SDGS YSK D SR Q S SVMHEA H HyXffl S S S-PGK

>SEQ ID MO: 7
L S AHP GP V SEE V IL C S DV F LH G F D

PI LAGE VI SCSSR YD YJ SR
aPYEWSNSSDPLXVS¥X.GNPSNaWPSPXEPSSEXGNPRHLHVLIGISVVIILFILLLFFLLHRWCGNK
KNAyyMDQEPAGNRXWREDBDEQDPQEVIYAQ
P

>SEQ ID NO: 8

MRL A F AK GGARAEPG F IADLH DPDY gKDPF CP SAGS P PDAGP GDYLG DSP
ALINSSXYAMKEIEPEPDFILWXGDDTPHyFDEKLGEAAVLEIVERLXKLIREvFPDXKy
F P FPAGSN IY QIAEL KP LS ESIA F KGAFYCE L
ADMADPGQQFQWLEDVLTDASKAGDMyYIVGHVPPGFFEKIQNKAWFREGFNEKYL
QFFG H IDSFR yDDAGyX ISA MFIXPG IP
FHMLSQANAQGXPR^ELEYQLXEAYGypDASAHSMHTVLDRIAGDQSXLQRYYVYW

CSM VC RQY XDAY XX A.SGXTPV FLLLMALLGL CXLVL

>SEQ ID NO:
MKXLARALRLCEFGRQASSRRLyAGQGCyGPRRGCCApyQyyGPRADLPPCGACIXGRIMRPDDANVA
GNyHGGXIXKMIEEAGAIISXRHCNSQHGERCyAALARvERIDFLSPMCXGEVAHySAEIXYXSKRSV
E\¾ :NyM SE ILXGA K N AX ' FLSL
KWRNGDxyQPVLNPEPNXVSYSQSSLIHLyGPSDCXLHGFXmGGVXMKLMDFA'AG

K I -«
SXPvPQLypEXEDERKRFEEGKGRYLQMKAKRQGHAEPQP

>3EQ ID NO: 100.

GGDR G XA GAVXGAVIAVFGGX MPV S QKT KKQ EE TIA K V TGTEVY F TF
DyQNPOEyi NSSN XQVKQR PYXYRyRFIAKENVXQDAE NXV SF
yLNLAyAAASHIYQWQFVQMILNSLXNKSKSSMFQVRILRELLWGYRDPFLSLVPYPVXXXyGLFYPY
NNXADGyYKyFNGKDNISKVAIIDXYKGKRNLSYWESRCDMINGXDAASFPPFVEKSQyLQFFSSDIC

RSI YAVFESDVNLKGl yYRFVLPSKAFASPVENP
IS P F ASPDySEPIDG NP EEEHRIY D IEP XG
Y I N GX GDE KANMFRS GK L L EM L V GV M AF SYCACRSKXXK

> SE ID NO; 1
WXVARPSVPAALPLLGELPRLLLLYLLCLPAWGpCGLPPDVPNAQPALEGRTSFPEDTVIXYKCEES
FVKIPGEKDSV'ICLKGSQWSDIEEFCNRSCEVPTRLNSASLKQPYITQNYFPVGTVVEYECRPGYRRE

PSLSPKLTCLQNLKWSTAVEFCJ^KSCPNPGEIKNGQIOVPGGILFGATISFSCNTGYKLFGSTSSFC.
LXSGSSyQWSDPLPECREIYCPAPFQXDNGIIQGERDHYGYRQSVIYACNKGFIMIGEHSIYCiyNND
EGEWSGPPPEeRGKoLXSKypPXyQKPXXyNyPIXEySPXSQKXXIKXXIPNAQAXRSXPVSRXXKHF
EXXFN GSGXXSGXXR SG XCFX XG: GXLVXMG LX

>SEQ NO: 102
MDLGPLIsUCEEMIILBGGFXLAEQLFHPKALAELXKSDWERVGRPIVEALREISSAAAHSQPFAWKKK

I ¾ V P PV SDTE K E1 F SVG IP I F-EL KS. EA S.G-FIQ PT
CHAE E LE ¥ VDTSAEDV FF DV E ¾ K G P -DP LS
SDPDACPTi^LLAMLLRGLTOI-QSRILGPGRKCCALANLADMLTVT-ALTEDDPQEVSATVYLDKLATV

SV N DT NPYH ALAEKV EAERDV S TS.LAKLPSETIFVGCEFLHHLLREWGEELQAVLRSSQG
ISYDSYRLCDSLXSFSQNAXLYLNRXSLSKEDRQWSELAECVRDFLRKXSXVLKNRALEDIXASIAM
AyiQQKMDRHMEVCYIFASEKKWAFSDEWvACLGSNRALFRQPDLVLRLLEXVIDySXADRAIPESQI

R V ILECYAD S P G V AG I R S. GRKG SE LLAY'V EGF ED L TTF NQ TQ S SE QG A

S E K S

MKFBTPKEEKQFLELLNCLHSPVKPQGIPVAALLEPDEVLKEFVLPFLRLDVEEVDLSLRIFIQ



A REE Y LQT S PFPL LPSLCQ LDRF SKY LFKEKRC LSLDR DL EL.LCEI SANAE TFS

SV- AAGP V PE DL E FV T FCHA HIMAM PEVCEP YVLALE LTCYET S TNP

V SSLLQRAHE QRF K :S IAEG GPEE RRQTL LQKMS S

>SEQ ID NO: 103
MAQLG LKE Q YDR LR GD G E A LE ABVC A ATGTEILKNLVLPGIGSFTIIDGNQVSGE

DA G NFF LOR SS G RAEAAME L LN SD E E L D V -
LRL ADV L N SQ:IPLL IGRT YGLVGYHR TIKE HPV IES PD ALEDLRLDKFFPE.LREHEQSYDLDHM

EKKDH S P IVIIAK LA YS GRI EKE R L RQGTLKNENGAPEDEENFEEAIKNV

¾ CT S. IE DIF D R X S L iE YAKEGQSN .LP GTIP IA GKX I
V ERAKK GN VA S IGQAPE SEKE LRL L S SA LR R C SLAEEYGLDTIN

KBE I ra VLYLMLRAVI5KPHKQO^RYPGVSNYQVEEDIQKLKSCLTGFLi^YGLS^?KD
DYVHEFCRYG^EPHTIA^FLGGAAAQEVIKIITKQFVIFNNTYI-Y-SGM-SQTSATFQL

>SEQ ID NO: 10
L F FWAARPLQRCGQLV* ¾

RGLELIASENF CSRAALE ALG SCI. N Y SEGYPGKR YYGGAE DE ELL GQRRALEAFDLDPAQWGV

W P SGSP i TA Ii PHD IMG PDG T G¾ S V XS T IFFES PYK P T
DYNQLAL A-RLFR L1 GTSAYARLI DYARMRE C EVKA L AD A LVAA.K SPFKHAD
IVTTTTHKTLRGARSGLIFYRKGVKAyDPKTGREIPYT
QAGTPMFREYSLQVLKNARAMADA-LLE,RGY 'S7uVSGGTDKHLVLVDLRPKGLDGARAERVLELVSITAN
NXCPG DRSAIIPGG RLGAPA XSR FREDDFRR DFI EG IG EV SKIAK

ETSQRLANLRQRVE QFARAFPHP GFDE

SE ID NO: 05
MEGP VFGDRS ETIRS NV XAAA
HPAAKVLCELADLQDKEVGDGTTSWI A ELL ADEL KQ I P S SGYRLAC EAVRYINE L

I TDE GRDG I A S S KI GINGDFFA W V AV AIKYT IRG PRYPV SV IL A GRS
ES GYALNC VGS G RIVNAK

ERIQKIL&TGANVILTXGGJDDMCLKYFVEAGAtiAVRRVLKRDLKRIAKASGATILST!LANLEGEETF
EAAMLGQAEE VVQERIGDDEL I NT ARTS S LRGANDFMCDEMERS LHDA.LC V RV ES S
VPGGGAVEAAL S E YAT5MG3RE Q lAEFARS L P AV AA S VAK A HNEAQV
NPERKWLKWIGLDLSNGKPRDNRQAGVFEPTIVICvKSLKFATEAA ITILRlDDLrKLHPESKD
YEDAVHSGALND

>SEQ ID ND:106
i KQIES TAFQEALDAAGD L VD SAT CGPCRMT PFF SLSEKYS V FLE
CEVRCMPTFQFFKKGQKVGEFSGANKEKLEATINELV

>SE ID NO; 107
MGGAEGKAVAAAAPTELQTKGKKGDGRRRS AKDHHPGKTLPEMPAGFT
VIFSRSTCTRCTEVRRLFKSLCVPYFVLELDQTEDGRALEGTLSELAAETDLPWFVKQRKIGGHGPT
I¾ Y EGRL KX _KMNGPEDLP 3YDYBL

LGGTC NVG C RKL H AA LLG AL DSR YGWIWEE TV HD DR IEAVQ.NH GSLN GYRVALRE

KKVVYENAYGQFIGPHRIRATNSKGKERIYSAERFLIATGERPRYLGIPGDKEYCISSDDLFSLPYCP
G TLVVGAS ECAGFLAG GLDVTV 'VRSlLLRGF
IEAGXPGRLRVVAQ STNSEEXIEGEYNXVMLAIGRDACXRKIGLEXVGVKINEKXGKIPVXDEE QINV
PY AlGD ED VELTPVAIQAGRLLA RLYA STV DYE VPTTVFTPLEYGACG
GEENIEVYHSYFWPLEWTIPSRDNNKGYAKIICNTKDmR\^/GFHVLGPNAGEVTQGFAAALKCGLTK
KQLDSTiGIHPVeAEVFTTLSVTRRSGASILQAGCUG

>SEQ ID NO: 108
DLEGDRNGGAKK FF LN SE DKKE
L GEMT FANAGNLEDLMSOT RS I DTGFF

CLAAGRQiaKIRKQFFHAIMRQEIGWFDVHDVGELNTRLTDDVSRINEGlGDRIGMFFQSMATFFTGF
lVGFTRGiWKLTLVlLAI:SPVLGLS:AAVWAKTL3SFTDKEL
ELERYNKNLEEAKRIGIKKAI XAN AA FLLI A YA AF YGXX V SGEY LXVF SVL
GAFSVGQAS S I AFANARGAAYE K ID K P S SYS.KSG RP IKG LEFR V FSY SRKEVR



PV EAT TIAE IRYGRENVTMDE AVKE DFIi H FD VGE GAQ S G KQ IA IA A.
LvRNPKILLLBEAT SALDTESEAWQmL0KARKGRTTIVrAHRLSTVRNADVIAGFDDGVIVEKGiJH
DELMKEKG Y KLV Q AGNE VE E AA ES A EMSSNDSRSSLIRKRSTRRSVRGSQAQDR
K ST EA BSIPPVS I K TE YF VF ¾1I GG Q -AFAIIFS IIGV T IDDP T.K
R SN F S IF LA G I S ITF F QGFTF GKAGE LT RLRYMVFR SM
R A AA V A IG&RLAV IT XA G G I S TYG TL LAIVP IAI GVVEMKMLSG A

KELEGSGKIATEAIE FR VVSLT E KFEH YAQ QVP R S R A rFGITFSFT A Y S
AGC FRF GAY LV A K LM FEDFL VF SA FGA AV G vS> SFAPDYAKAKISAAHI IIEKTPL S

YSTEGLMP T EG V FGE VF YPTRPDTP
F G yLLDGKE RLNV
FIFSLPNKySTKyGDKGrQLSGGQKQRIAIA
RIC. RLS I ADLIVyF NGRyKEHG

>SEQ ID NOilQ9
MARRPRHSIYSSDE DDEDFEHG DHDYDGLLPKSGKRHLGKTRWTREE DE .L KLVE NGTDD K AN
Y P RTD¾¾ C R K P
L PEVKKTS IEEEDR AHKRLGNR.

AS PAVAT F SH GFA APPTAQ PATGQP V DYSYY¾ SE

PQPAAAAIQRHYHDEDPEKEKRIKELE

W E S D E S SP C T K E T Q S
E SDLE PSLTSTPL GHKLT TPFBRDQT\¾ I

QEIKYGPWiLPQIPSKLVEDLQDVIKQESDESGIVAEFQENGPPLLKKIKQEVESPIDKSGNFFCSH
HWEGDSLNTQLFTQTSPVADAPNILTSSVLJ¾APASEDEDNVLKAFTVPK
CG EE TSSS A R YV A AR I M

>SE ID NO: 110
MPRLFLFHLLEFCLLLNQFSRAVAAKWKDDVIKLCGRELVRAQIAICGMSTSiSKRSLSQEDAPQTPRP

VAE IV S INKDTE I M LE A LPPELKAAL ERQ SLPEiQQYVPALKDSNLSFEEFKKLIRNR:
QS DS PSELKY LGL DTH QKKRRP YVAL.FEKCCL GCTKRS L C

>SE I NO: 111
R G LRGPADSG PQ SPG SGAPQASAAD "v"/VHGRRTAICRAGRGGFKDTTPPELLS.AV
AVXK VNLRPEQLGDICVG QPGAGA ARIAQFLSD PETVP S VNRQC& G .AVASIAGG.

IR GSYDXG VE MS ADRG PGN TSR ME EKA
A S AARA ,SKGCFQAE ?V T
GNSSQVSDGAAAILXARRSKAEELGLPILGVLRSYAVVGVPPDIMGIGPAYAIPVALQKAGLTVSDVD
IFEINEAFASQAAYCVEKLRLPPEKyNPLGGAVALGHPlGCIGARQVITLLNELKRRGKRAYGVVSMC
IG GMGAAAV EYPGN

>SEQ I NO: 112
MVRPMLLLSLGLLAGLLPALAACPQNGHCHSDLQHVICDKVGLQKIPKVSEKIKLLNLQRNNFPVLAA
SFRA N V S HC IREVAAGAFRG K

E LP RGL SP LVN F Q LNNN IRE LRAGAE GA LR
SSYPSAAL SKLRVVE ELKLS P LKSIP DNAF QSFG LE TL LD T LEKF S.DGAF LGv X LK

VH EN RL LPS FPF S ET A NNP CTCQL
DAF S FP KRSKKAGRH

>SEQ ID NO: 13
EiIRTPK E VR DRvSP I< ALGT YI.XAT V TFVENS DPR ET IL

PLLIRCKNFQI X IP RDC 1D YISLIRLARPVKYEEIaY'CFSFNPMLDKEEREQGW\ D EE
R GLPNHY.WQLSDVNRDYRVCDS:YPIELYVPKSATA HII\¾SSKFRSRRRFPVLSyYYKDMHASIGR
S P G AR E E AIR PGS FV yVDTR A A RAAG G ENEDiYSN FQ G

IE H ¾ R S QKHLEyCELKSPSM

GTO R A GS AS DP YRT Fi IEK IS HKFN Ry DGDP EISPVIDQFIECV Q
L E FP FEFNERFL QH SC F FLC SQKE RRELK QERT S A KNRADYLN LFR
ADHS I G LHLPXXPC F YKF SG Y TO
IQKyQLNCTKVKSKQSEPSKHSGFSTSDNSIANIPQDYSGNMKSFPSRSPSaGDEDSALILTQDNLKS
SDPDLS ANSDQESGVEDLSCRSPSGGEHAP SEDSG DRDSDEAVFLTA

>SEQ ID NO: 114



VE E L V P PD

D V PPNY PPPQENGV YE VV P LPERAFE
V LA E AS RE S LL CG M S DVE S D PE
I CNT D Y G D y ARAALDKAT ¾ S
S SEAEH LKELEV HF VYEAI IMV E TGE M DL L SS TVD GYE I
Y EIPD VP SYSV ERFVEECFQAGIIS Ci RD CPSRGR RFVS

>SEQ ID MO: "I
GRR ARCYR N PYP S E CRGVP R IFDLGR AKVDEFP L G M SDEYEQLSSEALEAA

R CA Y v¾ SC:G DGF RVRL PFH R I LS
SIRviRLONKEHVIEALRRARFKFPGRQRIH^

PLPRWRALHS

>SEQ D NO; 16
MD SRVQP ARv'TE GRTGSQ QCTQVRVEFMDDTSRSI RN\ GPVREGDV T.L .ESEREARR

R

>SEQ ID O :XX

AR SPRR L R¥A A PR LPR LTG P R P STG

PIKID TD TYP¾ M VISIDKTGE ra .IYDT S AVHR TPEE KY CKV KIFVGTKGI
PHLVTHDARIIRYPDPLIK^mDTIQIDLETGKIIDFII<FDTGNLCMVTGGANLGRIGVITNRERHPGS
F VHVKDA G S R I G GNRP SLPRGKG R EE D RL A

>SEQ ID MO:

K S P TGC K IEVDDER TF E TEV iADA GEE K YVVR SG NDKQ FP 6V
T¾GR\^i.LLSKGHSCYRPRRIGEr<KRKSVRGCIVDAxNLSVLNLVIVKKGEKDIPGLIDTTVPRRLGPK
RASRIRKLFMLgKEDDVRQYVVRKPLNKEGKKPRTKAPKIQRLVTPRVLQHKRRRIALKKQRIKKMKE
EAAE YARL LAKRMRE REKRQE QIAKRRRL SSLRAS T SRSESS OR

>:SEQ I NO: 119

MSSE QSK Q S - LR S SAVKI IPVKXVK ¾SG V F D DL IC GJ
GAVTLRAS SSYRE IPS SSPASPQE TRQHE SKPGLEPEP SSADE RLSSSADA GNA PSSLAAKG YRS
VHPNLPSDKSQDATSSSAAQPEVIVVPLYLWTDRGQ
PI DD PPHL R P SQPARA GSFAP TPPSFSPPPPLVPPAPEDLRRVSEPDLTGAVSSTDS
SP LNE SSL A PSVS SSA TT VLL QHNRE RRLSSLSDPVS ERRVGE QD
SAPIQEKPTSPGKAIERRAJCDD^

IPEENPYFPTYKFPELPEIQQTSEEDNPYTPTYQFPASTPSPKSEDDDSDLYSPRYSFSEDTKSPLSV
PR:SKSEMSYIDGEKWKRSATLPLPARSSSI^<SSSERNDWEPPDK
VLINERMSRDISPEEIDLKNEPWYKFFSELEFGKPPPRRIWPYT^

T LEA E ET NK ANVP SS S PE S ETPGYi NFH V RE GAP DLT ENE Q
YKS LEGGDIPL GLSGLKRPSSSASTKDSESP HFIPADYLESIEEFIRRRHDDKEKLLADQRRLK

R EEA JAA R G IPTHHQ ER GD IDDTA R SGSE RPARAKFDF A IL E PL K
GD YIY DQ YEGE GRVG PRTY IE LPPAE AQPK L PVQVLEYGEAIA F F GDT V
EMSFR GERIT R V EN YEGRIPG SR Gi YVDVI
SPQFS HS I PAPSS PHS i SPE HAV E XS TVGVP RR & TPP PP PEASIY T H
LA SPRASPSL SLSLP LS DR IPRSVASP ALP S HKTYS APTS A SLHMNGDGGVH PSSGIH

QDSFLQLPLGSSDSVISQLSDAFSSQSKRQPWREESGQYERKAERGAGERGPGGPKISKKSCLKPSDV

VRCL S E R SDL ΤΡΕΕ KPL F SEA QTERHRGGE QAGRKAARRGGS Q AQ RVTP

D R S S S GA L Y G DD E R DG D IV DV

>SEQ ID ;.1 :

MSASTGGGGDSGGSGGSSSSSQASCGPESSGSELALATPVPQMLQGLLGSDDEEQEDPKDYCKGGYHP
yRlO DVFNGRY RRLG G FSTV L DI

DPKRETXVQLIDDFRISG¥NeVHVCIWLEVLGHQLLKWIIKSNYQ©LPVPCVKSIVRQVLH©LDYLHT
K K TDIKPENILLCVGP7YlRRLAAEATE QA APPPSRS S A QEVLQTGKLSKNKRKI¾lR
RKRKQOKRLLESRLRPLQRLEAMEAATQAEDSGLRLPGGSGSTSSSGCHPGGARAGPSPASS.SPAPGG

GRSLSAGSQTSGF SGS LF SPA SC SG S RE TGGLL SP STPFGA SNL LV NPL EP NA D IK IK IA

D GNAC \r F E l Q RA EV GAEYGPPA TAeMAFELATGDYLFEPH6GEDYSRDED

IA I G I PAFA SGRYSREFF RRGE R I YE EKYE P&E T FS F P
EYIPEKRASAAD L P L P



> SE I NO: 121
¾ K

R V SE P R R Y RYL N RD RV

>SEQ ID NG l22
AAGACAGAGGTCCTCTTTCCTTGCCTAATGC
GTAGCAGCTCCAAAGCAITGGATGCIGAATAAATTGAeiGGTGTGTITGCTCCICATCCATCCACCAG
TCCCC A TTT GA GA TG CCCCCT A TTT C AAGGAAC AG AG T C CA
CTGGAAATGAAGTAAAGAAGAT.TTGCATGCAGCGGTTCATTAAGATCAATGGCAAGG

ATAACCTACTCTGCTGGATTCATGGATGTCAACAGCATTGAGAAGTCGGGAGAGAATTTC

CTATGACACGAAGGGTCGCTTTGCTGT.ACATCGTATTACACCTGAGGAGGCCAA

8E ID NO: . 2

K LY SVA Y:LG SLA FLGA DTA R DVA SEF R : SRG EL SS SYPT G VKAG A TLI

RPC)DMKG:ASRSPEDSSPDAARIRVKRYRQSMNNFQ

PRSKISPQGYGRRRRRSLPEAGPGRTLVSSKPQAHGAPAPPSGSAPHFL

>SEQ ID M :124

MAAEEEEVDSADTGERSGWLTGWLPIWCPTS SHLKEAEEKMLRCVPCTYKKEPVRI SNGNR TL

S N NR TPI LL GFGGG G A
EWRGALGLDKMILLGHNLGGFLAAAYSLKYPSRVNHLILVEPWGFPERPDLADQDRPIPVWIRALGAA

L PFNPLAGLRIAGPFG S Q _ D K SSI E D V EYI¾HC V XPS --TA N T PYG
AKR PM R IG M P D IPV S IF GAR C DG SG Q S RP

VRE DTvD

>SE . ID NO: 12.5

MLEELECGAPGARGAATAMDCKDRPAFPVKELIQARLPFKRLNLVPKGKADDM3DDQGTS:VQ :SKSPDL

L- T E N GSD F RPK \¾ G G DNF R R E T.S GQ S IID TED SNE R S VD NK

§ E - D D¾ K - D G T S EE ¾ FT R S E

RSCPELTSGPRMCPRKEQDSWSEAGGILFRGKVPMVVTXIDILA\¾PPQIKSLPATPQGK

ESFPEEDSVLSHSSLSSPSSISSPEGPPAPPKQHSSTSPFPISTPLRRIIKKFVKGSIEKNRLRLQRD

QERLGRQLKLRAEREEKEKLKEEAKRAKEEAREKKEEEKELKEKERREEREKDEKERAEKQRLREERR

ER E EA EE R E EE R REEE
MV LAPRRRT E PD C S D SGE FSFLKD LKGRQP RSG HV STRNADI FN SDVVIVERGK

GDGVPERRRFGRM F CENHRPA Y GT

LSHSEGDDDDDMGEDEDEDDGFF V^RGYLSEDEGVTEECADPENHKVRQRLKAKEWDEFLA

LQPVKIGCVWAADRDCAGDDLKVLQQFAACFLEILPAQEEQIPKASKRERRDEQILAQLLPLLHGNVN

GS VX EFQ EHG RGL S TG PR PS T TPTP SE DAA P S SR RL ISE NSV YE PDFR

C YV PQV F¾ EH PVPCG SY
R R DGQ IGAED DG F ADTEE EEEEEGD C IV D DA

LGA.S

SE NO: 1 6

ft W i V K ETQ
I KA P TDFT CKCMI A QEE I QI ETCH QAF QA DE E ITGFED
SVRKFICHWGIIYQHIDRWLLAEMLGDLSDSC!LKA¾MSKYGWSADESGQ:IFICSQEESIKPKNIVF:K

IDFDSVoSIMASSQ

SEQ ID NO: 127
MAA R KNK GK L F A EDGG TGGGS .T YVS RPVS.WADE DDL.EG V ST N DDD YRAPPI

DRSILP TAPRAAREPNIDRSRLPKSPPYIAFLGNLPYDVTEESIREFFRGLNISAVRLPREPSNPERL

KGFGiAEFEDI-DSLLSALSLNEESLGNRRIRVDVADQAQDKDRDDRSFGRDRNRDaDKTDTD-WRARPA
TDgFDDYPPRRSDDSFGPKYRDRYDSDRYRDGYRpGYRDGPRRDidDRYGGRDRYDDRGS.RDYDRGY.DS
RIGSGRRAFGSGYRRDDDYRiaGGDRYEDRYD.RRDDRSWS SRDPYSRDDYRRDDRGPPQRPKLNLKPRS

TP KED DSS ASTS :STRAAS GGARP VDTAARERE VEERLQKE QE RG. DEP KLERRPRERHPSSR

SE ETQERER SRTG SE SSQTGTSTT SSRNARR RE SE K SLENE TLNKE EDC SPT SKPPRP DQPLKV JPA

PPPKENAWVKRSSNP^

R GD G R S R ί DSR P KK E Ά SS S S GE JEGEDY

>SEQ ID NO: 128



MASVXLSXAEKVYIVHGVQEDLRVDGRGCEDYRCVEVEI
P LE E Y EFFW
V VXXLE GG FDAIS AV AA F

Y H DAX EE SLAS VSVTS G X I VGKG LDPE-S . E i E GK V VL A LQS
WHKEESXGPKRQKVGFLG

>SEQ ID NG 12
IEQ I RGILKG G QIAXXP FP

V¥IS3DGQFALSGS^DGILRLWDLIIGXIIRRFVGOT
¾ Q E « S W I , S i C K . T P

L GG DG AML L EG HLY DGG VDEL
EVISTSS AEP QC S SAD.GQT EAGY VRV QV IG R

>SEQ ID NO 3
AA AARPRGRA LGPV P PL X LVXRVX CGAXARDPGAAAGXSXHPXYFNXAEAARIWAXAXCGE

RGPQEGRPQPELYCKLVGQPXAPGSGHTIQGQFCDYCNSEDPRRAHPVXNAIDGSERWWQSPPLSSGX
Y RVNLXLDLGQ FHV IL FA SPRPDL VLERSVDFGS YSP

AVXRDDDVLE¥XEYSRIVPLENGE¥WS,LTMGRPGARNFXFSHXLREFXKAXNIRLRFLRXNXLLGILL
ISKAQRDPXVXRRYYYSIKDISIGGQCVCNGHAEVCNIMSPEKLFRCECQHHXCGEXCDRCCXGYNQR
R RPAA E SHE EAC CHGHAS GYY P VER

I S S CI E P C S
XPSSEDPV? GDIKGCDCNLEGVLPEIGDAHGRCLCRPGVEGPRCDICRSGFYSFPICQACWCSALGSY

QT^CSSVXGQCEERPGVXGQRCDRCL.SGAYDFPHCQGSS.SACDPAGTI .SN G CQC LHVEGPT SR

SXEFX CG S Y P IASRFG SARSLVAFYHKGALP ECHP GAXGP SPEGGQCPCQP VI
GRQCTRCAXGHYGFPRCKPCSCGRRLCEEMTGQGRCPPRXVRPQCEVCEXHSFSFHPtiAQCEGCNCSR
RGIIEAAMPECDRDSGQCRCKPRIXGRQCDRCASGFYRFPECVP-CNGNRDGXEPGVCDPGXGACXCKE
NVEGTEGMVCREGSFHXDPANXKGCISCFCFGVNNQCHSS.HKRRXKFVDMXGWHXEXADRVDIPVSFN
PGSNSMVADLQELPAIIHSASWVAPXSYLGDKVSSYGGYXXYQAKSFGLFGDMVLLEKKPDVQLXGQH
S EE XNXPRPDRLHHGRVHVVEGNFRHA SSRAPVSREEL XVLSRLADVRIQGLYFXEX RLIL S

E^GXEEASDXGSGRlALAVEICACPPAYAGD^CQGGSPGYYRDHKGLYXGRCVPCNGNGHSiSIQCQDGS
GIGVNCQHNIAGE G R EGYYGNA

CAPGYFGNPQ.KFGGS^QPGSCNSKGQLGSCHPLIGDCINQEPKD3SPAEEGDDCDS CV X L3SDXAI
GEQLRLVKS.QXQGLSA.SAGLLEQMRHMEIQAKDLRNQLLNYRSAISNHGSKIEGLERELXDLNQEFEX

E AQV SR AQ X NRAX SAKEX V I VIR HILX ISGXDGEGNNVP GDFSRE AE
AQR RE R R FG HXREΑΕADKRE .Q LNR RX IH GE NGLA S DSXNEYEAKLSDLRA
RX EAA QA iQA GX ENERAXGA RQ EI SX S FX YLXXADSSLL X I.AXQX E SQ EY
Ξ ΧΑ X E RQE SDKVRE S 3AGKX X E EKHAR X EXAKQXEE KRNASGDE LVR AA
lAYENILNAIKAAEDAANRAASASESALQI^IKEDLPRKAKILSSHSDKLLNEAKMXQKKLKQEVSPA
LNNLQQTLNIVTVQKEVIDTNXTTLRDGLHGIQRGDIDAMISSAKSMVRKANDITDEVLDGLNPIQTD
VERI DTYGRTQNEDF AXTDAD SV LT LPDL R XESiN
RDAAS ¾ W MRF GKSG EVRXPNDLEDXKGY SL XFLQRPNSRE G TEOT V YLG DASRDY
IG A DG ITCVY XGDREAEXQVDQ X KSETKEAV DRV FQRXYQFARX YTK SSKPETPG
VYDl GR NTXX X P VVFYVGGYP F X SRXSF PYKGC EXDDXNE XSLYNF FNLN.
TTEVEPCRRR^EESDKISYFEG.IGYAR¥PTQP HAPIPTFGQXIQITVDRGXLFFAENGDRFISXNIEX)G
L X X E V I™

A RERF S PAFRGC KN XSGVVR X DXVGVX C.SED KXVRS S SRGGQXSFXDLGXPPX
D XQA FGFQXF PSG XDH XWXRNX yXXEDGY EX SDSGSPIFKSPQXYMDGLLHYVSVISD
NSG RLXIDD LXR S RLKHISSSR SLRLGGS FEGCISNVFV RLSLSPEVLDLXS SLKRDVSX
GG SL PPFL LL GSXR ' XKX£RI LL DXPVA I¾
P-XSHXX LP EL PRS FAVD XX SRGXVF XGX SF AXYLSKGRXVFAXGXDGKKLRIKSK
EKGNDGKWHXVVFGBDGEKGRL\ATDGXRAREGSLPGMSXI SI APVYIGSPP GKPKSLPXN FVGGL

FQXDSKPLYXPSSSFGV33CLGGPLEKG1YFSEEGGHVVLAH VLXGPEFRLVFSI PRSLXGILI



IGS: L,CVYLEAGRVTASMDS^
AGQIPFPPASTQEPLHLGGAPANLT^

YKRRNGLE

>SEQ ID MO: 132
MSQV V VQNP SAM, SGSQ L KNQSLLSOPLM S SSLP SENAGRP IQNSALPSASITST SAAA

VKPQXSPEYGQGINPi SRLAQIQQAKKEKEFE YTLLTERGLPRRREFVMQyKVGNHTAEGTGrNKKVA
A AE E I GF V PQ¾ p PALKSEE TP PG GRKVTFFEPGSGDEN TSN EDEF PY

SHQpLPAGILPMVPEVAQAVGVSQGftHTKDFTP-^PNPAKATVTAMIARELLYG.GTSPTAETILKNMI
SSGriVPHGPLTRPSEQLDYLSRl¾GFQVEYKDFPM\WKNEFVSLIN CS
AAL ILKLLSE L DQQ STEHPRT GNGPHSVCGEC

>SF,Q ID NO:133
W EHVN GNGIEEPM D TSA SEN F

NEDGALAVLQQFKDSMSHVQNKSAFLCGVM<TY^

V' TG P PP SV SG P SVGTEIFVGKJPRDLFEDELVPLFEKAGPIWDLRLM¾DPLRGLNRG

YAFVTFCTKEAAQEAVKLYNNHEIRSGKHIGVCISVANNRLFVGSIPKSKTKEQIL.EE

KK C

FVRNLANT V TEE I.LEKAFSQFGKLERVKKLKDYAFIHFDERDGAVKAMEEMNGKDLEGENIEIVFAKP
PDQI<RKERKAQRQAAKNQMYDDY YYYGPPHMPPPTRGRGRGGRGGYGYPPDYYGYEDYYDYYGYDYHN
YRGGYEDPYYGYEDFQVGARGRGGRGARGAAPSRGRGAAPPRGRAGYSQRGGPGSARGVRGARGGAQQ
QRGRGVRGARGGRGGNVGGKRKADGYNQPDSKRRQTNNQNWGSQPIAQQPLQGGDESGNYGYKSENQ:E

FYQDTFGQQWK



CLAIMS

A .method of detenmning the aggressiveness of a cancer in mammal, said

method including the step of comparing a expression level o one or a

plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an expression level of one or a

plurality of underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of cancer cells, t sues

or organ of the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the

underexpressed gene a from one or a plurality of metagenes selected from

the grou consisting of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell

Signalling metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growt

metagene, a Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System metagene,

Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a Post-

Translational Modification metagene, Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene and a Multiple Network metagene, wherein: a higher relative

expression level of the one o plurality of overexpressed genes compared to

the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with

higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or lower relative expression level

of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the on or

plurality of underexpressed genes Indicates or correlates with lower

aggressiveness of th cancer compared to a mammal having a higher

expression level.

A method o determining a cancer prognosis for a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurali ty of

overexpressed genes and o an expression level o one or a plurality of

underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of

the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the underexpressed genes

are from one or a plurality of metagenes selected from the group consisting of

a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling metagene, a

Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a

Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DN Replication/Recombination

metagene, an Immune System metagene, Metabolic Disease metagene, a

Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a Post-Translational Modification

metagene, a Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene and a Multiple



Networks metagene, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the one o

plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes indicates o eorrelates with less favourable cancer

prognosis; and/or a lowe relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed

genes indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer prognosis,

3. The method of Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the on or plurality of underexpressed genes are

selected from one of the metagenes or are selected from a plurality of the

metagenes.

4. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the

Carbohydrate/Li pid Metabolism metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the

Cellular Development metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregation metagene, the DNA Replication/Recombination

metagene, the Immune System metagene, the Metabolic Disease metagene,

the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-Translational Modification

metagene, the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the Multiple

Networks metagene comprise one or a plurality of genes listed in Table 21

5. A method of determining the aggressiveness of a Cancer in a mammal, said

etho including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a

plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an expression level o one or a

plurality of underexpressed genes in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues

or organs o the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the

underexpressed gene are from one or a plurality of metagenes selected from

the grou consisting of Metabolism metagene, a Signalling metagene, a

Development and Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation/Replication

metagene, an Immune Response metagene and a Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene, wherein: a higher relative expression level

of the one or plurality of overexpressed gene compared to the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with higher

aggressivenes of the cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level of the

one o plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the

cancer compared t a mammal havin a higher expression level.



6 . A method o determining cancer prognosis for a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or an expression level of on or plurality of

underexpressed genes in one or plurality o cancer cells, tissues or organs of

the mammal, wherein the overexpressed genes and the underexpressed genes

are from one or a plurality of rnetagenes selected from the group consisting of

a Metabolism metagene, a Signalling metagene, a Development an Growth

metagene, a Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, an immune

Response metagene and a Protei .Synthesis/Modification metagene, wherein:

a higher relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed

genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with less favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to

the one or plurality o underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a

more favourable cancer prognosis.

7. The method of Claim 5 or Claim 6, wherein the one o plurality of

overexpressed gene and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are

selected from one of the rnetagenes or are selected from a plurality of the

rnetagenes.

8. The method of any one of Claim 5 t 7, wherein the Metabolism metagene.

the Signalling metagene, the Development and Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, the Immune Response

metagene and/or the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene comprise one

or more genes listed in Table 22.

9 . The method of any one of Claims 5 to 8, wherein the one or plurality of

overexpressed gene and the one or plurality of underexpressed gene are

from one or a plurality of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a Cell

Signalling metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular Growth

metagene, Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System metagene, a

Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Aci Metabolism metagene, a Post-

Translational Modification metagene, Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene.



1 . Th method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the step of

eo parin a expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed gene

and/or a expression level of on or plurality of underexpressed genes

includes comparing an average expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or a average expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes.

1. The method of Claim 10, which includes calculating a rati of the average

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and the

average expression level of the plurality of underexpressed genes.

12. The method of any one of Claims 1-9, wherein the step of comparing an

expression level of one o a plurality of overexpressed genes and/or a

expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes includes

comparing the sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes.

13, The method of Claim 12, which includes calculating a ratio o the sum of

expression levels of th one or plurality of overexpressed genes and the sum

of expression levels of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes.

14. method of determining the aggressi veness of a cancer in a mammal, said

method including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a

plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability

and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling in one or a plurality of cancer

cells, tissue or organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression

level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated with

chromosomal instability compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed

genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling indicates or correlates with

higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level

of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal

instability compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling indicates or correlates with lower

aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a mammal having a higher

expression level.



15. A method of determining cancer prognosis for a mammal, said method

including the step of compa n an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and/or an

expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes associated with

estrogen receptor signalling i one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or

organs of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative expression level o the one

or plurality of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability

compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed genes associated with

estrogen receptor signalling indicates or correlates with a les favourable

cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the one o

plurality of overexpressed gene associated with chromosomal instability

compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed gene associated with

estrogen receptor signalling indicates or correlates with a more favourable

cancer prognosis.

16. The method of Claim 15, wherein. the cancer prognosis includes determining

responsiveness to ant -cancer therapies targeting aneuploid tumours.

17. The method of Claim 15, wherein the cancer prognosis includes determining

responsiveness to anti-cancer therapies targeting chromosomal instability.

18. The method of any one of Claims 15 to 17, wherein th Cancer prognosis

includes determining responsivene to one or more anti-cancer therapies that

comprise targeting TTK, PL 1 and/or one or more Aurora Kinases.

. The method of any one of Claims to 8, wherein the step of comparing an

expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes associated with

chromosomal instability and/or an expression level o one or plurality of

underexpressed gene associated with estrogen receptor signalling includes

comparing an average expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and/or an

average expression level of the on or plurality of underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling.

20, The method of Claim 19, which includes calculating a ratio of the average

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability and the average expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed gene associated with estrogen receptor

signalling.



21. The method of any one of Claim 14-1 8, wherein the step of co pari ng an

expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes associated with

chromosomal instability and/or an expression leve of one or plurality of

underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling includes

comparing the su of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and o the sum

of expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling,

22. The method of Claim 21, which includes calculating a ratio of the sum of

expression levels of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability and the sum o expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpre ed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling.

23. The method of Claim 20 or Claim 22, wherein the ratio provides an

aggressiveness score which is indicative of, or correlates with, cancer

aggressiveness and a less a a l prognosis.

24. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the gene associated with

chromosomal instability are o a CIN metagene.

25. The method of Claim 24, wherein the CIN metagene comprises a plurality of

genes listed in Table 4 .

26. The method of Claim 25, wherein the genes are selected from the group

consisting of: ATP6V1CI, RAP2A, CALMl, COGS, HELLS, KDM5A, PGKl,

PLCHl, CEP55, RFC4, TAF2, SF3B3, GPI, FIR, MCMI0, ELK, FOXMl,

KIF2C, NUP155, TPX2, TTK, CENPA, CENPN, EXOL MAPREl, ACOT7,

NAE1, SHMT2, TCP I , TXNRDl, AIM, CHAFIA and SYNCRIP.

27. The method of Claim 26, wherein the genes are selected from the group

consisting of MELK, MCM , CENPA, EXOL TTK and KIF2C.

28. The method of any one of Claims 4 to 27, wherein the gene associated with

estrogen receptor signalling are of an E metagene.

29. The method of Claim 28, wherein the genes are selected from the group

consisting of: BTG2, PIK3IPL SEC14L2, FLNB, ACSF2, APOM, BINS,

GLTSCR2, ZMYNDH), ABAT, BCA 2. SCUBE2, RUNXI, LRRC48,

MYBPCI, BCL2, CHPTl, IIM2A, LR GI , MAPZ PRKCB, RERE,

ABHDI4A, FLT3 TNN, STC2, BATE, CD E, CFB, EVL, FBXW4, ABCBI,



ACAAl, CHAD, PDCD4, RPLIO, RPS2S, RPS4X, RPS6, SORBSL RPL22

and RPS4XP3.

30. The method of Claim 29, wherein the genes are selected from the group

consisting of MAPT and MY .

31. The method of any one of Claims 1 t 30, further including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of other overexpressed

gene selected from the group consisting of CAMSAPI, CETN3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9, CFDPl, VPS28, ADORA2B GSK3B LAMA4, MAP2K5,

HCFCIRl, KCNGI, BCAP31, U BP2 CARHSPL PML, CD36, ( 7)55,

GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, E1F3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2LL LAMA 3,

NDUFCl and STAUl, and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of

other underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of BRDS,

BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, YTM2C, NOP2, NSUN5,

SF3B1, ZNRDl-ASl, ARNT2, ERC2, SLCllAl, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD IA,

CD IB, CDIC, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGff, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl,

MTMR7, S RBS and SRPK3, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or

organs of the mammal, wherein; a higher relative expression level of the one

or plurality of other overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of

other underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness

of the cancer and/or a less favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower

relative expression level of the one or plurality o other overexpressed genes

compared to the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a more favourable

cancer prognosis compared to a mammal having a higher expression level.

32. The method of Claim , wherein the one or plurality of other overexpressed

genes ar selected from the group consisting of ABHD5, ADORA2B,

BCAP3L, CA9, CAMSAPI, CARHSPL CD55, CETN3, E1F3K, EXOSC7,

GNB2L1, GRHPR, GSK3B, HCFCIRL KCNGL MAP2K5, NDUFCl, PML,

STAU TXN d ZNF593 and/or the one or plurality of other underexpressed

genes are selected from the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, ME1,

MTMR7, SMPDIJB and ZNRDl-ASl .

3 3 The method of Claim 3 1 or Claim 32, wherein the ste o comparing the

e ression level of the one o plurality o other overexpressed genes and/or

the expression level of the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes



includes comparing an average expression level of the one or plurality of

other overexpressed genes and/or an average expression level o the one or

plurality of other underexpressed genes,

34. The method of Claim 33, which includes calculating a ratio of the average

expression level of the other overexpressed genes and the average expression

level of the other underexpressed genes,

35. The method of Claim 3 1 or Claim 32, wherei the step of comparing an

expression level of the one o plurality of other overexpressed genes and/or

an expression level of the one o plurality of other underexpressed genes

includes comparing the sum of expression levels o the one or plurality of

other overexpressed genes and/or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of other underexpressed genes,

36. The method of Claim 35, which includes calculating a ratio of the sum of

expression levels of the one or plurality of other overexpressed genes and the

sum of expression level o the one or plurali ty of other underexpressed genes .

37. The method of any one of Claims 3 to 36, wherein the comparison of the

expression level of the overexpressed gene associated with chromosomal

instability and/or the expression level of the underexpressed genes associated

with estrogen receptor signalling i integrated with the comparison of the

expression level of the other overexpressed genes and or the expression level

of the other underexpressed genes to derive a first integrated score.

38. A method of determining the aggressiveness of a cancer i a mammal, said

method including the step o comparing an expression level of one or a

plurality of overexpressed genes selected from th group consisting of

CAMSAP CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDPl, VPS28, ADORA2B,

GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5, HCFCIRL KC G BCAP31 ULBP2,

CAR SP , PML, CD36, CDS5, GEMIN4, T N, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B,

EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3, NDUFCl and STAUL and/or an expression

level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes selected from the group

consisting of BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. MEL PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4,

[TM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRDI-ASL ARNT2, ERC2, SECUAl,

BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD A, CDIB, CDIC, CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3,

SMPDL3B, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBS! and SRPK3, in one or a plurality

of cance cells, tissues or organ of the mammal, wherein: a higher relative



expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed gene compared to

the one or plurality of underexpressed gene indicates or correlates with

higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative expression level

of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with lower

aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a mammal having a higher

expression level.

39. A method of determining a cancer prognosis for a mammal, said method

including the step of comparing an expression level of on or a plurality of

overexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of CAMSAPl,

CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDPl, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B,

LAMA4, AP2 5, HCFCIRI, KCNGL BCAP3L ULBP2, CARHSPl, PM

CD36, CD55, GEMIN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, FJF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2LI,

1AMA3, NDUFCl and STAUI, and/or an expression level of one or a

plurality of underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of

BRD8, BTN2A2, KJR2DL4 ME1, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2C, NOP2,

NSUN5, SF3BL ZNRDl-ASI, ARNT2, ERC2, SLCl lAl BRD4, APOBEC3A,

CDIA, CD IB, D C, CXCR4, ΗΙΛ -Β, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB,

RLNl, MTMR7, SORBS! and SRPK3, i one or a plurality of cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal wherein: a higher relative expression leve

of the one or plurality of overexpressed gene compared to the one o

plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a less

favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the

one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer

prognosis compared to a mammal having a higher expression level.

40. The method of Claim 38 or Claim 39, wherein the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting of ABHD5,

ADORA2B, BCAP31, CA9, CAMSAPl, CARHSP1, CD55, CE 3 EIF3K,

EX SC7 GNB2L1, GKHPR, GSK3B, HCFCIRL KCNGJ, MAP2K5,

NDUFCL PML, STAUI , TXN and ZNF593 and/or the one or plurality of

underexpressed genes are selected from the group consisting o BTN2A2,

ERC2, IGH, ME1, MTMR 7, SMPDL3B an ZNRD -AS .



41. The method of any on of Claims 38 to 40, wherein the step of comparing the

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes includes

comparing an average expression level o the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or an average expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes,

42. The method of Claim 41, which includes calculating a rati of the average

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and the

average expression level of the one or plurality o underexpressed genes.

43. The method of any one o Claims 38 to Claim 40, wherein the step of

co parin a expression level of the one o plurality of overexpressed genes

and/or an expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes

includes comparing the sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes.

44. The method of Claim 43, which includes calculating a ratio o the sum of

expression levels of th one or plurality of overexpressed genes and the sum

of expression levels of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes.

45. The method of any one of Claims 1 to 44, further including the step of

comparing a expression level of a one o a plurality of overexpressed

proteins, and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed

proteins, i one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal

to thereby derive an integrated score.

46. The method of Claim 38, wherein the one or plurality of overexpressed

proteins are selected from the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1, VEGFR2,

INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, u 0, HER3, SMADl, GATA3, ITGA2,

KT , NFKB1, HER2, ASMS and COL6A1, and o the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins are selected from the group consisting of VEGFR2,

HER3, ASNS, MAP , ESRL YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, COL6A1, PEA 15

and RPS6, wherein: a higher relative expression level of the on or plurality

of overexpressed protein compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed

proteins indicates or correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer

and/or a les favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression

level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to the one or



plurality of underexpressed proteins indicates o correlates with lower

aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a more favourable cancer prognosis

compared to a mammal having a higher expression level.

47. The method of Claim 4 or Claim 46, wherein the step of comparing the

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and/or the

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins includes

comparing a average expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and/or an average expression level of the on or

plurality of underexpressed proteins.

48. The method of Claim 47, which includes calculating a ratio of the average

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and the

average expression level of the on or plurality of underexpressed proteins.

49. The method of Claim 45 or Claim 46, wherein the step of comparing an

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and/or an

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins includes

comparing the su of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed protein and/or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of underexpressed proteins.

50. The method of Claim 49, which includes calculating a ratio of the sum of

expression levels of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and the

sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins,

51. The method of any one of Claims 4 to 50, wherein the comparison of the

expression level o the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and the

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins is

integrated with;

(i) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of

the underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

to derive a second integrated score; or

(ii) the first integrated score to derive a third integrated score; or

(iii) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of CAMSAPL CETN3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9 CFDPl, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4,

MAP2K5, HCFC R KCNGl, BCAP3I, ULBP2, CARHSPI, PML,



CD36, CD55, GEMJN4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, IF4 , EXOSC7,

GNB2L1, LAMAS, NDUF a d STAU1 and/of the expression level

of the underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of

BRD8, BTN2A2. KIR2DL4. ME I , PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, ITM2Q

NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD -A Α Ν Ί , ERC2, SL lA ,

BRD4f AP0BEC3A, GDIA, CD IB, C , CXCR4, HLA^B, IGH,

KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, MYB, RU , MTMR7, SORBS! and SRPK3 to

derive a fourth integrated score; or

(iv) the comparison of the expression level o the overexpressed gene and

an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the genes

are from on or a plurality of the Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism

metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular Development

metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the Chromosome

Segregation metagene, the DNA Replication/Recombination

metagene^, the Immune System metagene, the Metabolic Disease

metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-

Translational Modification metagene, the Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the Multiple Networks

metagene, to derive a fifth integrated score; or

(v) the compari o of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

and an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the

gene are from one or a plurality of the Metabolism metagene, the

Signalling metagene, the Development and Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregatioii/Replication metagene, the Immune

Response metagene and/or the Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene, to derive sixth integrated score.

52, The method of Claim 51, wherein the first, second, third, fourth, fifth and/or

sixth integrated scores are derived, at least in part, by addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division and/or exponentiation.

53, A method of determining the aggressiveness of a cancer in a mammal, said

method including the step of comparing an expression level of one or a

plurality o overexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of

DVL3. PAI-1, VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1, EGFR, 0, HER3,

SMAD1, GATA3, 1TGA2, A T NFKB1, HER2. ASNS and COL6AL



and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed proteins

selected from the group consisting of VEOFR2, ER3, ASNS, MAPK9,

ESRl, YWHAE, RAD50, PGR, CGL6A1, PEA 15 and RPS6, in one or

plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs o the mammal, wherein: higher

relative expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins

compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins indicates o

correlates with higher aggressiveness of the cancer; and/or a lower relative

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to

the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with

lower aggressiveness of the cancer compared to a mammal having a highe

expression level,

54. A method o determining cancer prognosis for a mammal, said method

including the ste of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of DVL3, PA -

VEGFR2, 1NPP4B, EIF4EBPJ , EGFR, u8 , HER3. SMADl, GATA3,

ITGA2, A T l , NF HER2, ASNS and CO 6A and/or an expression

level of one or a plurality of underexpressed proteins selected from the group

consisting of VEGF , HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESRl, YWHAE, RAD50,

PGR, COL6A PEA15 and RPS6, in on or a plurality of cancer cells,

tissues or organs of the mammal wherein: a higher relative expression level

of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to the one or

plurality of underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with a less

favourable cancer prognosis; and/or a lower relative expression level of the

one o plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to the one or plurality of

underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with a more favourable cancer

prognosis compared to a mammal having a higher expression level.

55. The method of Claim 5 or Claim 54, wherein the step of comparing the

expression level o the one or plurality o overexpressed proteins and/or the

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins includes

comparing an average expression level o the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and/or an average expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed proteins.



56. Th method of Claim 55, which includes calculating a ratio of the average

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and the

average expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins,

57. The method of Claim 53 or Clai 54, wherein the step of comparing an

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and/or an

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins includes

comparing the su of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of underexpressed proteins.

58. The method of Claim 57, which in ude calculating a ratio of the sum of

expression levels of the overexpressed proteins and the sum of expression

levels of the underexpressed proteins.

59. A method of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to a anti-cancer

treatment in a mammal, said method including the step of determining a

expression level of one or plurality of genes associated with chromosomal

instability in one or a plurality of non-mitotic cell s of the mammal, wherein a

higher expression level indicates or correlates with relatively increased

responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

60. The method of Claim 59, wherein the one or plurality of genes associated

wit chromosomal instability are targeted by the anti-cancer treatment.

6 1. The method of Claim 59 or Claim 60, wherein the one or plurality of genes

associated with chromosomal instability are listed i Table 4 and/or include

one or more genes associated with aneuploidy.

62. The method of Claim 6 , wherein the one or plurality of genes associated

wit chromosomal instability and/or aneuploidy are selected from the group

consisting of: TK, CEP55, FOXMl, SKIP2, PLKl and/or Aurora kinases.

63. The method of any one of Claims 59 to 62, wherein the anti-cancer treatment

is a treatment targeted to aneuploid tumours.

64. The method of any one of Claims 59 to 63, wherein the anti-cancer treatment

is a treatment targeted t chromosomal instability.

65. A method of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to a anti-cancer

treatment in a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an

expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an

expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or a



plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein the

overexpressed genes and the underexpressed genes are fro one or a plurality

of metagenes selected from the group consisting of Carbohydrate/Lipid

Metabolism metagene, a Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular Development

metagene, a Cellular Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation

metagene, a DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, a Immune System

metagene, a Metabolic Disease metagene, a Nucleic Acid Metabolism

metagene, a Post-Translational Modification metagene, a Protein

Synthesis/Modification metagene and Multiple Networks metagene,

wherein an altered or modulated relative expression level of the

overexpressed genes compared to the underexpressed genes indicates or

correlates with relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer

to the anti-cancer treatment.

66. The method o Claim 65, wherein the one or plurality of overexpressed genes

and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are selected from one

metagene or are selected from a plurality of metagenes.

67. The metliod of Claim 65 or Claim 66, wherein the Carbohydrate/Lipid

Metabolism metagene, t e Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular

Development metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, th Chromosome

Segregation metagene, the DNA Replication/Recombination metagene, the

Immune System metagene, th Metabolic Disease metagene, the Nucleic

Acid Metabolism metagene, the Post-Translational Modification metagene,

the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the Multiple Networks

metagene comprise one or more genes listed in Table 2 .

68. A metliod of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer

treatment in a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an

expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an

expression level o one or a plurality of underexpressed genes in one or a

plurality of cancer cells, tissues o organs of the mammal, wherein the

overexpressed genes an the underexpressed genes are from one or a plurality

of metagenes selected from the grou consisting of a Metabolism metagene, a

Signalling metagene, Development and Growth metagene, a Chromosome

Segregation/Replication metagene, an Immune Response metagene and a

Protein Synthesis/Modificatioii metagene, wherein an altered or modulated



relative expression level of the overexpressed genes compared to the

underexpressed genes indicates o correlates with relatively increased or

decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment,

69. Th method of Claim 68, wherein the one or plurality of overexpressed genes

and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are selected fro one

metagene or are selected from a plurality of metagenes,

70. The method of Claim 68 or Claim 69, wherein the Metabolism metagene, the

Signalling metagene, the Development and Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, the Immune Response

metagene and or the Protein Synthesis/Modification metagene comprise one

or more genes listed i Table 22.

71. The method of any one of Claims 68 t 70, wherein the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are

from one or a plurality of of a Carbohydrate/Lipid Metabolism metagene, a

Cell Signalling metagene, a Cellular Development metagene, a Cellular

Growth metagene, a Chromosome Segregation metagene, a DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, an Immune System metagene, a

Metabolic Disease metagene, Nucleic Acid Metabolism metagene, a Post-

Tra lational Modification metagene, a Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene and a Multiple Networks metagene.

72. The method of any one of Claim 6 to 71, wherein the step of comparing an

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes includes

comparing a average expression level of the plurality of overexpressed

genes and/or an average expression level of the plurality of underexpressed

genes.

73. The method of Claim 72, which includes calculating a ratio of the average

expression level of the one o plurality of overexpressed genes and the

average expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes.

74. The method of any one of Claim 65 to 7 1, wherein the step of comparing an

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and/or an

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes includes

comparing the su of expression levels of the one or plurality of



overexpressed genes and/or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of underexpressed ge es.

75. The method of Claim 74, which includes calculating ratio of the sum of

expression levels of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and the sum

of expression levels of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes.

7 6 A method of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer t an anti-cancer

treatment in a mammal, said method including the step of comparing an

expression level of a one or plurality of overexpreSSe genes associated with

chromosomal instability and/or a expression level of one o plurality of

underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling in one or a

plurality of ca cer cells, tissue or organs of the mammal, wherein an altered

or modulated relative expression level of the overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability compared to the underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling indicates o correlates with

relatively increased o decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti¬

cancer treatment,

77. The metliod of Claim 76, wherei the genes associated with chromosomal

instability are of a CI metagene.

78. The method of Claim 77, wherein the CIN metagene comprises a plurality of

genes listed i Table 4.

79. The metliod of Claim 78, wherein the genes are selected from the group

consisting of: ATP6VIC1, RAP2A, CALMI, COG8, HELLS, KDM5A, PGKl,

PLCH1, CEP55, RFC4, TAF2, SF3B3, GPL PIR, MCMIO, MELK, F XMl

KIF2C, NUP155, TPX2, TTK, CENPA, CENPN, EXOl, MAPREl, ACOT7,

NAEl, SHMT2, TCP I TXNRDl, ADM, CHAF!A and SYNCRIP.

80. The method of Claim 79, wherein the genes are selected from the group

consisting of: MELK, M M , CENPA, EXOL TTK and K1F2C.

8 1. The method of any one or Claims 76 to 80, wherein the genes associated with

estrogen receptor signalling are of an ER metagene.

82. The metliod of Claim 8 , wherein the gene are selected from the group

consisting of: BTG2, P1K3IPI, SEC14L2, FLNB, ACSF2, APOM, BIN3,

GLTSCR2, ZMYNDIO, ABAT, BCAT2, SCUBE2, RUNXI, LRRC48,

MYBPCL BCL2, CHPTL TTM2A, LRIG1, MAPT, PRKCB, RERE

ABHD14A, FLT3, TNN, STC2, BATE, CDTE, CFB, EVL, FBXW4, ABCBl,



ACAAl CHAD, PDCD4, RPLIO, RPS2S, RPS4X, RPS6, S RBS RPL22

and RPS4XP3.

83. The method of Claim 82, wherein the genes are selected from the group

consisting of MAPT and MY .

84. The method of any one of Claims 76 to 83, wherein t e step of comparing an

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability and/or an expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

includes comparing an average expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and or an

average expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed gene

associated with estrogen receptor signalling.

85. The method of Claim 84, which includes calculating ratio of the average

expression level o the one o plurality of overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability and the average expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor

signalling,

86. The method of any one of Claim 76 to 83, wherein the step of comparing an

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability and or an expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

includes comparing the sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and/or the sum

of expression levels of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes

associated with estrogen receptor signalling*

87. The metliod of Claim 86, which includes calculating a ratio of the sum of

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes associated

with chromosomal instability and the sum of expression level of the one or

plurality of undere ressed genes associated with estrogen receptor signalling

88. The method of any one or Claims 76 to 87, further including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of other overexpressed

genes selected from the group consisting of CAMSAPI, CETN3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9, CFDPl, VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2KS,

CFC R KCNGl t BCAP31, IJLBP2, CARHSPi, PML, CD36, CD55



GEMIN4, TIN, ABHD5, EJF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2L1, LAMA3,

NDUFCl and STAUl, and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of

.other underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of BRD8,

BTN2A2. K1R2DL4. MEl, PSEN2, CALR, CAMK4, TTM2C, ΝΌΡ2, NSUN5,

SF3B1, ZNRD1 1, ARNT2, ERC2, SL C A I, BRD4, APOBEC3A, C - A

CD IB, CDIC CXCR4, HLA-B, IGH, KIR2DL3, SMPDL3B, YB, RLN1,

MTMR7, SORBS! and SRPK3 n one or a plurality of cancer ceils, tissues o

or ns of the mammal, wherein an altered or modulated relative expression

level of the one or plurality of other overexpressed gene compared to the one

or plurality of other underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with

relatively increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti¬

cancer treatment.

89- The method of Claim 88 wherein the one or plurality of other overexpressed

genes are selected from the group consisting o ABHD5, ADORA2B, BCAP31,

CAP, CAMSAPL CARHSPl, ( 7) 5.5, CETN3, E1F3K, EXOSC7, GNB2L1,

GRHPR, GSK3B, HCFCIRI, KCNG1, MAP2K5, NDUFCl, PML, STAUl,

TXN and ZNF593 and/or the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes

are selected from the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, MEL

MTMR7, SMPDL3B and Z RD S .

90. The method of Claim 8 o Claim 89, wherein the comparison of the

expression level of the on o plurality of other overexpressed genes and/or

the expression level of the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes is

integrated with the comparison of the expression level of the one or plurality

of overexpressed genes associated with chromosomal instability and/or the

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpre ed gene associated

with estrogen receptor signalling to derive a first integrated score, which is

indicative of, or correlates with, responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-

Cancer treatment.

9 . The method of Claim 90, wherein the first integrated score is derived, a least

in part, by addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and/or

exponentiation,

92, The method of Claim 91, wherein the first integrated score is derived by

exponentiation, wherein the comparison of the expression level of one or a

plurality of other overexpressed genes and/or the expression level of one or a



plurality of other underexpressed genes is raised to the power o the

comparison of the expression level o the one or plurality of overexpressed

genes associated with chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of

the one or plurality of underexpressed genes associated wit estrogen

receptor signalling.

93. The method of an one of Claims 8 to 92, wherei the step of comparing an

expression level of the one or plurality of other overexpressed genes and/or

an expression level of the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes

includes comparing an average expression level of the one or plurality of

other overexpressed genes and/or an average expression level of the one o

plurality of other underexpressed genes,

94. The method of Claim 93, which includes calculating a ratio of the average

expression level of the one or plurality of other overexpressed genes and the

average expression level of the one or plurality of other underexpressed

genes.

95. The method of any one of Claims 88 to 92, wherein the step of comparing a

expression level of the one or plurality o other overexpressed genes and/or

a expression level of the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes

includes comparing the sum of expression level of the one or plurality of

other overexpressed gene and/or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of other underexpressed genes,

96. The method of Claim 95, which includes calculating a ratio of the sum of

expression levels of the one or plurality of other overexpressed genes and the

sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of other underexpressed genes .

97. A metliod of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to an anti-cancer

treatment i a mammal, sai method including the step of comparing an

expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes selected from

the group consisting of CAMSAPl, CETN3, GRHPR, ZNF593, CA9, CFDPl,

VPS28, ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4, MAP2K5, HCFCIR!, KCNG1,

BCAP31, BP2 CARHSPl, PM CD36, CD55, GEM1N4, TXN, ABHD5,

EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7, GNB2LI, IAMA3, NDUFC1 and STAU1, and/or an

expression level of one or a plurality o underexpressed genes selected from

the consisting of BRD8, BTN2A2, KIR2DL4. MEL, PSEN2, CALR,

CAMK4, JTM2C, NOP2, NSUN5, SF3B1, ZNRD!-ASl, Α , ERC2,



SLCliAl, BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD LA, CDIB, CDI CXCR4, HLA-B, IGB,

K R2B I , SMPDL3B, MYB, L 1, MTMR7, SQRBS1 and SRPK3, in one or

a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal, wherein an

altered or modulated relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality o underexpressed

genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or decreased

responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

98. The method of Claim 97, wherein the one or plurality of overexpressed genes

are selected from the group consisting oi ABHD5 , ADORA2B, BCAP3L CA9,

CAMSAPI, CARHSP!, CD55, CETN3, EIF3K, EX SC7 GNB2L GRHPR,

GSK3B, HCFCIRI, KCNGl, MAP2K5, NDUFC1, PML, STAUl, TXN and

ZNF593 and/or the one or plurality of underexpressed genes are selected from

the group consisting of BTN2A2, ERC2, IGH, MEL MTMR7, SMPDL3B and

ZNRDl-ASJ.

99. The method of Claim 97 o Claim 98, wherein the tep o comparing the

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and/or the

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes includes

comparing an average expression level of the one o plurality of

overexpressed genes and/Or a average expression level of the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes.

100. The method of Claim 99, which includes calculating a ratio of the

average expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and

the average expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes.

1 . The method of Clai 97 or Clai 98, wherein the step of comparing

an expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed gene and/or an

expression level of the one or a plurality of underexpressed genes includes

comparing the sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes and/or the su of expression levels of the on o

plurality of underexpressed genes.

02 . The method of Claim 101 , which include calculating a ratio of the

sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes and

the sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of underexpressed genes.

103. The method of any one of Claims 65 to 103, further including th step

of comparing a expression level of a one or plurality of overexpressed



proteins, and/or an expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed

proteins, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the mammal

to thereby derive an integrated score.

104. The method of Claim 103, wherein the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins are selected from the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-

VEGFR2, I PP4B, EIF4 B , EGFR, , HER3, SMADl, GATA3,

ITGA2, A T , N B 1, HER2, ASNS and CGL6AI, and/or the one or

plurality of underexpressed proteins ar selected from the group consisting of

VEGFR2, HER3, ASNS, MAPK9, ESR , YWHAE, RAD5Q, PGR,

COL6A1, PEALS and RPS6, wherein: a higher relative expression level of

the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to the one or

plurality of underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with higher

aggressiveness of the cancer arid/or a less favourable cancer prognosis; and/or

a lower relative expression level o the one o plurality o overexpressed

proteins compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins indicates

or correlates with lower aggressiveness of the cancer and/or a more

favourable cancer prognosis compared to a mammal having a higher

expression level.

105. The method of Claim 103 or Claim 104, wherein the step of

comparing the expression level o the one o plurality of overexpressed

proteins and/or the expression level of the one or plurality o underexpressed

proteins includes comparing a average expression level of the one or

plurality of overexpressed proteins and/or an average expression level of the

one or plurality of underexpressed proteins.

106. The method of Claim 105, which includes calculating a ratio of the

average expression level o the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and

the average expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed

proteins.

107. The method of Claim 03 or Claim 104, wherein the step of

comparing an expression level o the one or plurality of overexpressed

proteins and/or an expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed

proteins includes comparing th sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of overexpressed proteins and/or th sum of expression levels of the

one or a plurality of underexpressed proteins.



108. The method of Claim 107, which includes calculating a ratio of the

sum of expression level of the one or plurality of averexpressed proteins and

the sum of expression levels of the on o plurality of underexpxessed

proteins,

109. The method of any one of Claims 3 to 108, wherein the comparison

of the expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and

the expression level of the one o plurality of underexpressed proteins is

integrated with:

(i) the comparison of th expression level of the overexpressed genes

associated with chromosomal instability and/or the expression level of

the underexpressed gene associated with estrogen receptor signalling

to deri v a second integrated score; or

(ii) the first integrated score to derive a thir integrated score; or

(i) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of CAMSAP!, CE N3, GRHPR,

ZNF593, CA9, CFDPl, VPS28> ADORA2B, GSK3B, LAMA4,

MAP2K5, CFCIR KCNG BCAP31 ULBP2, CARHSPL PML,

CD36, CD55, GE N4, TXN, ABHD5, EIF3K, EIF4B, EXOSC7,

GNB2L LAMAS; NDUFCl and STAU1 and/or the expression level

of the underexpressed gene selected from the grou consisting of

BRD8, BTN2A2, KJR2DL4. MET, PSEN2, CALM, CAMK4, LTM2C,

ΝΌΡ2, NSUN5, SF3BI ZNRDl-ASF ARNT2, ERC2, SLCllAl,

BRD4, APOBEC3A, CD! A, CD IB, CD1C, CXCR4, HlA-B, IGH,

KIR2DL3, SMPDLSB, MYB, RLNl, MTMR7, SORBS! and SRPK3 to

derive a fourth integrated score; or

(ii) the comparison of the expression level of the overexpressed genes

and/or a expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the

genes are from one o a plurality of the Carbohydrate/Lipid

Metabolism metagene, the Cell Signalling metagene, the Cellular

Development metagene, the Cellular Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregation metagene, the DNA

Replication/Recombination metagene, the Immune System metagene,

the Metabolic Disease metagene, the Nucleic Acid Metabolism

metagene, the Post Trans atio a Modification metagene, the Protein



Synthesis/Modification metagene and/or the Multiple Networks

metagene., to derive a fifth integrated s ore or

(iii) the comparison of the- expression level of the overexpressed genes

and or an expression level of the underexpressed genes, wherein the

genes are from one or a plurality of the Metabolism metagene, the

Signalling metagene, the Development and Growth metagene, the

Chromosome Segregation/Replication metagene, the Immune

Response metagene and/or the Protein Synthesis/Modification

metagene, to derive a sixth integrated score.

. The method of Claim 109, wherein the first, second, third, fourth, fi ft

and/or sixt integrated scores are derived, at least in part, b addition,

subtraction, multiplication, division and/or exponentiation,

11, method of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to a anti

cancer treatment in a mammal, said method including the step of comparing

a expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed proteins selected

from the group consisting of DVL3, PAI-1 , VEGFR2, INPP4B, EIF4EBP1,

EGFR, u 0 HER3, SMAD1, GATA3, ITGA2, A T , NFKB1, HER2,

ASMS and COL6A1, and/or a expression level of one or a plurality of

underexpressed proteins selected from the group consisting of VEGFR2,

HER3, ASNS, xM AP , ESR YWHAE, RAD5Q, PGR, COL6A1, PEA15

and RPS6, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the

mammal, wherein an altered or modulated relative expression level of the one

or plurality of overexpressed proteins compared to the one o plurality of

underexpressed proteins indicates or correlates with relatively increased or

decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the anti-cancer treatment.

2 . The method of Claim , wherein the ste of comparing the

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and/or the

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins includes

comparing a average expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and/or a average expression level of the one o

plurality of underexpressed proteins.

113. The method of Claim 12, which includes calculating ratio of the

average expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and



the average expression level of the one or plurality o underexpressed

proteins.

4 . The method o Claim 111, wherein the step of comparing an

expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and/or an

expression level of the one or plurality of underexpressed proteins includes

comparing the sum of expression levels of the one or plurality of

overexpressed proteins and/or the sum of expression levels of the one or

plurality of underexpressed proteins,

115. The method of Claim 14, which includes calculating a ratio of the

sum of expression level of the one or plurality of overexpressed proteins and

the sum of expression levels of the one o plurality of underexpressed

proteins,

16. The method of any one of Claims 59 to 15, wherein the anti-cancer

treatment is selected from the grou consisting o a endocrine therapy,

chemotherapy, immunotherapy and a moleculaiiy targeted therapy.

117. Th method of Claim 116, wherein the treatment comprises

administration of a agen selected from the group consisting of an ALK

inhibitor, a BCR-ABL inhibitor, a P90 inhibitor, a EGFR inhibitor, a

PARP inhibitor retinoic acid, a Bcl2 inhibitor, a gluconeogenesis inhibitor, a

p38 MAPK inhibitor, a MEK1/2 inhibitor, a mTOR inhibitor, a P13K

inhibitor, an GF R inhibitor, a PLCy inhibitor, a JNK inhibitor, a PAK

inhibitor, a SYK inhibitor, a HDAC inhibitor, a FGFR inhibitor, a XIAP

inhibitor, a PL inhibitor, an ERK5 inhibitor, a TTK inhibitor, an Aurora

Kinase Inhibitor and/or any combination thereof.

18. Th method of Claim 6 , wherein immunotherapy i or comprises an

immune checkpoint inhibitor,

. The method of Claim 118, wherein the immune checkpoint inhibitor

is or comprises an anti-P antibody or an anti-PDLl antibody.

120. A method of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to an

immunotherapeutic agent in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of overexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of ADORA2B, CD36, CETN3, KCNG

LAMAS, MAP2K5, MAEI , PGK1, STAU1, CFDP1, SF3B3 and TXN , and/or

a expression level of one or a plurality of underexpressed genes selected



from the group consisting of APOBEC3A, BCL2, BTN2A2, CAMSAPI,

CAMK4, CARHSPl, FBXW4, GSK3B, HCFCIRL MYB, PSEN2 and

ZNF593, i one or a plurality of cancer cel , tissues or organs of the

mammal, wherei an altered or modulated relative expression level of the one

or plurality o overexpressed genes compared to the on or plurality of

underexpressed gene indicates or correlates with relatively increased or

decreased responsiveness of the cancer t the inmiunotherapeutic agent.

121. The method of Clai 120, wherein a higher relative expression level

of the one or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or

plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with a relatively

increased responsiveness of the cancer to the immunotherapeutie agent;

and/or a lower relative expression level of the one or plurality of

overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of underexpressed

genes indicates or correlates with a relatively decreased responsiveness of the

cancer to the immunotherapeutie agent.

122. The method of Claim 120 or Claim J2 1, wherein the

immunotherapeutie agent is a immune checkpoint inhibitor.

3 . The method of Claim 122, wherein the immune checkpoint inhibitor

is or comprises an anti-PDl antibody or an anti-PDLl antibody.

24 . A method of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to an epidermal

growth factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitor i a mammal, said method including

the step of comparing an expression level of one or a plurality of

overexpressed genes selected from the group consisting NAEl , GSK3B,

TAF2, MAPREL BRIM, STAUL TAF2, PDCD4, KCNGL ZNRDI-AS1,

EIF4B, HELLS, RPL22, ABAT, BTN2A2, CD1B, ΓΜ2Α, BCL2, CXCR4, an

ARNT2 and/or a expression level of one or plurality of underexpressed

genes selected from the group consisting of CDIC, CD IE, CDIB, KDM5A,

BATF, EVE PRKCB, HCFCIRL CARHSPL CHAD, KIR2DL4. ABHD5,

ABHD14A, ACAAL SRPK3, CFB, ARNT2, NDUFCL BCL2, EVE ULBP2,

BIN3, SF3B3, CETN3, S N CRIP TAF2, CENPN, ATP6VICI, CD55 and

ADORA2B, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or organs of the

mammal, wherein an altered or modulated relative expression level of the one

or plurality of overexpressed genes compared to the one or plurality of



underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with relatively increased or

decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the irnraunotherapeutic agent.

125. A method of predicting the responsiveness of a cancer to a

multikinase inhibitor in a mammal, said method including the step of

comparing an expression level of one or a plurality o overexpressed genes

selected from the group consisting of SCUBE, CHPTL CDCl, BTG2.,

ADORA2B and BC 2, and or an expression level of one or a plurality of

underexpressed genes selected from the group consisting of NOP2, CALR,

MAPRE1, KCNGl, PGKl, SRPK3, RERE, ADM, LAMAS. KIR2DIA, ULBP2,

LAMA4, CA9, and BCAP31, in one or a plurality of cancer cells, tissues or

organs of the mammal, wherein an altered or modulated relative expression

level o the one or plurality o overexpressed genes compared to tire one or

plurality of underexpressed genes indicates or correlates with relatively

increased or decreased responsiveness of the cancer to the multikinase

inhibitor.

126. The method of any preceding claim, which includes the further step of

treating cancer in the mammal.

7. A method r identifying an agent for use in the treatment of cancer

including the steps of:

(i) contacting protein product of GR PR, NDUFCl, CAMSAPI, CETN3,

EIF3K, S , EXOSC7, COG8, CFDPl and/or KCNGJ with a test agent;

and

(ii) determining whether the test agent, at least partly, reduces, eliminates,

suppresses or inhibits the expression and/or an activity of the protein product.

128. The method of Claim 127, wherein the agent possesses o displays

little or no significant off-target and/or nonspecific effects.

129. The method of Claim 127 or Claim 128, wherein the agent is an

antibody or a small organic molecule.

130. A method of treating a cancer in a mammal, including the step of

administering to tire mammal a therapeutically effective amount of the agent

identified by the method of any one of Claims 27 to 1 9 .

131 . The method o any preceding claim wherein the mammal is a human.

132. The method of any preceding claim wherein the cancer includes

breast cancer, lung cancer, ovarian cancer, cervical cancer, uterine cancer,



prostate caneer, cancer of the brain and nervous system, head and nec

cancer, colon cancer, colorectal cancer, gastric cancer, liver cancer, kidney

cancer, bladder cancer, melanoma, lymphoid cancers, myelomonocytic

cancers, pancreatic cancer, pituitary cancer, adrenal cancer or

musculoskeletal cancer.

133 , The method of Claim 132, wherein breast cancer includes aggressive

breast cancers and cancer subtypes such a triple negative breast cancer,

grade 2 breast cancer, grade 3 breast cancer, lymph node positive (L I T )

breast cancer. E 2 positive (HER2 +) breast cancer and E positive (ER +)

breast cancer.

134. An agent identified by the method of any one of Claim 7 to 129

for use in the treatment of cancer.
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